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ABSTRACT
Engaging in the discussion on the shortage of structural design creativity, the
present study advocates for the potential of the physical model as a tool for
conceptual structural studies (*) of a synthetic rationale. The work embraces a
trans‐disciplinary mode of discourse, seeking to outline a theoretical
framework and propose a relevant methodological means for the structural
design inquiry. Within this context, fundamental concepts borrowed from
design and visual studies are introduced across two representative case‐studies
from the structural and architectural realm to highlight the synthetic
component of structural studies and the conceptual aspect of the physical
model.
To start with, a brief overview of the physical model in architectural education
comes to confirm the deficiencies of the prevailing modality: a means to reflect
on structural performance, eventually confined in the ways of the scientific
paradigm. Instances of a projective praxis – evoking the design culture – are
sought as an alternative. Cecil Balmond’s ‘informal’ is suggested as a theoretical
basis advocating for synthetic rationale and conceptual awareness.
In this track, Robert Le Ricolais’ research is selected as an idiosyncratic, yet
seminal, paradigm to disclose the design features (‘designerly ways’) of
structural studies; the physical model is employed here as a material diagram
to visualize transcending patterns across project ‘series’. Seeking to unfold this
potential in its full capacity, an example drawn from architectural studies is
brought into play. The Austin pedagogy offers a paradigm by excellence to
discuss conceptual awareness by means of perceptual constructs within a
design context; the physical model serves here as a conscious methodological
vehicle of diagrammatic nature for visual reasoning (‘dialectics of physical
modeling’), especially appropriate for the design inquiry.
Building on these foundations, a couple of educational practices – borrowed
from the ETH‐Zurich and the University of Thessaly respectively – explore the
notions of the structural concept and the material diagram, suggesting possible
strategies in projecting structural schemes by means of physical models.
In times of digital proficiency and proliferation of making, this proposition
advocates for a physicality of an intellectual order, a conceptual reductionism
by means of material constructs, to nurture the design competences and
conceptual awareness for extending the structural inquiry in a creative track.

(*) study: application of mental faculties in a particular field or to a specific subject |
In the present work, the term structural studies does not refer to a specific
academic subject or discipline, such as structural education or structural
engineering, but it relates to the term study in a broader sense, thus, discussing
the field of inquiries on the theme of structures, building structures in
particular.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Als Anstoß für die Diskussion über den Mangel an Kreativität im
Tragwerksentwurf spricht sich die vorliegende Untersuchung für das Potenzial
des physikalischen Modells als Werkzeug für konzeptuelle Strukturstudien (*)
einer synthetischen Denkweise. Diese Arbeit spannt einen fachübergreifenden
Diskurs auf und skizziert einen theoretischen Rahmen, woraus ein einschlägiges
methodologisches Instrument für Tragwerksuntersuchungen vorzuschlagen
werden. In diesem Zusammenhang werden grundlegende Konzepte aus Design
und Visual Studien mit zwei repräsentativen Fallstudien aus dem Architektur‐
und Tragwerksbereich vorgestellt, um die synthetische Komponente im
Strukturstudien und den konzeptionellen Aspekt des physikalischen Modells zu
verdeutlichen.
Zu Beginn zeigt ein kurzer Überblick über das physikalische Modell in der
Architekturausbildung die Mängel des derzeit herrschenden Ansatzes auf: ein
Weg, um die Reflexion über die tragstrukturelle Leistungsfähigkeit anzuregen,
die letztendlich hauptsächlich auf eine wissenschaftliche Denkweise beschränkt
bleibt. Als Alternative dazu werden Beispiele einer projektiven Praxis gesucht,
die auf Designkultur hinweisen. Cecil Balmonds „informal“ wird hierbei als
theoretisches Gerüst für eine synthetische Denkweise und konzeptionelles
Bewusstsein vorgeschlagen.
Unter dieser Prämisse wird die Forschung von Robert Le Ricolais als
idiosynkratisches, doch gleichzeitig zukunftsweisendes Denkmodell verwendet,
um Designansätze („designerly ways“) in Strukturstudien zu zeigen; das
physikalische Modell wird hier als Materialdiagramm benutzt, um
transzendierende Muster im Rahmen von Projektserien zu veranschaulichen.
Um dieses Potenzial vollkommen auszuschöpfen, wird ein Beispiel aus dem
Architekturstudium herangezogen. Die Austin‐Pädagogie bietet ein
hervorragendes Leitbild, um konzeptionelles Bewusstsein anhand von
Wahrnehmungskonstrukten innerhalb eines Entwurfskontexts zu diskutieren;
das physikalische Modell dient hier als bewusstes methodologisches Mittel
diagrammatischer Art für visuelles Denken (Dialektik der physikalischen
Modellierung), das besonders für die Designuntersuchung geeignet ist.
Auf dieser Grundlage werden anhand von zwei Lehrmethoden – der ETH‐Zürich
bzw. der Universität von Thessalie – die Begriffe des strukturellen Konzepts und
des Materialdiagramms untersucht, wobei mögliche Strategien bei der
Projektierung struktureller Schemata mittels physikalischer Modelle
vorgeschlagen werden.
In Zeiten digitaler Kompetenz ist das physikalische Modell ein konstruktiver
Vorschlag, um Tragwerksuntersuchungen auf eine kreative Bahn zu bringen,
indem die intrinsischen Eigenschaften der Architekturausbildung genutzt
werden und um Entwurfsaspekte aus den Bereichen Architektur und
Tragwerksentwurf zum gegenseitigen Nutzen zu aktivieren.
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(*) Untersuchung: Anwendung geistiger Fähigkeiten auf einem bestimmten Gebiet
oder zu einem bestimmten Thema |
In der vorliegenden Arbeit bezieht sich der Begriff Strukturstudien nicht auf
einen bestimmten akademischen Fachbereich oder eine Fachrichtung wie der
Tragwerkslehre oder Tragwerksplanung, sondern bezieht sich auf den Begriff
Studien im weiteren Sinn, folglich wird der Untersuchungsgebiet für das Thema
Strukturen, insbesondere Gebäudestrukturen diskutiert.
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Introduction
THE CONTRIBUTION

Creative structural design has had a significant impact in the history of building
structures; its contribution, acknowledged by the large public, has come to be
established in scholarly discourse in recent years. The fascinating forms of
Gaudi or Otto, the emblematic structures of Maillart or Eiffel, the distinctive
works of Isler, Nervi, Candela or Torroja, the influential legacy of Arup and
Happold or the seminal contributions of Rice and Balmond, they all constitute
seminal milestones in the course of human culture.
Across all noteworthy examples – often operating on the threshold of structural
and architectural realm – creative imagination and conceptual awareness,
coupled with an intuitive reasoning, are brought forward as the catalysts for
structural design excellence.

THE DEFICIENCIES

While the schemes of prominent structural designers are celebrated in discrete
instances, in the prevailing paradigm, however, a shortage of conceptual
synthetic structural awareness – in the early design process in particular – has
been denoted as a major shortcoming of the field; the assumed disciplinary
profiles of structural engineering and architecture often accounting for the
attested deficiencies.
In the bifold model seen in practice, conceptual structural design in orphan by
definition, as the objectives, competences and skills are split between the two
professions – conceptual for the architect, structural for the engineer – and the
design process is confined in a sequential modality. Structural education comes
to comply with this actuality, perpetuating the disciplinay gap. Aspiring to
comply with engineering practices, it fails to activate the intrinsic features of
the architectural realm, missing, in turn, on the opportunity of an interaction
with the design culture. In brief, both engineering and architecture seem to lack
the theoretical framework, the educational strategies and the didactic vehicles
that would allow to discuss the conceptual design component of structural
studies.

NEW PARADIGM:
HYBRID PRACTICES

Nonetheless, in recent years a new paradigm comes to the forefront, triggered
by the advent of parametric modeling and fabrication technologies. In the light
of the so‐called “structural turn”, a renewed interest in structure, materiality
and the culture of making is manifested, stimulating a vivid exchange between
disciplines. The trend is characterized by a keen emphasis on projective praxis
coupled with, if not actuated by, a rigorous engagement with intellectual
queries. The theme of “structuring”1, both as a material and conceptual
1 The Oxmans (Oxman & Oxman, 2010) pp.17, 23, 15 note on the “new structuralism” and the
key role of design engineering in this emergent cultural shift:
The new structuralism integrates structuring, digital tectonics, materialisation, production
and the research that makes this integration possible. […] This is an architectural design
that is motivated by a priori structural and material concepts and in which structuring is the
generative basis of design. […] the design engineer, in his prioritising of materialisation, is
the pilot figure of this cultural shift which we have termed the ‘new structuralism’.
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construct, becomes fundamental to this cultural shift, while a conscious quest
for creativity is brought forward in professional and academic settings alike.
Echoing propositions of multi‐disciplinary origin, within and beyond the sphere
of building structures, the evolutionary paradigm/ discourse comes to
challenge the typological realm, while the “informal”2 questions precedent‐
based thinking in professional practice. Embracing a projective modality, the
notion of type is dissolved; the performative comes to substitute for the formal;
the diagram offers an alternative to discuss mutliplicities vs. singularities,
moving away from the discrete to the continuous.
A new model has risen; a generation of hybrids – operating between theory and
practice, engineering and architecture, research, academy and the profession –
have come to embrace this cultural turn. While the synergies, competences and
profiles of the (building) design disciplines are revisited, structural design
becomes relevant in scholarly discourse.
In reviewing the current state of affairs between engineers and architects,
Flury3 advocates for a condition of “inquisitive openness”4. The potential of the
trans‐disciplinary paradigm unfolds across a model of “a close design
relationship between the architect and the engineer”, where both contributors
will assume authorship and jointly engage in the creative process.
The prerequisite for [active cooperation and teamwork] is an attentive,
inquisitive almost Faustian readiness to cross borders: Architects can find the
key to a fruitful dialogue if they rediscover the master builder in themselves,
the building designer with a keen understanding of structure. The engineers,
on the other hand, would refresh their approach if they combined ‘sensibilità
statica’ (Pier Luigi Nervi) with a spatial sensibility […]. The engineer would
become an author, like the architect, which would shift the focus of attention
and redefine their relationship.5
NEW ACADEMIA

A growing number of scholarly events – some with long‐standing tradition (i.e.
IASS, eCAADe, …) and others that have appeared only recently (i.e. ICSA,
Advances in Architectural Geometry, Digital Modelling, Fabricate, RobArch, …)
attract architects and engineers alike, calling for “researchers and practitioners
[…] with cross‐disciplinary trajectories”6.
As the fusion of disciplines is enabled within progressive professional milieus
and research clusters, academia is being redrawn. Graduate education has
welcomed – if not triggered – these shifts. A reinstated confidence in projective
praxis is manifested, characterized by interdisciplinary practices and a
proliferation of design‐build activity. In undergraduate education, the imprint
of these changes is smaller. While interdisciplinarity is limited, a dynamic has
emerged in recent years reflecting on the synthetic component of structural
studies. Shared by both engineering and architecture, a growing concern on

2

On Balmond’s “informal” see (Balmond & Smith, 2002).

3

See (Flury, 2012a).

4

See (Flury, 2012b) p.15.

5

Ibid.

6

Borrowed from the call for proposals for the conference Fabricate 2018.
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questions of rather epistemological or pedagogical nature emerges, addressing
the mode and methods of the structural design inquiry.
In civil engineering curricula, a distinct track focusing on structural creativity
stems from the works of Billington. Stepping beyond the boundaries of the
scientific paradigm, the track explores the origins and conditions of structural
design excellence across a series of exemplary practices insisting on the
instrumental role of history as a source of inspiration; modes of inquiry largely
employed by other disciplines (i.e. case‐studies, visual evidence and physical
modeling) are borrowed to emphasize the reflective component of structural
studies as an essential requirement for a creative praxis. Engaging with a
projective rationale, a new dynamic evolves in academia7, advocating that
engineering design involves “discipline and play” – a term popularized by
Billington8 – “where discipline refers to technical skills, and play refers to
creative and aesthetic exploration”9. The initiative adopts an exploratory
pedagogy via problem‐solving scenarios and hands‐on activities to enhance
structural engineering creativity, eventually seeking to highlight the creative
component of the so‐called STEM disciplines10. Borrowing didactic strategies
from the constructivist realm, an active‐learning pedagogy – familiar to
architectural education – is introduced as means to expand the analytic skills of
the engineer to the synthetic realm.
Coming from the opposite direction, in architectural education, the necessity
to integrate structural questions in a synthetic perspective has been part of a
long‐standing discussion11, seeking to activate the design competences of the
architect within the structural realm. Enhanced by a reinstated confidence in
the projective modality, the quest for conceptual structural design
competences has recently resurged, revisiting an enduring tradition in creative
practices. A broad range of methods and tools – quantitative or qualitative,
analytical or graphic, digital or physical – are employed in an attempt to activate
the synthetic component of structural studies, bringing evidence of diverse
educational models or pedagogical strategies. Allen12 advocates for the
contribution of synthetic‐oriented assignments towards structural design
competences:

7

For a representative example, see the initiatives of the academic consortium led by Prof. Dr.
M.Garlock at Princeton University (CASCE, 2015), (Bhatia & Chen, 2015), (Bhatia, Garlock, &
Laffey, 2016): Workshop on the Creative Art of Structural and Civil Engineering (Princeton
University, June 2015), NSF‐funded educational project Creative Art of Structural and Civil
Engineering‐CASCE (Princeton University, Virginia Polytechnic and State University, University of
Massachusetts‐Amherst, 2014), International Network for Structural Art (INSA).
8 See (Billington & Cole, 2005). See also Billington (Billington, 1983) pp.213‐232 on Isler’s “perhaps

startling idea of play”.
9

See (CASCE, 2015) p.5.
Through the introduction of problem‐solving scenarios and exploratory learning, students
will be engaged in finding solutions, allowing for a deeper examination of a subject and the
development of critical thinking skills.

10

STEM disciplines: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics.

11

See (Dermody, Oakley, & Uihlein, 2016).

12

See (Allen & Zalewski, 1998) p.97. See also (Allen, 1997).
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The principles of statics may be learned through students' involvement with
either the conventional assortment of small, abstract, purely analytical
exercises, or the creative design of original, large‐scale, often exciting
structures. […] the creative approach, combining as it does both synthetical
and analytical activity, is […] much more effective in starting students briskly
along the road to becoming complete, confident designers of structures.
MEANS OF INQUIRY

Although numerical tools have been often held responsible for poor design
competences, structural digital applications have insistently fostered intuitive
reasoning within an analytic or synthetic perspective over the last couple of
decades; quickly absorbing lessons of the past and investing in the visual culture
and graphic skills of architecture students. Maturing within the parametric
realm, digital modeling has grown to discuss generative practices via “trans‐
typological”13 methodologies or “white‐box tools”14.
Physical models, on the other hand, have for long served as means to enable
quantitative or qualitative understanding of structural performance or
structural configurations, taking advantage of the modeling practices of the
design culture. Hands‐on activities are encouraged within an active‐learning
pedagogy, while the synthetic component unfolds across brief design
assignments or competitions. Aspiring, however, to comply with the
engineering realm, the physical model can’t escape the, otherwise celebrated,
tradition of the so‐called “structural model”; it is mostly used to bring concrete
evidence within the framework of a controlled experiment in a laboratory
setting. Trapped within its very pragmatic materiality, the physical model serves
primarily as means to reflect on structural configurations or performance,
eventually confined in an analytic modality that originates from the scientific
framework.
A perspective borrowed from the field of design studies could indeed serve as
a broader context to evoke the features of the design culture in the structural
realm and unlock the full potential of the physical model in serving a synthetic
rationale in structural studies. Assuming that the attested deficiencies of the
dominant model are not to be related to the employed medium, but to the
prevailing mode of reasoning instead – reverberating a misconception of
epistemological origin on the nature of the discipline – the present study
embraces, therefore, a trans‐disciplinary discourse seeking to outline a
theoretical framework and propose a relevant methodological means for
structural inquiries of projective nature.
Two representative examples, drawn from the structural and architectural
realm respectively, are brought forward, seen through the perspective of
design and visual studies, to disclose the synthetic component of structural

13

See (Mueller & Ochsendorf, 2013) on a “trans‐typological structural grammar methodology”.

14

See (Block, Van Mele T, & Rippmann, 2016) pp.48, 54 on the imperative to “whiten the box”:
It is time to whiten the box, but also to think outside it, to allow for alternatives, to exploit
the indeterminacy of problems, to visualize the design space, and finally, to develop the
means to explore that space. […] we should put greater effort into the development of
computational “white box” tools. Instead of automated, design‐by‐analysis, black‐box tools
that merely give the designer the feeling that he or she is obtaining sophisticated,
(r)evolutionary solutions, we advocate the use of tools that truly educate designers in the
process of designing.
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studies and the conceptual aspects of the physical model. Robert Le Ricolais’
research is selected as an idiosyncratic, yet seminal, paradigm to illustrate
creative practices in structural studies, revealing the design features (designerly
ways) of the structural inquiry. The Austin pedagogy offers a paradigm by
excellence to discuss conceptual awareness by means of perceptual constructs
within a design context; unfolding the potential of physical modeling as a
cognitive means for non‐verbal reasoning, particularly apt for the design
inquiry.
The context of architectural education provides a fertile ground to welcome a
reflection‐in‐action on the nature of the structural inquiry; the design culture
allowing to activate the creative aspects of the structural and architectural
realm. Within this context, a couple of educational practices – borrowed from
the ETH‐Zurich and the University of Thessaly respectively – come to extend the
contribution in a projective modality; the two examples suggest alternative
strategies in exploring structural schemes by means of physical models.
Confident about the design component of the structural inquiry and the
cognitive value of the physical model, the present study relies on the intrinsic
features of architectural education to make a case for the potential of the
physical model as means to extend structural design in a creative track. In times
of digital proficiency and proliferation of making, this proposition advocates for
a physicality of an intellectual order, a conceptual reductionism by means of
material constructs, to nurture design competences and conceptual awareness
for the structural inquiry.
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I. The physical model in structural studies
in architectural education:
instances of a reflective rationale
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I.1. Structural Studies
I.1.1. Celebrated practices. The contribution.
Creativity and trans‐disciplinarity
The contribution of creative structural design in the history of building
structures has been acknowledged on several occasions
15

. Significant projects owe their grandeur to the unique features of the
structural form16, revealing exceptional ingenuity and audacity in dealing with
challenging structural issues.

ON CREATIVITY

The funicular forms of A.Gaudi and the tensile structures of F.Otto, the
emblematic tower of G.Eiffel and the suspension bridges of J.Roebling, the
shells of H.Isler, E.Torroja and F.Candela, the concrete structures of R.Maillart
and P.L.Nervi, the influential legacy of O.Arup and E.Happold or the seminal
contributions of P.Rice, J.Schlaich and C.Balmond, to name but a few, they all
constitute seminal milestones in the course of human culture.
Noteworthy examples bring evidence of sound knowledge background,
rigorous individual study, considerable on‐site expertise or successful
teamwork. First and foremost, however, it is an inherent sense of creative
imagination and conceptual awareness, coupled with an intuitive
understanding of structural performance, that are pronounced as catalysts for
structural design excellence; the powerful conceptual structural scheme being
an instrumental component of an exceptional outcome.
The process of visualizing or conceiving a structure is an art. Basically it is
motivated by an inner experience, by an intuition. It is never the result of mere
deductive logical reasoning. Yet, as in all art, there is the possibility of
establishing certain general rules…17

STRUCTURAL ART

The term “structural art”, introduced by Billington18 in 1983, has been explicitly
coined to discern works of structural design excellence beyond mere technical
and programmatic requirements; the notion has been employed to designate
projects where efficiency, economy and elegance come together in ingenious

15

For the contribution of structural design in the history of building structures, see (Mainstone,
1975), (Holgate, 1986), (“Engineering and Architecture,” 1987), (Picon, 1997), (Foug & Joyce,
2000), (Addis, 2001), (Addis, 2007). For a set of specific case‐studies, see The Telford Series on
The Engineer’s Contribution to Contemporary Architecture, in particular on H.Isler (Chilton,
Macdonald, & Pedreschi, 2000), E.Dieste (Pedreschi, 2000), A.Hunt (Macdonald & Pedreschi,
2000), P.Rice (Brown, 2001), O.Williams (Yeomans & Cottam, 2001).
16

Quoted by Larsen (Larsen & Tyas, 2003) p.2 as a reference for conceptual structural design,
Edmund Happold (Happold, 1984) notes on the objectives of structural engineering design:
“…at its best [structural engineering design] is an art…it is primarily about the choice of
form. The forces on that form and the analysis of its behaviour follow.”
17

See (Torroja, 1958a) p.313.

18

On “structural art”, see (Billington, 1983) pp.3‐24, 266‐274.
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ways standing out of conventional practice19. The works of Eiffel, Maillart,
Amman, Menn, Nervi, Gaudi, Torroja, Candela or Isler, among others, are
celebrated for disclosing an inclusive perspective on structural design. Adding
to this list some recent cases, such as Otto or Schlaich, Hu20 offers a
comprehensive report of structural designers that are included in this lineage,
pointing out that creative practices reside in the structural realm too and they
aren’t exclusively present within the boundaries of architecture.
ON TRANS‐DISCIPLINARITY

Conversely, while there have been studies that relate noteworthy structural
design practices with a particular academic framework or cultural context21, it
has also been noted that creative structural design transcends disciplinary
boundaries22. Representative examples extend from the architect of the
classical antiquity with the wide knowledge range to the renaissance master
builder with the overall control of the building process; from the industrial
revolution engineer with the high level of expertise in large‐scale technical
projects to the twentieth century structural engineer with a concrete
theoretical background and significant sense of creativity; from the single
designer with a multiple educational background to the multi‐disciplinary
design practices with novel approaches. Often operating on the threshold or
structural and architectural realm, professional engineers, architects or
craftsmen, practitioners, researchers or builders, they all contribute towards
novel concepts or innovative applications of structural typologies, systems and
materials, fabrication methods or construction technologies.
This varied spectrum of practices reveals the complex actuality and the
multifaceted nature of structural design, unfolding the potential of trans‐
disciplinarity in the design process. Across most paradigms, a shared feature
emerges; structural design is not confined within specific disciplinary
boundaries.
Finally I think the true distinction is not between the engineer and the architect
but between design and analysis. I suppose, to be symmetrical, one would call
them synthesis and antithesis. The antithesis is that function that breaks things
up into their parts, so that you can obtain detailed and precise knowledge. The
synthesis is that which puts things together, imposes your form upon your
matter, and a sort of design, a sort of creation. I think that this distinction is
one which cuts right through both of our professions. We both have our
analysers, we both have those who put things together, those who design, who
create and build. Indeed I am tempted to wonder whether the difference
between the engineer and the architect is not primarily institutional.23

19

Ibid.pp.6, 267‐271. Also (Billington, 1984) pp.22, 31.

20

See (Hu & Dai, 2010), (Hu, Feng, & Dai, 2014).

21

See (Billington, 1984), (Billington, 2003).

22

Besides, several designers, whose projects have been identified as works of “structural art”,
did not have (solely) a background in engineering; A.Gaudi, F.Candela and F.Otto were initially
trained as architects.
23

See (Harris, 1961) p.136.
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I.1.2. The prevailing paradigm. The deficiencies.
Lack of conceptual awareness and synthetic rationale
The mastering of structural knowledge is not synonymous with the knowledge
of those mathematical developments which today constitute the so‐called
theory of structures. It is the result of a physical understanding of the complex
behavior of a building, coupled with an intuitive interpretation of theoretical
calculations.24

Although the creative aspect has been identified as decisive parameter of
exemplary structural designs, the lack of design proficiency has been denoted
as a critical deficiency of the field by leading practitioners and educators alike25.
While the schemes of prominent structural designers are celebrated in discrete
instances, the shortage of conceptual awareness, synthetic competences and
interdisciplinary vision is discussed as a major shortcoming of the prevailing
paradigm in structural practices.
A BIFOLD SEQUENTIAL
MODEL

The lack has been often associated – not without good reason – with the
dominant model in praxis, founded on the assumed disciplinary boundaries
between the professions of structural engineering and architecture. In this
model, as Larsen26 notes, the architect is supposed to come up with the design
concept and the engineer is expected to deal with the technical issues.
Therefore, conceptual structural design27 remains orphan by definition; no
conceptual input from the engineer, no structural insight from the architect.
So who then is best placed to develop the structural concept of a design? Is it
the engineer who is not trained to consider non‐technical issues in design? Or
is it the architect who is not trained to understand the technical consequences
of what may seem to him or her to be trivial decisions about structural form?28

While architectural design is rarely informed by structural performance and
structural engineering is typically understood as the mere sizing of structural
components rather than the composition of the overall configuration,
structural design is eventually confined in analytic tasks; structure is seldom a
defining design parameter.
Thus, presumed and prescribed objectives, skills and competences of the two
professions adhere to this bifold model – conceptual reserved for the architect,
technical for the engineer – perpetuating the disciplinary gap, while the design
process is typically confined in a linear modality conforming to these

24

See (Nervi, 1956) p.24.

25

See (Schlaich, IASS, & IABSE, 1996).

26

See (Popovic‐Larsen & Tyas, 2003) p.2.
And herein lies a problem. Engineers are typically educated to think of “design” as being a
relatively methodological process for determining the adequacy of a structure or structural
member. Architects often think of “design” as being the development of a vision for the
appearance and function of a building, incorporating financial, cultural, socio‐political and
aesthetic factors.

27

Ibid. Larsen attempts an inclusive overview on the origins of the structural design concept:
designs from nature prioritizing structural efficiency, precedent‐based projects relying on
incremental expertise, intuitive proposals confirmed by experimental practices or propositions
expanding on theoretical, technical or material developments.
28

Ibid. p.2.
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disciplinary boundaries. In conventional practice, as the Oxmans29 notice in
discussing architectural engineering, the architectural idea leads and the
structural input follows as subordinate; the structural configuration inevitably
adhering to the typological realm.
Architectural engineering has traditionally been characterised by the
sequential development of ‘form, structure and material’. A formal concept is
first conceived by the architect and subsequently structured and materialised
in collaboration with the engineer.30

According to Billington31, it is this very misconception of engineering – the
common belief that elegance is the domain of architects, while engineers
guarantee strength and stability – that accounts for the limited creativity of
structural designs. The deficiencies of the dominant model reflect in fact
misconceptions of an epistemological origin regarding the very nature of the
discipline; the structural inquiry being eventually confined in the ways of the
scientific framework.
MISSING ON THE
SYNTHETIC ASPECT

Structural education comes to comply with this actuality, reproducing and
reproduced by the paradigm in practice. The poor design competences in
structural matters have been noted in several reports on undergraduate
students or recent graduates of engineering or architecture32, while the
importance of conceptual synthetic awareness towards creative designs is
stressed in several occasions33, underlining the imperative in the early
schematic process in particular. Nevertheless, both the engineering and
architectural realm seem to lack the theoretical framework and references, the
educational structures and strategies, pedagogical approach or didactic
vehicles that would allow to discuss the creative component or conceptual
design aspect in structural studies, just as in its architectural counterpart.
Academic programs or modules in structural design are scarce, if present at all
– even less in schools of engineering, especially if compared to the amount of
design studios in schools of architecture. While scholarly publications on
structural analysis are abundant, there is little evidence discussing structural

29

See (Oxman & Oxman, 2010a).

30

Ibid. p.15.

31

Billington (Billington & Moreyra Garlock, 2010) p.339 notes on the three misconceptions on
the nature and contribution of (civil) engineering:
First is the misconception that engineering is applied science […]. Second is the
misconception that the fundamentals of engineering are mathematics and science […].
Third is the misconception that elegance in structural engineering is the province of
architects, while engineers ensure that it will stand; only architects can make it a work of
art.
32

See (Demody, Oakley, & Uihlein, 2016), (ACSA, 1976), (Snyers, 2009).

33

Schwartz (Schwartz, 2012) p.245 notes on the importance of conceptual synthetic awareness
towards creative designs:
A good structural design is worked out at a conceptual level, and during the conceptual
phase, its calculation remains in the background. If structural engineers were more aware
of this, they would increasingly resort to simple handwritten and mental calculations—
something that might allow them the time needed to reflect and reactivate their creative
faculties. […] The qualitative evaluation of the forces using an inductive process—for
example, graphic statics—does not require exact calculation, just practice and experience.
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design; even those that do so, they typically focus on sizing, detailing or
optimization34 issues.
Founded on a behaviorist pedagogic tradition, courses employ theoretical,
deductive, quantitative, non‐figurative ways, primarily emphasizing on basic
analytical methods and means, eventually employing an analytic rationale.
Aspiring to comply with the engineering paradigm, structural education often
ends up by reverberating the flaws of engineering education, as Felder and
Silverman35 have identified them several decades ago:
Learning styles of most engineering students and teaching styles of most
engineering professors are incompatible in several dimensions. Many or most
engineering students are visual, sensing, inductive, and active, and some of the
most creative students are global; most engineering education is auditory,
abstract (intuitive), deductive, passive, and sequential. These mismatches lead
to poor student performance, professorial frustration, and a loss to society of
many potentially excellent engineers.36

In architectural education, on the other hand, structural matters are typically
discussed within a watered‐down version of the engineering curriculum, mostly
failing to bring forward the qualities of either of the two. The approach resides
within an analytic rather than a synthetic scope. The focus is on detailed, yet
fragmented, dimensioning of primary structural elements, while structural
composition on a conceptual level is hardly addressed. A precedent‐based
modality is often adopted, employing successful paradigms from the history of
building structures or borrowing efficient concepts from nature, while the
structural configuration is discussed in typological terms. The strategy is
presumably aiming to enrich the design vocabulary; however, it actually
confines structural design explorations to mere technical or stylistic iterations,
mostly failing to develop conceptual awareness and synthetic competences.
THE DESIGN PERSPECTIVE

By failing to activate the intrinsic features of architectural education (synthetic
scope, open‐ended questions, abductive reasoning, heuristic methods,
conceptual constructs, visual means, modeling practices), this modality of
structural education misses conversely on the opportunity of an interaction
with the design culture, that could eventually prove to be mutually beneficial.
Indeed, a perspective borrowed from the realm of design studies may serve as
a broader context to bring forward the synthetic component of the structural
inquiry and allow to evolve the modes of inquiry in a trans‐disciplinary modality,
by discussing the creative features of structural and architectural design.

34 In this context, the optimization of a certain structural configuration often falls in the category
of minor reordering of the overall geometry till optimal sizes for the structural elements are
reached. Nevertheless, the notion of optimization in a broader context may be addressed in a
generative perspective, by revisiting the actual arrangement of the overall configuration in order
to achieve the optimal solution.
35

See (Felder & Silverman, 1988).

36

Ibid. p.680.
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I.1.3. The ‘structural turn’. The opportunity
For one of the dominant trends emerging within architectural culture at the
beginning of the twenty‐first century is a renewed interest in the structural
logic of buildings. What we are beginning to witness is a ‘structural turn’ within
architectural culture. […] a new paradigm of thinking about the materiality of
structure. […] a certain process‐orientated approach towards architectural
design, that recognizes the importance of structural forces and material
composition.37
THE
STRUCTURAL TURN

In recent years, trans‐disciplinary exchange has grown to be a fundamental
feature of a new paradigm in the realm of building structures, triggered by the
advent of digital technology, the emergence of parametric modeling and the
development of fabrication technologies; inevitably bringing forward
challenges in professional and academic milieus. In the light of the so‐called
“structural turn”38, a renewed interest in structure, materiality and the process
of making proliferate in the architectural realm39, while a conscious reflection
on creativity is manifested in structural engineering40.
The trend is characterized by a keen emphasis on projective praxis;
nevertheless, coupled with, if not actuated by, a rigorous engagement with
intellectual queries. The theme of structure and “structuring”41 is fundamental
to this emergent “cultural shift”, both as a material and conceptual construct.
Echoing propositions of multi‐disciplinary origin, within and beyond the sphere
of building structures, the notion of type is revisited in theoretical treatises,
while the “informal”42 comes to challenge precedent‐based thinking in
professional practice.

THE NEW PARADIGM:
A HYBRID MODEL

The paradigm of a new model has risen; a generation of hybrids – operating
between engineering and architecture, theory and practice, research, academy
and the profession – have come to embrace these recent shifts, fueled by and,
in turn, fostering developments beyond institutional or disciplinary boundaries.
As projective creativity and conceptual awareness come to the forefront, the
synergies, competences and, eventually, the profiles of (building) design
disciplines are revisited; within this animated context, structural design
becomes relevant in scholarly discourse.

37

See (Leach, Turnbull, & Williams, 2004) pp.4‐5.

38

Ibid.

39

Some representative publications on the subject include Reading Structures (Foug & Joyce,
2000), Digital Tectonics (Leach et al., 2004), Atlas of Novel Tectonics (Reiser & Umemoto, 2006),
The New Structuralism (Oxman & Oxman, 2010b), Structuralism Reloaded (Valena, 2011).
40

See Billington’s works on the instrumental role of history as a source of inspiration.

41

The Oxmans (Oxman & Oxman, 2010a) pp.17, 23, 15 note on the “new structuralism” and the
key role of design engineering in this emergent cultural shift:
The new structuralism integrates structuring, digital tectonics, materialisation, production
and the research that makes this integration possible. […] The new structuralism designates
the cultural turn away from formalism and towards a material practice open to ecological
potential. This is an architectural design that is motivated by a priori structural and material
concepts and in which structuring is the generative basis of design. […] If engineering is
frequently interpreted as the giving of precedence to material content, then the design
engineer, in his prioritising of materialisation, is the pilot figure of this cultural shift which
we have termed the ‘new structuralism’.
42

On Balmond’s “informal” see (Balmond & Smith, 2002).
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NEW ACADEMIA:
QUESTIONS & CHALLENGES

As the fusion of disciplines is enabled within professional and research clusters,
the map of academic curricula is being redrawn43.
Graduate education has come to embrace, if not triggered, these shifts. Several
academic structures, especially in the post‐graduate level44, welcome students
of or with multiple disciplinary background (architecture, engineering,
mathematics, biology, computer science, …) – those in Architectural or Digital/
Computational Design in particular, mostly hosted in schools of architecture.
Besides, a proliferation of design‐build activity – in stand‐alone format or built
in the academic curriculum – adheres to this context, seeking for cross‐
disciplinary input within a projective praxis.
In undergraduate education, however, the imprint of these changes is smaller,
if evident at all. While the means and technologies are expanding, a growing
concern about conceptual awareness and synthetic competences is manifested
in the structural realm, both in engineering and architecture. Trans‐
disciplinarity remains rather limited in practice, there is, however, a vigorous
discussion on the modality of structural studies, eventually articulating
questions of pedagogical or epistemological nature.
What is the model of trans‐disciplinarity that is envisioned, what is the profile
of the structural designer, what are the necessary competences, what is the
educational strategy for conceptual structural creativity, what are the
appropriate means for the structural design inquiry?

43

For instances of the recent changes in academic practices that bring evidence on the cross‐
disciplinary exchanges and projective rationale related to structural studies, see for example: the
early investigations on material and structural performance in the EmTech program/
Architectural Association or the ICD/ Univ. of Stuttgart, the pioneering work on digital fabrication
of Gramazio & Kohler/ ETH‐Zurich, the birth (2008) of a new Chair of Structural Design (in addition
to the existing one of Building Structures) at the Department of Architecture at ETH‐Zurich, the
extensive use of graphic methods in structural studies in architecture at MIT and the ETH‐Zurich,
the recent proliferation of parametric modeling and emergence of fabrication labs in numerous
schools of architecture.
44

For representative examples, see graduate programs in the USA, UK, Netherlands, Germany,
Austria, Switzerland, Spain, … Of particular interest is the paradigm of France, offering for the
past decade the post‐graduate “double‐cursus” program Ingénieur‐Architecte/ Structure et
Architecture” (in Paris/ Marne‐la‐Valée, Lyon, Toulouse, Strasbourg, Nantes, Marseilles, …)
aiming to form designers with a dual background.
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FIG.1. CELLULOID MODELS FOR THE DESIGN OF SKYSCRAPERS, BRIDGES AND DAMS (1920S)

I.2. The Physical Model in Structural Studies
I.2.1. ‘Structural models’ in professional practice:
“Toys that save millions”
To tell engineers how great structures will bend and twist under whatever loads
they may bear, Prof. George E.Beggs, of the Department of Civil Engineering at
Princeton University, invented an ingenious apparatus. In his system, scale
models, quickly cut from sheet celluloid, reveal in a few minutes what might
require months, or be utterly impossible, to calculate with figures. That is but
one of the remarkable ways that experts now seek to determine new facts
about the behavior of skyscrapers, bridges, and dams.45
THE
STRUCTURAL MODEL

In an article by Armagnac46 published in Popular Science in 192847, physical
models that serve in structural investigations are proclaimed as “toys that save
millions” [Fig.1]. This resourceful term probably translates at its best the most
persistent interpretation across the 20th century of what a structural model is
and what it may be employed for; a material device that can be used to predict
the structural behavior of structures of extreme or unprecedented complexity
without tedious, costly and time‐consuming analytical calculations. In serving
this role and complementing, or even substituting for, mathematical modeling,
the structural model has grown to be a powerful tool towards “a new science
of structural engineering”48.
Addis49 comes to confirm this track in one of the most recent and inclusive
reviews on the role of the physical model in structural studies. As he reports,
models have been used in the design or construction of building structures for
at least 2500 years; however, their contribution has been acknowledged in
dealing with novel types of structures in particular; especially when the lack of
analytical means or design codes couldn’t provide adequate input. From his
perspective, the contribution of structural modeling has been instrumental in
the very existence of buildings of exceptional originality and design excellence
and, consequently, for the development of structural knowledge.
45

See (Armagnac, 1928) p.17.
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Ibid.

47

The article is mentioned by Addis (Addis, 2013) in his homonymous inclusive review on
structural models.
48

See (Armagnac, 1928) p.128. That is, at least, until the advent of digital modeling.

49

See (Addis, 2013).
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In his overview, Addis refers to several scholars or practitioners who have
authored explicit commentaries or inclusive reviews on structural models in the
earlier or most recent history of building structures50; regretting, nevertheless,
the lack of extensive research in these matters, especially as opposed to the
attention that structural theory has received51.
CATEGORIES OF
STRUCTURAL MODELS

It should be noted here that Addis discusses a specific type of physical models
for structural inquiries, as he explicitly clarifies himself; he focuses on those that
are employed by structural engineers in “model testing” in order to determine
structural form or structural elements in a quantitative approach within the
framework of controlled experiments52. And it is within this framework that he
brings forward the two fundamental types of structural models, addressing two
categories of phenomena respectively: “the first is independent of the
structural properties of the materials involved, while the second is not”53.
There are two types of structural phenomena or behaviour. Those that can be
scaled up linearly, such as:
‐

the linear dimensions of a structure, the shape of a hanging chain of
weights or a membrane (and, by Hooke’s inversion law, of funicular
arches, vaults and dome), the stability of masonry compression structures
(including arches, vaults and domes)

and those that cannot, such as:
‐

the mass of a structure, the strength and stiff ness of a beam, the buckling
load of a column or thin shell54

50

Ibid. Next to his own publications on structural models (Addis, 1988), (Addis, 2005), (Addis,
2013), Addis refers explicitly to H.J.Cowan (Cowan, 1968), G.Oberti (Oberti, 1985), F.Levi (Levi,
2003), H.Hossdorf (Hossdorf & Dietz, 2003), M.A.Chiorino (Chiorino, Sabia, & Bruno, 2000),
(Chiorino, 2010), D.Azagra & T.Hay (Azagra & Hay, 2012), D.Buehler (Buehler, 2013), C.Weber
(Weber, 2015).
The work of S.Gass (Gass, 1990) – reporting on the Frei Otto’s experiments with physical models
– and R.Motro (Motro, 2004) – as editor of the proceedings of the IASS 2004 symposium on
structural models – are worth mentioning in this track.
51 Ibid. Addis can’t help noticing that scholarly research is limited when it comes to structural
models – models that convey the structural configuration or simulate the structural performance
of a building – as opposed to the relatively systematic academic discourse on architectural
models – models that are used to design, represent or communicate the form of a building.
52

Ibid. p.12. Addis notes on the scope of his review:
This paper addresses only those aspects of model testing that structural engineers have
used during the design stages of projects to determine quantitative results regarding
structural form, deflections, stresses, bending moments, wind loads, dynamic behaviour,
ultimate strength, stability, collapse loads and factors of safety. The author has discussed
many of these issues in greater detail, as well as some of the philosophy underlying model
testing, previously. The paper does not look at the use of models to convey the geometry of
buildings to clients or builders, or to check the viability of construction and assembly, or as
part of scientific research into structural behaviour, or to learn about structural behaviour
and gain a physical feeling of the behaviour of structures.

53

Ibid. p.13. Addis explicitly argues:
In each case the relationship between the model and the full‐size artefact (the similarity)
need to be identified. […] Hence, it is not possible to make a single scale‐model structure
that represents the full‐size structure and its behaviour in every respect. When several
models are needed, the purpose of each model and test must be decided before making and
testing it. In order to select the precise ways in which the model does represent the full‐size
structure, the precise effect of scale on the behavior must also be understood.

54

Ibid. p.13.
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[A] A.GAUDI ‘S HANGING CHAIN MODELS
[B] H.ISLER’S CONCRETE SHELL MODELS
C
[ ] P.NERVI’S STUDIES ON IN‐SCALE MODELS
FIG.2. STRUCTURAL MODELS IN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

In this line of thought, two major categories of structural models unfold55: form‐
finding models to explore structural form and in‐scale models to study
structural elements:
‐ a means to discuss structural form, across a form‐finding process (in
funicular typologies in particular), in order to establish or demonstrate in a
quantifiable way a hypothesis possibly based on experience or intuition
‐ a means to define the material properties and geometric characteristics of
structural elements across in‐scale models, in order to corroborate in a
quantitative way a hypothesis formed by analytical means.
Within these two categories, the most celebrated professional practices
associated with physical models in structural studies are largely included56
[Fig.2]: form‐finding studies in Gaudi’s hanging chain models57, Otto’s tension
or compression structures58 and Isler’s concrete shells59 or studies across in‐
scale models in the works of Nervi60 and Torroja61.

55

Next to these two major ones, there are also minor tracks that discuss technical issues, such as
fabrication, assembly or detailing; inscribing, however, in the same overall scope of structural
efficiency.
56

Ibid. p.21. Elaborating on the post‐war developments in structural model testing in particular,
Addis distinguishes four discrete types of physical models in total:
‐ Form‐finding models
‐ Elastic models at small scale (typically 1:200 to 1:50) made of a homogenous material.
‐ Strength models at a larger scale (typically 1:30 to 1:10) made of a material intended to
model precisely the material of which the full‐scale structure would be made.
‐ Wind‐effects models (according to the size of wind tunnel used for the tests) made of any
convenient material such as wood, plastic or plaster, since they need only achieve geometric
similarity.

57

On Antonio Gaudi’s celebrated hanging chain models exclusively without computer tools, see
(Weber, 2015), (Addis, 2013), (Azagra & Hay, 2012), (Tomlow, 2011), (Kotnik, 2011).
58

On Heinz Isler’s models for thin concrete shells, see (Weber, 2015), (Addis, 2013), (Azagra &
Hay, 2012), (Tomlow, 2011), (Gass, 1990).
59

On Frei Otto’s experimentations with self‐finding processes, see (Weber, 2015), (Addis, 2013),
(Azagra & Hay, 2012), (Tomlow, 2011), (Gass, 1990), (Roland, 1965).

60 On Pier Luigi Nervi, see (Weber, 2015), (Addis, 2013), (Azagra & Hay, 2012), (Neri, 2013),
(Oberti, 1985), (Tomlow, 2011), (Olmo & Chiorino, 2010).
61

On Eduardo Torroja, see (Weber, 2015), (Addis, 2013), (Azagra & Hay, 2012), (Levi, 2003),
(Chiorino et al., 2000), (Torroja, 1958b).
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FIG.3. F.OTTO’S RESEARCH INTO “SELF‐FORMING PROCESSES” BY MEANS OF PHYSICAL MODELS
SCIENTIFIC FRAMEWORK vs.
DESIGN CONTEXT

In any case, whether it is within a form‐finding or a load‐bearing testing process,
the physical models in the present context do inscribe in the same mode of
reasoning. In this, otherwise celebrated, track, the so‐called structural model is
employed to bring concrete feedback (in the form of quantitative data or
otherwise quantifiable input) by means of controlled experiments following the
paradigm of natural sciences. It serves to define the optimal solution within a
relatively limited solution space, often within specific typological boundaries,
inscribing in a rather positivist framework.
Frei Otto62 has already noted this as a shortcoming of his form‐finding studies
with physical models, stating explicitly the inability to serve design purposes in
a broader context. Otto makes a particular reference to the complexity of the
design process, suggesting that it is impossible to translate it with so straight‐
forward means, such as “self‐forming processes” [Fig.3]. While discussing the
typological limitations of this experiment‐based methodology, he also
comments on the optimization rationale of this particular mode of
experimentation, questioning in a most outspoken way its appropriateness
within a larger design scope. In so doing, Otto makes a case for the qualitative
(vs. quantitative) role of the physical model in a design context, as well as for
the “satisficing” (vs. “optimizing”) objectives of the design process63.
We have conducted experiments and carried out research into self‐forming
processes. […] I have some misgivings about recommending them for general
use in the design process. It is extremely difficult to apply self‐forming
processes for architectural design. Although the experiment constitutes a very
direct way of achieving the form, which, by its very nature, has already
undergone an optimisation process, design work can only be seen in relation
to the complexity of a building task […] The use of physical experiments in the
design field does not itself lead to humane or natural architecture.64

62

See (Gass, 1990), p.0.6.

63

In questioning the optimization rationale of “self‐forming processes”, Otto allures here to a
possible alternative that would be more appropriate to the (structural) design process. Borrowed
from the design studies realm, the term “satisficing” seems to be of relevance here, only to
underline the design component of structural studies. Coined by Simon (Simon, 1957) pp.204‐
205, (Simon, 1969) pp.64‐65 to discuss the solution space in “actual design situations”:
[…] the key to an effective solution appeared to lie in substituting the goal of satisficing, of
finding a good enough move, for the goal of minimaxing, of finding the best move.
the term is employed by Cross (Cross, 1982) p.224 as “a central feature of the design activity”:
[…] generating fairly quickly […] any one of what might well be a large range of satisfactory
solutions rather than attempting to generate the one hypothetically optimum solution. This
strategy has been observed in other studies of design behaviour, including architects
(Eastman, 1970), urban designers (Levin, 1966) and engineers (Marples, 1961).
64

Ibid. p.0.6.
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Possibly in a similar line of thought, Azagra & Hay65 propose an extended
interpretation of physical models in structural studies that highlights the
contribution to the design process “due to their visual impact”. Next to the two
aforementioned established categories, that they define as “form‐finding
models” and “experimental scale models” respectively, they suggest a third one,
the “conceptual models”. While the former are employed as quantitative tools
in the later stages of the design process, the latter are discussed as “qualitative
models used in the early stages of design to explore structural design ideas”.
ENGINEERING SCIENCE vs.
ENGINEERING DESIGN

In one of his first publications on the role of the physical model in structural
studies, Addis66 offers an interesting remark serving the present discussion. He
suggests that in structural engineering and, consequently, in structural
modeling, there are two possible tracks, serving either scientific or design
objectives; this distinction between “engineering science” and “engineering
design” presumably corresponds to the activities of scholars and practitioners
respectively. The former follow the “scientific method”67 in order to explain and
demonstrate phenomena that they observe, while the latter employ a design
process in order to respond to a particular problem – that is to conceive/ specify
and prove/ justify a certain solution. Hence, according to Addis68, in engineering
design the physical model is expected to serve a different purpose than in
engineering science69; whereas in a scientific framework it needs to represent
the existing configuration in a reductionist mode within a controlled
environment, in a design context it has to illustrate an amplified version of the
suggested scheme adequately translating the complexities of a projective
modality70. And in so doing, Addis makes a case for the “solution‐focused”
problem‐solving strategy of the (structural) engineering designer as opposed to
the “problem‐focused” approach of the engineering scientist71.
65

See (Azagra & Hay, 2012) p.14.
For the purpose of this paper, physical models are categorised as conceptual models, form‐
finding models and experimental scale models. Conceptual models are qualitative models
used in the early stages of design to explore structural design ideas; form‐finding models
are designed to generate the shape of the structure using predefined load and support
boundary conditions; and experimental scale models are those built specifically to provide
quantitative data on specific aspects of structural behaviour.

66

See (Addis, 1988) p.770.

67

On the scientific method, Addis notes (Popper, 1959) and (Kuhn, 1962).

68

See (Addis, 1988).

69

Ibid. Addis underlines the need to clarify the scope of the (structural) engineering study
beforehand, in order to choose the appropriate methodological means and define accordingly
the role of the physical model; arguing furthermore, that “the role of models in engineering
design needs to be more fully investigated and understood.”
70 It is worth noting here the notion of complexity in relevance to the design context and the
consequent need for appropriate means of inquiry.
71

In a way similar to Otto’s, Addis brings forward the complex nature of the design process only
to underline the need for an alternative problem‐solving strategy that is appropriate for the
(structural engineering) designer. Once again, the design studies realm offers a pertinent
paradigm, disclosing the design nature of structural engineering problems. Recognizing the “ill‐
defined” nature of any problem that designers tackle, Cross (Cross, 1982) p.224/ (Cross, 2006)
p.023‐024, 029, 101, 103 suggests a “solution‐focused” problem‐solving strategy as one of the
fundamental aspects of “designerly ways of knowing”:
It is also now widely recognized that design problems are ill‐defined, ill‐structured, or
'wicked ' [(Rittel & Webber, 1973)]. They are not the same as the 'puzzles' that scientists,
mathematicians and other scholars set themselves. They are not problems for which all the
necessary information is, or ever can be, available to the problem‐solver. They are therefore
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REFLECTIVE vs.
PROJECTIVE RATIONALE

From this perspective, it may be said that the prevailing paradigm in
professional practice embraces the methodological approach of engineering
science, as Addis would put it. Structural studies by means of structural models
operate within a scientific framework, defined by the rules and contingencies
of the scientific method. The physical model is employed as an instrumental
tool to calibrate mathematical modeling in a rather (inductive‐) deductive mode
of reasoning, following the ways of the natural and exact sciences, eventually
delimited in a reflective mode of reasoning.
If we follow the hypothesis about the design nature of structural problems and
the design component of structural studies, then an alternative role for the
physical model is yet to be explored; a role that is to be associated with the
design culture: the physical model as a means of projective inquiry in structural
studies.

I.2.2. Structural models in architectural education
Architectural education may prove as a fertile paradigm to discuss the potential
of the physical model as means of projective inquiry.
While the context seems different from professional practice or research, there
are several attributes that allow for a certain degree of generalization about the
role of the physical model in structural studies and sustain the present
approach. Within the broad spectrum of architectural education, the use of the
physical models is abundant and showcases a wide range of purposes and
perspectives, often exploring experimental directions, eventually unfolding the
multi‐faceted nature of the physical model. Furthermore, the omnipresent
culture of modeling enables relevant scholarly discourse. Besides, the particular
issue of the role of the physical model as a method of inquiry in structural
studies has been already addressed in the specific framework; discussed,
however, merely from an educational perspective.
The specific interest of this brief overview is to discuss the role of the physical
model as a means for design inquiry rather than its purpose as a pedagogical
device, arguing that the, otherwise welcome, presence of the physical model in
structural education, does not necessarily guarantee its contribution towards a
conceptual synthetic awareness. To this end, the study examines the role of the
physical model within architectural education in particular, discussing the
overall context (framework, audience), the pedagogical strategy (scope,
objectives, expected learning outcomes) and the actual process (methods,
means, tasks and output), in order to extract the underlying rationale.

not susceptible to exhaustive analysis, and there can never be a guarantee that 'correct'
solutions can be found for them. In this context a solution‐focused strategy is clearly
preferable to a problem‐focused one: it will always be possible to go on analysing 'the
problem', but the designer's task is to produce 'the solution'. It is only in terms of a
conjectured solution that the problem can be contained within manageable bounds [(Hillier
& Leaman, 1974)].
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[A] V.DE HONNECOURT’S HAND‐SKETCHES TO EXPLAIN THRUST FORCES IN GOTHIC CATHEDRALS
[B] SIR B.BAKER’S “LIVE‐MODEL” FOR THE FORTH BRIDGE
[C] F.WILSON’S ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATIONS FOR CHILDREN
FIG.4. THE METAPHOR: THE “LIVE‐MODEL”

[A] P.ABRAHAM’S “INTUITIVE EXPERIMENT WITH THE BALL”
[B] M.SALVADORI’S ILLUSTRATION OF SHEAR FORCES
[C] F.MOORE’S CONTRAPTION TO DISCUSS BEAM DEFLECTION
FIG.5. THE ANALOGY: A FAMILIAR DEVICE

The Tradition of the Humanities:
Implying Patterns of Structural Behavior
Historically, physical modeling has held an instrumental role for a qualitative
approach to structural matters based on visual reasoning. Prominent scholars,
practitioners or educators have employed physical models to make an
argument or illustrate a theory, in particular in cases when analytical or graphic
methods were not available or could not be applied.
In these theoretical treatises of the remote or recent past, the physical model
works primarily through the mechanisms of metaphor or analogy in the
tradition of the humanities. The audience is expected to become aware of the
structural performance of the building configuration by association, either to
the human body – ‘feel’/ ‘sense’ [the metaphor] – or to a familiar device –
‘recall’/ ‘relate’ [the analogy].
THE METAPHOR:
THE LIVE‐MODEL

In this context, the “live‐model” is possibly the best‐known contraption used to
visualize in a metaphorical way the equilibrium of a building structure by means
of an explicit composition of humans in a passive or active constellation. In her
work on gothic architecture, Coste72 makes an explicit reference to Villard‐de‐
Honnecourt’s73 portfolio – dating from the XIIIth century – suggesting that his
sketches of wrestling human figures were used to translate the static
72

See (Coste, 1997) pp.23‐24.

73

See (Erlande‐Brandenburg, 1986) Pl.28.
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equilibrium of thrust forces in vaults, presumably bringing evidence of the
building know‐how and structural expertise of the stone‐builders of gothic
cathedrals despite the lack of theoretical foundations of the times [Fig.4.a].
Dès cette époque un décalage entre modèle constructif et modèle
d'intelligibilité s'instaure. Rappelons qu'au Moyen Age, le concept de force
n'existe pas, et encore moins le modèle qui y est associé aujourd'hui sous la
forme d'un vecteur. Pour autant, les bâtisseurs de cathédrales savaient
comment équilibrer la poussée d'une demie‐voûte par une autre demie‐voûte.
Les croquis de Villard‐de‐Honnecourt témoignent de cette connaissance, mais
également des moyens utilisés pour la communiquer: le modèle vivant.74

Undoubtedly, the most celebrated case of this didactic track, is the
anthropomorphic model of a human cantilever for the Firth of Forth Bridge in
Scotland75. This construct was devised by young engineer Benjamin Baker76 for
a lecture at the Royal Institute of British Architects77 in order to introduce the
general public to the challenging design of the cantilever bridge [Fig.4.b].
His challenge in preparing his lecture, he admitted, was that he “had to
consider how best to make a general audience appreciate the true nature and
direction of the stresses on the Forth Bridge, and after consultation with some
engineers on the spot, a living model was arranged.”78

In recent years, this self‐explanatory approach is reintroduced in Wilson’s79
classic book for children What it feels like to be a building?. In this original –
though occasionally criticized as controversial – publication, presumably for
children, structural equilibrium of single elements or whole building
configurations is conveyed through a “building body language” by translating
structural principles into corporeal feelings [Fig.4.c].
In his studies on form and structure in architecture, Zannos80 makes a particular
reference to the concept of “empathy” as a medium to explain the structural
performance of “inanimate forms” through an unconscious association to the
human body.
[…] It will be argued later that humans possess two means of perceiving statical
function: empathy and statical intuition. By means of empathy, we compare
inanimate natural forms to the human body and emotions. Statical function,
as perceived through empathy, is expressed metaphorically. […] According to
this theory, we unconsciously compare a shape to the human body […].81
THE ANALOGY:
A FAMILIAR DEVICE

On the other hand, the analogy refers instead to a common object, mechanism
or device or to a familiar activity, behavior or phenomenon that a non‐
proficient audience can relate to better than the actual structure, allowing to
recall previous experiences and through these to become aware of the
structural issue in question.
74

See (Coste, 1997) p.24.

75

See (Petroski, 2011) on the “anthropomorphic model”.

76

See (Baker, 1887a), (Baker, 1887b).

77

The lecture was delivered on May 20, 1887, at a weekly evening meeting of the RIBA, London.

78

See (Petroski, 2011) p.104.

79

See (Wilson, 1969).

80

See (Zannos, 1987).

81

Ibid. pp.21, 64.
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Coste82 refers to physical models that employ an analogy in the context of the
early XXth debate on the structural – or not – purpose of the “nervures” of gothic
vaults. According to her interpretation, Abraham83 makes use of the analogy of
“the intuitive experiment of the ball” to illustrate the distribution of internal
forces in his essay where he contradicts Viollet‐Le‐Duc’s84 theory on the subject
[Fig.5.a]. Adhering to the static law of gravity, the trajectory of a ball sliding
downwards from the top of a vault is presumably a scientific proof, yet in a most
figurative way, to discuss the “flow of forces” in gothic vaults.
L'expérience intuitive de la bille. […] On obtiendra (intuitivement, à moins
d'opérer sur des surfaces géométriquement parfaites) le trace de la ligne de
plus grande courbure (ou de plus grande pente) de l'extrados en posant une
bille près de la ligne de faite et en l'abandonnant à elle‐même. La bille, sollicitée
par la pesanteur, roulera vers les reins, par le chemin le plus court qui est,
justement, la ligne de plus grande pente. Avec un peu d'attention et de sens de
la géométrie dans l'espace l'expérience idéale de la bille permettra toujours
d'analyser correctement le «fonctionnement» des voutes usuelles, même
complexes.85

The call for an intuitive interpretation across figurative media by means of
visual reasoning86 is present in architectural education of the 1960s by Salvadori
and Heller87. In their seminal contribution Structure in architecture, they
attempt to develop conceptual structural and construction awareness within a
creative design scope, by using simplified drawings, schematic illustrations,
references and analogies borrowed from different scales [Fig.5.b].
In recent years, Moore88 follows a similar non‐quantitative approach to
structural education in a survey compilation of classic examples. Deviating from
mathematical formulas and analytical calculations, a series of case‐studies,
conceptual structural diagrams, illustrations of physical experiments and real‐
life analogies are proposed as the primary vehicle to introduce fundamental
structural concepts or complex structural configurations [Fig.5.c].
IMPLYING PATTERNS OF
STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR

In all paradigms stated above, models are used either a) to condense and
translate the, often elaborate, knowledge that is accumulated by practice and
on‐site expertise for the general, yet concerned, audience or b) to reduce to
their fundamental essence theoretical concepts for a public novice to structural
matters. Regardless of the actual format, the devised schemes, vigorous and
resourceful, bear dynamic qualities beyond the mere visualization of a
structural configuration; they rather operate as simulation tools by implying
patterns of structural behavior. From an educational perspective, these
alternative conceptual constructs serve as a sensory medium to process
information in an inductive way within a passive, yet reflective, practice in order
to explain the global performance of a building structure.
82

See (Coste, 1997) pp.23‐24, 26.

83

See (Abraham, 1934) pp.17‐38.

84

See (Viollet‐le‐Duc, 1854), (Viollet‐le‐Duc, 1863).

85

Ibid. p.18‐19.

86

On the visual approach in structural studies within architectural education by means of analog
or digital media, see (Abdelmawla, Elnimeiri, & Krawczyk, 2000).
87

See (Salvadori & Heller, 1963).

88

See (Moore, 1999).
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EXPERIMENTS WITH PHYSICAL MODELS: STABILITY, TRUSSES, DEFLECTIONS
BUILDING STRUCTURES I & II [1ST YEAR COURSE]. PROF. DR. O.KÜNZLE. ETH‐ ZURICH
FIG.6. THE EXPERIMENT: SET OF DIDACTIC DEVICES

THE MOLA STRUCTURAL KIT
FIG.7. THE COMPOSITION: “KIT‐OF‐PARTS”

The Scientific Paradigm:
Reflecting on Structural Performance
On another track, evidenced in architectural as well as in engineering structural
education, the physical model is present in the format of a set of carefully
prepared didactic devices employed for the execution of a meticulously
designed set of experiments to illustrate a range of methodically chosen
structural principles or system configurations.
Within an educational context reminiscent of the scientific paradigm, this
introductory experimentation holds a supplementary role next to a theoretical
module of an entry‐level course in structures, either as a medium to ‘prove’ –
within a built‐in lab component [the experiment] – or as a means to ‘discover’
– in the form of an auxiliary stand‐alone activity [the composition].
THE EXPERIMENT:
SET OF DIDACTIC DEVICES

Several academic institutions across the world have developed a set of small‐
to medium‐scale physical models for load‐testing experiments in order to prove
elementary concepts (support conditions, stability, stresses, deformations, …)
or discuss primary structural components and systems (cables, arches, trusses,
beams, …)89 [Fig.6].
Frei Otto’s work with physical models90 at the Institute for Lightweight
Structures in Stuttgart in the 1960s & 1970s constitutes of an exemplary model

89

To name a couple of characteristic examples:
‐ Building Structures I & II [1st year mandatory courses], Chair of Building Structures,
Department of Architecture, ETH‐Zurich. Prof. Dr. O.Künzle (Künzle, 2001)
‐ Laboratory of Structural Models, Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana, Mexico City.
Prof. C.Moreno (C. Moreno, Abad, Gerdingh, & Garcia, 2009)

90

See (Otto, 2017).
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of this track91. Though inscribing in a broader and significantly more
sophisticated research context92, its enduring pedagogical value remains
irrefutable. This ample production of physical models, systematic recording of
experiments, meticulous documentation and dissemination of outcomes and
findings constitutes by itself a paradigmatic practice of experimentation with
physical models. Fabricius elaborates on the nature of the work at the IL:
The laboratory environment at the IL encouraged direct experience and
playfulness. Student work was largely focused on making and documenting
physical models. This ranged from constructing precise measurement models
outfitted with tiny gauges, which required intense collaborative work; to
playful experiments using materials like eggs, balloons, and shaving foam; to
inventing devices to measure soap‐film models; to taking field trips to zoos to
photograph animals.93

However, Otto94 himself retrospectively comments on the design limitations of
this methodology. Based on the tradition of the natural sciences, this track may
be suitable towards the investigation of particular structural typologies –
associated with “self‐forming purposes” in particular – but it is not be
appropriate for general design purposes; “the use of physical experiments in
the design field does not itself lead to humane or natural architecture”. And in
so doing, Otto makes a most relevant argument for physical models that may
be employed to ‘reflect’ within scientific research, but not necessarily to
‘project’ a range of intentions within a design inquiry95.
[IL’s] aim was to find as many abiotic self‐forming processes as possible, to
stimulate them, to get to know them, to observe them and to understand their
implications. […] As with geometrical or computational optimisation methods,
the experiments only constitute an aid. They are instruments for those of us
who know how to use them, nothing more.96
THE COMPOSITION:
KIT‐OF‐PARTS

The need to address structural matters in a rather playful modality and,
presumably, a broader context has been introduced via educational gadgets
that support individual study. The “kit‐of‐parts” model allows the design of a
91

The output of Frei Otto’s team at the IL (Institut für Leichte Flächentragwerke) is recorded in
the homonymous series, the IL series – no.1 (1969) to no.41 (1995) – that discusses a broad
spectrum of structural systems and related issues, such as tensiles, membranes, pneumatics,
natural forms & materials, experiments with physical models, …
92 Fabricius (Fabricius, 2013) notes on the interdisciplinary research‐driven modality of IL’s radical

pedagogy:
The Institute began with just six students [in 1964], but by 1971, this had increased to 70 as
the IL’s experimental reputation brought in young architects from all over the world. […]
Otto encouraged new forms of social interaction at the IL: in lieu of a formal teaching plan
there were open discussions and interdisciplinary research groups. […] Following this vision
for interdisciplinary cooperation, Otto facilitated collaboration between architects,
engineers, biologists, anthropologists, and historians. Otto’s insistence on large‐scale
orchestrated research and experimentation as a form of architectural practice remains
almost unparalleled in architectural culture.
93

Ibid.

94

See (Gass, 1990) p.0.6.

95 Across his concerns on the design limitations of physical experiments, Otto recognizes here the

open‐ended context of the design inquiry as opposed to the delimited framework of scientific
questions. It is the quest for a medium appropriate to respond to this very feature of the design
activity that highlights the “ill‐defined” nature of design problems; and vice‐versa: it is the “ill‐
defined” nature of design problems that calls for an appropriate medium of inquiry.
96

Ibid. p.0.6.
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range of compositions by means of a set of elemental components; the novice
investigator is engaged in the replication of typical configurations, the
production of iterations or even the generation of original designs; however,
mostly within a defined solution space. This projective, though eventually
constrained, mode assists in identifying structural units and configurations or
performance patterns in a sequential way; design complexity increases as
conceptual awareness grows.
The MOLA97 structural kit is a characteristic example of such devices, offering
real‐time simulation of structural performance during the actual generation of
the design configuration [Fig.7].

REFELECTING ON
STRUCTURAL
PERFORMANCE

So, in order to successfully visually demonstrating the behavior of architectural
structures, the Mola model will actually simulate real structures (or at least
give you a better idea of how a building would work structurally). […]
concerned with the abstract approach that was given to topics related to
structure […] the Mola allows users to assemble, visualize and experience the
feel of the structures themselves […].98

The two modes discussed above evidence a diversity of pedagogical strategies.
Approaches range from teaching methods that adopt a performative character,
in a quest to expand the behaviorist paradigm, to self‐motivated learning
activities that pertain to the constructivist realm. Regardless of the pedagogical
scope however, the physical model holds an instrumental role as a powerful
apparatus to interactively demonstrate load‐bearing behavior in specific
structural elements or systems. In all these cases, it becomes the ultimate
demonstration tool to render tangible abstract theoretical concepts in a direct
visual way, enabling to intuitively process information.
While the contribution of these activities towards a qualitative understanding
of structural behavior is powerful and irrefutable, as most literature reports,
questions arise in regards to the pool of proposed experiments, to the
sequential way of building up structural knowledge and the usually passive role
of the student99. Despite the seemingly open‐ended nature of such activities
and the presumably wide range of possible configurations, it is evident that
those are constrained not only by the suggested components, but furthermore
by the underlying rationale; the emphasis if often set to the understanding of
the actual structural performance of typical configurations rather than the
exploration of conceptual structural schemes.

97

See (Sequeira de Oliveira & Sarmanho, 2018).

98

See (Baratto, 2014).

99 In the last couple of decades, the advent of digital technology has come to address these issues

by introducing educational structural experimentation in the digital realm. Founded on an active‐
learning pedagogy aiming to sustain student engagement, this modality presumably allows to
implement an individual learning track and address a broad range of cases by means of interactive
digital tools, based on analytical or graphic methods.
For early applications of digital media in structural education see (Abdelmawla et al., 2000).
Early examples – that is before the expansion of parametric modeling – include:
‐ Bridge Designer (formerly known as West Point Bridge Designer) (Ressler, 1998).
‐ Bridge Builder (Austin, 2000).
‐ Active Statics (Greenwold & Allen, 2003).
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[A] THE SPAGHETTI SHELTER
[B] & [C] THE EGG‐DROP CHALLENGE
FIG.8. THE TANGIBLE EXPERIENCE

[A] STRAW TRUSS BRIDGE
[B] POPSICLE STICKS TRUSS BRIDGE
[C] SPAGHETTI TRUSS BRIDGE
FIG.9. THE SMALL‐SCALE COMPETITION

The Constructivist Realm:
Introducing Structural Efficiency
Borrowing “classroom‐based pedagogies of engagement”100, academic
practices often employ physical modeling to familiarize entering students with
the fundamentals of structural design and efficiency by means of a “learning‐
by‐doing” problem‐solving approach101.
Pertaining in the constructivist paradigm, these resourceful assignments mostly
consist of small exploratory exercises of synthetic nature based exclusively on
physical models. Within a short timeframe and with limited material means, the
student is guided through hands‐on explorations to ‘generate’ a generic design
scheme (the tangible experience) and ‘validate’ its structural qualities (the
small‐scale competition) within a prescribed experimental framework.
THE TANGIBLE
EXPERIENCE

A typical track includes exercises that discuss elementary structural concepts,
such as stability or isostaticity102 across generic designs [Fig.8.a]. Originating
from high‐school education, the Egg‐Drop Challenge103 is probably the best‐
100

For a thorough review on the benefits of the “classroom‐based pedagogies of engagement”
in engineering education see (Smith, Sheppard, Johnson, & Johnson, 2005).

101

In recent years, this active‐learning modality is reintroduced in structural engineering
education to enhance creative practices (CASCE, 2015). For the evolution of the particular
paradigm in an academic consortium led by Prof. Dr. M.Garlock at Princeton University, see
(Bhatia & Chen, 2015), (Bhatia, Garlock, & Laffey, 2016), (Moreyra Garlock, Bhatia, & Laffey,
2017).

102

See (Tixier, 2008).

103

See (Teachers with physics, 2015), (Center for STEM Education, 2017). For a critical comment
on structured design assignments that eventually restrain design creativity, it is interesting to
note (Blikstein, 2000) drawing attention to F.Martin’s PhD thesis (Martin, 1994).
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known example, eventually attempting to elaborate on structural issues in its
academic version104 [Fig.8.b, 8.c]. Students are expected to come up with an
idea for an egg container that will be able to withstand a free‐fall of several
meters without breaking the egg. The brief allows for a broad range of designs;
the emphasis, however, shifts towards schemes that meet the exercise
objective; the solution space is gradually narrowed in a trial‐and‐error
approach, as the student becomes intuitively aware of the most efficient
configurations.
THE SMALL‐SCALE
COMPETITION

INTRODUCING
STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY

Another widespread practice, also originating from high‐school education,
suggests brief design competitions on particular design schemes, such as
bridges or towers, eventually focusing on specific structural systems. Driven by
a rather engineering perspective, these assignments usually address questions
of structural optimization (i.e. maximum span or height, minimum weight or
deflection, …) given a set of pragmatic constraints (specific type and quantity of
material, required span and width, …). Typical cases include load‐bearing
experiments of a bridge made of spaghetti105, straw or popsicle sticks,
eventually discussing truss typologies [Fig.9]. The testing‐till‐failure intends to
comment on the load‐bearing capacity or the actual mode of failure,
introducing a reflective process on structural efficiency through the
retrospective comparative juxtaposition of the contesting schemes.
From an educational perspective, these hands‐on activities encourage creative
skills and eventually develop critical thinking and qualitative awareness.
Pedagogically speaking, the “learning‐through‐play”106 approach promotes
student engagement, while the model‐making and testing experience nurtures
structural intuition107. Besides, these playful assignments informally increase
inquisitiveness in questions of structural performance and nurture confidence
on physical experiments as means to yield reliable findings. In this active‐
learning modality, the physical model becomes a powerful sensory aid to bring
concrete evidence in an inductive way – without necessarily rendering explicit
the intrinsic features of structural performance to all their extent.
From a design standpoint, the range of the activities is rather diverse,
showcasing two principal directions in problem‐solving practices: towards a
“satisficing” vs. “optimizing” (structural) design outlook108. These opposing
perspectives are primarily reflected in the framing of the learning objectives
and outline the range of the outcomes, consequently unfolding or restricting
the design drive. In both instances, the physical model becomes instrumental
in the generation of the arrangement as well as in the process of validation; it
is a tool serving to project a pattern (synthesis) or reflect on a scheme (analysis).
The principal objective, however, of these assignments is to intuitively
introduce and playfully familiarize the student with issues of structural
efficiency rather than emphasize on the creative aspect of the design schemes.
104

See (Eisenkraft & Freake, 2018) for a suggested evolution of such practices in an academic
context.

105

See (The James Dyson Foundation, 2017), (Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba, 2017).

106

See (Frances, 2009).

107

See (Von Meiss, 2000).

108

See earlier comment on the “satisficing” nature of the design activity in the context of design
studies.
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ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT: LARGE‐SPAN BUILDING STRUCTURES
[A] PA TECH CENTER. R.ROGERS, OVE ARUP & PARTNERS. PRINCETON, NJ, USA. 1984
[B] DULLES INTL AIRPORT. E.SAARINEN. CHANTILLY, VA, USA. 1962
[C] IGUS HQ. N.GRIMSHAW. COLOGNE, GERMANY. 2000
BUILDING STRUCTURES II [1ST YEAR COURSE]. PROF. M.VRONTISSI. UNIV. OF THESSALY
FIG.10. THE PRECEDENT‐FOCUSED ANALYSIS

DESIGN EXERCISE: LARGE‐SPAN FOOTBRIDGES OR CANOPIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN II [1ST YEAR COURSE]. PROF. DR. PH.BLOCK. ETH‐ ZURICH
FIG.11. THE PRECEDENT‐BASED SYNTHESIS

Small‐Scale Structural Models:
Outlining Structural Configurations
Small‐scale physical models are often employed in structural education to
discuss the structural configuration of an entire building structure. Billington109
emphatically insists on the didactic contribution of physical models towards the
development of both reflective awareness and creative competences.
One of the course [Structures in the Urban Environment, Civil Engineering
Department, Princeton University] objectives is a visual experience with
structures as art. We accomplish this through three mediums: heavily
illustrated textbooks […], lectures abundant with photographs, and visits to the
exhibitions. The latter provides a three‐dimensional experience with structures
that can only be surpassed by a visit to the structures themselves. At the
exhibitions, each student is assigned a structure and using the models must
explain to the rest of the section the meaning of its form, how that designer
arrived at that form, and how one can understand its appearance.110

109

Billington (Billington & Moreyra Garlock, 2010) refers explicitly to two major “heavily
illustrated” publications and the related traveling exhibitions: The Art of Structural Design: A
Swiss Legacy (Billington, 2003) and Felix Candela: Engineer, Builder, Structural Artist (Moreyra
Garlock & Billington, 2008). In the second case in particular, Billington notes:
The argument of structures as art is made visual not only in this heavily illustrated book on
Candela, but also in a major exhibition centered on elegant scale models built by Princeton
civil engineering undergraduates and graduate students […].
110

Ibid. p.339.
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Working with such models of exemplary precedents is present in structural
education either in a framework of a concluding project of introductory level or
a research project of an advanced module in order to implement skills and
competences acquired in the theoretical component of the courses. The
learning goal of these assignments is to render explicit the hierarchy of a
structural configuration and the interdependencies of the structural
components, by ‘dissecting’ an existing structure [the precedent‐focused
analysis] or ‘articulating’ an iteration [the precedent‐based synthesis].
THE PRECEDENT‐FOCUSED
ANALYSIS

THE PRECEDENT‐BASED
SYNTHESIS

OUTLINING STRUCTURAL
CONFIGURATIONS

The most common track is an analysis assignment asking for a qualitative
interpretation of a paradigmatic case‐study, often focusing on building
structures of particular structural interest, such as large‐span structures111. The
student is expected to provide proof of conceptual understanding on the global
performance of the configuration by discussing special structural, material or
technical issues [Fig.10]. The pool of precedents usually includes specific
structural systems, such as cable, arch, cable‐stayed or truss structures, while
the principal means of study consist of descriptive narratives or self‐
explanatory qualitative diagrams of structural equilibrium that depict internal
forces across individual structural elements.
A variation of the precedent‐based approach is developed as a design exercise
asking for a preliminary synthesis of a building structure with advanced
structural requirements, such as a long‐span footbridge or canopy112 [Fig.11].
Based on an anthology of designated historical or contemporary reference
structures, focusing on specific typologies, such as funicular systems, the
student is expected to “use the relation between form and force” and “choose
an appropriate, efficient and expressive structural system for a given design
challenge”. The proposal is supported by a series of quantitative, yet visually
evident, form‐force diagrams supplemented by a brief sizing report of the main
structural elements, while the principal focus is to “translate methods of 2D
structures into 3D structures” by “applying basic structural principles”.
Regardless of the nature of the approach – be it of analytic or synthetic nature
– the primary objective of these assignments is to introduce the student to the
fundamental structural typologies by developing competences of critically
analyzing or efficiently designing an expressive building structure. The principal
tools of investigation consist here of the prescribed analytical or graphic means
for preliminary dimensioning, while the physical model is employed primarily
for illustration purposes, operating as proof of the student’s proficiency to
consistently outline a structural configuration.
From an educational or design perspective, the physical model acts here largely
as a visual tool to demonstrate the global interpretation of a rather definite
structural scheme within a reflective or generative rationale.

111

For a characteristic example, see the final analysis assignment for Building Structures II [1st
year mandatory course], Department of Architecture, University of Thessaly, Prof. M.Vrontissi.
112

For a characteristic example, see the final design exercise for Structural Design II [1st year
mandatory course], Chair of Architecture and Structures, Department of Architecture, ETH‐
Zurich, Prof. Dr. Ph.Block (Block Research Group).
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[A] LES ATELIERS DESIGN, ENPC‐PARISTECH
[B] ERASMUS INTENSIVE PROGRAM: THE TECTONIC SERIES
[C] LES GRANDS ATELIERS
FIG.12. THE FULL‐SCALE PROTOTYPE

[A] MASTER CLASS STUDIO. SYDNEY UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
[B] THE SEQUENTIAL STRUCTURE II. ETH‐ZURICH
[C] FUNICULAR FUNNEL SHELL WORKSHOP. ILEK, UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART
ALL PROJECTS IN COLLABORATION WITH BLOCK RESEARCH GROUP, ETH‐ ZURICH
FIG.13. THE FULL‐SCALE MOCK‐UP

Engineering Practices:
Informing the Design Process
In recent years, the physical model is present in yet another version in
architectural education: the full‐scale construct is employed as an instrumental
component for experimental investigations on novel structural forms,
innovative technologies or new materials. The modality is particularly seen in
the context of the revival of the design‐build pedagogy113 that has been noticed
in architectural curricula in the last couple of decades114. The academic
practices evidence two prevailing tracks that are also identified in scholarly
discourse: one that emphasizes on the social aspect and is mostly engaged in

113 For the revival of the design‐build pedagogy in the 2000s, see (Erdman et al., 2002), (Ascher‐
Barnstone, 2002), (Jemtrud & Cazabon, 2002), (Hinson, 2007), (Corser & Gore, 2009). For earlier
precursors, see (Fowles, 1984) and (Carpenter & Hoffmann, 1997). On the design‐build pedagogy
see also JAE (whole issue) on 1:1 (Erdman & Leslie, 2006), 98th ACSA Proceedings (Goodwin &
Kinnard, 2010) and special sessions in the 3rd ICSA Proceedings (Cruz, 2016). For conferences
exclusively devoted to the design‐build, see (Hartig, 2012) and (Gleiter & Müller, 2018).
114

As stated in several instances, the design‐build pedagogy has been present in architectural
education for over a century, including some seminal paradigms, such as the Bauhaus in the
1920s (MOMA & Bauhaus‐Archiv, 2009) (Bergdoll & Dickerman, 2009), the Yale Building Project
(since 1967) (Hayes, 2007), the Open City/ Ciudad Abierta (since the 1970s) (Ivelic, Jolly,
Arriagada, & Lang, 2013) or the Rural Studio in the 1990s (Dean & Hursley, 2002). It is, however,
in the first two decades of the 21st century that this modality has resurged in architectural
education, particularly in the graduate level. Possibly as a counterbalance to the reflective
investigations of the so‐called critical praxis of the 1980s or the early virtual digital practices of
the 1990s, the track has grown to be a fundamental feature of the 2010s evolving in parallel to
the parametric realm.
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community building projects and one that is “dedicated to the exploration of
new materials and processes”, following the renewed interest in structures,
materiality and fabrication instigated by the advent of the parametric
paradigm115.
Borrowing practices from the engineering disciplines, this latter mode of
investigation takes place in the form of a brief workshop or an intensive module
that often abide by a broader research agenda. In this framework, the full‐scale
physical model serves either as a rough prototype to offer speculative input
[‘speculate’: the full‐scale prototype] or as a detailed mock‐up to provide
targeted feedback [‘inform’: the full‐scale mock‐up] on the design scheme, the
design performance or the design process.
THE FULL‐SCALE
PROTOTYPE

THE FULL‐SCALE
MOCK‐UP

Several educational institutions, with interest in technical studies of design
nature in particular, have incorporated such exploratory workshops, either as
part of the academic curriculum or as stand‐alone units. Characteristic
examples include the emergence of the one‐ or two‐ week‐long educational
structure that can support a rough design and full‐scale construction of a
generic prototype; the Ateliers Design116 at ENPC‐ParisTech [Fig.12.a] or the
seminar‐week at ETH‐Zurich, the ERASMUS Intensive Program117 across Europe
[Fig.12.b] or the workshops at Les Grands Ateliers118 [Fig.12.c]. In these cases,
timeframe and means are usually strictly defined, while the objectives are
framed in such a way that the work can serve as a brainstorming session,
providing fresh input for eventual design applications, possible construction
solutions or future research directions. These modules often transcend
institutional, disciplinary or methodological boundaries, offering the possibility
for original paths to emerge. Participants are introduced in a collaborative
framework that resembles professional practice; students come from diverse
educational levels or backgrounds, while the teaching teams – whose role is
instrumental in devising the objectives and guiding the process – include novice
researchers or experienced practitioners. The full‐scale prototypes – often in an
unrefined mode – operate as a proof of concept, offering the means to swiftly
highlight a pool of alternatives as a tentative basis for discussion.
In a track closer to scientific inquiry, the full‐scale physical model is employed
as a critical means of study within the framework of a research‐driven
educational module119. In the form of individual design projects, usually
115

Corser & Gore (Corser & Gore, 2009) p.32 note these two prevailing tracks of full‐scale design‐
build activity in architectural academic practices since 2002. The distinction seems to be shared
by other authors as well (Bayl‐Smith, Block, & Pigram, 2013), (Middlebrook & Maines, 2016).
116

See (Gervillers, 2011), (Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, 2018). The Ateliers Design (since 2002) at
the Ecole des Ponts‐ParisTech is a one‐week interdisciplinary module (2 ECTS) involving 200
participants around 10 design‐build themes. Projects are conducted in groups of 3rd year
architecture and 1st year engineering students, supervised by teaching teams of designers,
architects or engineers.
117 For a characteristic example see the Erasmus Intensive Program: “The Tectonic Series” (2007‐
2014) (Erasmus IP, 2007), (Sorensen, 2010), (Berlemont, 2011).
118

See (Les Grands Ateliers, 2002).

119

Bayl‐Smith (Bayl‐Smith et al., 2013) p.2 resumes:
In contrast, whilst there is a temptation to rest on the laurels of novel formalism and
material effects, design/build studios concerned with making, materials, construction
methodologies and structural innovation have a greater opportunity to produce universally
interesting and transferable research outcomes, even when coupled with a real brief and
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incorporated in graduate curricula, this modality allows for an in‐depth design
and custom‐fabrication of a precise mock‐up. Characteristic examples include
the pioneering work of Gramazio Kohler120 and Block Research Group at ETH‐
Zurich121 [Fig.13], the activities of ILEK, ITKE & ICD122, ITKE at the University of
Stuttgart or the design‐oriented pavilion series at the Architectural
Association123. Driven by specific research questions, these endeavors seek for
an experimental setting that can provide reliable data or targeted feedback to
inform the initial hypothesis. Such projects usually benefit of a large – if not
open – timeframe, a substantial amount of resources and a strong multi‐
disciplinary team – involving graduate students with design and technical
proficiency and consultants with considerable expertise – usually employing a
range of design tools. The focus shifts from a broad exploration of alternatives
to the in‐depth investigation of a specific design, raising conversely the
challenges for the physical model. The full‐scale realization of the physical
construct serves as means to validate patterns of structural or material
performance and corroborate design or fabrication methods, contributing
towards the finetuning of design parameters and tools in eventual iterations.
INFORMING
THE DESIGN PROCESS

Hence, in these cases the full‐scale model serves as a decisive tool of inquiry, as
a stand‐alone medium or in combination with other, analog or digital, means,
to inform the design process with speculative input or targeted feedback124.
Whether in the framework of an exploratory workshop or a research project,
the design‐build pedagogy remains particularly valid from an educational
perspective, to bridge the gap between theory and practice, introduce
collaborative practices and foster an inquisitive mindset125. In this context, the
physical model is the ultimate vehicle to bring concrete material evidence
within a design perspective.
However, the material construct is meant to address questions of specific
interest, often constrained within a typologically‐founded approach. Employed
either as an exploratory device to offer an empirical proof of concept or an
apparatus to deliver factual data within a controlled experimental setting, it
largely serves within a deductive rationale, seeking to narrow rather than
expand the solution space. Thus, it may be said that from a design perspective,
the full‐scale physical model, as defined by the scope of the research‐driven
activity, is rather confined in the scientific realm.
site. […] As a result, this broad‐based, high level learning outcome reinforces the enormous
capacity of design/build studios to sit within ongoing or discrete research projects, and to
be fruitful with respect to speculative outputs and stimulating the imaginations of students.
120

See (Gramazio Kohler Research, 2006).

121

See (Block Research Group, 2009).

122

See (Institute for Computational Design and Construction, 2010).

123

See (Self & Walker, 2011), (Dempsey & Obuchi, 2010).

124

This is particularly true in the case of experimental structures (original geometries, novel
systems, custom materials, elements with non‐well‐defined, non‐tested or perhaps non‐static
properties), as it has been the case for long in professional or research structural engineering
practices. When analog representation tools prove to be inadequate and digital simulation
processes evidence uncertainties due to the scarcity of similar work, the full‐scale prototype
becomes an instrumental modeling tool in the design process.

125

For the benefits of the design‐build pedagogy from an educational perspective, see (Canizaro,
2012) and (Middlebrook & Maines, 2016).
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FULL‐SCALE FOOTBRIDGES IN BAMBOO [A], CARDBOARD [B] AND TIMBER [C]
LES ATELIERS DESIGN, ENPC‐PARISTECH
FIG.14. THE FULL‐SCALE COMPETITION

PIER‐PAVILIONS IN TIMBER: VOGEL HOLZ [A], SMOKE ON THE WATER [B], AME VAGABONDE [C]
LES DEFIS DU BOIS. NANCY, FRANCE. 2013
FIG.15. THE FULL‐SCALE EXPLORATION

The Design Context:
Addressing Pragmatic Constraints
The full‐scale physical construct is present in yet another instance in
architecture curricula; in the form of a small‐scale architectural structure – a
footbridge, pier, canopy or pavilion – responding to pragmatic constraints.
Converging with the architectural culture, these endeavors have a design‐
rather research‐driven focus; however, they partly reside in the structural
realm, given the challenges of the brief. The design‐build workshop remains the
principal framework, while the emphasis often shifts towards design and
construction issues; the primary objective, therefore, consists in efficiently
‘constructing’ [the full‐scale competition] or resourcefully ‘materializing’ [the
full‐scale exploration] by means of the full‐scale construct.
THE FULL‐SCALE
COMPETITION

The short workshop format for novices proves to be a suitable framework for
full‐scale design challenges. One of the most common example is probably the
footbridge project constructed out of a single type of material, such as timber,
bamboo, cardboard, …126 [Fig.14] Projects need to address certain performance
criteria, dealing with typical issues of structural optimization (optimum load‐
bearing to self‐weight ratio, …), given a set of programmatic requirements
(span, width, clearance, …) and pragmatic constraints (quantity, size and
properties of materials, boundary conditions, …). The physical constructs are
126

For a characteristic example see a series of workshops on footbridges, conducted in the
framework of the Ateliers Design (Vrontissi, 2009): footbridges in bamboo (THINkSHELL, 2010),
in cardboard (THINkSHELL, 2013), in timber (THINkSHELL, 2014). A most popular theme along the
years, exploring the limitations of several construction materials in the design and construction
of a full‐scale small‐scale footbridge (6m. length/ 4m. min. span).
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employed here to attest to the structural design qualities of the projects, when
submitted to jury review or tested to failure. Α precedent‐based approach is
often encouraged to facilitate the process; restricting, however, the solution
space within well‐known typologies. While the originality of the design scheme
and the resourcefulness of the construction process are by default limited or
largely guided by the teaching team, the educational objectives shift towards
the actual accomplishment of the project. Thus, the approach turns out to be
‘outcome‐focused’, relating eventually to the actual implementation process
and the meticulousness of the execution, while the evaluation criteria are
juggling between optimal structural efficiency and technical feasibility.
THE FULL‐SCALE
EXPLORATION

ADDRESSING
PRAGMATIC CONSTRAINTS

In an expanded format, usually addressing senior or graduate students, the
design‐build workshop may conclude to a full‐scale design project, such as a
pavilion127 [Fig.15]. In this case the design context is a prevailing parameter,
while the management of human, material and time resources becomes a
defining factor for the outcome. The advanced level of the participants – with
firm technical skills, design competences and strong motivation – allows for
open‐ended explorations. The approach calls for an ad hoc operative
methodology in a work‐in‐progress mode, given the restricted timeframe and
means, that do not allow for an extensive design or many iterations. The
physical construct serves rather as a device for on‐site real‐time explorations
on structural and material performance or construction techniques (rigidity of
configuration, adequacy of supports, reliability of connections, fabrication or
assembly constraints, …). Although the full‐scale structures may as well be
considered as complete artifacts, that respond – or not – to the initial design
criteria, this track brings evidence of a ‘process‐based’ module fostering
creativity and favoring experimentation.
In all these cases, the full‐scale structure is the final outcome of the process
rather than a means to an (other) end, serving as the medium and the operative
field for real‐time explorations for both the scheme and the process.
The educational objectives of these activities set the emphasis both on the
integration of design parameters within an inclusive scope and the experience
of the full‐cycle of the design process. The actual physical construct becomes a
concrete manifestation of the design scheme, as well as a visual narrative of the
construction process, serving for a global assessment of the project.
From a design perspective, the fundamental contribution of the full‐scale
physical model lays in its power as an exploratory medium for novice or senior
students; the experience of the actual construction process is irrefutable
towards a reflective or projective mode of reasoning. It should be noted,
however, that the prevalent materiality of the physical construct usually
confines any conceptual awareness within feasibility limitations.
127

For a characteristic example see the projects in the series of Les Defis du Bois intensive
workshops (since 2005) at Nancy, France (Les Defis du Bois, 2005), (Bignon, 2014); introducing
every year a particular design challenge for explorations in full‐scale timber structures.
See also the Koshirakura Landscape summer‐workshop series (since 1996), led by AA Unit Master
S.Eghashira (Egashira, 2006) in Japan every summer.
An alternative is suggested by Studio Tom Emerson (Studio Tom Emerson, 2016a), (Studio Tom
Emerson, 2016b), (Studio Tom Emerson, 2016c) at ETH‐Zurich, where students produce
collectively one full‐scale project – usually in timber – every year.
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I.2.3. The physical model as means of inquiry in structural studies:
instances of a reflective rationale
From an educational perspective, the contribution of the physical model proves
to be instrumental in switching the teaching mode towards the constructivist
realm; as a medium to transform discrete theoretical tasks based on behaviorist
practices to engaging practical problem‐solving learning activities. While
structural studies seem to share the flaws of engineering education, as Felder
and Silverman128 have identified them – “most engineering education is
auditory, abstract (intuitive), deductive, passive, and sequential”, the physical
model, as seen in the context of architectural education, brings forward a
differentiated paradigm; it bears concrete evidence that eventually supports
global awareness by means of inductive reasoning, as a visual or tactile means
to enable the student to reflect in action.
Nevertheless, if one is to consider the contribution of the physical model in the
design process in the reviewed practices, one would note that its role is
somehow delineated within certain boundaries, not to mention limited to
specific tasks. The physical model serves in developing schemes, exploring
variations or investigating iterations; the outcome of these operations,
however, is often constrained within a certain pool of solutions as outlined by
the educational or research scope; to state but a few of such constraints:
allocated means and timeframe, suggested materials and fabrication method,
precedent‐grounded approach, typology‐founded reasoning, outcome‐based
assessment. Though these strategies may indeed prove wise for the efficiency
of the method and the effectiveness of the tool, they inevitably result to a
scarce presence of the physical model in generating a structural concept in the
early design process, even if in the form of a rough or tentative hypothesis.
Following the paradigm of structural engineering practices, the physical model
is predominantly used as a tool for producing data within a controlled
experiment, seeking for the maximum structural efficiency of the optimal
configuration, eventually confined within a scientific outlook.
The present overview illustrates the poor presence of the physical model as a
conceptual tool for structural design studies within architectural education.
However, the study suggests that this is neither a deficiency of the particular
educational setting or the individual pedagogical strategies – otherwise shown
as successful from an educational perspective – nor a shortcoming of the
method or the tool – discussed as effective for specific design tasks. The study
argues that, if closely examined, this is a reverberation of the actual lack of
structural design studies of conceptual nature in the first place; probably
reflecting the trend in structural engineering education and the prevailing
paradigm in practice; eventually revealing a reflective mode of reasoning. A
track discussing the projective component of structural studies and highlighting
the physical model as means for conceptual inquiries is yet to be sought.

128

See (Felder & Silverman, 1988) p.680.
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FIG.16. THE TWO DIAGRAMS SERVING AS METAPHOR FOR DESIGN: TRIED AND TESTED, OR NEW?

I.3. Balmond’s ‘informal’ in Structural Studies
I.3.1. The ‘informal’: a synthetic rationale
In the quest for structural practices that discuss conceptual awareness within a
synthetic rationale, the work of Cecil Balmond comes to offer a valid
proposition. As a conscious deviation from tradition, solid reference and
analysis, Balmond’s “informal”129 unfolds a track that suggests both the
theoretical context and the operational framework for a differentiated
perspective in structural studies.130
Rem Koolhaas – who has collaborated with Balmond in several instances,
notably the Bordeaux Villa, the Porto Casa da Musica and the Beijing CCTV
Headquarters – comes to endorse his unique profile and seminal contribution
in structural matters131. “Cecil Balmond has, almost single‐handedly shifted the
129

Balmond (Balmond, Smith, & Brensing, 2002) p.113 gives his definition of the “informal” as
opposed to the “Formal”:
‐ informal: The non‐linear characteristics of design
‐ Formal: Platonic ideal reduced to a set of rules
Ibid. pp.219‐227. In his quest towards a non‐linear method to design, Balmond first introduced
the notion of the “informal” as a “working manifesto” at a lecture in Berlin in 1995:
But in the method of design, of small differences in start points leading only to the
unpredictable, I looked into the non‐linear and its special character, and was intrigued. Its
complex nature was hard to pin down. I tried to articulate and classify. And what began in
1991 turned by 1995 into a working manifesto, delivered at a lecture in Berlin. The reaction
was encouraging.
130

Ibid. p.5. Jencks notes on Balmond’s trans‐disciplinary profile:
Engineer, designer, architect, thinker with numbers, speculative mathematician, writer:
what is he if not all these things.

Tojner and Kjeldsen (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.3 confirm his multi‐faceted creativity:
He practices within a power grid of different genres, in its own way reflecting the
Renaissance image of the creative human being who combines disciplines like art, science
and philosophy. […] a vital perception of geometry and structure. Balmond's sources of
inspiration are many ‐ music, mathematics, quantum physics, fractals, algorithms and
numerology.
131

See (Balmond et al., 2002) p.9.
As perhaps only a non‐European could, he has destabilized and even toppled a tradition of
Cartesian stability‐systems that had become ponderous and blatant ... Instead of solidity
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ground in engineering.” By introducing ambivalence and calling for delight in
structural design, he has proposed “both a new seriousness and new pleasures”
across “a more experimental and emotional territory”, triggering “a generation
of hybrids of engineering and architecture”.
THE NEW vs.
THE TRIED AND TESTED

Balmond132 challenges the prevailing paradigm of the structural engineer as
“supreme technological legislator – a hard person of science – who makes the
impossible work” arguing that it is confined in a framework where science and
art are supposed to operate separately. He advocates for “engineering as a
catalyst to inspire a creativity” and insists on the common traits that structural
engineering and architecture share: design values, methods and means of
inquiry, as “cycles of noetic invention”. In a straightforward manner, Balmond
makes a case for structural studies being part of the design realm, just as their
architectural counterpart.
Standing for projective structural reasoning, the “informal” is a methodological
improvisation, setting both the territory and the scaffold for experimentation
and interpretation.
Ignoring preconception or formal layering and repetitive rhythm, the informal
keeps one guessing. Ideas are not based on principles of rigid hierarchy but on
an intense exploration of the immediate. It is not ad hocism, which is collage,
but a methodology of evolving start points that, by emergence, creates its own
series of orders.133

In discussing design strategies, Balmond opts for the “new” instead of the “tried
and tested” [Fig.16]; if not, “the solution cannot get away from its original
reference”134. “The certainty of unfamiliar territory” is suggested as the creative
alternative against “the safety of past reference”, moving away from the
precedent‐based paradigm, usually grounded on Euclidean geometries,
typological reference and analytic practices. Balmond questions “regular
framings of closed squares and rectangle” as being “[rigid] containers of an
empty inanimate space”; he revolts against geometry as “a system of isolated
bounded shapes”; he refuses to see structure as “a reduction and a
regulation”135. Instead, he argues for an “animate geometry”136 as the catalyst
and certainty, his structures express doubt, arbitrariness, mystery and even mysticism. He
is creating a repertoire that can engage the certainty and, fluidity of the current moment.
132

Ibid. p.13.

133

Ibid. pp.220‐223.

134

Ibid. p.28.
Imagine a ball at the bottom of a concave curve. It nestles securely, unmoving. That is the
pragmatic response to the support of load ‐ a secure base, a stable configuration. The
reverse of this is a moment of insecurity at the top of a curve, inherently a position of
instability. A slight push at the summit, one way or the other and the ball moves off and
away. The two diagrams serve as a metaphor for design; tried and tested, or new?
At the bottom of the valley, there is the point of tradition and solid reference. No matter
how far we experiment and get away from that location and move up the slope, we fall back
to the bottom and settle at the origin. Analysis always brings us back to the zero point. The
solution cannot get away from its original reference. […] But at the summit of a hill the point
is one of departure, the outcome unpredictable. There is no way back to the origin. We roll
into the unknown to chart a new course. In the cliff top scenario there is not the safety of
past reference, only the certainty of unfamiliar territory ahead.

135

Ibid. pp.13‐14.

136

Ibid. p.227.
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to dynamize space. “The challenge is to make structure the new discipline in a
re‐examination of space.”137
INFORMAL vs.
FORMAL

For Balmond, the “Formal”138 is rigid, stiff, static; it is founded on hierarchical
configurations; stemming from fixed boundaries and “going inwards”. Seeking
for “control and containment”, “the solutions are predictable and deemed to
be efficient”, organized on the basis of “an isolated repeating motif”.
Homogeneity is stable and comfortable. A straightforward approach that
cannot, however, prevent eventual feelings of dryness, heaviness, dullness or
even boredom.
The Formal marches to strict rhythms. Why the necessity to space out structure
equally […]? Why not relax and move towards a slip or jump in the
arrangement of things? Let the informal in. Have a syncopation […]. Why not
skip a beat? Incline the vertical, slope the horizontal. Or allow the adjacent lines
of columns to slip past each other. Let space entertain us. Let's see other
possibilities [...].139

The “informal”140, instead, is calling for surprise and delight. It embraces
uncertainty, ambivalence and complexity. The informal is born from “local
actions [multiplying], spreading outwards to inform the whole”. “Uniformity is
broken and balance is interrupted.”141 Singularities, overlaps or discontinuities
are welcome in the emergence of form. Provoking hybrids are introduced to
induce active engagement142.
Chaos theory produced impossibly beautiful structures; could such animation
be brought to building science, a loose or travelling geometry giving shape and
form?143
DYNAMIC SERIES
OF LOCAL ORDERS

Balmond suggests turbulence against order. Order, however, is not ruled out; it
is only its static interpretation as a given absolute state that is questioned, by
acknowledging the generative potential of chance and improvisation. Order is
reintroduced as “a small, local, steady state of a much larger random”144, as a
frozen instance of a dynamic whole. It is discussed as a local action that has
reached a provisory state of balance. And it is the very simultaneity of these
series of local orders that is of interest. While equilibrium is suggested as a
dynamic, almost fragile, condition, the coherence is found in the network of
relationships of the discrete sets of local stabilities.
137

Ibid. p.14.

138

Ibid. p.115.

139

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.75.

140

See (Balmond et al., 2002) pp.114‐115.

141

Ibid. p.111.

142 Balmond (ibid. pp.14, 114) notes on the subversive features of the “informal” and Jencks (ibid.

p.8) comes to confirm its “hallmarks”.
There is a lot more to structure than strict post and beam. Slabs may fold and act as lines of
vertical strength, beams may bifurcate and change shape, columns can serve as beams, the
ingredients are all there to evolve form in fascinating ways. […] A roof that turns to wall, a
floor that moves into column, a skin that is structure, where boundary is not border, is part
of it. […] Opportunity seems to give chance a chance. […] Instead of line ‐ surface; instead
of equi‐support ‐ scatter; instead of fixed centre ‐ a moving locus; and instead of points ‐
zones.
143

Ibid. p.13.

144

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.70.
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The more subtle approach is to seek the notion that chaos is a mix of several
states of order. What is an improvisation is in fact a kernel of stability, which
in turn sets sequences that reach equilibrium. Several equilibriums coexist.
Simultaneity matters; not hierarchy.145
ANIMATE GEOMETRY:
NETWORK vs. MAP

The key is in the manipulation of these relationships. Balmond’s “animate
geometry” is introduced as “a catalyst for change, making a network rather than
a static map”146. Rhythm becomes instrumental in the arrangement of the
configuration. “Animated form is space unfolding in time.”147 Elements that
have embedded in them “varying notions of time and distance” – such as gaps,
slips, folds, jumps, agitations or subversions – induce active engagement by
introducing transformation, acceleration or tension. “The informal has speed
wrapped into it. […] Why not structure as an animation that provokes
synthesis?”148
The control of the serial projection becomes the focal point of this approach.
The choice of the proximities is of fundamental importance in the equilibrium
of the sequence; it is the interaction of two neighboring local actions that
produces agitation. Chance, opportunity and impulse are welcome, but, as in
all improvisation, there may be “no certainty of outcome”, but there is mastery
in the background149. The synthesis – as the “hope of prediction” – lies in the
handling of the juxtaposition of the adjacencies. What may be perceived as a
random arrangement is in fact the outcome of a rigorous plot of the underlying
network of relationships150.

THE INFORMAL

It is the unsettling JUXTAPOSITION of LOCAL orders that may result to a
compelling HYBRID. The characteristics of Balmond’s “informal”151 unfold as a
proposition for a creative design strategy in structural studies.
[…] in each case the intervention that influences the design is a local forcing
move, or a juxtaposition that stresses rhythm, or two or more events mixing to
yield hybrid natures. As the effects are multiplied by extension or overlapping,
surprising and ambiguous answers arise.152

145

See (Balmond et al., 2002) pp.224‐225.

146

See (Balmond, 2007) p.303.

147

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.54.

148

Ibid.

149

Ibid. p.52

150

See (Balmond et al., 2002) p.114. Balmond notes:
In the ‘informal’ there are no strict rules, no fixed patterns, to be copied blindly. If there is a
rhythm it is in the hidden connections that are inferred and implied, and not necessarily
made obvious.

151 Ibid. pp.226‐227, 116‐117. Balmond elaborates on the three principal characteristics of the
informal:
The informal has three principal characteristics: local, hybrid and juxtaposition. They are
active ingredients of an animate geometry that embraces the linear and non‐ linear. […]
LOCAL: the initial action that works outwards to spread its influence. An action that has its
own nature […] or any such event that sustains itself locally. […] JUXTAPOSITION: Two
actions, side by side, clashing and influencing each other to give a new entity by virtue of
adjacency. […] HYBRID: One action overlapping the other, a co‐sharing of separate natures.
Two or more local natures bound within each other […].
152

Ibid. p.14.
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I.3.2. The metaphor: conceptual awareness
First there is punctuation ‐ rhythm ‐ spread evenly or grouped in clusters or
space in varying gaps, the ordering of structure. The juxtaposition of one
element to another offers a range of shifting tempi […]. Structure is the
dynamic of space. […] If the spacing of structure is varied then the rhythm itself
is the character of the piece […]. What makes one work better than the other
is whether, below the surface as it were, there is hidden organisation. […]
Understanding such improvisation is to follow, as in jazz, the hidden element.
[…] Behind the patterns, beneath the strange affinity of abstract note to
tectonic form, lies deep structure.153
PATTERN AS RHYTHM: THE
ORDERING OF STRUCTURE

If space is dynamized by structure, then the ordering of structure becomes
instrumental to the synthesis154. “The juxtaposition of one element to another”
is the essence of the design relating both to the reality and the concept
beneath. And while the elegance or dullness relies on “the visual field we
engage in viewing a building”, it is actually the underlying “hidden organization
[that] makes one work better than the other”.
For Balmond155, pattern is the concept that illustrates this “punctuation”, the
rhythm of the sequence. It is the bridge between idea and event, between
symbol and measure, between concept and actuality [Fig.17]. “Pattern is a
mediator between metaphor and certainty.”156 Pattern expresses the intricate
association of “abstract note to tectonic form”157, conversely unfolding
Balmond’s threefold system of thought; metaphor – pattern – object.
As part of a natural condition, being immersed in patterns, we navigate
between surface layers and the codes hidden behind them. […] In every
concrete object we see a pattern. That observation is true for any dimension or
scale, and from pattern we construct metaphor.158

Hence, pattern becomes a fundamental means to this approach, as a tangible,
yet abstract, construct that serves to translate the complexity of both the real
and the virtual159. Perceived across the actuality of the object or the traces of
the process, pattern oscillates between the shape and the idea that spurred this

153

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) pp.73‐75.

154

Ibid.

155

Balmond (Balmond et al., 2002) p.112‐113 gives his definitions of pattern, network, scale and
algorithm:
‐ Pattern: A set of marks that have abstract powers
‐ Network: The joining up of pattern, with function‐a star map‐a road map‐a molecule
‐ Scale: Measure that gives meaning to both network and pattern
‐ Algorithm: A geometric or arithmetic rule that is repeated
156

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.43.

157

Ibid. p.87.

158

See (Balmond, 2007) p.302, (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.41.

159

For the fundamental role of pattern, see also Balmond’s interview on Survival Patterns
(Balmond & Ellingsen, 2007). Balmond (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) pp.38‐39 makes an explicit
reference on the imperative to recognize patterns in our surroundings as an instrumental feature
of the human existence and civilization.
Before counting, noting down patterns was an act of survival. Maps had to be made to
remember locations of poison or predators. In the cycle of plants and weather, even time
grew a pattern. To repeat is important ‐ safety lies that way.[…] The first step to civilise, to
order, is to pattern.
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shaping. And while its effectiveness lies in its perceptual power, simplicity is the
key feature to its efficiency; the simpler the pattern, the larger the sample of
interpretations, the richer its generative potential.
And it is in this very aspect, that the instrumental role of pattern is revealed; it
is a two‐way device, from the concrete to the abstract and vice‐versa, serving
both reflective or projective operations160. A complex reality may be reduced to
a simple pattern or a possible metaphor may rise from one.
Because pattern is marks of our imagination there are many ways to read its
potential. Feedback goes on at all levels, between the shaping and the idea
that begins a process. If I look at an object on its surface or buried in it I see the
patterns that formed it. If I try to abstract those marks, they simplify, the reality
compresses. The simpler and more direct the marks the more powerful the
speculation that may rise from it ‐ and another cycle begins.161
ALGORITHM:
FROM UNIT TO WHOLE

Balmond’s particular interest in pattern lies in its generative potential, its
capacity to serve “the creative act”; highlighting in turn the projective nature of
his approach162. His primary concern revolves on how one translates the idea
to architecture. Pattern is born from repetition; it is generated by the
multiplication, mix and overlaps of local concepts. The algorithm is the
multiplier that leads from unit to pattern, while the end product depends on
the extent run of the algorithm. “In the instruction of the unit is the information
for the whole.”163 Whereas the local actions may be made by chance, patterns
– “seemingly random, but structured”164 – occur across an orchestrated
feedback loop, depending on the chosen starting point of the evolution process.
“The local idea sets a tendency that then feeds back into the process, growing
or repeating, augmenting or diminishing.”165 The form emerges as a network;
“a complex system with self‐similarity at all scales” is born from the iteration of
patterns166.

160

See (Balmond, 2007) p.160.
Back and forth the game is played: from the concrete to the abstract, the bridge between
being pattern.

161

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.27.

162

See (Balmond, 2007) p.160.

163

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.31.

164

See (Balmond, 2007) p.155.

165

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.32.

166

Balmond (Balmond et al., 2002) p.166, 170‐171 argues for richness and complexity vs.
hierarchy and order by bringing in the paradigm of Nature, as “a pattern‐maker of infinite skill”:
If sentimentality and a cosy Mother Nature are put aside, we look into the core of a
prodigious information sampler. We discover a pattern‐maker of infinite skill. Here, the
simple and the complex inform each other, Nature becomes a collective exchange and loses
its capital letter for hierarchy. This is not a stripped out minimalist world of "less is more" or
a reduction moving to stand‐alone categories, but the richer thought of a cross‐feed,
multiplex world, where "more‐is‐less‐is‐more".
[…] To mimic nature from the outside by externalising and copying what the eye sees is
limiting. Better to look inside and find the interior motif that builds outwards again. What
we would view then are the structures of the knotted and the irregular, of cross‐breeding
and overlap, that lie seemingly at the heart of nature's secret ambitions. […] Regimental
order is transient, a fleeting glimpse only. […] Nature's unit and multiplier inspires a much
richer mix, a generic typology, of fluid and fractional geometries. Such seemingly random
but structured patterns strike a resonance within us, for our "internalisations" may be built
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Informal relates to the Formal as two ordered systems invading each other.
Informal is an experience of shifting certainties. A single local action begins to
form a pattern and the open and unconfined leads to network and coherence.
This methodology is emergent, a gradual layering of several successes.
Depending on the start point different patterns arise, unfolding as network in
which chaos is not random but a direct result of the chosen starting point.167
METAPHOR: THE
UNDERLYING CONCEPT

As pattern becomes the fundamental vehicle for ambiguity, complexity and
richness in a projective mode of reasoning, the underlying concept, the
metaphor, gains a primary role in the process, as the very essence that conveys
multiplicity and spurs creativity. Balmond’s approach is evidently projective, it
reveals, however, a high‐level of conceptual awareness disclosing a reflective
understanding of the beauty of deep structure vs. the aesthetic of
objecthood168.
Metaphor will instigate a creative act which ends in the fact of an object. […]
The physical gets loosely held by its more fecund interior, which injects spirit,
animation, all that we chase in the creative act, into the body we perceive.169

I.3.3. Cecil Balmond. Milestones
The Bordeaux Villa. R.Koolhaas & C.Balmond (1998)
Floating box in a new typology. A transcendence over Villa Savoye.170

The Bordeaux Villa grew out of the collaboration of Cecil Balmond and Rem
Koolhaas and is one of the early projects introducing the “informal” as a novel
structural design strategy and arguing for the conceptual metaphor as the very
essence of the building structure. [Fig.18]
Located in the French countryside, on a cliff with a panoramic view, the brief
called for a residential building for a family of four171. When he approached
Balmond, Koolhaas had a specific request: “to make a villa in Bordeaux ‘fly’”172.

on similar ideas ‐ a kind of haunting, of interior space being made external, of buried
archetype surfacing.
167

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.58.

168

Balmond (Balmond et al., 2002) p.15 notes on the foundations of beauty:
Reason itself is finally being understood as nascent structure, non‐linear and dependent on
feedback procedures. Beauty may lie in the actual processes of engagement and be more
abstract than the aesthetic of objecthood. Ultimately it may really be a constructive process.
[…] Searching for a form, an exploration of instinct against pre‐conception, starts several
interrogations. A cycle of invention and post rationalisation […].

169

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.41, 37.

170

See (Balmond et al., 2002) p.396.

171

Given the fact that the father of the family was severely disabled and only operating on a
wheel chair, there were specific programmatic requirements regarding the accessibility and the
articulation of spaces, “in order to release the full potential of the house”.

172

See (Balmond et al., 2002) p.21.
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The principle tectonic is to be a box, up in the air, where the bedrooms will be
located. Below this are the living spaces, surrounded by glass. The glass may
open out onto the landscape and vanish.173
THE TABLE TYPOLOGY:
IMPLICIT STATIC SYMMETRY

LAUNCH:
BREAKING THE SYMMETRY

Several straightforward proposals came at first as answers to this question for
“a mass to levitate”; using legs to lift the mass from the ground; all, however,
adhering to the same concept of the table, “bearing an implicit acceptance of a
static symmetry”174. Modern architecture would offer the paradigm of the Villa
Savoye; an example, however, that would recall the form of the ancient temple,
“an altar forever fixed in space”. In Balmond’s perspective, Le Corbusier’s vision
of a “white box of light floating over the fields of Savoye” was translated to an
elevated form, nevertheless firmly “stapled and anchored into the earth”,
voicing an intention for timeless stability and eternal permanence.
Intermediary solutions – that would presumably “give a feeling of free edge”,
“take away the feeling of direct support” or “disguise the support” – kept
replicating the same concept; columns located away from the periphery, groups
of tilting or random columns, elevation of the ground or top‐hung propositions
were soon ruled out175.
An idea of implicit dynamic nature was sought to overcome the static concept
of the table; the notion of “launch” was proposed to suggest a moment of
unease, of precarious instability176. The metaphor shifted the discourse on a
level of performance instead of form. In Balmond’s words the solution had to
“hover”, to “set the mass ‘free’”, introducing a fragile balance177. The proposal
brought into play “a skewed tension to the solution”; “a precise danger point”
was introduced by breaking the symmetry of the supports by means of two
operations: displacement in plan and inversion in elevation. Asymmetry and
contrast were the way to go.
The idea of launch came to mind, to energise the building as momentum. Two
lateral moves broke with symmetry. Move one: what if the supports in plan
are displaced beyond the boundary, well outside the box? Move two: what if
the supports 'flip' in elevation, one top hung, one bottom fixed?178

Two parallel primary beam configurations serve to lift the mass off the ground;
each one of these elements has one of its foundations outside the boundaries
of the box in plan. Furthermore, the two configurations constitute two reverse
support conditions in section179; the one “shelf beam” “sits” directly on two
columns fixed on the ground [a portal type frame], while the other “roof girder”
is “top hung” and eventually anchored to the ground. Decisions about the
actual materiality, sizing and detailing of the structural elements – though
confined eventually by pragmatic contingencies related to the site or the
budget – were taken in the context of amplifying the sentiment of uneasiness
– that was provoked by the delicate equilibrium of a structure ready to fly,
barely attached to the ground.
173

Ibid. p.23.

174

Ibid. p.24.

175

Ibid. p.25.

176

Ibid. p.26‐27.

177

Ibid. pp.24‐25.

178

Ibid. p.26.

179

Ibid. p.27.
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The Bordeaux Villa "flies" due to its skewed and interdependent nature of
support. In section, one beam line acts as the bottom cradle, contrasting with
a jump in space at the other end, to a top hung support. On plan, the step out
of sequence is another juxtaposition. Asymmetry and contrary shifts provide
momentum.180
THE METAPHOR:
A BOX READY TO FLY

The “informal” takes place; the unsettling juxtaposition of two local
interdependent orders yields a hybrid configuration, generating sensations of
ambivalence, surprise and delight.
Balmond advocates for the generating power of the structural concept; the
structural design strategy for the Bordeaux Villa has proved the intuitive
hypothesis. By deviating from typological reference and the certainty of a static
configuration, the decision to render the center of gravity of the mass in a
condition of a fragile equilibrium was the answer to the challenge of making a
box “fly”181. In discussing his first impressions of the building, Balmond notes:
The skew supports gave configurations such that one end of the box literally
seemed to launch itself off into space. Being released from the traditional
securing of a centre of gravity, the mass seemed to power itself. […] For Rem
and I this was raw hypothesis made real, no adornment, no finish, just
structure.182

The Serpentine Gallery Pavilion. T.Ito & C.Balmond (2002)
Here was a contemporary take on an English folly or Japanese summer tea
pavilion set in a city park. Its geometry was both playful and challenging. Here
was a structure with just a single orthogonal panel ‐ a void actually in the
centre of its roof ‐ and yet it was all of a harmonious piece. Nothing too clever.
Nothing outrageous. Just a calm, quietly playful and very gentle pavilion that
somehow seemed to point a way forwards for a new architecture.183

The 2002 Serpentive Gallery pavilion with Toyo Ito was one of a series of
projects where Cecil Balmond was involved in, teaming up with renowned
architects (2001 ‐ Daniel Libeskind, 2005 ‐ Alvaro Siza & Eduardo Souto de
Moura, 2006 ‐ Rem Koolhaas) to design the temporary summer pavilion in
Kensington Gardens in London. [Fig.19]
ROOF AND COLUMN: A
CONVENTIONAL TYPOLOGY

As Ito notes, time was limited, so the initial idea was to go for a box in a cubic
shape. A first proposal was to break the classic order by creating “a roof plane
crossed by lines”184 that was to be supported by rows of columns along its
edges; an alternative suggested to substitute the peripheral lines of support
with a rising ground that would also provide for seating. Both ideas stressed the
top surface and resulted in eventually losing the initial shape of the box. A third
proposition – reminiscent of Ito’s then most recent project185: “a small portal
180

Ibid. p.118.

181

Ibid. p.402.

182

Ibid. p.44.

183

J.Glancey (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.16 comments on the 2002 Serpentine pavilion.

184

See (Balmond, 2013) p.132.

185 The project was commissioned by the city of Bruges in Belgium, for the celebration of the 2002

Cultural Capital of Europe.
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with honeycomb surfaces”186 – a kind of a thick “bunker‐like construction”187
with large cut‐outs, was ruled out as well, for the same reason, as the envelop
would eventually yield warped surfaces and lose the orthogonality.
NET:
A DYNAMIC ENVELOPE

The initial concept of a “sharp box” was reaffirmed: the challenge was to
“embrace the straightforward in some extraordinary way”188.
When Ito and I got together for the Serpentine Pavilion in 2002 we wanted to
have a design that could adopt an ordinary box typology, but transform it
through a patterned intervention, into something quite different and extra‐
ordinary. […] what if we had the ordered random as a strategy? And there were
no two parts but one language of criss‐cross all over?189

The answer was found in the form of a “net”190, by embracing the continuous
instead of the discrete. A grid of seemingly random, yet structured, straight
lines would provide the whole of the building envelope as opposed to the roof
and column typology. The orthogonality of the box was to be preserved, though
destabilized by the distortion of the grid. A dynamic envelope was born.
A mobile sense of envelope took hold. Rather than roof and columns maybe a
tracing that created intersections, trappings. A line drawn from one side of a
square to an adjacent side, repeating ... testing different ratios. Keep the box
typology and its corners and squareness, but then undermine it. Only a net
could do that. The solution had to be the net ‐ all of it.191
THE PATTERN: INCESSANT
SPIRALING SQUARE

The key was in the algorithm that would “impart a certain regularity in the
movement”192. “The half‐to‐a‐third rule” was implemented to yield an
incessant spiraling square pattern for the network; each frame is created by
stepping partly outside of the previous one. “The lines of such a trace were
extended” to infinity, the edges were fold and the sharp box was reintroduced
but “with different patterns on its roof and sides”193. Through repetition and
feedback, the pattern yields the net that would wrap itself around the building;
self‐similarity provides the binding motif for the load‐carrying elements, the
bracing or the cladding frames194.
A simple ratio created the Serpentine Pavilion. The result changed a dry
arithmetic into an algebra of structure, architecture and ornament. Upon
viewing the pavilion the built work did not seem to sit on the ground in any
fixed way. The eye engaged with slow or fast movement, angled or cellular.
The stillness and the rapid motion were part of one intelligence; fixity, if you
looked for it, lay in the nodes of intersections.195

186

See (Balmond, 2013) p.132.

187

Ibid. p.135.

188

Ibid.

189

Ibid. p.98.

190

Ibid. p.136.

191

Ibid.

192

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.104.

193

See (Balmond, 2013) p.140.

194

Ibid. p.100.

195

Ibid. p.148.
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I.3.4. The pattern: challenging the typological realm
Space has random starts ‐ as the geometry or algebra repeats, by aggregation
a form grows and complexity arises. Pictures are scaleless. Resulting maps
could be labelled universe, landscape, a villa, piece of furniture, a fragment or
a mineral. Form is emergent, but the connectivity at a particular scale governs
the material choice.196
PATTERN: RELATIONSHIPS
vs. MEASUREMENTS

DISPOSITION vs.
COMPOSITION

In Balmond’s system of thought the fundamental concept of “pattern is generic,
a template for action between an idea and its event”197. Balmond’s concept of
pattern introduces “a space that lies between dimensions”198. Born from the
multiplication of the unit, “intricate patterns […] run into infinity repeating at
different scales, embedding one layer upon another. In a cascade or self‐
similarity”199, they unfold as “open pictures for the mind to travel through”200.
But, as pictures, patterns are scaleless201; they discuss relationships rather than
measurements. Patterns stress the connectivity of the object instead of its
form. And it is the connectivity at a certain scale that yields the specific
materiality of the form. While “pattern is an a priori structure, ‘meaning’ comes
only with scale”202. And while physical form emerges across its scale, structure
is perceived as a conceptual construct across its connectivity, visualized through
pattern. In bringing in concepts of pattern, networks, relationships and
connectivity, Balmond shifts the focus of the understanding of structure on
topology rather than geometry203. Within this context, forms are to be
addressed as conceptual constructs containing a rather topological order,
conceived as a fluid concept to be defined, controlled and manipulated in a non‐
linear relationship.
The concept of topology is not novel in structural studies.
Almost half a century ago, Le Ricolais204 has articulated a particular interest in
topology, both in its mathematical and philosophical aspects205. He argued that
196

See (Balmond, 2007) p.309.

197

See (Holm & Kjeldsen, 2007) p.32.

198

Ibid. p.38.

199

Ibid.

200

Ibid. p.45.

201

Ibid. p.62.

202

Ibid. p.45.

203

Geometry, however, is employed in Balmond’s system of thought “as a local concept”, to
discuss configurations within “a kernel of stability”.
Balmond (Balmond et al., 2002) p.112 gives his own definitions of geometry & topology:
‐ Geometry: A mathematical description of space ‐ a local concept
‐ Topology: The study of continuity ‐ a forensic of connectivity
204

For more on Le Ricolais’ work, see Chapter II of the present study [“Designerly” ways in
structural studies: the legacy of Robert Le Ricolais]. On Le Ricolais’ fascination with topology see
subchapter II.2.4 in particular [The combinatorial notion of arrangements: introducing a
topological order].

205 See (Le Ricolais, 1955). In this seminal article, Le Ricolais refers to the potential of topology as
a key concept to interpret the very essence of architectural schemes. He explicitly coins (ibid.
p.10) a comment by Prof. C.S.Smith, Director of Chicago Institute of Metals, to underline the
relevance of topology as “the science of connectivity”:
“How architecture, which deals with connections, could ignore topology, which by itself is
the science of connectivity?” (Excerpt from a letter of Prof. C.S. Smith)
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the study of structure, just as the realm of poetry206, is based on the same
quality: “topological organization”, or else the “combinatorial notion of
arrangements”207; “the essential aspects of form are not expressed in figures or
measure units, but rather belong to the realm of the number and the non‐
measurable”208. Hence, for Le Ricolais, as Juarez 209 notes, creative energy is
enclosed in the term “disposition” as opposed to “composition”.
It is really just a matter of 'arrangement'. Physics, with electrons, Poetry, with
words. Everywhere wild energies are at hand, so to speak, ready to break loose.
No doubt, in most cases our perceptions are obtuse, and to discover these
arrangements, something or someone has to remove a veil.210

In his research on “a new conceptualization of form”, Araguez211 comes to
endorse the above perspective, pointing out to “a particular lineage within the
tradition of the architecture‐engineering hybrid”. According to his
interpretation, Balmond’s “sequences of relational templates” reflect a
particular school of thought in negotiating consistency and randomness;
shifting the focus from “composition” – that presumably “emphasizes fixity and
visual considerations” – to “disposition” – that is assumed to “release a sort of
open order”.
Within this context, Balmond’s approach is highlighted to discuss a
differentiated perspective in structural studies. If “structure is a connective
path through pattern”, then the study of structure is an act of discovery, it is
about “pattern recognition”212. To borrow an argumentation on the ordering of
space coming from visual studies, if structure denotes “the set of relations
between the entities of a pattern”, then “a study of structure is a study in
relations”213. In this line of thought, structural design is about conceiving a
network of relations.
206

Given Le Ricolais’ fascination with rhetoric mechanisms, it is interesting to note here that the
Greek translation of ‘poetry’ is ‘poiesis’, which stands also for ‘creation’ (or design).
207

See (Le Ricolais, 1973) p.199.
In other words, what counts is much less the things themselves than the relationships
between them. We come thus to the combinatorial notion of arrangements.

208

See (C. D. Moreno & Grinda, 2011).

209

See (Juarez, 2000) p.77.

210

See (Le Ricolais & Grindat, 1973) p.111.

211 In his research, Araguez (Araguez, 2016) discusses “form’s patterned idiosyncracy” across Cecil

Balmond’s “sequences of relational templates”, Michaeel Burt’s “periodical continuity” and
Vittorio Giorgini’s “geometrically controlled, topologically sound transformations”:
The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to develop a new conceptualization of architectural
form centered around questions of three‐dimensional configuration and internal spatial
arrangement—as opposed to those relating to external envelope, volumetric outline or
mass, which I make correspond to the domain of shape. […] As a result, this dissertation
captures form's patterned idiosyncrasy, viz., a qualitative realm of form that is defined
within the liminal space between the idiosyncratic and the lawful, or in other words,
between that which falls outside received ways of grouping resemblances and differences,
and that which is rule‐governed.
212 See (Balmond & Ellingsen, 2007) p.32. For Balmond, pattern recognition is the active discovery
of the underlying relationships between an emerging sequence of local equilibria.
The pattern is there with all its redundancy. Moving in it is the active component of finding
structure. That’s pattern recognition.
213

See (Loeb, 1971) p.339. For Loeb, pattern recognition is the conscious identification of
systematic relations between the entities in an ordered array.
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REVISITING
THE NOTION OF TYPE

This topological understanding of structure inevitably revisits the concept of
type in structural studies. And becomes of relevance to the present work by
suggesting a mode of reasoning that deviates from the reference‐based
paradigm, which proves to be confined in the typological realm.
While the debate on type has been a long‐standing theme in architectural
discourse214, the issue has come to the forefront within the structural realm in
recent times in the light of the “structural turn”, triggered by and large by the
advent of digital technology and parametric modeling. Echoing propositions
that stem primarily from other disciplinary fields – philosophy, biology,
mathematics, art, … , to name but a few – the discourse has shifted from the
notion of Quatremere’s type to the concept of the Deleuzian diagram.
Embracing the projective realm, the notion of type is dissolved; the
performative comes to substitute for the formal.
Reiser and Umemoto215 revisit the idea of type by addressing concepts of
difference and similarity, variety vs. variation, selection vs. classification.
Following Deleuze and Guattari’s track, the notion of performance is introduced
next to form in making distinctions between species216. If typology is to be
discussed as a projective vehicle, types need to be reassessed within a broad
range based on generative forces and performative potential; classification is
to be substituted by selection217.
Within this context, “populationist thinking” – a concept borrowed from
evolutionary biology218 – comes to substitute for “typological thinking” [Fig.20];
suggesting a shift from the type to its variations.
What we can learn from [population thinking], however, is a means to
overcome typological thinking by understanding the organizational principle
that constructs a ‘many’ or ‘multiplicity’, rather than a type and its variation.
Only by thinking in terms of the ‘many’ can we practice within the messiness
and diversity of reality.219

Hence, the concept of type is reintroduced by discussing multiplicities rather
than singularities, moving away from the discrete to the continuous. While the
“populationist” rises next to the “typologist”, the concept of “seriality” grows
out of the notion of “sequence”.

214

For some representative writings on the debate on type in the architectural discourse, see (de
Quincy, 1999), (Durand, 1802), (Giulio Carlo Argan, 1963), (Colquhoun, 1969), (Moneo, 1978),
(Vidler, 1999). For a review on typological reasoning in architecture, see (Jacoby, 2013).
215

See (Reiser & Umemoto, 2006) pp.44‐45, 46‐47, 66‐67.

216

Ibid. pp.44‐45.

217

Ibid. pp.66‐67.

218 See for example (Mayr, 1976) p.28. Quoted in (Reiser & Umemoto, 2006) p.226 and (Trummer,

2006) p.348.
For the typologist, the type (eidos) is real and the variation is an illusion, while for the
populationist the type (average) is an abstraction and only the variation is real.
219

See (Trummer, 2006) p.352.
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FIG.20. THE VIEW OF THE TYPOLOGIST VS. THE VIEW OF THE POPULATIONIST

This discourse is rigorously embraced by those trans‐disciplinary hybrids
operating in a constant dialogue with professional practice and scholarly
inquiry220. Balmond’s topological interpretation of structural studies is one of
the leading proponents of this track221. Sameness and difference, repetition and
self‐similarity, pattern and algorithm, unit and network, they all emerge across
the simultaneity of several equilibrium sets, across animate series of local
orders. “Serialisation takes over.”222
The idea starts with finding a unit of pattern and using it over and over again
in different interlocking adjacencies. What appears to be random will grow to
cover the plane. If we know the unit and understand all its flip‐overs and
rotations, as a "fit" is generated, the notion of "random'' disappears.
Serialisation takes over. Instead of static repeating motifs we have movement,
a "charged up" liveliness. Sequence becomes important. To keep the feeling of
sameness and have the potential to be different, a self‐similarity of pattern is
seeded, replicating " network" and not fixed pattern.223

I.3.5. The diagram: introducing a means of projective inquiry
THE DIAGRAM:
FROM IDEA TO EVENT

In the last decades, the discourse on the diagram224 has indeed overridden the
debate over type in progressive professional and academic milieus. In the
220

See “seriality” in (Berkel & Bos, 2006) p.16, “population” & “taxonomy” in (Kubo & Kwinter,
2003) pp.8, 17, “typologist vs. populationist” in (Reiser & Umemoto, 2006) pp.226‐227, “series”
in (Lee, 2010) pp.5‐6.

221

Balmond (Balmond et al., 2002) p.112 gives his definitions of sequence & series:
‐ Sequence: An array of independent entities
‐ Series: A progression of related entities

222

Ibid. p.245.

223

Ibid.

224

For more on the discourse on the diagram in the architectural realm, see (Garcia, 2010),
(Cassarà, 2006), (Scholz, 2000), (Eisenman, 1999), (Somol, 1999), (Kwinter, 1998), (Deen, Bijlsma,
& Garritzmann, 1998).
In an extended overview of diagrammatic practices in architecture, Garcia (Garcia, 2010) pp.23‐
24 notes on some of the most persistent definitions of the architectural diagram:
Most of the definitions of the diagram in architectural and other spatial design theories
draw on the works of Charles Sanders Peirce (1839‐1914), Michel Foucault (1926‐84), and
Gilles Deleuze (1925‐95) with Felix Guattari (1930‐92). Foucault's critical theorising of
architectural diagrams (through the example of the Panopticon) is still the canonical
articulation of the social, political, cultural, economic and psychological mechanisms and
effects of the design of spatial diagrams. His concept of the architectural diagram was
influential on Deleuze and Guattari's work in this field, which remains the most influential
and enduring basis for almost all theorising on the diagram in architecture and spatial
design. Across a number of texts, including Deleuze's Foucault (1998) and co‐authored with
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seminal publication Diagram Work225, diagrammatic practices are proclaimed
as “Data Mechanics for a Topological Age”. Balmond’s system of thought
embraces this track. While a topological understanding of structure is in the
foreground and pattern emerges as the fundamental mediator between
“surface layers” and the “codes hidden behind them”226, the diagram offers the
appropriate vehicle to translate this link between the actual and the virtual.
Engaging in a most trans‐disciplinary intellectual dialogue and praxis,
particularly rigorous within the design disciplines227, Balmond’s diagram unfolds
as the fundamental means of inquiry to illustrate the process from concept to
actuality; by adhering to or eventually challenging dominant propositions.
The snap‐shot is the first gateway then a sketch takes me through the second,
intent on the character. Beyond this deeper feature is caught only in a diagram
– more a concept of the thing than the actuality. But through this third gateway
the mind's eye switches on – in abstract readings. Something else is resurrected
stirring up emotions and memories. When word and line cease, visceral feelings
make the forms beyond the shapes I see, hallucinatory, and poetic.228
OPERATIVE: SUGGESTING
POSSIBILITIES vs. FACTS

While the image may provide visual input and the sketch may support a
reflective interpretation, Balmond’s diagram is an operative vehicle; it serves to
initiate projective hypotheses, as a tangible construct to activate the mind’s
eye229 “in abstract readings” by extracting “emotions and memories”230. It is a
means for cognitive processes that are triggered by visual reasoning231. “The
pattern […] is tree‐like, a diagram of branching contingencies.” 232 In this
context, Balmond’s diagram inscribes in the Deleuzian track as professed across
the work of Bacon233; the diagram sustains sensation, yet it needs not to result
in proliferation; it “suggests” possibilities rather than facts234. “The diagram is a

Guattari, in particular, A Thousand Plateaus (1988) Deleuze articulates at least three
different concepts and definitions of the diagram (influenced respectively by Francis Bacon,
Marcel Proust and Michel Foucault).
225

See (Davidson, 1998) p.3.

226

See (Balmond, 2007) p.302.

227

Kipnis (Kipnis, 2006) p.196 argues for the long‐standing tradition of the diagram as means of
inquiry in architecture:
I believe that Deleuze's discussion is helpful to the question in architecture only because
architecture already possesses an ancient relationship to diagrams and instrumental
drawing (one that rivals for important reasons the deep histories of diagrams in astronomy
and mathematics). Diagrams underwrite all typological theories, as evidenced, for example,
in the catalogues of Durand. Consider the much‐vilified bubble diagram; the diagrammatic
formalism initiated by Wolfflin and Wittkower, elaborated into a syntax the extended into
context by Rowe and his followers and further by the symbolic and semantic considerations
advocated by architects such a Rossi, Venturi and Hejduk.
228

See (Balmond, 2007) p.7.

229

It is valid to assume that Balmond refers here to Ferguson’s seminal publication on The Mind’s
Eye: Nonverbal Thought in Technology (Ferguson, 1977).
230

See (Balmond, 2007) p.7.

231

On the discourse on the contribution of sketching in non‐verbal reasoning, there has been
extensive debate within the realm of visual studies. See (Pylyshyn, 1973) (Fish & Scrivener, 1990)
(Goldschmidt, 1991), (Goldschmidt, 1994).
232

See (Balmond, 2007) p.308.

233

See (Deleuze, 1993).

234

Ibid. On the operative features of the diagram:
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possibility of fact ‐ it is not the fact itself.” 235 However, the diagram
encompasses multiplicities, but it cannot be overloaded; it translates
complexity, but it ought to remain simple. “Seeing complex features we may
draw a simple diagram.”236 Just like with pattern, the more the simplicity, the
larger the potential. OMA’s diagrammatic analogies to the “cartoon” or the
“fax” may be employed here to denote the catalytic power of the diagram if
associated to “directness and immediacy, purposiveness and selectiveness” (as
in the Fax analogy237). “The process applied here is ‘amplification through
simplification’” (as in the Cartoon analogy238).
PROJECTIVE:
A PILOTING ROLE

As opposed to OMA’s eventual use of the diagram in critical practices,
Balmond’s diagram serves first and foremost a projective praxis239. As
Deleuze240 would put it, it may introduce chaos, but it is the catalyst for a new
order, the structure for a new rhythm.
The diagram is indeed a chaos, a catastrophe, but also a seed of order and of
rhythm. It is a violent chaos in relation to the figurative data, but it is a seed of
rhythm in relation to the new order of painting: as Bacon says, it "unlock[s]
areas of sensation”.241

If “structure is Flow”, embracing the continuous instead of the discrete, the
diagram illustrates the generating path, a “trajectory [that] acts as catalyst and
enzyme motivating flow and regulating realisable strategies”242. Vidler’s243
We can remain entangled in figurative data and in the optical organization of
representation, but we can also fail with the diagram, spoil it, overload it to such an extent
that it is rendered inoperative […]. The diagram is thus the operative set of lines and areas,
of asignifying and nonrepresentative brushstrokes and daubs of color. And the operation of
the diagram, its function, as Bacon says, is to "suggest." Or, more rigorously, it is the
introduction of "possibilities of fact": […] Not all figurative data should disappear, and
especially, a new figuration, that of figure, should emerge from the diagram and carry
sensation to the clear and the precise. Emerge from the catastrophe ....
235

Ibid. pp.199‐200

236

Ibid. p.302.

237

See (Deen & Garritzmann, 1998) pp.88‐89 on OMA’s “cartoon” analogy to discuss
diagrammatic practices:
CARTOON _ The cartoon is another form of diagrammatisation; […] 'by de‐emphasizing the
appearance of the physical world in favor of the idea of form, the cartoon places itself in the
world of concepts. 'The process applied here is 'amplification through simplification' .... […]
reality is conceptualised and codified […].
238

Ibid. pp.89‐90 on OMA’s “fax” analogy to discuss diagrammatic practices:
FAX _ ... A fax combines the reflective nature of writing with the immediacy of a telephone
call. […] sketching with a ballpoint pen … […] is conducive to selection, reduction and
simplification. […] The fax becomes a partner in the pursuit of simplicity. With the rise of the
fax, the directness and immediacy, the purposiveness and selectiveness of the diagram
acquires a technical pendant, an unconscious catalyst ...

239

Somol (Somol, 1999) p.23 argues explicitly about the projective component of diagrammatic
work in discussing Eisenman’s practices:
Diagrammatic work is projective in that it opens new (or, more accurately, "virtual")
territories for practice.
240

See (Deleuze, 1993) p.199‐200.

241

Ibid. p.195.

242

See (Balmond et al., 2002) p.347.

243

See (Vidler, 2006) p.19. Vidler answers the question “What, then, is a diagram?”
Well, the dictionary definition allows a pretty wide sweep of possibilities. The Oxford English
Dictionary traces the word from the Old French, " diagramme", out of the Greek "
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extended definition of the diagram may be employed here to frame this
approach; “it is the function of these traces that is important: a diagram […]
represents the course or results of any action or process”244. In Deleuze’s words,
the diagram plays a piloting role”245; “it operates by matter, not by substance;
by function, not by form”; this is the distinctive feature of an “abstract
machine” of diagrammatic nature246.
TRANS‐SCALAR:
ILLUSTRATING RHYTHM

However, rather than visualizing structural performance, as one might expect
for a diagram operating within the structural realm, Balmond’s diagram
illustrates the rhythm of “juxtaposition of […] local energy densities”247.
Founded on the hypothesis of the relational nature of local geometries, it is
rather associated with the performative aspect of time. In so doing, it retains
its close association with matter, but not with materiality, insistently residing
within the topological realm. The proposition of Reiser and Umemoto248 seems
to have a closer association to this understanding of the diagram, bringing in
“the implications of scalability of material behavior” to architecture.
The diagram […] provides an abstract model of materiality. […] Such a diagram
can be derived from any dynamic system at any scale. […] A diagram of
relationships, not of scale, emerges. […] The diagram is a field of relationships
awaiting a scale and a materiality.249

Adhering to this track, Balmond’s diagram is trans‐scalar, just as his notion of
pattern; it awaits scale and materiality. If material behavior is associated with
scale, then the diagram can only be loosely related to structural performance
per se; its dynamic features denote the definition and the process by which
form will emerge. Deviating from Kara’s250 understanding for the “structural

diagramma", from "dia", ("through", "across"), or and "graphein", something written, like
a letter of the alphabet. Which takes diagram from simply something " marked out by lines",
all the way through a geometrical figure, to a written list, a register, a gamut or scale in
music. More precisely, and along the lines of its geometry, a diagram might be "a figure
composed by lines", an "illustrative figure", a "set of lines, marks, or tracings".
244

Ibid.

245

See (Deleuze & Guattari, 2014) p.142.

246

Ibid. pp.141‐142 on Deleuze’s “diagrammatic or abstract machine”.
An abstract machine in itself is not physical or corporeal, any more than it is semiotic; it is
diagrammatic […]. [A]n abstract machine is neither an infrastructure that is determining in
the last instance nor a transcendental Idea that is determining in the supreme instance.
Rather, it plays a piloting role. The diagrammatic or abstract machine does not function to
represent, even something real, but rather constructs a real that is yet to come, a new type
of reality.

247

See (Balmond et al., 2002) p.383.

248

See (Reiser & Umemoto, 2006) pp.114‐117.

249

Ibid. p.116.

250

In one of the few, if not the only, review about diagrams serving the structural realm, Kara
(Kara, 2010) p.172 insists on the disciplinary nature of this mode of inquiry, suggesting that its
full potential would be unveiled if only it is employed to illustrate the tacit knowledge inherent
to the specific field of structural engineering. In this context Kara depicts six different concepts
that are illustrated in the diagram as implemented for structural issues: ‘load paths’ (i.e. B.Baker),
connections (i.e. P.Rice), building configuration (i.e. A.Hunt), force field (i.e. C.Balmond, AKT),
topology (R.Le Ricolais, AKT), process (AKT).
The diagram fits into the implicit understanding that structural engineering is something
very different; it is a much sharper and more precise tool of the principles and process of
engineering design. […] I would say, then, that the line between structural engineering and
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diagram” – that is expected to transfer tacit static knowledge, explicit to the
discipline of structural engineering – Balmond’s equivalent operates within a
broader context.
CONCEPTUAL: AN
ORGANIZING METAPHOR

Thus, this modality of the diagram unveils a strong intellectual component, next
to its tangible features251. Balmond’s diagram resides closes to the metaphor
than the actuality, disclosing its conceptual origin. Koolhaas’ proposition of
diagrams as “organizing metaphors”252 may be the closest interpretation. To
paraphrase Koolhaas’ reasoning, the diagram “is instrumental in organizing the
components of a project”. The diagram becomes the visual, graphic or
otherwise, equivalent of the metaphor.
Koolhaas's metaphors are […] analogies of operating mechanisms . . . [or]
organising principles […]; an interaction of elements, which are conceptually
'charged' by means of analogy and association. By means of metaphorical
analogies with operating mechanisms from other disciplines . . . innovative
organising principles are developed […]. The metaphor is instrumental in
organising the components of a project. It is this organising potential that
makes of the metaphor a diagram, more than a visual reference. The metaphor
is the linguistic equivalent of the diagram ...253

architecture is a thick one as the role and purpose of the diagram as a tool is explicitly
different for the two ‐ the tacit knowledge in his diagram will be unique to the engineer.
251

It is interesting to note here a definition of structure borrowed from the structuralist realm.
Barthes (Barthes, 2012) pp.242‐243 suggests the notion of “concrete abstraction” to define “a
corpus of intelligent forms”:
[…] a new sensibility of vision [that] permits us to transcend sensation and to see things in
their structure. Hence it is the advent of a new perception, of an intellectualist mode, which
these literatures and these architectures of vision mark out (born in the same century and
probably from the same history): Paris and France become […] intelligible objects, yet
without ‐ and this is what is new ‐ losing anything of their materiality; a new category
appears, that of concrete abstraction; this, moreover, is the meaning which we can give
today to the word structure: a corpus of intelligent forms.

252 See (Deen & Garritzmann, 1998) pp.85‐86 on Koolhaas’ proposition of diagrams as “organizing

metaphors”. Ungers’ definition of the metaphor is also recalled here to underline its figurative
features:
ORGANIZING METAPHORS _ O.M. Ungers has described metaphors as 'transformations of
an actual event into a figurative expression, evoking images by substituting an abstract
notion for something more descriptive and illustrative ... […] Rem Koolhaas, too, often uses
metaphorical expressions to convey a concept.
253

Ibid.
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I.4. Structural Design Studies
I.4.1. Design studies
In the very first issue of the journal Design Studies in 1979, two articles by Bruce
Archer were chosen to open a series on Design as a Discipline254. Next to the
largely acknowledged skills of literacy and numeracy, Archer255 advocated for
design as the missing “third area of education, concerned with the making and
doing aspects of human activity”. This was the principal contribution of the
research project Design in General Education256 carried at the Royal College of
Art that introduced design as “the collected experience of the material culture,
and the collected body of experience, skill and understanding embodied in the
arts of planning, inventing, making and doing”.
METHODS OF
DESIGN INQUIRY

A couple of years later, Nigel Cross in his own seminal contribution, Designerly
ways of knowing257, elaborated on this third area of human knowledge, by
juxtaposition to the two established ones – namely, science and the humanities
– in regards to the phenomenon of study in question258, the appropriate

254

See (Archer, 1979) p.17 on the objectives of the Design Studies journal as announced in the
very first issue:
One of the principal assumptions behind the launching of this new journal is that Design can
be identified as a subject in its own right, independent of the various areas in which it is
applied to practical effect. The Editorial Board is therefore proposing to publish a series of
papers by leading members of the international 'invisible college' of Design Studies, which
will aim to establish the theoretical bases for treating Design as a coherent discipline of
study in its own right.

255 Ibid. Archer’s seminal article, entitled The Three Rs is an extract from the homonymous lecture

that he delivered at the Manchester Regional Center for Science and Technology a few years
earlier (May 7th, 1976). Originally dated in the beginning of the 19th century, the phrase The Three
Rs refers actually to reading, writing and ‘rithmetic’, as the essential skills transmitted by
education. After clarifying that reading and writing are in fact the passive and active facets of the
language skill (literacy) and arithmetic is the subject matter of the skill of numbers (numeracy),
Archer advocated for “the idea that there is a third area in education concerned with the making
and doing aspects of human activity”.
256

See (Royal College of Art, 1979). Cross (Cross, 1982) p.221 summarizes the conclusions of the
1979 RCA report “on the nature of ‘Design with a capital D’” in the following points:
‐ The central concern of Design is ‘the conception and realisation of new things’.
‐ It encompasses the appreciation of ‘material culture’ and the application of ‘the arts of
planning, inventing, making and doing’.
‐ At its core is the ‘language’ of ‘modelling’; it is possible to develop students’ aptitudes in
this ‘language’, equivalent to aptitudes in the ‘language’ of the sciences – numeracy – and
the ‘language’ of humanities – literacy.
‐ Design has its own distinct ‘things to know, ways of knowing them, and ways of finding
out about them’.
257

See (Cross, 1982), (Cross, 2001), (Cross, 2006).

258

See (Cross, 1982) p.221.
The phenomenon of study in each culture is: a) in the sciences: the natural world, b) in the
humanities: human experience, c) in design: the man‐made world.
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methods of inquiry259 and the corresponding value system260. In this framework,
in the design culture:
. The phenomenon of study is the man‐made world.
. The appropriate methods of inquiry are modeling, synthesis and pattern‐
formation.
. The values are: practicality, ingenuity, empathy, and a concern for
‘appropriateness’.261

It has been argued262 that the roots of design research263 can be traced in the
early 20th century, pointing to the De Stijl movement, the Bauhaus
methodological foundations for design education or the origins of the Modern
Movement. The discourse on the “science of design” has flourished, however,
in the 1960s; the Conference on Design Methods264, held by Imperial College in
London in 1962, marking “the launch of design methodology as a subject or field
of inquiry”265. According to Bayazit266, the Design Research Society was
established in London in 1966, while a Design Methods Group was formed in
Berkeley in 1967. In the 1960s, Archer founded the Department of Design
Research267 at the Royal College of Art, becoming a key figure in early design
research. According to his definition:
[Design Research] is systematic inquiry whose goal is knowledge of, or in, the
embodiment of configuration, composition, structure, purpose, value, and
meaning in man‐made things and systems.268

In the past fifty years, design research has been the object of a large number of
symposia, conferences, publications and journals269 addressing epistemological
259

Ibid.
The appropriate methods [of inquiry] in each culture: a) in the sciences: controlled
experiment, classification, analysis, b) in the humanities: analogy, metaphor, evaluation, c)
in design: modeling, pattern‐formation, synthesis.

260

Ibid. p.222.
The values of each culture are: a) in the sciences: objectivity, rationality, neutrality, and a
concern for 'truth', b) in the humanities: subjectivity, imagination, commitment, and a
concern for 'justice’, c) in design: practicality, ingenuity, empathy, and a concern for
'appropriateness'.

261

Ibid. p.221‐222.

262

See (Cross, 2001) p.49.

263

For a thorough review on the history of design research since the 1960s, see (Bayazit, 2004).
See also (Cross, 2001), (Margolin, 1995).
264

See (Jones & Thornley, 1963).

265

See (Cross, 2001) p.50.

266

See (Bayazit, 2004) pp.20, 24.

267

See (Boyd Davis & Reeve, 2016).
The DDR traces its origins back to 1961 when Professor Misha Black, Head of the School of
Industrial Design (Engineering), invited Bruce Archer from the Hochschule Ulm to the RCA,
to lead a research project that Black had created under the title ‘Studies in the Function and
Design of Non‐surgical Hospital Equipment’, to be funded by the Nuffield Foundation.
Archer, a chartered engineer, became a key figure in early design research, raising the level
of design analysis, seeking a philosophy of design, and affecting educational policy.

268

See (Archer, 1981) p.32.

269

See (Cross, 2001).
Another significant development throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s was the
emergence of new journals of design research, theory and methodology. Just to refer, again,
to English‐ language publications, these included Design Studies in 1979, Design Issues in
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and methodological issues. The paradigm of ‘design as a discipline’, as opposed
to ‘design as a science’, has been a core issue in these debates270; seeking to
develop a domain‐independent approach to the theory, methods and research
on the design activity.
DESIGNERLY
WAYS OF KNOWING

These ways of knowing, thinking and acting that are particular to the design
culture were coined by Cross as “designerly ways of knowing”271 – rather than
“scientific” or “artistic” ways272 – and are characterized by the following five
aspects:
‐ Designers tackle ‘ill‐defined’ problems.
‐ Their mode of problem‐solving is ‘solution‐focused’.
‐ Their mode of thinking is ‘constructive’.
‐ They use ‘codes’ that translate abstract requirements into concrete objects.
‐ They use these codes to both ‘read’ and ‘write’ in ‘object languages’.273

The distinct domain‐independent nature of design that transcends disciplinary
boundaries has been suggested early on from Simon274 in his seminal
contribution The Sciences of the Artificial, where he advocated that design is an
activity that concerns all those professions that are involved in the making of
the artificial world275, the engineers first and foremost:
Everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at changing existing
situations into preferred ones. […] Design, so construed, is the core of all
professional training; it is the principal mark that distinguishes the professions
from the sciences. Schools of engineering, as well as schools of architecture,
business, education, law, and medicine, are all centrally concerned with the
process of design.276

1984, Research in Engineering Design in 1989, the Journal of Engineering Design and the
Journal of Design Management in 1990, Languages of Design in 1993 and the Design Journal
in 1997.
270

See (Gregory, 1966b) on Design Science, (Gasparski & Strzalecki, 1990) on design science vs.
the science of design and (Cross, 2001) on Design Discipline vs. Design Science.

271

See (Cross, 1982) p.26.

272

Ibid. p.22.

273

Ibid. p.26.

274

See (Simon, 1969) pp.55‐56 on the cross‐disciplinary nature of the design activity:
HISTORICALLY and traditionally, it has been the task of the science disciplines to teach about
natural things: how they are and how they work. It has been the task of engineering schools
to teach about artificial things: how to make artifacts that have desired properties and how
to design. Engineers are not the only professional designers. Everyone designs who devises
courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones. The intellectual
activity that produces material artifacts is no different fundamentally from the one that
prescribes remedies for a sick patient or the one that devises a new sales plan for a company
or a social welfare policy for a state.

275

To be noted that Simon’s work has been criticized at times by the design research community,
as Cross (Cross, 2001) p.50 notes, for the positivist basis of his approach. Simon’s (Simon, 1969)
p.58 definition of the “science of design” is indicative of this emphasis:
The proper study of those who are concerned with the artificial is […] the process of design
itself. The professional schools will reassume their professional responsibilities just to the
degree that they can discover a science of design, a body of intellectually tough, analytic,
partly formalizable, partly empirical, teachable doctrine about the design process.
276

Ibid. pp.55‐56.
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I.4.2. Structural studies as design inquiry
Engineering is not a science. Science studies particular events to find general
laws. Engineering design makes use of these laws to solve particular practical
problems. In this it is more closely related to art or craft, as in art its problems
are underdefined, there are many solutions, good, bad and indifferent. The art
is, by a synthesis of ends and means, to arrive at a good solution. This is a
creative activity, involving imagination, intuition and deliberate choice, for the
possible solutions often vary in ways that cannot be directly compared by
quantitative methods.277

In the prevailing paradigm, based on the dipole ‘science‐art/ humanities’,
structural studies embrace the scientific paradigm. In this binary model, if we
go along with Lawson’s278 interpretation of How designers think, structural
engineers, just like scientists, are expected to employ “problem‐focused”
strategies to deal with “well‐defined” problems as opposed to architects, or
designers for the most part, who are trained to cope with “ill‐defined”279
problems in a “solution‐focused”280 problem‐solving approach. Hence, the
structural inquiry is eventually confined in an analytic rationale as Gregory281
would put it; “Science is analytic; design is constructive.”
THE THREE AREAS OF
HUMAN KNOWLEDGE

Instead, the present work follows the argumentation about the three areas of
human knowledge, as introduced by Archer and elaborated by Cross, and
adopts the proposition that engineering is a design discipline by excellence, as
first suggested by Simon. We therefore work with the threefold ‘science‐art‐
277

See (Tonks, 2012) p.134. O.Arup’s speech on The World of the Structural Engineer was
delivered for the Maitland Lecture at the Institution of Structural Engineers in London, November
14th, 1968. Also included in The Structural Engineer, January 1969.
278 See (Lawson, 1980) p.43 on the essential difference between “problem‐focused” and
“solution‐focused” problem‐solving strategies:
The essential difference between these two strategies is that while the scientists focused
their attention on understanding the underlying rules, the architects were obsessed with
achieving the desired result. Thus we might describe the scientists as having a problem‐
focused strategy and the architects as having a solution‐focused strategy.
279 See (Cross, 2006) pp.23‐24, 99‐100 on “ill‐defined” problems and the formulation of the design
problem.
They are not the same as the ‘puzzles’ that scientists, mathematicians and other scholars
set themselves. They are not problems for which all the necessary information is, or ever
can be, available to the problem‐solver. They are therefore not susceptible to exhaustive
analysis, and there can never be a guarantee that ‘correct’ solutions can be found for them.

On “ill‐defined” or “wicked” problems, see also (Rittel & Webber, 1973).
280

See (Cross, 2006) pp.101‐102 on solution focusing.
Lloyd and Scott […] found that more experienced designers used more ‘generative’
reasoning, in contrast to the deductive reasoning employed more by less‐experienced
designers. In particular, designers with specific experience of the problem type tended to
approach the design task through solution conjectures, rather than through problem
analysis. Lloyd and Scott concluded that: ‘It is the variable of specific experience of the
problem type that enables designers to adopt a conjectural approach to designing, that of
framing or perceiving design problems in terms of relevant solutions.’

On “solution‐focused” problem‐solving strategies, see also (Lloyd & Scott, 1994).
281

See (Gregory, 1966a) p.6.
The design method and its practice distinguish the engineer from the scientist. Each is a
problern‐solver but has different kinds of problern to deal with. Put simply, the scientific
method is a pattem of problem‐solving behaviour employed in finding out the nature of
what exists, whereas the design method is a pattem of behavior employed in inventing
things of value which do not yet exist. Science is analytic; design is constructive.
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design’ and structural design is to be placed under the design umbrella just as
its architectural counterpart.
Within this context, structural design is discussed as apt to embrace “designerly
ways” as identified by Cross282; that is, to:
• resolve ill‐defined problems • adopt solution‐focussing [cognitive] strategies
• employ abductive/productive/appositional thinking283 • use non‐verbal,
graphic/spatial modelling media284.
THE STRUCTURAL
DESIGN INQUIRY

Structural problems are to be tackled as open‐ended questions; there is no
unique ‘correct’ answer to them. The problem is to be framed in terms of the
pertinent solutions; the strategy may seek for relevant solutions rather than
focus on optimal ones285. The answer is to be sought based on a speculative
approach, on a hypothesis built on the experience of the designer, on an
educated guess. The inquiry is to rely on non‐verbal reasoning to project
propositions of relational nature; modeling is advocated as a primary method
of the design inquiry to serve a synthetic rationale towards pattern‐
formation286.
Therefore, physical models – as an instance of modeling – are to be regarded
as an instrumental methodological means for the structural design inquiry;
eventually becoming the vehicle to tackle epistemological issues about the very
nature of the discipline itself; the role of the physical model is to be discussed
as a reflection of the mode of reasoning in structural studies.
Following this hypothesis, the attested deficiencies are not to be related to the
means of inquiry but to the prevailing rationale instead. If the physical model
serves practices of analytic nature this probably reverberates the prevailing
282

See (Cross, 2006) pp.12, 38.

283

Cross (Cross, 2006) pp.27‐29, 37 brings in the argumentation of March (March, 1976) to
introduce a kind of thinking that marks “the difference between a scientific and a design approach
to problem‐solving”; “abductive” reasoning (as defined by Peirce):
“Logic has interests in abstract forms. Science investigates extant forms. Design initiates
novel forms. A scientific hypothesis is not the same thing as a design hypothesis. A logical
proposition is not to be mistaken for a design proposal. A speculative design cannot be
determined logically, because the mode of reasoning involved is essentially abductive.” This
‘abductive’ reasoning is a concept from the philosopher Peirce, who distinguished it from
the other more well‐known modes of inductive and deductive reasoning. Peirce (quoted by
March) suggested that “Deduction proves that something must be; induction shows that
something actually is operative; abduction merely suggests that something may be.’ It is
therefore the logic of conjecture.”
See also (Peirce & Houser, 1992), (Peirce, 1992) and (Roozenburg, 1993) on “abductive“
reasoning, (March, 1976) on “productive” reasoning and (Bogen, 1969) on “appositional”
thinking. For a perspective particularly relevant to architecture, see (Linzey, 2001).
284

See (Cross, 2006) pp.27‐29 on non‐verbal reasoning. On visual reasoning, see also
(Goldschmidt, 1994). For more on visual reasoning in relation to the present work, see subchapter
III.6.4 of the present study [The trans‐disciplinary perspective: introducing the “dialectics of
physical modeling”].
285

See Simon (Simon, 1957) pp.204‐205, (Simon, 1969) pp.64‐65 on “satisficing” vs.
“maximizing”/ “optimizing”:
[…] the key to an effective solution appeared to lie in substituting the goal of satisficing, of
finding a good enough move, for the goal of minimaxing, of finding the best move.

286

See (Cross, 1982) p.221. on the features of the method of inquiry that are appropriate for the
design culture: synthesis, modeling, pattern‐formation.
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mode of reasoning that is eventually confined in the ways of the scientific
paradigm. The lack of conceptual synthetic awareness in structural studies is
neither a shortcoming of the setting – architectural education – or a deficiency
of the tool – the physical model. It is rather associated with an analytic rationale
to begin with and a misconception on the very nature of the discipline first and
foremost; eventually preventing from unlocking the full potential of the
medium. By unfolding the potential of the physical model for structural design
inquiries, the present study seeks, in turn, to bring forward the synthetic
component of structural studies.

I.4.3. “Idea as model” _ Model as idea
The actual definition of the word model illustrates its multiple roles; definitions
ranging from a concrete object condensing the essence of a conceptual pattern
to a scheme of abstraction embodying crucial properties of the empiric reality.
In architecture, modeling is an omnipresent element in the design process287;
be it in the form of a rough sketch, an inclusive diagram, a physical prototype,
a digital object or a parametric definition. Serving as a detailed replica to
represent design configurations or an abstract artifact to schematize design
concepts, a concrete device to demonstrate design principles or an ambiguous
ideogram allowing for design associations and interpretations, the model is an
essential tool in the architectural design process, apt to assume either roles:
resuming and reflective (analysis) or generating and productive (synthesis)288.
Du paradigme a la représentation, l’architecture fait du modèle une utilisation
apparemment paradoxale, qui navigue entre l’exercice d’abstraction d’une
réalité physique et la concrétisation matérielle d’une idée. Pourtant, on a
toujours eu recours au modèle pour concevoir et pour comprendre.289

Nevertheless, while its role as a material device serving an analytic mode of
reasoning is irrefutable, its aspect as a conceptual construct within a projective
rationale is often overlooked. There are instances, however, of scholarly
discourse that endorse the potential of the physical model as conceptual tool
in the design inquiry. In an issue devoted to models as “autonomous objects or
structures that evoke associations, interpretation and imagination”, the
architecture journal OASE290 suggests models “as studies of a hypothesis, a
problem, or an idea of architecture”291, revoking the concept of the 1976
exhibition Idea as Model. In the exhibition catalogue, Peter Eisenman292, the

287

See (Holtrop, Floris, Teerds, Princen, & de Koning, 2011).

288

To paraphrase the definition of the diagram by Deen et al (Deen et al., 1998) p.0.
As a medium the diagram performs a double role: it is a mode of notation, resuming,
analytic and reflective; but it also is a model of thought, generating, synthetic and
productive.

289

See (Coste, 1997) p.21.

290

See (Holtrop et al., 2011) p.20.

291

See (Frampton & Kolbowski, 1981) p.3.

292

Ibid. p.1.
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initiator of the endeavor, adopts the idea of “a model as a conceptual as
opposed to narrative tool”.
We wanted to suggest that the model, like the drawing, could have an almost
unconscious, unpremeditated, even generative, effect on the design process,
that is, a similar effect to that of a two‐dimensional projection to provoke
unforseen "structural" developments or even modes of perception in the
process of design. So, possibly, a three‐dimensional projection could provide a
similar kind of conceptual feedback.293

The architectural realm can indeed offer fertile ground to activate the physical
model to its full potential as a generative medium for conceptual studies of a
synthetic rationale. In a trans‐disciplinary modality, the present study intends
to unfold this potential and demonstrate its relevance for the structural inquiry.

293

Ibid.
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II. ‘Designerly ways’
in structural studies:
the legacy of Robert Le Ricolais
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II.1. Introduction
II.1.1. Why Le Ricolais?
The study traces the research practices of Robert Le Ricolais (1894‐1977) at the
Institute of Structural/ Architectural Research at the University of Pennsylvania
(1954‐1975) and attempts to identify dominant attitudes, fundamental
principles and shared features across his works that attest to a differentiated
practice in structural studies, in general, and in regard to the role of the physical
model in particular.
‐ Le Ricolais’ work has been identified as an original practice particularly
relevant to the present study for the following reasons:
‐ While a rather marginal individual during his early career, Le Ricolais has
been established as a prominent figure in structural studies, while somehow
unorthodox. His contribution in structural matters has been acknowledged
broadly in retrospect, though not extensively disseminated.
‐ As noted by both himself and several of the reviewers of his work
(M.Mimram, P.McCleary, D.G.Emmerich, R.Motro,…), Le Ricolais operates
across disciplinary boundaries, typological constraints and methodological
modes of inquiry, demonstrating a genuine trans‐disciplinary vision.
‐ His career has been shared in‐between practice, teaching and research, in a
way that has allowed, and possibly encourage, a hybrid approach in structural
studies, juggling between playful hobby, loyal professionalism and passionate
inquiry.
‐ His research framework during his academic career (the period that we are
particularly interested in in this work) is situated in graduate architecture
education, residing within a broader context of design culture and, therefore,
deviating from the scientific agenda of the prevailing paradigm in structural
studies.
‐ The use of the physical model and the role of experimentation have been
instrumental in his work – as explicitly stated by him or his peers – as an
educational strategy as well as a research methodology.

II.1.2. Scope of study

ARGUING ABOUT
THE MODE OF REASONING
IN STRUCTURAL STUDIES

Up to date, Le Ricolais’ work has been documented and reviewed in a relatively
limited way. However, the purpose of the present study – though based on a
comprehensive overview of the material of his archives at the University of
Pennsylvania and a broad review of publications by or about him – is neither to
focus on his work per se, nor to claim to be an exhaustive analysis of the whole
spectrum of his projects.
The study intends to highlight, through Le Ricolais’ practices, a differentiated
paradigm regarding the role of (experiments with) physical models in structural
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ILLUSTRATING
“DESIGNERLY WAYS”
IN STRUCTURAL STUDIES

studies. This illustration serves to make a case about structural studies that
deviate from the prevailing paradigm as seen in the, otherwise celebrated,
works of pioneering structural designers294 – such as A.Gaudi, E.Torroja, H.Isler,
P.Nervi, F.Otto – and, by extension, to build an argument about the mode of
reasoning in structural studies – be it in education, research or practice.
In this context, the present study focuses on a certain genealogy of projects that
transcend Le Ricolais’ work and attempts to revisit the research framework,
elaborate on the methodology and redefine the notion of experiment. In
discussing the role of the physical model across these set of examples in
particular, the study intends to shed some light on a differentiated
interpretation of his approach, by introducing a perspective deriving from
design studies. His work is reviewed not as if implementing, meticulously or not,
methods and tools borrowed from the natural sciences and the scientific
paradigm, but as if introducing values and ethics that originate from the design
culture. Across this discussion, Le Ricolais’ approach, while aspiring for scientific
rigor and undoubtedly influenced by the humanistic realm, unfolds as a
forerunner of “designerly ways” in structural studies; the physical model being
an instrumental means of design inquiry.
Following this line of thought, through the review of the role of the physical
model in his works, Le Ricolais’ practices are reinterpreted from a different
standpoint. His contribution in structural studies is reassessed, as the novelty
of his approach extends its value through the design perspective.

II.1.3. Literature review
UPENN
ARCHITECTURAL ARCHIVES

Most documentation on Le Ricolais’ works is gathered in the homonymous
collection295 of the Architectural Archives296 of the University of Pennsylvania.
However, the reporting on the projects and, even more, on the actual design
process or the original documents, is rather limited297, allowing a rather
fragmentary view only through others’ perspectives. Most publications focus
on a brief presentation of the outcomes or present Le Ricolais’ thoughts on
general issues, while a lot of these data, statements or theses are repeated
extensively across several articles for various type of audiences.

294

Regardless disciplinary background.

295

See Collection 086: G.Robert Le Ricolais, 1894‐1977 (The Architectural Archives, 2008), The
Architectural Archives, University of Pennsylvania. The collection includes drawings, photos &
physical models for the largest part of his projects, most published & all unpublished writings of
him or major publications about him, coupled by an extensive assembly of personal notes &
correspondence, as well as some limited material on his teaching activities.

296

The Architectural Archives occupy currently the actual space that hosted Le Ricolais’ Institute
of Structural/ Architectural Research.

297

If this is due to lack of archival material indeed, or corresponds to the actual methodological
approach regarding analysis, documentation, report and dissemination – is yet to be discussed.
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LE RICOLAIS

MIMRAM

McCLEARY & IGLESIAS

PRESENT STUDY

Among Le Ricolais’ own writings, there is one work – a personal interview for
the UPenn student review VIA298, which is probably one of the most inclusive
documents. Le Ricolais attempts here not only to present his overall philosophy,
but also to comment on the most significant project groups through a quite
descriptive narrative of his life path in structural studies. Apart from this, two
major publications attempt an inclusive review of his work: the master thesis of
Marc Mimram299 and the exhibition catalogue edited by Peter McCleary and
Helena Iglesias300. Mimram reviews Le Ricolais’ work through a rather
engineering perspective; though he doesn’t follow a chronological or thematic
order301 , he groups projects according their prevailing structural principles,
evoking well‐known three‐dimensional structural systems or typologies (space‐
frames, tension structures, membrane structures, …) 302 . McCleary and Iglesias
create an alternative narrative, borrowing modes of discourse from the
humanities. Presumably following Le Ricolais’ paradigm, based on the latent
notion of “paradox” 303, they identify several key features in Le Ricolais’
reasoning, each one illustrating a seemingly conflicting duality (“hendiadys” 304)
and they choose one or more groups of projects to express each concept305;
without excluding repetitions or overlaps.
The present study, in order to elaborate on Le Ricolais’ rationale and
methodology, attempts to approach the projects from scratch, based primarily
on the material of material of the Architectural Archives of the University of
Pennsylvania– documents, visual material and physical models306.

298 See (Le Ricolais, 1973c). The article has been worked and reworked for years and was initially
published in the UPenn student review, VIA. It has been included – in whole or in parts – in several
other publications since.
299

See (Mimram, 1983).

300

See (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987).

301

See (Mimram, 1983) p.50.
Toutes les divisions thématiques dans son œuvre paraissent arbitraires; en effet, les
raisonnements appartiennent le plus souvent à plusieurs catégories de structures : tendues
ou réticulées, planes ou à courbure (non nulle), ponts ou tubes. De plus, il aimait passer de
l'une à l'autre et l'on croirait difficilement au respect d'une évolution chronologique.
Pourtant, nous avons choisi un «classement» et cela à seule fin de simplifier la présentation.

302

Ibid. Chapters include:
‐ Les Structures Réticulées
‐ Les Structures Tendues
‐ Les Structures en Tôles Composées

303

See (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) p.22.

304

Ibid.

305

Ibid. Chapters include:
‐ The Art of Structure is Where to Put the Holes
‐ More is Less
‐ A Stiff, Hollow Rope
‐ Mirage in the Image
‐ Light Structures with Heavy Members
‐ Columns Suspended in the Air

306 The archival material includes a large collection of black & white photos of most projects and
the inventory of a substantial number of the small‐ to medium‐scale physical models –
particularly enlightening for the purposes of the present study. They are gathered all together in
a storage room at the UPenn Architectural Archives – the very place where they were fabricated.
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II.1.4. Contents
The structure of the study unfolds as follows:
‐ Le Ricolais’ relevance to the present study. His work offers a paradigm to
discuss a differentiated practice in structural studies; the trans‐disciplinary
vision, the research context of design culture, the hybrid mode of his
discourse and the instrumental role of the physical model suggest a praxis that
deviates from the prevailing paradigm in structural studies, often confined in
a scientific framework.
‐ The theoretical foundations of Le Ricolais’ work. The notion of “in‐
between”, that transcends disciplinary, methodological and typological
boundaries, the notion of “analogy”, that discusses the link between the
virtual and the actual, and the “combinatorial notion of arrangements”, that
introduces a topological order in the realm of structures, are discussed as
fundamental concepts in understanding his work, particularly pertinent to the
scope of the present study.
‐ Le Ricolais’ work. A particular genealogy of projects is reviewed as
characteristic of his research practices. Through the operative vehicle of
“series”, the specifics of several sets of projects are studied in terms of the
objective and scope of studies, as well as the methods and means of inquiry.
The Funicular Polygons of Revolution genealogy unfolds almost solely across
physical models that are employed for studies regarding the geometry, the
structural performance or the applied technology.
‐ Le Ricolais’ practices. The study of the “series” brings evidence on Le
Ricolais’ actual mode of work and allows to revisit the research context,
reinterpret the methodological approach and reassess the mode of
experimentation. An approach that is founded on a projective rationale,
embraces an abductive mode of reasoning and discusses patterns across
physical models unfolds.
‐ Le Ricolais’ physical model. The closer look on the actual practices allows to
redefine the role of the (experimentation with) physical models in Le Ricolais’
work. Next to the dominant examples of the “apparatus” or the “hierogram”,
associated to the realm of science and humanities respectively, a third
modality emerges; the physical model as a “tangible diagram” to visualize
patterns instead of providing experimental data brings is highlighted,
advocating for the design culture. Seen through the transdisciplinary
perspective of design studies, as evidenced across his research practices, Le
Ricolais’ physical model introduces “designerly ways”, arguing conversely for
a differentiated paradigm in structural studies.
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II.2. The Theoretical Foundations
II.2.1. Robert Le Ricolais: an autodidact polymath
FATHER OF SPATIAL
STRUCTURES

AUTODIDACT POLYMATH

PROFESSIONAL MILESTONES

ACADEMIC CAREER

Pronounced “Father of Spatial Structures”307 late in his life, Robert Le Ricolais
[Fig.23] holds a special place in the pantheon of pioneers of structural design; a
marginal individual in his early years, who was ultimately to be acknowledged
as a solitary, yet eminent, figure in structural studies308. However, Le Ricolais’
figure extends beyond ordinary classification309, showcasing throughout his life
an unusual career along with a multifaceted, almost paradoxical, personality310.
Le Ricolais was an idiosyncratic autodidacte with a diverse educational
background311 with studies in science – mathematics and physics – as well as in
the arts – painting in particular – without, however, ever resuming towards an
academic degree, neither in mathematics, nor in architecture or engineering.
With a varied professional record312 – as a young enthusiastic structural
engineering consultant for small‐scale architectural projects, an enduring
hydraulics engineer with primarily management responsibilities or a mature
civil engineering practitioner in light‐weight industrial structures, with but a
few, however, realizations – Le Ricolais had equally demonstrated his potential
as a visionary theoretician with a couple of seminal theoretical contributions to
structural matters313 early in his career. Always an aspiring amateur of the

307

See (Motro, 2007) p.233.

308

See (Pingusson, 1977).

309

See (Motro, 2007) p.233.
Engineer, mathematician, poet, so many epithets that apply to a man whose research went
against the discursive or linear trend so typical of the land of Descartes. Robert Le Ricolais
is one of those men you can’t classify, who don’t fit into a convenient category, whether, as
in his case, that of architect, engineer or artist, poet or painter. He didn’t exert any one of
these functions, per se, but had all the qualities needed to exercise each of them—and he
did exercise them all.

310

See (Emmerich, 1977).

311

See (McCleary, 1990). After high school (graduated in 1912 from the Lycée d’Angoulême), Le
Ricolais pursued academic studies in science (mathematics and physics in particular) at La
Sorbonne (1912‐1914), which were interrupted by the 1st World War. Severely wounded during
the war, he then found himself in Paris, frequenting the artistic circle of Montparnasse, where he
indulged himself in his personal “baroque period” (1918‐1931) exploring his affinity for the
humanities. He attended courses in painting at the Académie de Grande‐Chaumière, while
making his first attempts in poetry. Constantly fascinated by the mysteries of nature and scientific
discoveries (such as in chemistry, crystallography or zoology), during this period he made his first
steps in the world of design, offering technical advice to fellow architects.
312 Ibid. Le Ricolais’ professional milestones: 1931‐1944 _ Hydraulics engineer/ principal at the
company Air‐Liquide in Nantes, primarily engaged with managerial duties. 1945‐1952 _ Practicing
civil engineer with but a few realizations, mainly preoccupied in light‐weight architecture of
modular nature for industrial use.
313 Major scientific contributions: 1935 _ Introducing the concept of corrugated stressed‐skins to
the building industry with the article Les tôles composées et leurs applications aux constructions
métalliques légères (Le Ricolais, 1935) for which he received the Médaille de la Société des
Ingénieurs de France in 1935. 1941 _ Introducing the concept of space‐frames to the building
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humanities – painting and poetry in particular – and a keen admirer of scientific
rigor, Le Ricolais devoted the latter part of his life in a solitary path in academia
as a passionate educator of numerous generations of graduate students of
architecture, and a fervent researcher in structural matters.
CONTRIBUTION

It is most probably this very unique combination of the broadness of knowledge
of a polymath and the audacity in ways of an autodidacte, which constitutes
the originality of his practices and the freshness of his contribution. The
“polarized” features of his personality – his “dualisme” as characterized by his
devotee George Emmerich314 – and “unorthodox logic” his research practices –
defined as the “paradox” by his long‐term colleague in academia Peter
McCleary315 – setting a track apart in structural studies. Acknowledging these
very particularities of his traits, Marc Mimram316 highlights Le Ricolais’
transdisciplinary vision, underlining that his contribution transcends the
analytical mind of the engineer or the formalistic gestures of the architect and
gives place to a differentiated paradigm that celebrates conceptual design in
structural studies. Emmerich317 comes to endorse Mimram’s appraisal,
stressing that Le Ricolais’ contribution lays more in his actual attitude towards
research than in his actual accomplishments. Borrowing from the domain of
poiesis, the structural designer Robert Le Ricolais introduces the concept of
“metaphor” in the structural realm; the notion of structure acquiring ethereal
qualities.
Essentially an inventor of new techniques, the greatness of Le Ricolais lies more
in his attitude towards research than in his actual accomplishments.[…] For
dreamers like himself, structure thus transcends purely material contingencies
acquiring a quasi poetic force. It is the key to harmony an instrument
generating reflexions, inversions, repetitions, rhythms and rhymes, creating
metaphors ‐ or metaforms ‐ deep down inside us, like a process of
morphological metastasis.318

II.2.2. The notion of the ‘in‐between’:
beyond disciplinary boundaries
“IN‐BETWEEN”

One of the most characteristic features of Le Ricolais’ engagement with
research is his determination to operate in the space of the “in‐between”319: in‐
between profession and hobby, seriousness and playfulness; in‐between
disciplines, methods, systems or types; in‐between the conclusiveness of
science and the arbitrariness of art; in‐between reality and idea, concrete and
abstract. A genuine transdisciplinary vision is evident throughout his work.

community, architects in particular, in 1941, with the articles Essai sur des systèmes réticulés a
trois dimensions I & II (Le Ricolais, 1941a) (Le Ricolais, 1941b).
314

See (Emmerich, 1994b) p.10

315

See (McCleary, 1998) p.103.

316

See (Mimram, 1983) pp.1‐4, 107‐109. Mimram emphasizes the conceptual aspect of Le
Ricolais’ structural inquiry (“l’interrogation structuraliste”).
317

See (Emmerich, 1994a) pp.1‐2.

318

Ibid. p.2.

319

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.88.
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PROFESSION & HOBBY

SERIOUSNESS &
PLAYFULNESS

ACROSS DISCIPLINES,
TECHNOLOGIES,
SYSTEMS & TYPES

When it comes down to describing his own attitude towards research, Le
Ricolais, acknowledging that his primary drive is his own pleasure, refers
humorously to himself as a “dilettante”320. This attitude allows him to pursue
the challenges of the “wonderful feeling of the unknown”321, seeking the
“notion of compensation”322 in fields that he doesn’t necessarily master. He is
consciously advocating for a certain playfulness, a more “juvenile approach”323
that can embrace “the beauty of failure”324, “the art of using failure”325, thus
giving space to experimentation, opening up new possibilities and, eventually,
yielding meaningful results.
Le Ricolais defies the boundaries between professions, systems or technologies.
His interests lie in searching a broader range of occurrences instead of thriving
in a specific domain. “[B]y not subscribing to a particular discipline”326 he argues
he may be able to see across and beyond disciplinary boundaries, technical
constraints or typological limitations and sense the relationships between
things. He even claims that this may be the very essence of his scientific
contribution327; the ability to identify similarities of forms and structures across
– presumably discrete – structural systems and, eventually, suggest the fusion
between technologies or blurring of structural typologies.
So there is this rather exciting point between ideas, finding what is different,
what is common, to what limit one system can go with another. Maybe you’ll
find some connection between the two which could lead you toward a
solution.328

ACROSS
MODES OF DISCOURSE

In this line of thought, Le Ricolais defies as well the boundaries between the
methods of investigation of discrete disciplines; rather he operates in a
transdisciplinary mode, borrowing methods and means that are relevant to his
research objective, irrespectively to the context of the work. Employing modes
of inquiry from the scientific paradigm, the realm of the humanities or the
design culture.

II.2.3. The notion of the ‘analogy’:
in‐between abstract and concrete
SCIENCE & ART

Engaged in a constant dialogue – or internal battle – Le Ricolais is in a
continuous quest of things that reside in‐between the conclusiveness of science
320

Ibid. p.88. [dilettante: a person with an amateur, almost superficial, interest in the arts]

321

Ibid. p.87.

322

Ibid. p.88.

323

Ibid. p.81.

324

Ibid. p.84.

325

Ibid. p.84.

326

Ibid. p.84.

327

Ibid. p.88.
I mean you may have a significant contribution to make here, because there’s always some
kind of no‐man’s‐land between ideas, or between, say, strength of materials and biology.
This is strange, but you can feel it very easily: there’s some bridge to make between things.

328

Ibid.
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and arbitrariness of art329. Fascinated by objects and phenomena that are not
clearly defined, he likes to think of his work “very much like a crossword
puzzle”330. Besides, while he immensely respects the need for precision in the
‘hard sciences’331, such as mathematics, he admits his own research framework
as being “grotesque”332, consciously omitting the presumably necessary
accuracy333. He argues that intuition nurtured by experience allows to work
within a certain order of magnitude appropriate for the purposes of his
research; accuracy could come in findings, if more time and effort were to be
invested in this track.
CONCRETE & ABSTRACT

“RAPPORT”

“SYMBOLS”

In this line of thought, the relationship between the concrete and the abstract
becomes a central theme in Le Ricolais’ reasoning. However attracted by the
world of abstraction, he believes that one may get lost in the world of
theoretical constructs. Abstract concepts are good to get you started, but you
need some connection to reality in order to go beyond. He therefore suggests
that one should work with the concrete and slowly move on to the abstract
underlining that this is a “two‐way system”334.
This very correlation between idea and reality, between symbols and facts is
what Le Ricolais calls “rapport”335, a rather conceptual mechanism to describe
abstract associations. And though he recognizes the undoubtable power of
formulas in describing relationships between things in a direct way, he is rather
fascinated by the notion of rapport that may convey information in much richer,
yet abstract, ways than formulas. In this context, “symbols”336, are for Le
Ricolais a form of abstract concepts. They are coherent intellectual schemes
serving as aids to extend by simplifications our understanding of the world in
scientific terms – be it mathematics, physics or engineering. They maintain,
however, qualities pertaining to forms of art, such as music or poetry;
preserving a sort of “elegance”337, a power that suggests a higher level of
intellectuality.
Le Ricolais proposes a logical device in order to illustrate ideas, an extension of
rapport; analogies are introduced as a powerful mediator between abstract
concepts and concrete reality, becoming a key concept in Le Ricolais’

329

Or is this his personal interpretation of the world that the objects of his research reside “in‐
between” science and art?
330

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.87.

331

Ibid.
ln mathematics, it's always precision; you have to know a few definitions, you have to
compare, to measure, you have to deduct. When you do painting, you have this wonderful
feeling of the unknown ‐ especially since I really had no discipline.

332

Ibid.

333

Ibid.
Really I’m more interested in uncovering some privileged arrangements of things than in
working for accuracy in our findings.

334

Ibid. A representative quote unfolding Le Ricolais’ threefold system of thought.
It’s a two‐way system: we go from the concrete to the abstract, going there, going back,
back and forth, and that’s perpetually what I think any man has to do.

335

Ibid.

336

Ibid.

337

Ibid.
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“ANALOGY”

interpretation of the world. “Analogy”338 is a conceptual device, which carries
all essential features of an idea or fundamental characteristics of an entity and
is apt to give birth to several realities, forms, structures or buildings. As such,
the analogy is a construct that transcends technologies, systems or typologies,
as Le Ricolais himself points out in a most characteristic way in his favorite
paradigm of Radiolaria339; celebrating the space of the in‐between in terms of
purpose, methodology or order; and, hence, occupying a central role in Le
Ricolais’ system of thought.
As you can see in some of the Radiolaria, there are forms that encompass the
properties of both stressed‐skin and triangulated structures [15]. They are just
in‐between: configurations with multiple holes, a perforated membrane in
tension working together with a triangulated frame. And this may give an
analogy, based on a few topological notions of the arrangement and number
of holes, that could bridge the gap between two kinds of structures and,
possibly, the two technologies.340

II.2.4. The ‘combinatorial notion of arrangements’:
introducing a topological order
“TOPOLOGICAL NOTION OF
ARRANGEMENT”

(LITERAL & FIGURATIVE)
TOPOLOGY

Through the conceptual device of the analogy, based on “the topological
notions of the arrangement”341, abstract concepts or concrete realities may be
perceived as topological entities, in a rather qualitative definition, able to
generate multiple discrete forms, yet allowing to blur technical, taxonomical or
typological boundaries.
Le Ricolais is fascinated by the world of ‘hard sciences’, mathematics in
particular342. The notion of topology is a theme that is dear to him343 and makes
its appearance in his writings and system of thought early in his academic
career. In the seminal article Topology and Architecture344, Le Ricolais discusses
the importance of connections in both a quantitative and qualitative
understanding of space, arguing for the potential of topology – the branch of
mathematics otherwise called “the rubber geometry”345 – as a key concept to
interpret the very essence of architectural schemes.

338

Ibid. p.83.
These analogies may be pure fancy, maybe very stupid things, but sometimes they illustrate
in an amusing way things which are very difficult to comprehend. And even if the analogy
by itself isn't right, there is something there: it's the almighty power of an idea, as an
incentive.

339

Ibid. pp.88‐91. See (Le Ricolais, 1953a).

340

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) pp.88‐91.

341

Ibid.

342 Mathematics have been a life‐long passion of Le Ricolais. Besides, he has studied mathematics

at university.
343

In his writings, Le Ricolais often refers to concepts related to the notion of topology.

344

See (Le Ricolais, 1955).

345

Ibid. p.11.
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“How architecture, which deals with connections, could ignore topology, which
by itself is the science of connectivity?”346
INTRODUCING
A TOPOLOGICAL ORDER

POSSIBLE vs. PRECISE
CONFIGURATION

RELATIONSHIPS vs.
THINGS

In this context, Le Ricolais introduces a topological order in the realm of
structures, which can be possibly extended beyond the literal mathematical
definition347. He focuses on the fundamental characteristics of an entity, the
crucial attributes of the form, the ones that remain constant through
transformation348. Le Ricolais349 comes to embrace Kahn’s350 repulsion for the
circumstantial; the detail is omitted in favor of the whole. The boundary
dissolves, the contour erodes; the “local accident” is intentionally disregarded
in front of the “general theme”351.
Le Ricolais is fascinated by the notion of form as a definition that may yield
many possible configurations instead of one precise geometry352. Le Ricolais is
fascinated by a definition of the form that is able to carry through its
fundamental features; however, he is losing interest when it comes to the
actual geometric definition of the (structural) form. While the exact sciences
are focusing on the notion of “measurement”, for Le Ricolais – possibly
influenced by his theoretical preoccupations with the mathematical branch of
topology – the study of form is associated with the notion of the
“immeasurable”/ “non‐measurable” or even the “non‐metrisable”353.
In this context, Le Ricolais comes to endorse a qualitative understanding of the
notion of structure. He is advocating for definition of structural forms in
mathematic ways that will express the relationships between the primary
elements in the conceptual configuration instead of describing the actual values
of their physical manifestation354. Under this light, the studies of structural

346 Ibid. p.10. To build his argumentation on the fundamental importance of topology – as a study

in connectivity – to architecture, Le Ricolais brings in a quote – excerpt from a letter – of Prof.
C.S. Smith. Director of Chicago Institute of Metals.
347

In his writings, Le Ricolais is often juggling between literal and figurative notions of topology.

348

See (Le Ricolais, 1959a) p.83.

349

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.199.
What seems to me of great significance here is the erosion of circumstantial details brought
forward through topological analysis. We deal then with something that really counts; far
from the deceit of what we see, we reach the skeleton behind its disguise, and we have a
chance to reach generalities.

350

See (Le Ricolais, 1962c) p.1.
Un processus familier à Louis Kahn est celui de l' "érosion des details”, à vrai dire thème
classique d'une saine composition subordonnant le circonstanciel, le local, à l' "essential”,
ou au fondamental, d'où l'élan créateur et la solidité de ses constructions.

351

See (Le Ricolais, 1959a) p.83.

352

See (Le Ricolais, 1962c) p.1.

353

Ibid.
En premiere place devrai‐je mettre cette notion d' “immesurable”, ou non‐mesurable,
possiblement du “non métrisable”, domaine familier au topologiste qui accepte le nombre,
mais refuse le chiffre. […] comment, a ce sujet, ne pas insister sur l’interpretation de la forme
comme etant une entite non polarisee vers une configuration precise mais seulement
tendant vers une configuration possible.

354

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.199.
As hinted before, more valuable than a metric knowledge would be the understanding of
the variations of those numerical magnitudes, or their invariance, in terms of certain
parameters. The search for what remains constant in the course of changes is the
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STRUCTURE OF STRUCTURE

forms – otherwise interpreted as structural design – may be interpreted as an
attempt to define the “structure of structures”355, to extract the primary
features and express the relationships between them.
Perhaps in a very near future our thinking habits will undergo a thorough
change, and the intellectual evolution in progress will reach a state where the
Qualitative prevails over the Quantitative. This makes it interesting to consider
the notion of what could be called the structure of structures. […] In other
words, what counts is much less the things themselves than the relationships
between them. We come thus to the combinatorial notion of arrangements.356

“COMBINATORIAL NOTION
OF ARRANGEMENTS”

The “combinatorial notion of arrangements”357 becomes a fundamental
element in Le Ricolais’ system of thought, dictating the way he understands,
responds and works with structural form.
Several reviewers have commented on Le Ricolais’ topological understanding
on form. Mimram358 emphasizes on his constructive imagination in seeking a
set of possibilities defined by the same principles and not necessarily striving
for the good form or optimal structure. Iglesias359 highlights the concept of
structure as organization bearing ‘the desire to be’ across his writings on Louis
Kahn, stressing the open possibilities of a configuration as a design strategy.
Moreno & Grinda360, follow this line of thought and emphasize on the
topological order in his reasoning, while Juarez361 underlines that for Le Ricolais
permanent theme of mathematical studies. The incidence of this kind of observation will be
to convert the studied structures into mathematical images, upon which all necessary
transformations can be accomplished.
355

Ibid.

356

Ibid.

357

Ibid. Le Ricolais (Le Ricolais, 1955) p.13 borrows the term from then theory of combinatorial
arrangement as devised by the mathematician X.Faure.

358

See (Mimram, 1983) pp.27‐28.
[…] il n’y pas davantage une bonne forme, mais un ensemble de possibles – régi par des lois
– auxquels s’ouvre l’imagination constructive.

359

See (Iglesias, 1987) p.11‐19.
[…] an understanding of the concept of structure (as organization) […] And that was where
Le Ricolais entered into the process, by means of […] the architecture of Louis I.Kahn. […]
the constructions seemed deliberately unfinished or, better yet, “undetailed”. […] All this,
and much more, occurred because the form was “tending”. And the form was “tending
toward a possible configuration” because the organism, the thing […] “desired to be”. […] A
half page that spoke of the “immesurable” and the “non‐metrizable”, of topology; of the
“erosion of detail”, of the negation of “anticipated graphic”, of all (nearly) the things that
would serve to understand Kahn, precisely.

360

See (Moreno & Grinda, 2011).
Le Ricolais thought that topology ‐ the science of connections, is a necessary discipline in
the study of forms, therefore in architecture. Le Ricolais also believed that the essential
aspects of form are not expressed in figures or measure units, but rather belong to the realm
of the number and the non‐measurable, that is to say, to the abstract field of topology. […]
The topologic form belongs to an abstract realm.

361

See (Juarez, 2000) p.77.
Actually, what Kahn understood as form – ‘conceptual patterns without dimensions’ – was
very close to some kind of ‘topological order’ in the project.
For Le Ricolais, the realm of structures and poetics was based on the same quality:
‘arrangement’, or ‘topological organization’. Creative energy is only liberated in
‘disposition’, not ‘composition’, which is based only on visual considerations. Arts and
Techniques are grounded in this idea. […] Le Ricolais’ ‘notion of ‘arrangement’ in
considering form as a more open way of analysis than ‘composition’ also explains what Kahn
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“that what constitutes the project is not the external form, but its internal
topological arrangement”. And in so doing, he argues that disposition as
opposed to composition is the essence in Le Ricolais’ system of thought,
unfolding his relevance to a most contemporary discourse on typological
thinking362.
‘It is really just a matter of an ‘arrangement’. Physics, with electrons, Poetry,
with words, everywhere wild energies are at hand, so to speak, ready to break
loose. No doubt in most cases our perceptions are obtuse, and to discover there
arrangements, something or someone has to remove a veil.363

understood as Form. Kahn’s projects can be analyzed following Le Ricolais’ suggestion that
what constitutes the project is not the external form, but its internal topological
arrangement.
362

See (Araguez, 2016) p.2.
Thus, whether through periodical continuity (Burt), geometrically controlled, topologically
sound transformations (Giorgino) or sequences of relational templates (Balmond), […] the
question of disposition is posited as central – if composition emphasizes fixity and visual
considerations, disposition is taken here to release a sort of open order.

363

See (Le Ricolais & Grindat, 1973) p.111.
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II.3. The Works: the FPR Genealogy
II.3.1. The methodological approach:
the concept of ‘series’ as an operative tool
Le Ricolais’ structural studies are evidenced at their best throughout his long
academic career at the University of Pennsylvania at Philadelphia (1954‐
1975)364. Hence, the present study focuses on his works and practices in
structural studies during this period in particular. In an effort to elaborate on
his rationale and methodology, the study attempts to approach the projects
from scratch, based primarily on Le Ricolais’ Collection of the UPenn
Architectural Archives365. Built primarily on the catalogs of the photographic
material and the physical models, an inclusive mapping of the projects has been
drawn, following the naming and chronology of the projects as in the catalog of
the Archives366, producing a complete timeline of the projects, accompanied by
a list of accompanying references – the most representative ones of Le Ricolais’
own published or unpublished articles. This mapping underlines the emergence
of certain themes367 that are the focus of a specific certain period or have a
recurring nature. This allows not only to put an emphasis on these themes, but
also to comment on their interdependencies and, consequently, on Le Ricolais’
research practices.
PROJECT FAMILIES

Based on this elementary cataloguing, one notices that, just by following their
assigned identification features, projects may be grouped in sets that carry the
same or similar names – a straight‐forward name, a descriptive sentence, a
clarifying metaphor – corresponding to a common denominator that is
associated to formal properties and structural characteristics, relates to
(material or structural) behavioral performance, denotes qualitative patterns
or is just reminiscent of the research objective. Thus, project families (set of
projects) are born, evidencing properties that transcend the chronological and
typological boundaries of the group, yielding genealogies (sets of families) in a
larger scale.

THE CONCEPT OF “SERIES”

Following this line of thought, the present study introduces retrospectively the
concept of “series” to discuss Le Ricolais’ structural studies, attempting to shift
the focus from the single project per se to the overall outcome. Hence, the
focus shifts on commenting primarily the context and the mode of operation
(HOW) rather than the actual content or particular projects (WHAT); choosing
to discuss the contribution of the approach rather than the value of the
364 Le Ricolais joined the Faculty of Architecture in 1953‐1954 and was actively engaged as
academic teacher and researcher for the following twenty years until his retirement in 1974.
365

The actual physical models of the Collection are of particular interest to the present study.

366

That, in turn, follows directly Le Ricolais’ naming as evidenced across the photographic
archiving material in particular.
367 Themes include: Hangar, Parabolic Dome, Monkey Saddle, Double Curvature Network (DCN),
Automorphic Tube, Funicular Polygon of Revolution (FPR), Pretensioned Transmission Tower,
Tension Net Tube, DNS – Diamond Network System, Octahedron, Polyten Bridge, Hexaflex,
Lattice Bridge, Delta System, Parabolic Floor Network
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findings. Bearing a rather indexical order rather than adhering to an engineering
classification, this inherent taxonomy discloses, in a most elementary way,
relationships of another level. Borrowed from the work of Lee & Jacoby368, the
concept of “series”, as discussed in their propositions in architectural and urban
studies, “allows us to understand the shared traits between things” 369 .
The concepts of pattern and diagram unfold through the notions of seriality and
sequence, similarity and difference, variety and variation, echoing the debate
on typological and populationist thinking in the architecture realm370. In this
context, the use of the concept of “series” becomes relevant not only as a
means to translate the very essence of Le Ricolais’ theory and practice371, but,
furthermore, as a device to demonstrate the pertinence of his research
methodology to a broader discourse that has recently regained interest within
the architectural realm.

II.3.2. The Funicular Polygons of Revolution (FPR) concept
THE GENEALOGY OF
THE FPR CONCEPT

A SINGLE THEME
DIFFERENTIATED PRACTICES

The present work focuses on a specific set of series372, the genealogy of the
FUNICULAR POLYGONS OF REVOLUTION concept, based on the thesis that this
is a characteristic grouping of projects. The review discusses the series specifics
and eventual applications, the main structural theme, the scope and objectives
of the research, as well as the related modes and outcomes of the
experimentation and the particular use of the physical model.
The genealogy includes a set of series that all revolve around one specific
structural theme: the tensile minimal surface defined by a rigid frame.
However, what makes it particularly interesting for the researcher of Le
Ricolais’ work, is not the specifics of each series, but the scope, the objectives
and the modalities of the research practices. Across the FPR genealogy, we
attest to a wide range of proposals in terms of the scope of studies – focusing
on morphological, structural or technical studies – and the methodological
means of investigation, extending the nature of the experimentation and,
consequently, shifting the role of the physical model from pure qualitative
conceptual illustration to straight‐forward quantitative experimental device or
368

Principals of the office SERIE and educators in architecture.

369

See (Lee, 2010) p.5.

370

See “seriality” in Berkel & Bos (Berkel & Bos, 2006) p.16, “population” & “taxonomy” in Kubo
and Kwinter (Kubo & Kwinter, 2003) p.8,17, “typologist vs. populationist” in Reiser & Umemoto
(Reiser & Umemoto, 2006) pp.226‐227, “series” in Lee & Jacoby (Lee, 2010) pp.5‐6.
371 The transcending features within and across series expressed by the notions of the “in‐
between”, the “analogy” and the “combinatorial notion of arrangements”.
372

The series included in the FPR genealogy are:
‐ Soap Film Experiments | 1957‐[1975]
‐ Monkey Saddle | 1958‐1960, 1967 | ~8‐10 projects [2 large‐scale]
‐ Double Curvature Network | 1958‐1961 | ~8‐10 projects
‐ Funicular Polygons of Revolution | 1960‐1962, 1975 | ~7‐9 projects [1 large‐scale]
‐ Pretensioned Transmission Towers | 1963‐1964 | ~7‐13 projects
‐ Tension Net Tubes | 1964‐1966, 1969, 1972‐1973 | ~6‐9 projects [3‐4 large‐scale]
‐ Diamond Network System | 1975 | 3 projects [1 large‐scale]
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design‐driven material construct with diagrammatic qualities. And it is this
latter feature of the FPR genealogy – being an extensive showcase of
differentiated practices – that makes it particularly relevant to the present
study. This heterogeneous – even contradictory – assortment of modalities
becomes the vehicle to highlight and discuss a differentiated range of
methodological approaches in structural studies, especially in regard to the role
of the physical model.
SCOPE OF PRESENT STUDY

Across the reviews of these series, there are some recurring themes regarding
the CONTEXT of work, the implemented METHODOLOGY and the nature of the
EXPERIMENTATION, that allow to draw some light on Le Ricolais’ practices in
structural studies in general, and eventually elaborate on the modes of the
PHYSICAL MODEL in particular.
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II.3.3. The FPR genealogy: the series
Soap‐film Experiments
In Fall semester 1957, at the University of Pennsylvania we proceeded with
soap film experiments. The first part of our program was to relate these
configurations to some well defined polyhedra, and try to find experimentally
the general behavior of the configurations obtained by puncturing
systematically their faces.373

Le Ricolais’ studies of soap films consist a turning point in his research path,
shifting from triangulated to tensile systems. He introduced soap film
experiments in his courses in 1957 (fall semester 1957‐58) as an experimental
means to study minimal surfaces; a series of studies that was soon to be
complemented by the exploration of double‐curvature surfaces of single‐ or
double‐layer yielding the Monkey Saddle and the DCN/ DNS series respectively.
This series of experiments is fundamental to Le Ricolais’ studies in tensile
structures and double‐curvature surfaces; furthermore, its importance is
critical in the evolution of Le Ricolais’ reasoning in regard to theoretical as well
as methodological matters. The outcome of the studies remains in a rather
generic level and is seldom put in a pragmatic context; however, the tactile
character of the experiments allows for a concrete intuitive approach, far from
abstract theoretical speculations. [Fig.26]
The series focuses on the exploration of tensile membranes, revolving around
a principal theme/ scheme; small wire frame models [Fig.26.a] dipped in soap
solution allowing to discover and discuss the geometric properties and
generation/ transformation principles of minimal surfaces [Fig.26.b]. Studies
include a wide range of double‐curvature single‐layer geometries – “often
involving compound curved surfaces of the hyperbolic‐parabolic order, or
higher” – directly corresponding to membrane surfaces and relating to the
family of tensile structures.
There is no better approach to the difficult notion of form than soap film
experiments, where nature displays a fantastic array of thin membranes called
‘minimal surfaces’ or surfaces of economy. […] [It] will help in a way to see how
many structures [that] we have studied are related to soap films, and how
many devices are derived from those experiments.374

373

See (Le Ricolais, 1959b) pp.32‐33.

374

See (Le Ricolais, 1960b) p.415.
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_____
Relevant literature375.
References376 suggested by Le Ricolais and his students for soap‐film
experiments in particular or studies in mathematics and structures in general.
Series specifics:
‐ Timeframe: 1957‐[1975]
‐ Total number of projects: [unknown]
‐ Suggested applications: large‐span roofs
Projects include:
 Octahedron, Soap Film Structure [M/P#7]. (ca.1974 [1959‐60])
[Fig.26.a]
375

For relevant literature, see:

. for a detailed report, see (Vreeland, 1960)
. on the relevance to tensile structures (Le Ricolais, 1960a), (Le Ricolais, 1960b), (Le Ricolais, 1963)
. on teaching with soap‐film experiments (Le Ricolais, 1959a), (Le Ricolais, 1959b), (The
Architectural Archives, 2008) VII.B.01: Course and studio syllabi: _ARCH.400 & 501 (FS.1958‐59):
Problem #2. A Tension Structure, _Graduate Course (1964‐65): Experimental Structures Course.
Ibid. VIII.B.32: Soap‐Film Experiments as an Introduction to Structural Forms and Topology, text
for a lecture/ course at the Univ. of Michigan (1959) [unpublished].
. student reports on soap‐film experiments (The Architectural Archives, 2008) VII.C.4: Report on
Experiments with Soap Film Configurations (1958) [for ARCH.264‐Architecture & Design, VII.C.9:
Results of a Series of Tests on Soap Film Configurations (1962), VII.C.16: The Tri‐Hex Tension Roof
(1967) for ARCH.832‐Experimental Structures and, especially, VII.C.46: Minimum Surface Soap
Film Configurations (n.d./ 1974).
See also (Le Ricolais, 1973c) pp.82‐83, (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) pp.87, 89‐97 Mirage in the
Image, (Mimram, 1983) pp.(73‐74), 83‐84.
376

See (Le Ricolais, 1959b) p.33, 52
In Richard Courant’s book, “What is Mathematics?”, very illuminating descriptions of soap
film experiments are found, this book has been a valuable source of inspiration.
Dipping hexagonal frames into the soap solution leads to a convex membrane of one sheet,
described by David Hilbert & Cohn Vossen, not without humor as “MONKEY SADDLE”.

See also what are the principal references mentioned in a student report (The Architectural
Archives, 2008) VII.C.46: Minimum Surface Soap Film Configurations (n.d. [1974]).
This study of the nature of soap film configurations was conducted using a “soap” formula
taken from “What is Mathematics” by Courant and Robbins which follows: “dissolve 10
grams of pure sodium oleate if 5000 grams of distilled water and mix 15 cubic units of the
solution with 11 cubic units of glycerin”. This reference is also a good source of general
information about soap films. “Soap Bubbles” by Boys is another reference.
See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.197. Based on the long discussions with Le Ricolais, the student
reporters propose an anthology for structural studies:
He would recommend, however, the following books, for the pleasure they may afford the
student of structures: C.V. Boys, Soap‐Bubbles: Their Colours and the Forces Which Mold
Them (New York: Dover Publications, 1959); Richard Courant and Herbert Robbins, What Is
Mathematics? An Elementary Approach to Ideas and Methods (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1941); Andre Delachet, Contemporary Geometry, trans. Howard G. Bergmann (New
York: Dover Publications, 1962); and David Hilbert and S. Cohn‐Vossen, Geometry and the
Imagination, trans. P. Nemenyi (New York: Chelsea Publishing Company, 1952).
See (The Architectural Archives, 2008) VII.B.01: Course and studio syllabi: _ARCH.831 (n.d.):
Experimental Structures. Le Ricolais suggests the following literature for the course:
(Courant & Robbins, 1946), (Hilbert, 1952), (Cundy & Rollett, 1961), (Timošenko & Young, 1945).
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Monkey‐Saddle
In the fall course at the University of Pennsylvania, with a problem concerning
tension structures, two of our students: Mr. Loving and Mr. Singer, developed
a fascinating approach, with the help of soap solution for solving the problem
of tension systems for large span, making use of a new minimal surface.377
If one dips a warped hexagonal frame into a soap solution, a two‐curvature
surface is obtained, which is named a ‘Monkey Saddle’. The great
mathematician, David Hilbert, gives in his book (translated in English under the
title ‘Geometry and Imagination’) a description of this surface.378

The Monkey Saddle379 series was initiated in the fall of 1958, concurrently with
the Double Curvature Network series. Possibly intrigued by the Brussels World
Fair in the summer of 1958 – that brought tensile structures to the attention of
a larger audience and suggested their use from the building industry – and
following the previous year’s studies on minimal surfaces based on soap‐film
experiments, Le Ricolais introduces in his courses the problem of designing a
tensile structure for a large‐span roof cover (90m./ 300ft. diameter). As Le
Ricolais recalls, one of the most fascinating student proposals illustrates in
practice a geometrical surface well‐known in treatises of mathematical theory;
the Monkey Saddle, or else, a minimal surface in the form of a 3‐point hypar
(hyperbolic paraboloid). The series in the following two academic years (1958‐
1960), yielding several proposals (8‐10 projects appearing in the project’s list)
evolves in small‐ to medium‐scale physical models (and culminating to one
large‐scale in‐campus prototypes. Arguing for the advantages of tensile systems
for building structures, most projects answer this very first design problem, yet
in a generic way, as alternatives of a specific scheme. Taking the concept a step
further, a few reports refer to another, quite unusual application: a hydraulic
dam in the form of a prestressed reinforced concrete membrane, presumably
efficient in withstanding the wide range of hydrostatic loads. [Fig.27]
The series was developed as an outcome of soap‐film experiments. Therefore,
all proposals consist of a tensile structure bearing the properties of a minimal
surface, “often involving compound curved surfaces of the hyperbolic‐parabolic
order, or higher”. The whole series revolves around one well‐known
mathematically defined geometry; a particular variation of hyperbolic‐
parabolid order, the 3‐point hypar, that is a hypar bearing three high‐points and
three valleys. Following the soap‐film geometries, a doubly‐curved surface is
generated by a single‐layer tensile membrane/ cable network due to the
warped form of the perimeter. A 3‐axial grid pattern is employed for the cable
network in order to provide an optimal distribution of stresses in regard to the
3‐point hypar geometry, while a rigid perimeter defines the double‐curvature
of the tensile surface. Variations address the grid resolution/ density of the
cable network, the overall geometry of the tensile surface and the geometry/
form/ shape of the perimeter boundary (triangular, hexagonal or circular plan)
(rectilinear/ polygonal or curvilinear/ parabolic configuration) (span, height and
relative angles of the elements) in regard to the structural efficiency of the
configuration.
377

See (Le Ricolais, 1959b) pp.51‐52.

378

See (Le Ricolais, 1960b) p.415.

379

Name given because a saddle for a monkey would need three low points, two for the legs and
a third one for the tail respectively.
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_____
Relevant literature380:
Series specifics:
‐ Timeframe: 1958‐1960, 1967
‐ Total number of projects: [~8‐10 projects]
‐ Suggested applications: large‐span roofs, hydraulic dams
Projects include:
 {S} [Monkey Saddle, Hexagonal Frame]. (1958) [Fig.27.a]
 {S} Pretensioned Monkey Saddle, Minimal Surface Structure [M/P#2].
(1958) [Fig.27.b]
 {S} Monkey Saddle, Model #1 [M/P#4]. (1959) [Fig.27.c]
 {M} Monkey Saddle, Model #2 [M/P#5]. (1959) [Fig.27.d]
In‐house medium‐scale model. Model size: 1,14m x 1,33m.
 {S} [Monkey Saddle with Parabolic Arched Edge Beams]. (ca.1959)
[Fig.27.e]
 {S} [Monkey Saddle, With Skin]. (ca.1959)
 {L} [Large Monkey Saddle]. (ca.1960) [Fig.27.g]
In‐campus large‐scale model/ prototype. No details on size.
 {M} Tri‐Hex Tension Roof, a.k.a. Six‐Sided Monkey Saddle [M/p#3].
(1967) [Fig.27.f]
In‐house medium‐scale model. Model size: 1,11m x 1,27m
 {L} [Large Monkey Saddle] (n.d.).
In‐campus large‐scale model/ prototype. No details on size.
 {S} [Unidentified monkey‐saddle (chair?)]. (n.d.)

380

For relevant literature, see:

. the most detailed report, see (Vreeland, 1960)
. (Le Ricolais, 1959a), (Le Ricolais, 1959b), (Le Ricolais, 1960a), (Le Ricolais, 1960b), (Le Ricolais,
1963)
. student report (The Architectural Archives, 2008) VII.C.16: The Tri‐Hex Tension Roof (1967) for
ARCH.832‐Experimental Structures.
See also (Le Ricolais, 1973c) pp.82‐83, (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) pp.87, 89‐97 Mirage in the
Image, (Mimram, 1983) pp.(73‐74), 83‐84.
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Double‐Curvature Networks
I will say a few words now about another tension system which has been
described in a project called T.56, related to an airplane hangar of Circular plan
of 332ft. diameter. I now call this system (Pattern): two curvature network or
TCN. Inspired also from soap bubble, this system consists of two sheets of
triangular networks both inscribed in a paraboloid of revolution of opposite
curvatures, both networks being connected with compressive members at each
network intersection.381

The DCN (Double Curvature Network) series382 comprises Le Ricolais’ first actual
attempts with tensile systems for building structures; the soap‐film
experiments lack of a pragmatic context, while the Monkey Saddle series was
more of an exploration of a mathematic definition. The series was developed
within a rather short period of time (1958‐1961) as a transition between space‐
frame and membrane structures. Suggested applications included mainly
generic designs for large‐span roofs of circular plan (i.e. for aviation hangars or
exhibition pavilions); however, the intrinsic geometric properties of the
structures, the parabolic profile of the configurations in particular, indicated
some other geometry dependent applications, such as radar dishes or gigantic
parabolic reflectors, envisioned to be combined with a space vehicle or a space
station, due to the lightness and form of the structure. All proposals were solely
developed in small‐scale physical models – no built projects. According to
Vreeland, many of such models were conceived and constructed as a part of
courseware; starting with first exploration in the fall semester 1958‐59 along
with soap‐film experiments (dating from 1957) and continuing in 1959‐1960
with more elaborate investigations. However, only a few of these (8‐10
projects) are documented and included in the project’s list and photographic
archive; a couple of medium‐scale models standing out from the lot. [Fig.28]
The series was developed as an initiation to double‐curvature double‐layer
networks; in parallel with explorations of double‐curvature single‐layer
membranes (hypar configurations resulting from the soap film experiments and
the studies of the Monkey Saddle). All projects consist of variations of a central
theme; producing a stiff load‐bearing surface of a circular plan and parabolic
profile by means of a double‐layer membrane; the system comprises of two
interconnected cable networks within a rigid circular frame yielding a concave
or a convex configuration383 of an increased stiffness introduced by means of

381

See (Le Ricolais, 1960b) p.416.

382

The series (DCN/ Double‐Curvature Networks) is named after the naming of the projects as it
appears in the Architectural Archives (AA) projects’ list. However, this name may be misleading
since the series includes only double‐curvature structures with a double‐layer membrane/ cable
network (DNS/ Double‐Network System) and not double‐curvature structures with single‐layer
membrane/ cable network (Monkey Saddle). This may be a misinterpretation of the projects’ list
author – however, shared with Mimram – since Le Ricolais himself is referring to these projects
as TCN (Two Curvature Systems) or DNS (Double Network Systems). For the purpose of the
present study, the DCN series includes only double‐layer structures; that is, it actually refers to
the DNS projects. However, it should be noted here that this name would be more appropriate
for a larger family including all series of double‐curvature systems (DNS, Monkey Saddle, or even
soap‐films).
383

In the Archives projects’ list, there is a confusion about concave and convex configurations.
However, in the present study the names of the projects are used as they appear in the projects’
list without correction – followed by a brief comment about the right characterization of the
configuration.
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prestress. Variations address the grid pattern – orthogonal/ square, triangular
or hexagonal pattern – and grid resolution, the geometry of the configuration
in relation with the intermediary elements – resulting to a convex or concave
configuration if compression struts or secondary tension cables are used
respectively at the cable intersections to induce the prestress – and the
parabolic geometry of the cable profile in particular, and, finally, the
prestressing technology – manually adjusted using individual turnbuckles for
the connecting elements or uniformly tensioned by increasing the perimeter of
the external ring, either by mechanical means or by means of air or hydraulic
pressure.
_____
Relevant literature384:
Series specifics:
‐ Timeframe: 1958‐1961
‐ Total number of projects: [~ 8‐10 projects]
‐ Suggested applications: aviation hangars, exhibition halls, radar dishes,
parabolic reflectors
Projects include:
 {S} Airplane Hangar, Project T‐56. (ca.1958). [Fig.28.a]
In‐house small‐scale model. No details on size.
 {S} Double‐Curvature Network #1 (D.C.N.), Concave, Reactive
[M/P#13]. (1959‐1960) [Fig.28.c]
 {S} Double‐Curvature Network #2 (D.C.N.), Concave, Non‐Reactive
[Hangar Roof] [M/P#14]. (1959) [Fig.28.b]
 {S} Double‐Curvature Network, Convex Non‐Reactive. (ca.1960)
[Fig.28.e]
 {S} Double‐Curvature Network #2, Concave, Non‐Reactive [M/P#11].
(ca.1960) [Fig.28.d]
 {M} Lenticular Dome of Double Curvature Network (D.C.N.), a.k.a.
Two Curvature Network (T.C.N.) [M/P#10]. (1960) [Fig.28.f]
In‐house medium‐scale model. Model size: 1,52m Ø
 {M} Double‐Curvature Network, Paraboloid of Revolution]. (ca.1961)
[Fig.28.g]

384

For relevant literature, see:

. (Vreeland, 1960)
. on Project T‐56 (Le Ricolais, 1959a), (Le Ricolais, 1959b)
. on potential towards applications in space architecture (Le Ricolais, 1960a)
. (Le Ricolais, 1962a), (Le Ricolais, 1973a)
See also: (Le Ricolais, 1973c) pp.82‐83, (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) pp.58‐59, 64‐65 More is Less,
p.121 Columns suspended in the Air, (Mimram, 1983) pp. (52, 67), 80‐83.
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Funicular Polygons of Revolution
The idea of the FPR system was to see how we could weave cables and
generate a tension network following a minimal surface, by rotating funicular
strings around circular diaphragms and connecting the tension network to an
axial compression member.385

Funicular Polygons of Revolution launch a mature phase in the study of tensile
structures. While they follow the lessons from previous studies on minimal
surfaces, systems with double‐curvature and prestress technology, the series
introduces a presumably novel concept to the architecture realm.
Funicular Polygons of Revolution are considered by Le Ricolais as a novel
concept that gives way to great architectural possibilities, allowing to a larger
variety and a richer complexity of forms diverting from the rigid frame concrete
box and the related constrained rectilinear architectural vocabulary. Possible
applications are at first pointed out towards the outskirts of building
production, including outer space vehicles, long‐span vehicles, multilevel
additions or large‐scale housing units or cultural purpose buildings; suggesting
that this structural system, which makes full use of the available materials and
technology of the time – may provide a fascinating concept to accommodate
contemporary needs of the society in the near of far future. [Fig.29]
However, the emphasis is put on discussing the advantages of the system and
applications are only inferred at this point only to be elaborated in the series to
follow. A few projects (7‐9) are developed within a couple of years (1960‐1962);
most of them in meticulous small‐scale physical models, yet of a generic
essence, without specific scale or context. The most significant of them – a
large‐scale in‐house prototype (1) – is one of the first proposals for the Skyrail
– an urban transit system that will be further developed in the series to follow,
Tension‐Net Tubes and Diamond Network Systems – attempting to combine
two systems, the Funicular Polygons of Revolution and the Automorphic Tubes
(that are studied in the same time).
According to Le Ricolais the FPR system presents a presumably new order of
structures suggesting a hybrid tensile configuration. In brief, the system
consists of a double‐curvature network in the form of a single‐ or multiple‐layer
continuous tensile membrane under controlled prestress within a rigid frame
subjected primarily to compression. The principal concept of the system is to
create a minimal surface by weaving in rotation one or more sets of
(circumvoluted) tensile cables around a series of circular or ring diaphragms
around an axial compression element386. A few alternatives are developed,
variating in regard to the configuration of the tensile network or the rigid
component (form, size, amount and sequence of diaphragms or form of the
compression element – regular tubular piece or automorphic tube).

385

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.95.

386

See (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) p.43. In an attempt to render explicit the FPR definition,
McCleary notes the following etymological terms:
Funicular: (funis; rope: ‐culus; forming)
Polygon: (polus; many: ‐gonos; angled)
Revolution: (re; again: back; ‐volvere; roll)
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Great architectural potentialities should result from the freedom of form made
possible by these new structural concepts, which are far more compatible with
the purpose of life than the rigid frame box of the last decades. Whether for
outer space vehicles, for long‐ span bridges, for multilevel insertions, from
small buildings to units capable of holding one million people, the F. P.R.
appears eminently qualified to meet the challenge of our age. It appears also
the correct technology by which to utilize the refined and elaborate materials
of today.387

_____
Relevant literature388:
Series specifics:
‐ Timeframe: 1960‐1962, 1975
‐ Total number of projects: (~7‐9 projects)
‐ Suggested applications: Cosmorama (large‐scale space travel exhibition
hall), Skyrail (long‐span bridge for urban transit system)
Projects include:
 {M} Funicular Polygon of Revolution, Pseudosphere [M/P#27]. (1960)
[Fig.29.a]
 {S} Funicular Polygon of Revolution, Lemniscate B [M/P#26]. (1960‐
1962) [Fig.29.c]
 {S} Funicular Polygon of Revolution (Queen Post) [M/P#24]. 1960‐
1962) [Fig.29.f]
 {L} Funicular Polygon of Revolution, For Skyrail [M/P#28]. (1961‐
1962). [Fig.29.g]
In‐house large‐scale model/ prototype. No details on size.
 {S} Funicular Polygon of Revolution, Momentless Structure [M/P#24].
(ca.1962) [Fig.29.e]
 {M} Funicular Polygon of Revolution, Spheroid. (ca.1962) [Fig.29.b]
 {S} Funicular Polygon of Revolution, Lemniscate A [M/P#25]. (1975)
[Fig.29.d]
387

See (Le Ricolais, 1962d) p.79.

388

For relevant literature, see:

. (Le Ricolais, 1962b), (Le Ricolais, 1962d), (Le Ricolais, 1963), (Le Ricolais, 1973a).
. student reports on prestressed tubes (The Architectural Archives, 2008) VII.C.47: Prestressed
Tube (1974?) for ARCH.831/832‐Experimental Structures, VII.C.50: Studies on a Prestressed Tube
(1975?) for ARCH.831‐Experiments in Structures.
The idea of prestressed tube is conceived by Professor Le Ricolais as a possible ideal column.
Professor Le Ricolais’ approach is to prestressed a column by means of a tension network.
This is done by connecting both ends of an axial compression member, or a column, with a
tension network which are rotated a number of circular diaphragms connecting to a
compression member. The idea behind this approach is that perhaps the configuration may
be increased in its stiffness by given pretension in a tension network. Thus, if this works, an
increase in stiffness in a column could be achieved by an increase in force rather than in
mass of structural elements. Therefore, it may be possible to build a column which will have
much more efficiency than a regular column.
See also: (Le Ricolais, 1973c) pp.94‐95, 101, (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) pp.46‐48, 51 The Art of
Structures is where to put the Holes, (Mimram, 1983) pp.(52, 56, 57, 67, 72‐73), 84‐85.
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Pretensioned Transmission Towers
The first model built is a 1/100‐scale reproduction of a building called
"Cosmorama” intended to simulate space travel for 40,000 passengers. It can
be schematically described as a hollow sphere of 50 meters radius, surrounded
by a series of flat rings. The tension cables are supported by a closed system of
two curvature arches, the whole unit forming a rigid body capable of
supporting a total weight of 55,000 tons. The ratio of dead weight to total load
is around 1/50.389

The Pretensioned Transmission Tower series comprises of several projects (7‐
11 proposals) for large‐scale high‐rise buildings presumably exploring further
the FPR concept; for the present study, the Cosmorama390 projects are included
within this design framework even though their actual program is different;
applications targeting primarily antenna structures. Most proposals are
developed in small‐scale physical models; the Cosmorama models standing out
not only for the medium‐scale size, but also for the original building form.
Tackled so far merely in an abstract manner, the FPR concept is now carried to
the architecture realm opening up a whole new potential. The Tower series
offers a novel building vocabulary for large‐scale high‐rise structures. [Fig.30]
However, the proposals remain in a rather generic level and do not necessarily
represent building structures per se; with the exemption of the Cosmorama
projects, the Transmission Towers rather serve as visualizations of a distinct
pattern of an abstract nature inscribing in the FPR concept without a particular
context, program or even scale.
All proposals consist of variations of a central scheme; a minimal surface is
generated by means of diaphragms arranged along a central axis. The main
components of the configuration consist of the compression axis, the anti‐
buckling diaphragms and the tensile network: a longitudinal perpendicular axis
in compression formed by one or more elements; a group of horizontal
diaphragmatic planes formed by circular rings or sets of radially disposed struts;
a single‐ or multiple‐layer tensile cable network weaved in a circumvoluted
pattern around the central core over the diaphragmatic planes; a set of
anchoring points at the base of the structure in a triangular, polygonal or
circular arrangement depending on the density of the cable network.
However, while the overall theme remains the same, the specifics of each
structure are significantly different; the variations cover a rather wide range of
alternatives and the differences do not necessarily follow a systematic order or
form a coherent sequence. There are several changes, which take place
simultaneously, from one scheme to the other, resulting to significant
differences in the value of the parameters or even substantial changes in the
overall form (the specifics of the structure: overall dimensions/ proportions,
length/ height and diameter of the mast, form, shape, size, location density of
the diaphragmatic planes, geometry and density of the cable network(s),
geometry of the anchoring perimeter).
389

See (Le Ricolais, 1962d) p.77.

390

Le Ricolais himself seems to include the Cosmorama and its variations (Sphero‐Vector
projects) in the FPR series, as architectural applications of the concept. However, the present
study decides to include these projects with the Pretensioned Transmission Towers, since the
intention to design a large‐scale building structure seems to transcend all these projects.
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_____
Relevant literature391:
Series specifics:
‐ Timeframe: [1961], 1963‐1964
‐ Total number of projects: [~7‐11 projects]
‐ Suggested applications: antennas, transmission towers, water towers,
Cosmorama (large‐scale space travel exhibition hall)
Projects include:
 {M} Cosmorama. (ca.1961) [Fig.30.a]
In‐house medium‐scale model. Model size: 1m Ø
 {M} Tensioned Sphero‐Vector. (ca.1961)/ (ca.1970) [Fig.30.b]
In‐house medium‐scale model. No details on size.
 {M} [Pretensioned Transmission Tower]. (ca.1963) [M/P#41?]
[Fig.30.c?]
 {M} [Pretensioned Transmission Tower]. (ca.1963) [Fig.30.f]
 {M} [Pretensioned Transmission Tower]. (ca.1963) [Fig.30.f]
 {M} Pretensioned Transmission Tower, Model #1] [M/P#40]. (1963)
[Fig.30.d]
 {M} Pretensioned Transmission Tower, Model #2 [M/P#41]. (ca.1963)
[Fig.30.c]
 {M} Pretensioned Transmission Tower, Model #3 [M/P#43]. (1963)
[Fig.30.g]
 {M} [Transmission Tower]. (ca.1963) [Fig.30.h]
 {M} [Tensioned Water Tower] [M/P#42]. (1963) [Fig.30.e]
 {M} Tension Transmission Tower. (1964) [Fig.30.i]

391

For the Cosmorama in particular, see (Le Ricolais, 1962b).

See also (Le Ricolais, 1973c) pp.83, (105), (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) pp.52‐53 The Art of
Structures is where to put the Holes, pp.60‐61 More is Less, p.86 Mirage in the Image, (Mimram,
1983) pp.61, 84.
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Tension‐Net Tubes
With these Tension‐Net tubes, we have been trying to find the way to make a
hollow rope. Of course that is a figure of speech, but my mind is obsessed by
the idea of going inside a rope.392

Tension‐Net tubes are one more extension of the FPR concept to the
architecture realm. If Pretensioned Transmission Towers suggest a large‐scale
application for high‐rise building structures, Tension‐Net Tubes propose an
implementation for long‐span urban bridges. It is a recurring theme in the latter
phase of Le Ricolais’ research works (6‐9 proposals, spanning from 1964 to
1973), implemented in several medium‐scale physical models and tested in a
few in‐house large‐scale prototypes. The concept of the Tension‐Net Tubes was
proposed for the optimal prestressed long‐span bridge, as a response to the
growing needs of contemporary urban‐scale transportation system. These
issues were of primary importance in Le Ricolais’ investigations; he was always
keen to explore technological solutions in response to the problems of
contemporary human society. [Fig.31]
The fundamental pattern remains the same across all proposals, exemplifying
the FPR concept towards the optimal prestressed beam. A tubular tensile
membrane structure is formed by a double‐curvature multi‐layer cable network
held under control by means of a rigid frame primarily subjected in
compression.
While the full‐scale vision – the “Skyrail” project, one of his most celebrated
propositions for a large‐scale urban transit system393 – was to be comprised by
a whole sequence of bridge elements394, the medium‐scale physical models or
large‐scale prototypes presented only one single Tension‐Net Tube. In this case,
a compression component was to introduce the prestress to the single element;
while for the full‐scale project, the prestress for the whole system would be
introduced only once at the terminal points at the outer suburbia.
Variations were related to alternative geometries for the tubular membrane
(employing a single or double membrane of parabolic geometry) or different
ways of introducing the prestress (either using a secondary truss‐like structure
as an external compression frame, either using hydraulic jacks). Early proposals
showcased an original proposition, using plastics to substitute the heavier
external truss or internal tube component; a fiber‐glass and epoxy coating was
applied on the tensile net and would work in compression in order to introduce
the necessary prestress in the cable‐network; the whole configuration was
suggested to work as a stressed‐skin structure. The studies would yield one final
variation at a later time; the Diamond Network System, a further refinement on
the configuration of the cable network.

392

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.96.

393

The “Skyrail” project consists of several long‐span bridges of transport, arranged in plan in a
hexagonal network extending to the outskirts of the urban agglomeration; the branches are
connected at all nodes, where large‐scale communication towers provide access points to the
network.

394 In so doing, each neighboring element would counterbalance the need for a prestressing force

allowing to omit the compression element for each bridge.
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However, while the basic pattern of the tubular membrane was proved to work
in physical models for the single element, it was concluded that it wouldn’t
work in full urban scale. The need for gigantic anchoring foundations at the
periphery, the dynamic vibrations and large deformations of the structure and
the resulting limitations in the overall geometry of the generated network395,
would soon force Le Ricolais to abandon the concept of a continuous network
of Tension‐Net Tube structures and shift towards different systems – hybrid
cable/space‐frame lightweight structures – for the individual bridges for the
Skyrail project.
_____
Relevant literature396:
Series specifics:
‐ Timeframe: 1962‐1966, 1972‐1973, [1977]
‐ Total number of projects: [~6‐9 projects]
‐ Suggested applications: Skyrail (long‐span bridge for urban transit system)
Projects include:
 {M} Tension Net Tube coated with Epoxy and Fiberglass {M/P#46].
(1964). [Fig.31.a]
In‐house medium‐scale model. Model size: 1,2m long
 {M} [Tension Net Tube Coated with Epoxy and Fiberglass]. (ca.1964)
 {L} Tension Net Bridge for the Skyrail (1962‐63?).
In‐house large‐scale model/ prototype. Model size: 4m long.
 {L} Lenticular Tension Net Tube Bridge for Skyrail (1965‐1966?).
[Fig.31.d]
In‐house large‐scale model/ prototype. Model size: 4,77m long
 {L} Parabolic Tension Net Bridge, Skyrail Project (1964‐1965?).
[Fig.31.c]
In‐house large‐scale model/ prototype. No details on size.
 {M} ALEPH Bridge I, Tension Net Tube [M/P#137]. (1972‐1973).
In‐house medium‐scale model. Model size: 1,88m long
 {M} ALEPH Bridge II, with Tension Rod [M/P#138]. (1973)
 Pretensioned Tube, T‐Lock System [M/P#135]. (1977)

395 The need to work with a sequence of bridges in order to avoid the compression elements for
each bridge could only yield straight or symmetrically arranged lines for the network.
396

For relevant literature, see: (Le Ricolais, 1973a)

See also: (Le Ricolais, 1973c) pp.92‐98, 100‐101, (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) pp.45, 48‐50 The Art
of Structures is where to put the Holes, pp.67, 69‐75 A Stiff, Hollow Rope, (Mimram, 1983) pp.(21),
84‐90.
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Diamond Network Systems
The concept of the “the stiff, hollow rope” would yield one final variation: the
Diamond Network System. The series only comprises of few projects (3
proposals) that were all built in 1975, the last year of Le Ricolais’ research works
(one year before his death), illustrating the evolution of his thinking since the
early propositions for the Skyrail [Fig.32.a]. The proposals were constructed in
a couple of medium‐scale physical models and one large‐scale prototype that
was subjected in a series of load‐testing experiments – probable the most
inclusive and most thoroughly documented. The projects are apparently
suggested for the very same application, the Skyrail vision. [Fig.32.b, c, d]
The Diamond Network System is a direct application of the FPR concept, a
culmination of the FPR genealogy. It consists of a tubular cable network
circumvoluted around an axial compression tube. The generated double‐layer
tensile membrane is prestressed by means of a set of diaphragms – arranged
along the central axis – in positions dictated by the buckling deformations. The
two layers of cables are interweaved in a helicoidal pattern following two
opposite directions and forming, therefore, the diamond pattern. All three
projects consist of slight variations of the same configuration.
_____
Relevant literature397:
Series specifics:
‐ Timeframe: 1975
‐ Total number of projects: 3 projects
‐ Suggested applications: Skyrail (long‐span bridge for urban transit system)
Projects include:
 {M} Diamond Network System Bridge (D.N.S.), Model #1 [M/P#126].
(1975).
In‐house medium‐scale model. Model size: 1,38m
 {M} Diamond Network System Bridge (D.N.S.), Model #2 [M/P#127].
(1975).
In‐house medium‐scale model. Model size: 1,05m
 {L} Diamond Network System (D.N.S.) Bridge, Model #3 [M/P#128].
(1975).
In‐house large‐scale model/ prototype. Model size: 3,07m

397

Mimram (Mimram, 1983) pp.89, 120 notes that the experimental findings on the Diamond
Network System were included in a report presented at the International Conference on Space
Structures at Surrey in 1975 (University of Surrey, Rapport on the International Conference on
Space‐Structures, Londres 1966, Surrey 1975). See (The Architectural Archives, 2008) V.146:
Correspondence/ International Conference on Space Structures, VIII.B.83: Diamond Network
Systems (1975) [unpublished paper].

See also: (Le Ricolais, 1973c) pp.92‐97, 100, 103, (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) pp.45, 48‐50 The Art
of Structures is where to put the Holes, pp.67, 69‐75 A Stiff, Hollow Rope, (Mimram, 1983) pp.86‐
87, 89‐90.
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II.3.4. The FPR genealogy: series review
KEY CONCEPTS

THEME
OF STUDY

SCOPE
OF STUDY

FOCUS
OF STUDY

The particular genealogy may perhaps cover a specific type of structures – i.e.
tensile structures (if seen from Mimram’s typological perspective) – however,
it includes several key concepts in Le Ricolais’ structural quests: minimal
surfaces, the optimal compression element, the ideal prestressed column –
culminating to the most paradoxical notion of “the stiff, hollow rope” (if one
chooses to follow McCleary’s approach based on paradoxes).
The central structural theme that transcends the FPR genealogy – the tensile
minimal surface defined by a rigid frame – is at first experimented in generic
long‐span roof applications in terms of form (Soap Film Experiments), structure
(Monkey Saddle) and technology (Double Curvature Network) and then
refined to the archetypical idea of the Funicular Polygon of Revolution, yielding
two fundamental conceptual schemes – the, more pragmatic, “ideal
prestressed column” and the, most idealized, “stiff, hollow rope” – that will in
turn result respectively to the two primary building typologies: the large‐scale
high‐rise architectural building (Cosmorama & Pretensioned Transmission
Towers) and the large‐scale long‐span urban bridge (Tension Net Tubes for the
Skyrail). The last series (Diamond Network System) will rise again the quest for
the optimal form in regard to structural matters and conclude the investigations
in an inclusive approach, where the objective and methodology of the research
reach their most mature phase culminating to one of the most comprehensive
reports in Le Ricolais’ academic career.
The focus of the studies revolves around three main axes: geometry/ form,
structure, technology. In certain cases the scope includes more than one
directions – the foci being by default interrelated. The central investigation is
the quest for minimum weight. This investigation is translated to a different
inquiry depending on the focus of each series:
‐ formal explorations towards the optimal geometry,
‐ structural investigations towards the optimal compression element,
‐ technical studies towards the optimal prestressing technique.
Across these series, the scale of the physical models398 explicitly denotes the
scope of the study/ experimentation, in many cases presumably inscribing in a
rather engineering framework: a) Small‐scale physical models for hands‐on
explorations (FORM/ GEOMETRY), b) Large‐scale prototypes for load‐testing
experiments (STRUCTURE), c) Medium‐scale physical models for implementing

398

In terms of the scale of the models, we can differentiate between the following:
‐ Small‐scale soap‐films – Form‐finding explorations
‐ Medium‐scale DCN & Monkey Saddle – Proof‐of‐concept for technical issues
‐ Large‐scale Monkey‐Saddle – Load‐testing experiments
‐ Small‐scale Funicular Polygons of Revolution – No testing (?)
‐ Large‐/ Medium‐scale Funicular Polygons of Revolution – Load‐testing experiments
‐ Small‐/ Medium‐scale Transmission Towers – Limited load‐testing experiments
‐ Large‐/ Medium‐scale TNT – Load‐testing experiments
‐ Large‐scale DNS – Explicit (?) load‐testing experiments
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technical solutions (TECHNICAL STUDIES)399. The complete absence of full‐size
projects is a common denominator across not only these particular series, but
all over Le Ricolais’ work, evidencing in practice his repulsion for application and
the playful character of his research, while emphasizing the conceptual nature
of the proposals.
APPLICATIONS

Across these series, projects alternate between merely conceptual schemes
barely leading to generic applications and more pragmatic concrete
configurations presumably fit for building or urban structures – in a rather
utopian vision, that neither pretends nor attempts to reach a realistic level,
even as a proposal. The resolution of the physical models makes it particularly
evident when a series is application‐driven (i.e. Pretensioned Transmission
Towers) or concept‐based (Funicular Polygons of Revolution), or even when a
generic application becomes merely the pretext for specific studies of a
particular focus – investigating the optimal structural configuration,
prestressing technique, … (i.e. Monkey Saddle, Double Curvature Network,
Tension Net Tubes or Diamond Network System). However, while several of
those proposals aspire to serve concrete architectural or urban programmatic
functions, when translated to physical models, they somehow end up as
abstract material constructs without a specific content, an explicit context or a
unique scale; illustrating a possible configuration rather than a precise form.

399

However, there is a couple of types of physical models (of small‐ to medium‐scale) that do not
inscribe in the above three categories. These are the cases where the modality of the
experimentation – if any – deviates critically from the prevailing paradigm in structural studies.
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II.4. The Practices
II.4.1. The actual context:
synthetic vs. analytic rationale
PROS

In contrast to the response to his propositions from the French academia in his
early career, Le Ricolais was happy to receive a warm welcome overseas later
in his life400. As he notices in several articles401, he is grateful for the teaching
and research opportunities that he enjoys at a US higher education institution.
He is particularly impressed by the academic environment in the United States,
in terms of positive, productive attitude and abundance of resources 402.

TEACHING PRACTICES

At UPenn, Le Ricolais is engaged at the Department of Architecture to teach
courses in structural matters403, Experimental Structures in particular, and give
structural input for the design studio held by Louis Kahn within the graduate
curriculum in architecture. His courses have both a theoretical component,
discussing intriguing concepts and fundamental principles from the natural
(biology, crystallography, …) or the exact sciences (mathematics, physics,
chemistry), and a practical aspect, borrowed from scientific/ engineering
practices, focusing on hands‐on activities, however, in a diversified watered‐
down model, to meet the background, skills and interests of architecture
students404. Le Ricolais argues that active engagement (“faire”) is a necessary
condition for any teaching and learning experience to bring meaningful results

400 See (Emmerich, 1977) p.606. Le Ricolais moved to the US in 1951, invited to teach at the
University of Illinois, Urbana. He joined the Department of Architecture at the University of
Pennsylvania in 1954, where he was engaged to teach at the Graduate School of Fine Arts till his
retirement in 1975. During this period, he was occasionally invited to give lectures to other US
institutions. Scholarly nominations and awards include:
‐ 1962. Grand Prix d’Architecture, Cercle d’Etudes Architecturales, Paris, France
(pronounced “père des structures spatiales” by the French Minister of Cultural Affairs,
André Malraux)
‐ 1971. Honorary Fellow, American Institute of Architects, USA
‐ 1974. Professor, Paul Philippe Cret Chair of Architecture, UPenn, USA
‐ 1976. A.I.A. Research Medal, USA
401

See (Le Ricolais, 1953b), (Le Ricolais, 1968b), (Le Ricolais, 1969).

402 Especially if compared to the sterile positions and outdated practices of the Academy in France

or Europe, as he comments.
403

See (The Architectural Archives, 2008) VII.B.01: Course and studio syllabi. Representative
courses include ARCH.831 & 832 (1958?‐1971?): Experimental Structures, ARCH.800 (early
1960s?): Design Studio taught with L.Kahn & N.Rice, ARCH.‐‐‐: Studio (emphasis on structures)
taught with P.McCleary. Design assignments include: a heliport for Philadelphia, a tension
structure for a wide‐spanning roof structure/ exposition pavilion, a generic “container”, urban
transportation systems, …

404 Ibid. Le Ricolais notes on the objective of the graduate course ARCH.831 & 832: Experimental
Structures (1964‐65):
The main objective of this course is to develop structural intuition rather than analytical
methods for which the student background is inadequate. The general approach starts as a
visual investigation of existing models and of the principles and method of construction.
Emphasis is given to soap‐film experiments and study of minimal surfaces.
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(“faire comprendre”) 405. He acknowledges the visual and design culture of
graduate architecture students – in contrast with their limited analytical skills –
and invests in their advanced manual/ practical skills – a particular feature of
the US education. He founds his educational philosophy on the realization of
physical models followed by simple (load‐testing) experiments; small‐scale
physical models or large‐scale prototypes to demonstrate abstract concepts or
illustrate concrete assumptions.
RESEARCH PRACTICES

In this framework, his research revolves within and around the graduate
curriculum of architecture studies, while theoretical investigations and practical
explorations merge over physical models in a constant dialogue between
research and teaching. Research questions are instigated by his own relentless
observations of the natural world and quests in structural studies and further
explored in coursework, and vice‐versa. The outcome of the experimental work
performed with students on physical models provides valuable input for
additional elaboration, eventually complemented by brief analytical processes/
methods, within a more theoretical/… research context, yielding numerous
articles in architecture magazines and occasionally resuming to a few scientific
publications. Aspiring to set the basis for a rigorous research framework
corresponding to the engineering model, even though he operates within an
architecture school, after several persistent efforts, Le Ricolais founds the
Institute of Architectural/ Structural Research to formally host his teaching and
research activities. Making the best out of the modest means he benefits from,
he adapts his educational strategy and research perspective based on the
eagerness and the worth‐mentioning practical skills of the graduate
architecture students.

CONS

Le Ricolais is, nevertheless, very much aware of the default conditions of
graduate architecture education (limited inter‐disciplinarity, background and
skills, timeframe, means and resources)406; delineating after all the framework
of his research. He is often commenting on the limited knowledge and analytical
skills of architecture students – especially as opposed to engineering students,
the lack of inter‐disciplinarity between architecture and engineering schools/
departments/ curricula, the one‐year restricting timeframe – too short to form
a research attitude or yield meaningful research outcomes, the lack of
necessary funding for a fully operational laboratory for structural studies.
The actual settings of his research unfold in a couple of most enlightening
paragraphs by Emmerich407, where he makes a contrasting comparison
between the actual resources 408 and an imagined ideal situation:
All of a sudden his most secret dreams were coming true. […] splendid figures,
which were at last to be designed in all their variants systematically, after
which they were to be calculated and tested for all possible hypotheses relative
405

See (Schimmerling, Beaux, & Fouquey, 1994) pp.26‐27.

406

Ibid.

407

See (Emmerich, 1987) pp.12‐14. In a most humoristic, yet extremely thorough, article,
Emmerich comments on Le Ricolais’ research framework – among others, namely B. Fuller and
K.Wachsmann – underlining the (missed) possibilities of the outcome and the (lost) potential
significance his contribution, if only circumstances had allowed him to work in full capacity.
408

The actual conditions are often omitted out of nostalgic retrospective reports about his
research practices, mostly focusing on the attitude rather than the methodology or the
outcomes.
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to size and load. Nothing was missing this time... there were adequate
premises, equipment, materials and a good team.409
LACK OF
SCIENTIFIC RIGOR

Le Ricolais’ “paradigmatic method of investigation” has been praised in many
instances, acknowledging the novel approach, especially in regard to the
(experimentation with) the physical model. However, in several cases, it is with
regret that reviewers of his work attest to a certain lack of coherent analytic
processes/ methodology and, consequent scientific rigor of a pure rationalist
sort in his research practices that doesn’t allow to fully benefit from his
experimental findings; these peculiarities/ this aspect of his research practices
attributed either to the paradoxical features of his personality or the actual
conditions of his research settings. Mimram in particular notes410:
On peut regretter cette fois encore le manque de discipline de Le Ricolais dans
la publication de ses méthodes de travail, rendant difficile l'interprétation et la
vulgarisation de ses découvertes.411
On peut pourtant regretter le manque d'analyse dimensionnelle dans la
réalisation de certains modèles expérimentaux. La valorisation du conceptuel
sur l'analytique aura certainement incité Le Ricolais à avancer des hypothèses
structurales parfois difficilement «vérifiables» par l'expérimentation sur
maquette.412
[…] Il n’y a pas une démarche rigoriste – qui suppose certaines hypothèses et
déduit la juste solution structurale – mais des méthodes d’investigations
paradigmatiques.413

Le Ricolais himself often refers to these conditions as constraining factors,
explicitly renouncing to advanced analytic studies and theoretical
preoccupations suggesting that these should be reserved to be dealt in an
engineering framework. These conditions may indeed be prohibiting in
proceeding with extensive analytic studies, in conducting meticulous
experiments to their full extent, in performing systematic recordings of the
trials or in concluding to a formative documentation on the findings414.
COMPENSATION IN
DESIGNERLY VIGOR

It is, nonetheless, this very environment, sharing features from both the world
of science and this of the humanities that allows/ liberates Le Ricolais to engage
in a fruitful dialogue with those disciplines; to implement his trans‐disciplinary
research practice and realize his version of the “in‐between”. It may be these
particular features, otherwise constraining indeed, of graduate architecture
education – a setting rich of conceptual stimuli, supported by a tradition and
background in visual studies and means – that helps/ assists/ supports/
facilitates him to realize his personal vision of structural studies. Stimulated by

409

Ibid.

410

While praising his research methods, Mimram (Mimram, 1983) suggests that the exemplary
qualities of his work are by no means related to the scientific rigor of his practices – as this relates
to the research practices and the natural experiment in the scientific framework – observation,
initial hypothesis, analysis, formulation of hypothesis, setting of the experiment, deduction of
conclusions.
411

Ibid. p.4.

412

Ibid. p.90.

413

Ibid. p.28.

414

It may indeed be these very factors that account for the shortage in scientific rigor that is
occasionally attributed to Le Ricolais’ approach.
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the methods of inquiry of the design culture that proliferate in this specific
context, Le Ricolais may indeed compensate415 in designerly vigor, what is seen
as shortage in scientific rigor.
It is within this context of design culture that Le Ricolais’ vision of research and
design in structural matters unfolds.
BASIC vs. APPLIED
RESEARCH

Le Ricolais recognizes several discrete types of research416: basic vs. applied
research417, discovery vs. invention418, research on new systems, their
properties and related analytic methods419, experimental demonstrations vs.
creative explorations with students420. There are, however, several versions not
only of what he considers research or what is the content and methods of each
mode for him, but also of what he declares as the most important features and
objectives of his own research421.
Is it possible to order a discovery or, to a lesser degree, an invention? […] But
the limitations of such a pretension are clear, unless it is understood that only
an improvement is at stake, because the fundamental character of an
invention has to be of a revolutionary nature, so well defined by the word
breakthrough. Revolutions are not made with systems, but with ideas, and all
innovations are considered dangerous in a conservative world.422

RESEARCH AS DISCOVERY

Le Ricolais admits to find “applied research” – aiming to solve specific problems
– as interesting; however, he undoubtedly favors what he calls “basic research”
– able to foster future discoveries of revolutionary character instead of
promoting mere improvements of rudimentary nature. Discerning between
415 Besides, the notion of compensation is one of Le Ricolais’ favorite concepts. See (Le Ricolais,
1973c) pp.87‐88.
416

See below but a few versions:
‐ Basic and applied research. The latter looking to solve specific problems. However, the
desired goal here is presumably to look for propositions (systems or techniques) that will
eventually give answers to several problems instead of specific solutions.
‐ Discovery and invention. Based on the dipole idea vs. application/ system, the idea
carrying the global essence, carrying the universal abstract properties, whereas the
application is the local, circumstantial implementation of the idea.
‐ i) Research on new systems – ii) Experimental research on the properties of the new
systems – iii) Research on analytical methods on the new systems
‐ Research with students: experimental demonstrations vs. creative explorations: i)
Experimental demonstration of reflective nature of theoretical matters treated in manuals/
treatises (employing an analytic rationale). ii) A creative/ generative process that instead of
giving precise answers to a problem consists of an open interpretation that may in turn
yield new questions/ ideas (employing a synthetic rationale).

417

See (Schimmerling et al., 1994) p.21.

418

Ibid. p.24, (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.198.

419

See (Schimmerling et al., 1994) p.24.

420

See (Le Ricolais, 1973b) p.XXIII.

421

Besides, Le Ricolais’ use of terms is not consistent between languages (English and French) or
even within the same language, eventually resulting to a certain confusion about the stated
objectives and the implemented practices.
‐ The notion of “invention” for example, sometimes is suggested as relatively similar
(invention with an I, in French) and others as fundamentally opposing (in English mostly) to
the revolutionary notion of discovery.
‐ The notion of “system” sometimes refers to the “sordid” ordinary specific application and
others as the transcending idea that may yield multiple solutions.

422

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.198.
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idea and system, the discovery is a qualitative proof‐of‐concept, relating to the
fundamental principles of the idea, while the invention is a quantitative
expression relating to the material characteristics of the application/ system,
confirmed by experimentation.
SYNTHETIC vs. ANALYTIC
RATIONALE

In this line of thought, in an attempt to define the goal of his structural
researches with his students he argues for two differentiated practices423: i)
Experimental424 demonstrations of reflective nature of theoretical matters
treated in manuals/ treatises (employing an analytic rationale). ii) A creative/
generative process that instead of giving precise answers to a problem consists
of an open interpretation that may in turn yield new questions/ ideas
(employing a synthetic rationale).
II est plus pertinent de faire comprendre le sens de recherche. […] la plupart
des étudiants désirent une réponse précise pour un point particulier de leur
projet, plutôt qu'une compréhension profonde du problème lui‐même. C'est
pourquoi des recherches doivent être entreprises. a) comme une
démonstration expérimentale des sujets traites dans les manuels; b) comme un
processus créateur non seulement pour l'étudiant lui‐même, mais aussi pour
l'invention capable d'engendrer de nouvelles idées.425

A statement that underlines the essence of the objective of Le Ricolais’
structural studies and highlights at its best the synthetic rationale of his
approach. Structural questions are treated as ill‐defined problems open to
several answers; structural design seen as a discovery that may yield new ideas.
A position that his former student Michel Ragon426 comes to spell out in his
article on basic research in architecture, resuming that this is exactly the feature
that consists the “experimental” nature of Le Ricolais’ research practices427.
La recherche de Le Ricolais est […] qu’un point de départ à partir duquel les
architectes et les ingénieurs construiront des systèmes et feront des
applications pratiques. Le Ricolais ne cherche pas à construire un pont, un
pylône ou une structure porteuse quelconque, mais à étudier les éléments qui
permettront dans l’avenir de résoudre de manière plus économique ou plus
élégante ces problèmes pratiques, ou encore de tenter de nouvelles
expériences impossibles jusqu'ici.428

Though the ultimate scope of his research is to seek for structures of maximum
structural efficiency – “little weight, yet great structural solidity”429 – the actual
work is built around specific design objectives. His method is project‐driven, in
certain cases even application‐driven. Le Ricolais is problem‐solving by

423

See (Le Ricolais, 1973b) p.XXIII.

424

Experimental refers here to the means and not the nature of the demonstrations (:
demonstrations performed by means of physical experiments).
425

Ibid.

426

See (Ragon, 1966) p.67.

427

Ragon argues that this is actually the novel feature of Le Ricolais’ research – the fact that this
looks at structural problems as open‐ended questions – and not the actual experimentation with
physical models.
428

Ibid.

429

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.88.
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synthesis and not by analysis (employing a solution‐focused, rather than
problem‐focused approach430).
However, he declares his repulsion for applications431 per se (as precise
solutions) or even buildings (as unique answers). By juxtaposition, he argues for
ideas (that may yield several solutions).
In this line of thought, although they address several types of programs, the
projects remain at a rather abstract level as merely visualized in the tangible
materiality of a physical construct. Always in the mode of a small‐scale physical
model or a large‐scale prototype432 – the proposals are sort of generic;
retaining/ insisting/ projecting their conceptual nature, a diagrammatic quality
describing a pattern rather than a geometry.
En régle générale, j'estime qu'il vaut mieux se rattacher à de grands principes;
c'est à dire, ne pas chercher une solution, mais trouver des systèmes ou des
techniques qui permettront de résoudre plusieurs problèmes et seront
susceptibles d'être exploités par les architectes ou autres spécialistes...433

In this line of thought, even though his quests are presumably after an
optimized situation or process – geometry, technique, structural configuration,
building element, …– the way he proceeds is definitely not one that results to
the optimized proposition. There are is no systematic evolution of proposals,
critical quantity of iterations, extensive investigations of alternatives,
systematic recording of processes or collection of data. He doesn’t employ a
way towards the optimal solution, he is rather looking to find A solution as a
proof‐of‐concept.
Nurtured by the design culture that proliferates in the graduate architecture
education framework, Le Ricolais deviates indeed from engineering practices
and the scientific paradigm. Often contradicting in practice his own theoretical
(pro)positions or aspirations, he works with a speculative instead of a
deterministic approach to address structural issues as ill‐defined problems in a
satisficing rather than optimizing way, developing a solution‐focused rather
than problem‐focused problem‐solving strategy. In brief, Le Ricolais embraces
a synthetic rationale in his structural studies, deviating from the scientific
framework434.

430 See (Lawson, 1980) p.43 for the relevance of Le Ricolais’ approach with the solution‐focused
problem‐solving strategy of the designers as opposed to the problem‐focused approach of
scientists, as advocated in the realm of design studies.
431

Applications are mentioned also as systems in certain instances.

432

During his twenty years research practices at UPenn (19454‐1974), there are no actual full‐
scale projects but a few large‐scale in‐house prototypes.
433

See (Mathieu, 1978) p.24.

434

On the analytic nature of the scientific method, see (Gregory, 1966) p.6.
The scientific method is a pattern of problem‐solving behaviour employed in finding out the
nature of what exists, whereas the design method is a pattern of behaviour employed in
inventing things of value which do not yet exist. Science is analytic; design is constructive.
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II.4.2. The actual methodology:
abductive vs. inductive‐deductive mode of reasoning
DOCUMENTATION ON
RLR’S METHODOLOGY

It is a difficult task to elaborate on Le Ricolais’ research methodology 435 as a
coherent, constant, uniform or evolving theoretical construct.
‐ There is a gap, if not contradiction, about his theoretical propositions about
the nature and methodology of research and the actual reasoning driving or
orchestrating/ coordinating the research process. Le Ricolais is often explicit
about the presumed intention of his work or the outcomes, but rarely about
the specifics of the approach436 or the actual findings of the experiments.
‐ Besides, Le Ricolais’ own beliefs/ propositions about research437 in
theoretical treatises seem to shift their focus/ perspective throughout his
career/ life in a non‐linear way, in several cases deviating or even
contradicting previous theses.
‐ The actual documentation on specific research activities is quite poor,
regardless to if this is a result of the constraining conditions, a failure of the
particular case or a conscious attitude. Articles by Le Ricolais himself, often as
slight variations on the same content, tend to repeat generic propositions
without elaborating on the implemented method or actual process.
‐ While praising the paradigmatic character of his work, articles by other
reviewers are rarely explicit about the features of Le Ricolais’ methodology
that contribute to its otherwise exemplary qualities, apart from the two
elementary attributes: i) The constant dialogue between theory and practice,
teaching and research, concept and materialization, idea and application, and
ii) Modeling being an instrumental means in this dialogue; hands‐on
explorations with small‐scale physical models and the load‐testing
experiments on large‐scale prototypes
‐ On the other hand, in the rare cases that reviewers depict the eventual
shortcomings438 of Le Ricolais’ structural studies, they may be in fact more
enlightening about his methodology, stressing out two features: i) The lack of
analytic methods to complement the experimental process, and ii) the,
consequent, shortage in scientific rigor.
However, it is across these gaps, contradictions, fervent appraisals or hesitant
criticism, that it becomes possible to shed some light to Le Ricolais’ actual
research practices and draw a few conclusions about his research methodology.

435 Is it perhaps because it is an approach related to the design process – by default complex to
tackle – rather than following the scientific paradigm – as defined by the scientific method?
436

The accounts on studies of minimal surfaces across soap‐film experiments constitute an
exception; they are probably the most enduring theme in Le Ricolais’ articles, in certain cases
more elaborated in terms of the objectives and the process than most other projects. The
accounts on the load‐testing experiments of the large‐scale Monkey Saddle prototype are also
extensive, though focusing on the logistics rather than the setting up and findings of the
experiments. Interesting to note here, that the most detailed accounts both on soap‐film
experiments and the experiments on the large‐scale Monkey Saddle prototype come from Tim
Vreeland (Vreeland, 1960) – a student at the times – and constitute more of a retrospective
enthusiastic narrative than an objective report.
437

See previous paragraph on Le Ricolais’ perspective on research.

438

Often debited to his idiosyncratic personality or, eventually to the actual settings of his
research.
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THE TYPICAL HIERARCHY
OF KNOWLEDGE

Le Ricolais argues that the structural researches with his students follow a
particular methodology towards the acquisition of knowledge439 defined by
three distinct steps: intuition, experimentation and analysis; a process that he
claims that is typical in the hierarchy of knowledge440.
Les photos qui illustrent ces pages ont été prises au cours d’une exposition des
travaux de recherches entrepris par les étudiants architectes gradues de
cinquième année. Son but était de montrer les phases successives depuis
l’intuition initiale, l’épreuve expérimentale et finalement l’expression
analytique: classification usuelle dans la hiérarchie du savoir.441

THE POSITIVIST/
RATIONALIST PARADIGM

Elaborating on this, in many instances442, he argues443 for the positivist
paradigm, as illustrated in Auguste Comte’s quote444, in order to trace a
methodology for the “process of discovery”445 within the framework of “basic
research”: induce to deduce, in order to construct.
ESQUISSE D'UNE METHODOLOGIE DE LA RECHERCHE.
S'il apparaît illusoire de tracer à priori un programme de Recherches
Fondamentales, il semble possible de tracer un schéma du processus, d'ailleurs
assez peu connu, de l'invention. Il suffit pour cela de rappeler l'énoncé célèbre
d'Auguste Comte: INDUCTION ‐ DEDUCTION –CONSTRUCTION.
Notons le point de départ: induction qui implique déjà un dynamisme de l'idée
et l'acte fécond d'intuition; chaque pensée doit avoir un objet dit Alain, penser
sans objet est le supplice des Fous. Avec la déduction commence la marche du
raisonnement logique avec sa cohérence, sa rigueur et son pouvoir prédicatif.
La discipline mathématique intervient à la fois sous une forme quantitative puis
qualitative: maximiser ou minimiser suivant les cas. Le processus construction
est le produit d'une coopération abstraite, avant d'être finalisé dans le concret.
L'architecte ou l'ingénieur doit traduire sa pensée en action, au moyen d'entités
réelles sur lesquelles d'autre viendront théoriser.446

439

See (Le Ricolais, 1960a) p.193.

440

The claim may be interpreted as formulation of hypothesis, experimental trial and control
process respectively, as defined within a scientific framework.
. make OBSERVATION | . draw a HYPOTHESIS | . design and perform an EXPERIMENT | . confirm
or refute hypothesis & draw CONCLUSION
441

See (Le Ricolais, 1960a) p.193.

442

See (Le Ricolais, 1962c), (Le Ricolais, 1968a) p.VII, (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.198, (Schimmerling et
al., 1994) p.26, (Mimram, 1983) pp.16, 27‐28.
443

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.198 :
Illusory as it may be, it is of some interest to trace a tentative scheme for future discoveries
or inventions. Despite the variety of intellect of the Researcher, equipped with his own
methods and practices, we can here recall Auguste Comte's famous aphorism: “Induce to
deduce, in order to construct.”

444 Although referred to as a fundamental doctrine of positive logic, Comte’s proposition has been

criticized as controversial in itself for prioritizing induction vs. deduction, thus, opposing to the
very basis of the positivist paradigm. However, it is probably this very feature the primary role of
inductive reasoning in Comte’s proposition that makes it interesting to Le Ricolais.
445

One of Le Ricolais’paradoxes. He attempts to trace a research method, though he argues that
it is not possible to define a method for the essential objective of research, the discovery – or
else it loses its revolutionary character and becomes a mere invention, an improvement of
rudimentary nature, a “sordid” application.
446

See (Le Ricolais, 1968a) p.VII.
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While aspiring to a rigorous scientific investigation, Le Ricolais often deviates
from the rationalist‐positivist paradigm, since systematic series of experiments
can’t be conducted due to limited resources (financial, material, time, human).
CHALLENGING
DEDUCTIVE REASONING

When he becomes more specific about the actual course of the research, he
often admits employing in practice a differentiated methodology. Due to the
limited analytical skills of architecture students447, he claims that analytic
studies should be reserved for engineering students and suggests another line
of action. In the first investigations in/ experimentations with structural forms,
as introduction to minimal surfaces, students engage in form‐finding
explorations through soap‐film experiments448. Presumably due to the default
deficiencies of his research framework, a self‐explanatory approach is
suggested, allowing to apprehend by observation the fundamental principles of
this particular family of structures by constructing and manipulating generic
physical models. On another level, the intuitive exploratory process introduces
students to the dynamic aspect of form through a topological perspective.
The major objective of our research was to make us acquainted with what is
known as a MINIMAL SURFACE, and to illustrate both their diversities and their
intricacies. Indeed, there is no better definition of Minimal Surfaces than saying
that they are those which results when a closed wire of any shape is dipped
into a soap solution. Such a definition has the merit of being under visual
control and therefore self‐explanatory, avoiding the difficulty of quadric
analysis, yet demonstrating the geometric properties of those surfaces […].449

PRIORITIZING
INDUCTIVE REASONING

Le Ricolais challenges in practice the dominant role of deduction. He omits or
reduces to the minimum analytic processes, prioritizing inductive thinking450
and relying exclusively on experimentation with physical models. In this
context, Le Ricolais’ research is primarily driven by his own intuition and
experience, based on observations of natural elements and phenomena.
Analytic methods and tools, if employed, are used to provide a rough analytic
scheme or mathematical equivalent rather than serving to design the
experimental process, develop the control process or deduce conclusions.
Hypotheses are formed on intuitive grounds and refined by experimental
means.
Il me semble que le point de départ d'une idée ne doit pas être d'origine
livresque, c'est‐à‐dire de deuxième main, mais doit résulter de l'observation de
phénomènes naturels et de leur traduction dans le langage abstrait des
mathématiques. […] Cela touche, peut‐être, au sens du «merveilleux
quotidien» qui exige une certaine disponibilité d’esprit et un sens du mystérieux
imprévu et de notre désir d'en comprendre le message.451

447

See (Schimmerling et al., 1994) pp.26‐27, (Le Ricolais, 1968b).

448

See (Le Ricolais, 1959b) pp.32‐34, 51.

449

Ibid. p.33.
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See (Le Ricolais, 1968a) p.VII.
Notons le point de départ: induction qui implique déjà un dynamisme de l'idée et l'acte
fécond d'intuition; chaque pensée doit avoir un objet dit Alain, penser sans objet est le
supplice des Fous.
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See (Le Ricolais, 1968a) p.VII.
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Le Ricolais confronts further the deductive mode of reasoning and argues for
constructive452 thinking guided by intuition in structural studies. He claims that
this is the mode that corresponds better to the dynamic aspect of structural
form, just as it does with the very essence of mathematics. While making a case
for the shared mode of reasoning in all domains of human creation (be it
mathematics, science, music, (plastic) arts, poetry or FORM), Le Ricolais is
fortuitously arguing for the mode of reasoning in the design culture.
To conclude this discussion, I will quote the mathematician Richard Courant,
whose lines put in my mind the right emphasis on the true and dynamic aspect
of form. “Constructive thinking, guided by the intuition is the true source of
Mathematical Dynamics. Although, axiomatic form is an ideal, it is a dangerous
fallacy to believe that axioms constitute THE essence of mathematics. The
constructive intuition of the mathematician brings to mathematics a non‐
deductive and irrational element which makes it comparable to music and
art.”453
EMPLOYING
ABDUCTIVE REASONING

He is more interested in intuitively developing a hypothesis rather than proving
it by analytic or experimental means. Experimentation is not used to
corroborate a theoretical proposition or an analytic conjecture, but only as a
means to support an intuitive hypothesis, an educated guess. He rarely works
with deductive reasoning in order to formulate a hypothesis, to design the
experiment or perform a control by analytic means. He is instead performing
an experimental process to assist him in refining the initial intuitively based
hypothesis. Le Ricolais discusses a hypothesis in‐the‐making and
experimentation by means of physical models is instrumental to this end.
Le Ricolais presumably follows the rationalist‐positivist (of empiricism)
paradigm (as described in A.Comte’s quote) aspiring to a method inscribing to
the scientific framework. However, he is stepping away from the inductive‐
deductive theoretical/ methodological model. He may be employing a
methodology by means of an experimental process based on physical models,
but this does not necessarily follow the scientific method454 of the natural or
exact sciences. The fundamental role of intuition, the secondary part of analysis
and the growing importance of the hypothesis evidence a differentiated
paradigm. Experimentation is indeed employed as a methodological means to
support an intuitive assumption, a hypothesis in‐the‐making, an educated
guess, in a constructive approach, thus, unfolding an abductive mode of
reasoning.

452

See (Le Ricolais, 1959b) p.51.

453

See (Le Ricolais, 1959b) p.51.

454

The Oxford Dictionaries define the scientific method as "a method or procedure that has
characterized natural science since the 17th century, consisting in systematic observation,
measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses".
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II.4.3. The actual mode of experimentation:
modeling patterns vs. extracting data
EXPERIMENTATION
WITH PHYSICAL MODELS

OBJECTIVES OF
EXPERIMENTATION

THE NOTION
OF EXPERIMENTATION

Experimentation with physical models is a fundamental feature of Le Ricolais’
research practices. However, if one takes a closer look at a characteristic set of
series, such as the genealogy of the Funicular Polygons of Revolution, one
attests to a wide range of practices that may deviate extensively from the
typical notion of the experiment in the natural sciences or the engineering
framework. As the methodological framework shifts between a model of a
more or lesser scientific practice, the modality of the experimentation with
physical models differentiates in regards to the nature of the hypothesis, the
role of analysis or the employed mode of reasoning. The design and the control
process for the experiment are accordingly defined by the scope of the studies
and the objective of the experimentation. The scale, resolution and materiality
of the physical model is directly related within the eventual framework.
In terms of the actual objective of the experimentation, several modalities can
be noticed across the FPR genealogy, reflecting the most characteristic cases of
Le Ricolais’ works.
‐ 1. Soap Film Experiments. Form‐finding explorations discussing the
characteristics and principles of minimal surfaces.
‐ 2. Monkey Saddle. Load‐testing experiments investigating the structural
capacity of a mathematically predefined form to serve long‐span roofs.
‐ 3. Double Curvature Network/ Double Network System. Technical studies
employing a range of prestressing techniques.
‐ 4. Funicular Polygons of Revolution. Illustrating a generic structural concept.
‐ 5. Pretensioned Transmission Towers. Visualizing a conceptual scheme –
the “ideal prestressed column” – for an architectural application – the tower
– whose formal characteristics and envisaged loading conditions dictate the
overall form.
‐ 6. Tension Net Tubes. Visualizing a conceptual scheme – the “stiff, hollow
rope” – for an urban application – the bridge – whose formal characteristics
and presumed loading conditions dictate the overall form.
‐ 7. Diamond Network System. Load‐testing experiments of a structural
pattern presumably serving a particular application.
In an engineering framework (inscribing to the physical sciences), the notion of
experimentation follows the model of the scientific method455; the experiment
being the crucial element towards the testing of a hypothesis by means of a
controlled process.
The notion of experimentation in structural studies inscribes to the same
model; based on a material device (: the structural model) the (controlled)
experiment is expected to bring feedback – i.e. quantitative/ quantifiable data
– regarding the assumed structural behavior of a certain configuration. Tracing
back the role of the physical model in physical studies in a most inclusive review,
Addis differentiates between several types of experiments, focusing on three
particular modes: the concept‐driven experiment, the form‐finding experiment

455

See previous note on the scientific method and experimentation in natural sciences.
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and the load‐testing experiment. This classification seems to be shared by other
researchers discussing the same theme.
In the architecture realm, the notion of experimentation by means of material
artefacts may yield several diverting associations456. What is of relevance in this
study, is to note that in the design process, the physical model may assume
both roles in a reflective or projective mode of reasoning; the experiment being
a part of an analytic or synthetic rationale respectively.
EMPLOYED vs. PRESUMED
OBJECTIVES

In Le Ricolais’ structural studies, (experimentation with) physical models holds
undoubtedly an instrumental role. The question, however, regarding the
modality of the experimentation lays in the actual objective of the
experimentation. If the central objective of the experiment in the scientific and
the engineering realm is to test a hypothesis and, eventually, to refine the initial
configuration over a series of iterations by means of material devices, DOES THE
EXPERIMENTATION WITH PHYSICAL MODELS IN LE RICOLAIS’ STRUCTURAL
STUDIES INSCRIBE TO THIS PARADIGM?
As demonstrated across the FPR genealogy, the objectives of the
experimentation vary significantly; so does the related experimental process457.
If one chooses to focus on a specific mode of experimentation – load‐testing
experiments458 on medium‐ to large‐scale prototypes459 – the process
presumably shares the typical objective of such a typical mode of
experimentation in structural studies; it aims to in‐scale simulate the structural
configuration and depict deformations under certain loading conditions in
order to assess the materiality and sizing of the structural elements or the
stability of the overall configuration and, eventually, discuss or improve the
efficiency of the proposition in question. However, in several cases the
experimentation process lacks of rigor; limited load‐testing attempts, poor
documentation, inadequate analytic means to formulate the hypothesis or
control the outcome; in certain cases conclusions are drawn irrespectively of
the actual results; either because of limitations of the available resources
(materials, testing equipment, timeframe, skills,…) or because of shortcomings
of the implemented methodology (faults in the initial assumptions or the design
of the experimental process).
The experiments in search for the ideal compression element/ ideal prestressed
column460 constitute a characteristic example of this approach. In both cases

456

For a recent commentary on experiments in the architectural realm, see (Moravánsky &
Kirchengast, 2011); (Kotnik, 2011) in particular.
457 The spectrum of practices is so wide and the documentation so random that it would be
inappropriate even to refer to the term protocol regarding the process of the experimentation.
Especially if discussed in relation to approaches by its contemporaries, such as Frei Otto’s IL.
458 As Addis (Addis, 2013) p.21 notes, one of the most typical categories of experimentation with
structural models.
459

Presumably one of the principal foci of Le Ricolais’ structural investigations.

460

Load‐testing experiments on:
‐ a large‐scale prototype – a hybrid configuration of a Funicular Polygon of Revolution with
a central core in compression in the form of a so‐called Automorphic Tube
[M/P#28_Funicular Polygon of Revolution, for Skyrail, 1961‐1962], as discussed by Le
Ricolais
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the experiments fail to confirm, refute or corroborate the initial hypothesis
about the expected improved buckling behavior of the compression element;
the relative sizes of the elements prove not fit for the task. In the first case, the
reason is acknowledged – mistaken estimation of the scale factor/
miscalculation of the in‐scale sizes of the structural elements – but no further
iterations are designed/ constructed/ tested461. In the second case, several
years later, the student proposal seems to carry on the same mistake and
conclude to similar results462. However, this failure of the experimental
method/ process/ procedure doesn’t seem to discourage Le Ricolais; he
continues to argue in favor not only of the configuration, but also of the
methodological approach 463: the playful/ juvenile attitude and the art of
failure/ the beauty of failure.
In practice, there is not enough evidence to sustain that there is a systematic
and thorough design of the experiments or an exhaustive or at least inclusive
series of iterations to produce the right kind of critical amount of data or
otherwise feedback to refine the assumed hypothesis or the initial
configuration464. Le Ricolais’ methodology may be experimental indeed465, but
it doesn’t follow a trial‐and‐error problem‐solving approach466. The
experimentation operates rather as a proof‐of‐concept rather than a
refinement of a hypothesis towards an optimized configuration.
‐ small‐scale physical models of a prestressed tube [M/P#25_Funicular Polygon of
Revolution, Lemniscate A, 1975] fabricated for the course ARCH.831_Experiments in
Structures, as commented by the students, T.Charoenpong & P.Tangtiang.
461

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.95.
I was optimistic, saying we would get a much stiffer structure with the combination of tube
and network. But no, the model didn’t work ‐ you see how everything you meet has its own
contradictions; our hopes were just defeated. We were working at such a scale that the
stiffness of the tube itself was too great and the network meant practically nothing to the
structure. But if the model were ten times longer, the story would change; you’d begin to
see that the cables have a contribution to make.

462 The student report that comes to replicate Le Ricolais’ positions, failures and suggestions, is
representative of the prevailing mentality (The Architectural Archives, 2008) VII.C.50: Student
Report; Studies on a Prestressed Tube for ARCH.831: Experiments in Structures.
Our experiment indicate clearly that we can increase stiffness of a regular tube, in forms of
column or beam, by giving pre‐tension in minimal‐surface tension network around the tube.
But our results do not significantly indicate the efficiencies of our configuration of a
prestressed tube. Besides normal experimental errors, this may be due to many factors.
Tension in the cables may be too small comparing to the size of the tube. Since the model is
very small, an estimate on of tension in cables is extremely difficult. The other factor is an
over‐size of the tube. But this is the smallest size of tube we found in the lab. The most
important factor may be attributed to the overall scale of the model itself. As Professor Le
Ricolais has said, “we were working at such a scale that the stiffness of the tube itself was
too great and the network meant practically nothing to the structure.” But our experiment
gave an indication that we are on a right track. We believe that further experiments which
attempt to correct such problems as we have identified, will produce more reliable
data which are needed in making valid conclusion about a prestressed tube.
463

An eventual failure of a certain configuration may open new tracks of research in the future.

464

Quite the contrary actually. As evidenced by the catalog of projects of the Archives (The
Architectural Archives, 2008) , the iterations of each project are quite few – in certain cases no
more thatn 3‐5 items – and the variations are quite different from each other, even to constitute
an elemental sequence of experiments.
465

That is, he does indeed employ a certain modality of experimentation with physical models.

466

That is, this modality of experimentation does not necessarily follow the scientific paradigm,
in terms of the objectives, the setting, the process or the outcomes of the experiments.
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OBJECTIVES OF
EXPERIMENTATION (bis)

THE OUTPUT OF THE
EXPERIMENTATION

THE ROLE OF
THE PHYSICAL MODEL

THE OUTPUT AS
“FEEDBACK”

In this context, the scope of the experimentation with physical models across
Le Ricolais’ research may by reframed/ refined/ elaborated within a larger
framework of objectives, possibly extending the prevailing foci of structural
studies:
‐ as a form‐finding exploration in structural forms
‐ as load‐testing investigations of a structural configuration vis‐à‐vis its
structural behavior
‐ as (feasibility/ constructability) studies of technical issues and fabrication or
mounting techniques
‐ as (mere/ static) illustration of a structural concept/ structural pattern
‐ as a (rich/ dynamic) visualization of a conceptual structural scheme vis‐à‐vis
to possible configurations of a certain hypothesis in‐the‐making
In a larger framework, the mode of the experimental process may be revisited
in relation to the anticipated output:
‐ In an engineering framework (inscribing to the scientific paradigm),
quantitative/ quantifiable data is generated by a series of experiments,
mostly, form‐finding or presumably load‐testing experiments to discuss the
structural behavior or technical issues (regarding fabrication/ mounting/…
techniques) in order to REFLECT on a specific configuration (static
configuration/ precise geometry).
‐ In a conceptual realm (borrowing methods of inquiry of the humanities) an
analogy/ a qualitative visual metaphor is sought in the framework of an
eloquent intellectual discourse to illustrate an intuitive assumption in order
to PROJECT an original/ novel scheme (idea)
‐ In a design context, rather pertaining to the architectural realm, a quasi‐/
semi‐quantitative467 visual/ tangible pattern transcending several
propositions may be extracted across a series of seemingly random modeling
attempts/ material constructs to visualize an evolving (in‐the‐making)
hypothesis, the relationships between the elements rather than the elements
themselves in order to GENERATE multiple solutions (possible configuration/
dynamic form) underlining the potential of the arrangement (multiple
interpretations/ multiple transformations) and highlighting the dynamic
aspect of (structural) form.
These modalities of the experimentation make use of the physical model:
‐ as a static device [REFLECT] used to provide quantitative/ quantifiable data
or some sort of technical output/ input for refining a structural configuration
in regard to the structural geometry, material behavior or technology
‐ as a conceptual contraption [PROJECT] to illustrate a generic/ original
(structural) scheme/ idea for discussing an intuitive assumption
‐ as a dynamic construct [GENERATE] that serves to visualize a recurring
(structural) pattern in order to yield possible interpretations instead of
representing precise geometries
Le Ricolais makes a particular mention to this latter mode of experimentation.
Highlighting the dynamic aspect of form, he suggests that what they look for
467

The term is employed here to denote the shortage – circumstantial or conscious – in scientific
rigor and lack of extensive analytic methods in the design and conduct of the research.
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when introducing students to the concept of form is to make them apprehend
the topological essence of structural form in order to comprehend how to
generate new configurations. The notion of the “feedback” 468 provided by the
involvement with soap‐film experiments is elemental in this process.
C’est pourquoi la première étape demandée à nos étudiants gradués est de
procéder dans un ordre logique à une série d’expérimentations sur films, et, de
s’entraîner à discemer les configurations fondamentales et à distinguer le
caractère “Invariant” de celles‐ci. Quelques considérations élémentaires de
Topologie forment aussi la base de cet enseignement. Il est indispensable de
connaître ce dont on parle et, de ce fait, les éléments fondamentaux de l’espace
en vue d’en former des groupes ordonnés. L’identification de ces éléments, leur
définition numérique et éventuellement leur permutation développe un
nouveau sens spatial de combinaisons, infiniment plus riche que celui basé sur
un simple enregistrement physique de la forme. Au lieu d’une conception
statique de celle‐ci, il doit se dégager une notion plus fluide de configurations,
à la recherche de nouveaux équilibres.469
VISUALIZING PATTERNS vs.
EXTRACTING DATA

Le Ricolais is particularly eloquent when it comes to discuss the actual
objectives of structural studies. He argues for a playful attitude, he declares
openly he is not interested in accuracy and precision. Instead he suggests that
what may be the most interesting part of his quests is to discuss the ideas that
are behind the actual application, attempting to define/ discover/ describe/
present/ re‐present the arrangements instead of seeking for more precision/
accuracy. He intends to explore the dynamic aspect of form across the
combinatorial notion of arrangements that allows the interpretation of possible
configurations instead of precise geometries. He is “less interested to the things
themselves than the relationships between them” 470.
[…] more valuable than a metric knowledge would be the understanding of the
variations of those numerical magnitudes, or their invariance, in terms of
certain parameters. The search for what remains constant in the course of
changes is the permanent theme of mathematical studies. The incidence of this
kind of observation will be to convert the studied structures into mathematical
images, upon which all necessary transformations can be accomplished. In
other words, what counts is much less the things themselves than the
relationships between them. We come thus to the combinatorial notion of
arrangements.471

MODELING vs.
EXPERIMENT

In this perspective, experimentation in Le Ricolais’ system of though is not
(merely) a process of reflective/ deductive nature [: controlled experiment
inscribing to the scientific paradigm] to extract quantitative data from a
systematic series of meticulously planned, recorded and documented
experiments. It is rather a visual means of projective/ abductive reasoning that
may extract qualitative patterns across a seemingly random series of tangible
material constructs.
For Le Ricolais the objective of the experimentation shifts from the extraction
of quantitative and quantifiable data to the visualization of qualitative patterns.
Hence, the projects do not necessarily constitute an exhaustive or systematic
468

See (Le Ricolais, 1962a) p.8.

469

See (Le Ricolais, 1962a) p.8.

470

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.199.

471

Ibid.
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set of answers to a specific question nor do they follow a strict trial‐and‐error
experimental protocol in regard to the methodology of the experimentation. It
is rather a series of randomized alternatives revolving around a central theme
devised as proof‐of‐concept of an intuitive assumption. The actual
materialization of the propositions proves to be of more importance in
qualitatively expressing the patterns than the pragmatic quantitative output of
a controlled experimental procedure. In the process of exploring and illustrating
the arrangements of things rather than the things themselves, it is the modeling
per se that becomes the fundamental element of the process rather than the
experiment.
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II.5. The Physical Model
II.5.1. The physical model as ‘apparatus’
But sometimes I wish we could have a physical model or apparatus that would
show us the reality of, say, Euler’s formula for polyhedra, F‐E+ V = 2, so that
these things which are supremely abstract could be conveyed in a direct way.472
“THE NATURE OF THINGS”
| SCIENCE

MODEL AS
“APPARATUS”

For Le Ricolais experience – the “contact with things”473 – is a fundamental
element in the process of discovering “the nature of things”474. The starting
point of the research is curiosity475; one needs to grow a certain innate
inquisitiveness, to learn to constantly ask questions and find his own focus of
interest in each query. In his value system, the observation of natural
phenomena or the interaction with material objects is vital in the process of
perception and apprehension of reality. However, initial impressions may be
misleading; one should employ “a self‐imposed discipline”476 to complement
intuition with experience. When dealing with forms and structures in particular,
the initial hypotheses – as fascinating as they may be – need to be supported
by experimental evidence in order for the design process to evolve beyond the
“arbitrariness”477 of the arts and inscribe to the scientific framework.
Within this context, the physical model occupies a central role in Le Ricolais’
system of thought. It responds to the need for representation in the human
system of perception. It is the means to render tangible theoretical
constructs478 or complex realities, otherwise difficult to grasp. It is a concrete
vehicle to render tangible abstract concepts in a visual, self‐explanatory,
intuitive way; thus, becoming a primary methodological tool to bring
quantifiable evidence on fundamental principles or behaviors to complement
studies of reflective rationale. It provides a direct support to the human mind
in the quest of knowledge by responding to “the need to see things, or
experience them”479. In this track, Le Ricolais’ physical model operates as an
“apparatus”: a concrete physical device to simplify complex abstract constructs
in a reductionist approach.
472

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.87.

473

Ibid.

474

Ibid. p.81.

475

Ibid. pp.81, 83.

476

Ibid p.88.

477

Ibid.

478 For a representative paradigm, see Le Ricolais’ argumentation on discussing the notion of form

across simple physical models for soap‐film explorations. (Le Ricolais, 1960b) pp.415‐416:
There is no better approach to the difficult notion of form than soap film experiments, where
nature displays a fantastic array of the membranes called ‘minimal surfaces’ of surfaces of
economy. Fundamental laws of physics are thus made perceptible displaying visually what
would be cumbersome to demonstrate with the help of abstract notions. It is no less
important to understand how these film configurations comply with Euler's Law, relating
vertices, edges and faces, and also why these film configurations are unilateral surfaces of
the same family as the well‐known Moebius strip.
479

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.87.
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II.5.2. The physical model as ‘hierogram’
The model as “HIEROGRAM” – sacred writing –
Models _ should not be understood as projects, better, the intention of a
project. Nothing is as sad as a specification, and instead of list of material used,
weight, [de]formation etc etc I would much prefer to designate by names such
as: “the last days of Pompeii”, “the sinking of the Titanic”, “the entry of [Jesus]
in Jerusalem”. What I am interested in, is the so called “Heraldic” reality of the
image or its iconic meaning: An object and an antiobject both. The back and
forth circuit between symbols & allegories. This may be look as poetry or
literature, but my claim goes further than pure technology – X, Y, and Z are not
enough, we are looking for a little of ART – and I believe in the concise beauty
of well chosen geometry – not only in realization but in intention.480
“ANALOGY”
| ART

THE REALM OF
THE HUMANITIES

While fascinated by the natural and exact sciences, Le Ricolais is not interested
per se in the practical aspects of his work and the direct applications/
implementation of his research findings. He loses interest when having to deal
with research or design in pragmatic terms. Discerning a certain crudeness/
vulgarity in a practical deterministic use, he declares his repulsion for
applications and tools; he believes that things cease to pertain to the artistic
realm the moment they start serving a certain use. He prefers to seek the
general idea than focus to a particular solution; preserving a certain mystery –
relating to the very essence of art – allowing for a guessing mechanism481 open
to multiple interpretations. Extrapolating this position, he goes even further to
argue that he prefers ideas from building structures/ engineering proposals482;
an idea gives eventually rise to multiple solutions, whereas the building is of a
definitive nature. This is the reason why the “analogy” – the conceptual device,
which carries all the essential features of an idea or the fundamental
characteristics of an entity – becomes a fundamental element in his system of
thought.
Concepts like symbol, analogy and metaphor are, however, difficult to discuss
in the pragmatic engineering framework. Le Ricolais has recourse to his long‐
term liaison with the arts and humanities and draws a differentiated toolbox to
discuss these issues. While he is primarily interested in natural objects and
phenomena, he employs a “theoretical process of reasoning”483 that does not
pertain to the natural sciences; a mode of discourse unorthodox in engineering.

480 See (Le Ricolais, 1974), addendum on p.4. These notes were possibly prepared for the opening
of an exhibition on Le Ricolais’ Structural Models held in spring 1974 at the UPenn Graduate
School of Fine Arts. A visit to the exhibition was part of Le Ricolais’ contribution to a multi‐
disciplinary course that included presentations from L.Kahn, B.Fuller, I.McHarg among others.
See (The Architectural Archives, 2008) VII.B.01: Course and studio syllabi: _GSFA.510: Values in
the Making of the Environment.
481

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.91.
[…] I think it's not so important to arrive at a particular solution as it is to get some general
view of the whole damn thing, which leaves you guessing.

482

Ibid. p.83.
I mean I'm obliged to admit that a fine work of engineering is okay, a standard of excellence
which is visible, but the idea behind it may be more exciting. Because a building is a unique
thing, and I have the feeling that the idea can give solutions for different sorts of things.

483

See (McCleary, 1998) p.103.
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As McCleary484 points out, possibly confined by the conventional language of
the engineer, Le Ricolais often brings into play rhetoric mechanisms borrowed
from the humanities. – such as the evolving concept of the “analogy”, the
emerging notion of the “paradox”, the concealed model of the “hendiadys” –
that allow him better to express the richness of his thoughts, the diversity of his
reasoning or the complexity of the “nature of things”.
MODEL AS
“HIEROGRAM”

In this context, Le Ricolais seeks the “symbol”, the visual means, literal or
figurative, rather “than the descriptive representation” 485, that will be able to
convey the very essence of the analogy and still be open to multiple
interpretations. The model here shifts from “apparatus” to “hierogram”,
conceptualizing concrete geometries by abstraction; from the actual project to
a virtual illustration of an intention, from a literal representation to a figurative
metaphor. In this track, the model, in its material or immaterial mode, is
expected to translate the iconic meaning of things; it abandons its material
form, preserving, however, the immediateness of its figural meaning. An image
that calls for multiple interpretations, calling for immediate projections,
relating to the subconscious/ unconscious, allowing to imagine/ dream.
In a most straightforward way, the most characteristic example of the figurative
mode – the visual metaphor – would be the concept of the “stiff, hollow
rope”486 explaining the idea better than any possible material counterpart. On
the other hand, the best example of the literal mode – the material analogy –
would be a most generic physical artefact (in the form of a cube or an
octahedron) employed for the soap‐film experiments, representing, however,
at its best the FPR concept – the tensile minimal surface defined by a rigid frame
– and encompassing the infinite range of the whole FPR genealogy.

II.5.3. Beyond the science‐art duality.
The physical model as ‘material diagram’
You see, it's interesting to travel in rather troubled waters, which are not
science, and which are maybe a little more serious than the pure art of
Corinthian columns. I can't help comparing this kind of work to some puzzle,
very much like a crossword puzzle.487

484

See (McCleary & Iglesias, 1987) p.22‐23 or (McCleary, 1998) pp.103. See in particular the text
Le Ricolais’ Use of Rhetoric, ibid. pp.130‐132.

485

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.198.

486

Ibid. p.96. The “stiff, hollow rope” consists one of the favorite paradoxical fascinations of Le
Ricolais. The concept encompasses applications in a variety of contexts and in several scales; the
most celebrated being the Skyrail (long‐span bridge for urban transit); grouping under the same
umbrella several series, all descending from or related to the concept of the funicular polygon of
revolution.
With these Tension‐Net tubes, we have been trying to find the way to make a hollow rope.
Of course that is a figure of speech, but my mind is obsessed by the idea of going inside a
rope. Who knows a better structure than a rope? ‐ and if you can make a rope on a bigger
scale with nothing inside, it works as if the material were in an extremely thin sheet.
487

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.86.
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“ARRANGEMENT”
| ‘POIESIS’

While aspiring to the scientific framework or flirting with the realm of
humanities, Le Ricolais acknowledges that he particularly enjoys working
somewhere “in‐between”, a domain that may be not so clear to define its
objectives or methods, yet of particular interest: not science, but still “a little
more serious than […] pure art. […] [He] can’t help comparing this kind of work
to some puzzle, very much like a crossword puzzle.”488 We will argue that what
Le Ricolais refers to is the domain of (the design of) form. In the two similar
articles489 discussing the nature of form in regard to the notion of topology, he
borrows a concept that he claims it comes from Mathematics to answer the
fundamental question “What is Form?”; forms are nothing but abstract models
that can accommodate several concrete realities490. It is this very concept that
allows of a “fluid” interpretation of form rather than a “static” understanding.
Au lieu d’une conception statique de celle‐ci, il doit se dégager une notion plus
fluide de configurations, à la recherche de nouveaux équilibres.491

And Le Ricolais concludes492 that the basis of this dynamic aspect of form is the
“constructive intuition”, or else “constructive intuition”, that is a shared feature
among all creative disciplines (such as mathematics, physics, music, (plastic)
arts, poetry, and eventually FORM). And, thus, Le Ricolais makes a case for the
discipline related to (structural) form, as if belonging to the realm of poiesis493
and employing a particular mode of reasoning, “constructive” thinking – or else
abductive494 reasoning, as referred to in the realm of design studies; thus,
intuitively introducing the design realm as the context of his research.
And within this broader context, he argues that he is more interested in the
notion of arrangements rather than precision or accuracy495 in his research
findings, emphasizing the relationships between things rather than the things
themselves; introducing, hence, a topological order in the structural realm.
Really I'm more interested in uncovering some privileged arrangements of
things than in working for accuracy in our findings.496
‘Things themselves are lying, and so are their images’, says the Chinese
proverb. […] It is really just a matter of an ‘arrangement’. Physics, with
electrons, Poetry, with words, everywhere wild energies are at hand, so to
speak, ready to break loose. No doubt in most cases our perceptions are
obtuse, and to discover these arrangements, something or someone has to
remove a veil. In the photographer's language, our sensitive system is 'fogged'.

488

Ibid.

489

See (Le Ricolais, 1959a), (Le Ricolais, 1959b).

490

See (Le Ricolais, 1959a) p.83.

491

See (Le Ricolais, 1962b) p.99.

492

By paraphrasing the mathematician Richard Courant about the essence of mathematics, “the
true source of Mathematical Dynamics”. See (Le Ricolais, 1959b) p.51.
493

Poiesis = Creation = Design

494

The concept of constructive thinking, or else constructive intuition, as employed by Courant
for the field of mathematics, or else constructive intuition as interpreted by Le Ricolais as the
non‐deductive, irrational element of all creative disciplines – including the domain of form, just
like music and art – may be comparable to Peirce’s abductive reasoning, discussed as appropriate
for the design culture in the design studies realm.
495

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.87.

496

See (Le Ricolais, 1973c) p.87.
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We want right away to see, to understand, to admire, to reject, and in this
haste the subject itself escapes us.497
MODEL AS
[TANGIBLE DIAGRAM]

Le Ricolais is, hence, working with the concept of a dynamic notion of structural
form vs. a static structural geometry. He is working with a world of possibilities
instead of a precise configuration. In this idiosyncratic track, the physical model
is a material construct apt to disclose features that remain constant to
transformation; it should be able to convey the “structure of structure” within
a projective praxis. It becomes a physical artefact to visualize conceptual
patterns, operating as a [“tangible diagram”]; unfolding generative
diagrammatic qualities instead of merely projecting its actual features.
Amplified with information of a relational order, this perceptual construct is a
dynamic entity, a material metaphor, serving as a visual means to translate an
arrangement of relationships, a dynamic condition open to multiple
interpretations and multiple transformations, apt to yield possible
configurations vs. precise geometries.
Exemplified in the prospect of “series”, physical models become a vehicle to
visualize dynamic abstract patterns instead of static concrete geometries.
Inscribing in an abductive mode of reasoning, they take part in a “false”
experimentation, primarily serving as a medium to support a hypothesis in‐the‐
making, an “educated guess”; physical models grow to be instrumental means
of inquiry in a projective praxis.

II.5.4. The trans‐disciplinary perspective:
introducing ‘designerly ways’

‘DESIGNERLY WAYS’
OF KNOWING’
IN STRUCTURAL STUDIES

The physical model holds a particular place in Le Ricolais’ research practice,
which extends the role of the engineering apparatus confined to the scientific
paradigm or this of the symbolic hierogram borrowed from the realm of the
humanities. In Le Ricolais’ system of thought, the physical model may assume
any of its fundamental roles: as a means of inquiry in a reflective (ANALYSIS) or
projective (SYNTHESIS) practice.
Le Ricolais deviates indeed from the scientific paradigm; however, this
deviation is neither accidental nor circumstantial; it is by all means intentional.
As seen across his practices, Le Ricolais perceives structural form as a dynamic
system open to interpretation (: dealing with structural matters as “ill‐defined”
problems), pursuing structural studies as a design inquiry (: employing synthesis
as a problem‐solving strategy), suggesting an intuitive constructive thinking as
an operative methodology (: adopting an abductive mode of reasoning),
suggesting the physical model as visualization of conceptual patterns (: using
non‐verbal visual spatial modeling media).

497

See (Le Ricolais & Grindat, 1973) p.111.
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We will argue that Le Ricolais is indeed shifting away from the scientific
paradigm and consciously embracing “designerly ways of knowing” – as defined
by Cross498 – in structural studies.

THE PHYSICAL MODEL
AS MEANS OF INQUIRY
IN STRUCTURAL STUDIES

I identified five aspects of designerly ways of knowing:
. Designers tackle ‘ill‐defined’ problems.
. Their mode of problem‐solving is ‘solution‐focused’.
. Their mode of thinking is ‘constructive’.
. They use ‘codes’ that translate abstract […] into concrete […]
. They use these codes to both ‘read’ and ‘write’ in ‘object languages’.499

Within this context, the physical model claims a differentiated role in Le
Ricolais’ structural studies, apt to assume either roles in a reflective or a
projective mode of reasoning. By proving capable to suggest conceptual
patterns by means of visualization within a projective rationale, the physical
model in fact qualifies as method of inquiry appropriate to the culture of design
– as suggested by Cross500 – arguing conversely for the synthetic component of
structural studies.
The appropriate methods [of inquiry] in [the design] culture are: modeling,
pattern‐formation, synthesis.501

II.5.5. Revisiting Le Ricolais’ contribution in structural studies
As noted earlier, several researchers have commented on Le Ricolais’
interpretation of the dynamic aspect of form as a fundamental concept in
introducing “dispositional” vs. “compositional” thinking in structural studies. In
the present study, we have argued that Le Ricolais’ perspective is revealed to
its full magnitude, when looking at his projects not as single elements, but as
entire “series”. From this perspective, we can apprehend the serial approach
not only as an explicitly imposed operative tool to interpret the collection, but
as an implicit methodological strategy emphasizing on the conceptual pattern
rather than focusing on the specific geometry. Seen under this light, Le Ricolais’
methodological approach discloses a rigorous systemic quality instead of
merely bearing a watered‐down reductionist feature, revealing its relevance to
a most contemporary discourse on topological thinking, recently renewed with
the advent of digital technology and parametric modeling. Le Ricolais’ research
practices become all the more pertinent in the light of the “structural turn”
evidenced both in scholarly or professional praxis. Suggesting a differentiated
mode of reasoning in structural studies, Balmond’s “informal” is introduced as

498

See (Cross, 1982), (Cross, 2006).

499

See (Cross, 1982) p.226.

500

The methods of inquiry of the design culture, as opposed to the sciences are: synthesis vs.
analysis, modeling vs. controlled experiment, pattern‐formation vs. classification [extraction of
data]. See (Cross, 1982) p.221.
The appropriate methods [of inquiry] in each culture are
. in the sciences: controlled experiment, classification, analysis
. in the humanities: analogy, metaphor, evaluation
. in design: modelling, pattern‐formation, synthesis
501

See (Cross, 1982) p.221.
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a synthetic rationale, deviating from dominant typological practices and
employing diagrammatic practices to discuss conceptual patterns. A forerunner
of this line of thought, Le Ricolais is suggesting designerly methods of inquiry in
structural studies, way before this discourse was even articulated; making a
strong case about its synthetic nature; this heraldic feature of his research
adding all the more to his contribution in structural design studies.
Le Ricolais’ methods of investigation may indeed prove to divert from prevailing
engineering practices; however, this doesn’t reduce their original value. It may
be argued that what his approach may be lacking in scientific rigor, it is in fact
counterbalanced by the designerly vigor that it brings along; supporting a
synthetic rationale and illustrating the potential of the physical model as a
means for projective inquiry in structural studies extends his contribution from
a design perspective and sustains by and large the paradigmatic quality of his
approach.
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III. The ‘dialectics of physical modeling’
in architectural studies:
the legacy of the Austin pedagogy
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III.1. Introduction
III.1.1. Why the Austin pedagogy?
The study traces a series of educational practices, inscribing in the so‐called
“Austin pedagogy”502, at prominent academic institutions worldwide across a
fifty‐year period (1950‐2000). The work attempts to discern fundamental
concepts, recurring themes, dominant strategies and shared means attesting a
distinctive practice in regard to the intellectual scholarship and methodological
rigor in architectural studies.
These practices extend beyond a presumably particular school of thought or
the disciplinary boundaries of architecture studies; they are “impervious to
specific ideologies”; their transcending features attesting to the operative
versatility and trans‐disciplinary potential of the related methodological means.
In the present work, the relevance of these educational practices may be
summarized to the following features:
‐ CONTRIBUTION. RADICAL/ EXPERIMENTAL PEDAGOGIES. The Austin
genealogy comprises a series of “radical pedagogies”503 that have been noted
as characteristic/ representative, if not emblematic, examples in the course
of architectural education. Led by charismatic figures that have undoubtedly
influenced architectural discourse in the second half of the 20th century, these
paradigms have set a series of milestones in the education of the architect,
offering pivotal contributions to the growth of the discipline.
‐ INTELLECTUAL ROBUSTNESS. THEORIZED/ EXTERNALIZED. Often sharing
objectives, content or methodology, these paradigms disclose primarily a
philosophical vision for architecture, as well as for architectural education; a
vision for “a new academy”, a critical attitude beyond mere professional skills;
an aspiration for intellectual robustness, may it be in pursuing an educational
strategy or a method for architectural design, a commitment for “historical
awareness” or “cultural self‐consciousness”. In the dawn of an era, where
writing would be equally important to practicing, and teaching would stand as
a valid practice of architecture, this common feature has been recorded in
several publications related to these pedagogies. Although these works may
reflect diverse positions, they share a particular culture of academic
excellence and they bring evidence for externalization and dissemination as
means of forging a certain vision.
‐ METHODOLOGICAL RIGOR. Furthermore, within this intellectual framework,
in several of these cases we attest to a particular concern for methodological
rigor. The HOW vs. WHAT or WHY is a primary focus of the educational
philosophy or the pedagogical strategy; insisting on method vs. content, on
502 Somol (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) p.13 notes on the Austin pedagogy and the visual‐spatial school
of thought:
[…] the Austin pedagogy (and, subsequently, that of Cornell, Cooper, and the ETH) aimed to
formalize space or make it figurative […].
503

Term borrowed by Colomina (Colomina, 2012) p.80.
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the process rather than the outcome. Propositions and assignments are
largely theorized or meticulously devised, means and methods are delicately
selected/ confined/ outlined, building up an explicitly projected or implicitly
hinted/ suggested projective momentum.
‐ TRANS‐DISCIPLINARY VISION. Whether as descendants or spin‐offs of the
Texas paradigm – by direct extension, eclectic association or even dialectic
juxtaposition – these educational approaches have demonstrated a profound
trans‐disciplinary vision. The academic background504, the intellectual extent,
the pedagogical practices or the scholarly inquiries of the key figures have
always welcomed, if not called for, disciplinary exchanges with the arts and
the humanities (i.e. Rowe/ history, Slutzky/ art, Hodgden/ psychology,
Hejduk/ poiesis, Hoesli/ science & liberal arts, Angelil/ philosophy, linguistics,
…) employing modes of inquiry of enhanced versatility and developing a
working vocabulary of a higher order, in order to efficiently navigate across
disciplinary boundaries.
‐ VISUAL & COGNITIVE STUDIES. As noted by some of the key proponents as
well as by several reviewers, while undoubtedly keeping its principal focus
within the discipline of architecture, the Austin genealogy – associated to the
visual‐spatial or optical regime/ school of thought, as Somol notes 505 – has
kept strong trans‐disciplinary interests/ ties, has been particularly
permeated/ influenced by visual culture, visual arts – Cubist painting in
particular – and visual thinking/ cognitive psychology – Gestalt theories in
particular; the formal qualities of (architectural) space were discussed in
terms of visual perception borrowing concepts from the fields of visual and
cognitive studies.
‐ METHODS AND MEANS. VISUAL CULTURE & PHYSICAL MATERIALITY.
Enriched in a trans‐disciplinary approach by the modes of inquiry of visual and
cognitive culture, the Austin pedagogy evidences an equal shift regarding the
means of discourse; an enhanced visual sensibility is complemented by an
increased awareness of materiality. The prevailing representational means of
the Beaux‐Arts model are challenged (sketch vs. drawing, frontality vs.
perspective, three‐dimensional vs. two‐dimensional representation), while
the Bauhaus paradigm is assimilated (visual and material culture)506, though
severely critiqued. The physical model becomes an instrumental medium of
study and not only a means of representation, in a reflective or projective
methodologically‐driven process of conscious reductionism, supporting a
diagrammatic mode of reasoning that emphasizes fundamental traits of
primary configurations.
‐ DIALECTICS. HYBRID QUALITIES. However, while the primary perspective of
the Austin genealogy is presumably perceptual, the pedagogical strategies, as
evidenced in the elemental focus of some of the most representative
504 In the initial group of people at the University of Texas, several of the key contributors (Slutzky,

Rubin, …) had an educational background in the arts.
505

Somol (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) p.13 notes on the Austin legacy and the so‐called “optical‐
mathematical” Texas legacy/ school of thought:
[…] the spatial fixation of the Austin legacy first requires 'seeing’ space (e.g. through the
gestalt effect of figure/ground reversal) and the subsequent generation of retinal objects
[…]. […] the central identifying trait of the architectural discipline for the optical‐mathematic
legacy of Texas was geometry, […] architectural practice and pedagogy [confined to] their
longstanding representational preoccupation […].

506

Regarding the employed means and not the pedagogical context/ method in particular.
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assignments and the minimalist qualities of the suggested outcome, inevitably
bring forward constituent features from a structuralist point of view,
celebrating a dialectic approach. The Austin pedagogy attests of a hybrid
quality, employing a performative praxis to discuss formal concepts;
“impervious to specific ideologies”, these practices extend beyond the visual‐
spatial school of thought or the disciplinary boundaries of architecture
studies, pervading different ideologies/ philosophies/ disciplines and
advocate by extension for the amplified/ extended potential of the
methodological media as means for projective diagrammatic reasoning.

III.1.2. Scope of study
The present study is therefore founded on the focused perspective offered by
the most representative primary literature, as generated by the key
protagonists of the Austin genealogy, and the broader or more specific aspects
discussed in characteristic or even marginal secondary literature, as well as the
archive material related to Hoesli’s involvement with the Texas and the ETH
paradigms in particular.
However, the scope of the study is neither to focus on the Texas legacy per se,
nor to provide an exhaustive, not even extensive, review of the whole range of
the Austin genealogy. Besides, the main source is not the student works, but
rather the professed propositions and the intended pedagogical context and
strategy as outlined by principal proponents or commented by selected
reviewers.
A DIFFERENTIATED
APPROACH

The study seeks to underline a differentiated approach in architecture studies;
an approach that seeks methodological rigor and doesn’t solely rely on
imagination, creativity or intuition as the driving force of the designer and,
consequently, as requirements of his training. This illustration serves to make a
case about an operative, yet not prescriptive, framework for projective praxis
in architecture education – deviating from the prevailing paradigm of the
master and the trainee, as exemplified in Schon’s reflective practitioner. The
Austin pedagogy testifies of a design culture that makes consistent use of
methodological means of a performative nature towards a comprehensive
conceptual awareness within a synthetic rationale, in particular within the
context of architecture education. By extension, and in a trans‐disciplinary
mode of exchange, the study intends to build an argument about the potential
of a rigorous practice/ methodological context and strategy towards conceptual
awareness in structural design studies.
Within this context, the study focuses on a number of characteristic
assignments of recurring nature across the Austin genealogy and attempts to
discuss/ revisit the educational context and didactic strategies, the
fundamental methodological practices and the related methodological means.

BEYOND THE PERCEPTUAL:
A DIALECTIC MODE

Historically associated with the “visual‐spatial” legacy, these educational
practices have been traditionally expected to operate within the boundaries of
this particular framework; presumably bearing the characteristics and
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limitations of the perceptual school of thought. However, in the present study,
these practices are not discussed as the paradigms by excellence of the so‐
called “optical regime”, which may be in fact restraining, outdated or even
obsolete in a different or contemporary framework/ context; they are discussed
as a matrix introducing a dialectic approach “pervading different ideologies”/
conceptual frameworks by means of meticulously devised methodological
vehicles; the physical model being an instrumental mode of inquiry of this
pedagogy, unveiling its performative nature. The Austin practices bear a strong
three‐dimensional, material, operative component based on the diagrammatic
qualities of the physical model.
THE TRANS‐DISCIPLINARY
PERSPECTIVE

If seen from a perspective borrowed from a contemporary discourse in visual
and cognitive studies, the Austin pedagogy offers a strong/ fertile ground not
only to move beyond the perceptual school of thought/ beyond the dipole of
“seeing” or “reading” space/ form/ structure, but, furthermore to discuss the
concept of “imaging” (as in “fabricating”); the physical model being an
instrumental means of the design inquiry; a methodological means of a rational
and highly systematic active cognitive process (visual thinking); introducing the
“dialectics of modeling”, as yet another form of interactive imagery, as
G.Goldschmidt507 would have put it.

III.1.3. Literature overview
In the architectural discourse of the second half of the 20th century, the
practices of the Austin genealogy have been the object of several treatises on
architectural education. It has to be noted nevertheless, that there has been to
date no inclusive, collective or comparative study discussing a set of (the)
paradigms associated with the Austin pedagogy. If one could only consider the
extent and depth of such a scheme, one would soon realize that this would be
a rather ambitious endeavor, by default futile, if not pointless, given the
intrinsic diversities of each paradigm. In this line of thought, individual
contributions discuss a single case (i.e. a specific school over a certain period),
a certain pedagogical aspect (i.e. the cube exercise across diverse school of
thoughts)508, a concise historic review (i.e. architecture education in the USA)
or a focused commentary (i.e. the shared features of the “visual‐spatial”
regime).
Robert Somol’s article on architectural pedagogy – though referring to a
paradigm not directly associated with the Austin genealogy, Angelil’s
Foundation Course at the ETH‐Zurich – is particularly enlightening in framing
the Austin pedagogy within a broader context as one of the two prevailing
educational models in architecture education in the second half of the 20th
century embracing the “visual‐spatial” legacy.

507

Referring to G.Goldschmidt’s (Goldschmidt, 1991) article on The Dialectics of Sketching.

508

See: The Architectural Jazz of the Texas Rangers (Morris, 2013), Ubiquitous Cube. Making
Pedagogy (Graves & Sofranko, 2010), Kit‐of‐Parts Conceptualism (Love, 2003), The Cube Exercise
[report on student‐work] (Coleman, 1962).
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AUSTIN’S OWN
THEORETICAL PRODUCTION

Special mention needs to be done here to the series of Transparency articles509
(primarily the original article by Slutzky and Rowe and the later edition with
introduction by Oechslin and commentary and addendum by Hoesli) that
constitute the actual theoretical production of this school of thought and give
an original source of the preoccupations of its key proponents at the time as
this relates to the architecture realm in general.

PRIMARY LITERATURE

Alexander Caragonne 510 is without doubt one of the key figures reviewing the
Texas practices. His inclusive review on the reforms of the 1950s is the sole
comprehensive analysis of the Texas paradigm, complemented by an extensive
mapping of the Austin genealogy and a brief account of the main descendants
(Rowe’s Cornell, Hejduk’s Cooper Union, Hoesli’s ETH‐Zurich). The publication
includes substantial original documentation or visual material from Hoesli’s
personal archive, while interviews and correspondence of the principal
protagonists with the author provide insightful input on the actual facts and
circumstances. It should be noted, however, that, being a fervent advocate of
the Texas paradigm himself, Caragonne argues for its contribution from a
personal standpoint, possibly overstating the continuity of the Austin
genealogy as opposed to the individual dynamics that took over the diverse
tracks, in particular when giving his personal account of the Texas “Aftermath”.
For the American paradigms in particular, Kenneth Frampton511 gives a concise
review of the broader cultural context as well as the major tracks in the Lotus512
publication on architecture education in the USA in the second half of the 20th
century. The same volume contains case‐related reviews of the most renowned
educational models (Cornell, Cooper Union and Columbia), as well as Rowe’s513
formative piece on architectural education. Ockman’s514 publication on the
American architecture school also provides specific input on the overall
framework and particular instances for the same period, while the investigation
of Colomina’s group at Princeton highlights the features on some of these
“radical pedagogies”.

on UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

Apart from Caragonne’s publication, there are a couple of works that shed light
on the Texas paradigm. Werner Seligmann’s introduction in the volume about
Hoesli’s teaching at the ETH‐Zurich, provides a short but most insightful
comparative view, while Rowe’s first two volumes of the As I was saying series
(edited by Caragonne) give some interesting narratives on the actual
background. Original documentation on this period (teaching diaries, visuals on
student works and personal notes, ...) comes from Hoesli’s personal archive,
now at GTA Archives at ETH‐Zurich (included, however, for the most part, in
Caragonne’s book or the ETH publication on Hoesli). Besides, there is a long list

509

See (Rowe & Slutzky, 1963), (Rowe & Slutzky, 1971), (Rowe, Slutzky, & Hoesli, 1997). For a full
overview on the versions of the Transparency articles, see subchapters III.3.1 & III.3.2 of the
present study [The concept of “transparency” & The concept of “transparency” (bis)].
510

See (Caragonne, 1995b). After all, Caragonne was directly associated with both the Texas and
Cornell paradigms at the times, as an undergraduate and graduate student respectively, and he
was a close disciple of the Austin legacy himself.
511

See (Frampton & Latour, 1980).

512

See (LOTUS, 1980).

513

See (Rowe, 1980a).

514

See (Ockman & Williamson, 2012).
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of fundamental writings on visual perception and Gestalt psychology, as well as
several of the formative writings on Modern architecture or Cubist painting,
that have been of major influence on the Texas paradigm and shed light on the
underpinnings of the Austin pedagogy.
on CORNELL UNIVERSITY

On the Cornell paradigm, Rowe’s own writings constitute the major part of
information, while several articles on Rowe allow to situate these practices in a
larger context515. Rowe’s writings are without doubt directly associated with
the Austin genealogy; being the most representative scholarly production of
this school of thought; however, not necessarily related to the actual
educational practices. The most insightful contribution comes by Rowe himself
in the second volume of As I Saying (Corneliana) about the theoretical discourse
and the practices during his long engagement as a Cornell faculty, while the
collage concept and practices unfold across the Collage City seminal
contribution. Frampton paints the framework of American architecture
education in the 1960s with a special mention to Cornell’s Neo‐Humanism and
the Brutalist ethic in the Lotus publication, while Blakeslee‐Middleton’s piece
in the same journal elaborates on the graduate urban design studio in Cornell.

on COOPER UNION

The Copper Union’s pedagogy is outlined in the two seminal publications on the
education of the architect. These two collective publications consist the primary
sources about the Cooper paradigm; while not being particularly explicit about
the teaching principles, practices and means, they constitute a sound basis to
draw the image about the educational practices of the school through a rich
visual display of the student’s works, less or more complemented by a verbal
component. Hejduk’s – almost autobiographical – Mask of Medusa provides an
extensive insight on Hejduk’s personal track, writings and projects, as well as
his pedagogical philosophy directly related to the Cooper paradigm, while
Eisenman’s 7 Houses consist of a perceptive perspective on Hejduk’s, discussing
the evolution of his work and teaching philosophy across the years; possibly
offering a paradigm for the evolution of the Austin pedagogy. Acknowledging
the complementary features of Hejduk’s professional and academic practice,
Moneo also comments on the Cooper paradigm across Hejduk’s series on the
Texas houses, elaborating in particular on the “tripod [of assignments] which
supports the teaching content of the School” 516; and eventually the Austin
pedagogy. In the same volume, Slutzky contributes with a short, yet dense,
article on the “pedagogy of form”, giving one of the most crisp outlines on the
school’s curriculum.

on HOESLI’S ETH‐ZURICH
FOUNDATION COURSE

The publication517 Teaching Architecture consists the key reference on Hoesli’s
educational practices in the framework of the Foundation Course at the ETH‐
Zurich518. Seligmann’s contribution519 in this publication, is exceptionally

515

See (Ockman, 1998), (Hayes, 1998), (Somol, 1999).

516

See (Moneo, 1980). Moneo refers explicitly to the “Nine‐Square‐Grid Problem”, the “Cube
Problem” and the “Juan Gris problem”.

517 See (Jansen et al., 1989). Edited by Hoesli’s assistants after his death. Comprises the most
inclusive up‐to‐date review on Hoesli’s teaching in English, including several translated excerpts
from Hoesli’s articles in magazines and journals in German.
518 The publication consists, however, more of an inclusive review clearly biased for the specific
approach rather than a critical view on Hoesli’s teaching approach.
519

See (Seligmann, 1989). Included as foreword in the above volume.
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enlightening, offering a comparative insight520 between the teaching models at
Texas and ETH‐Zurich and providing a critical view of the latter. Despite Hoesli’s
relentless quests on method, few are the concrete documents that present his
propositions. Among the articles that he has published on his pedagogical
practices, the most interesting of them is a report about the training of
architects; one of the few of his own accounts on his teaching at ETH‐Zurich.
Some other articles from Hoesli521 are of relevance, especially for the self‐
explanatory photographic material522, based on students’ work with physical
models. Undoubtedly, the most important writing of Hoesli voicing his own
theoretical positions is to be found in his commentary & addendum on the first
Transparency article, unfolding his polemics on a projective, almost
prescriptive, interpretation of transparency as form‐organization principle.
Oechslin’s introduction in the same publication offers a detailed narrative on
the Hoesli’s ETH paradigm and the Texas legacy. Secondary literature on Hoesli
brings complementary information. P. Simmedinger’s thesis is an inclusive
reference regarding Hoesli’s teaching – a however, only in German and with
limited photographic material – while T. Steinert’s thesis, with several
references on Hoesli’s teaching at Texas and ETH‐Zurich, may be noted here
especially for contextualizing the approach. A particular aspect on Hoesli’s
practices in regard to the collage as a process instead of form, may be drawn
across Betanzos‐Pint’s exhibition catalog on Hoesli’s Collages. The ETH‐Zurich
gta Archives is an instrumental resource for Hoesli’s educational paradigm at
ETH‐Zurich523, especially regarding the inclusive collection of student works
during his long‐lasting involvement with the Foundation Course524. However, it
was neither the scope or the capacity of the present study to go in the specifics
of the courses through the outcome of the exercises, but instead to bring
forward the prevailing propositions of these paradigms as devised and
articulated across the writings of the main proponents.
on ANGELIL’S ETH‐ZURICH
FOUNDATION COURSE

Angelil’s Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich consist a seminal contribution in
architecture education. “Inchoate” constitutes of a paradigm built on robust
theoretical foundations and firm pedagogical objectives, bringing evidence on
a rigorous production of student work. The present review is based on the two
principal publications regarding the Angelils’ Foundation Course; Inchoate, that
presents and comments on the first five years of teaching and Deviations, that
recapitulate on the revised version of the course in the second five‐year period.

520

Seligmann was the only Texas player who was involved in the ETH paradigm later.

521 See (Hoesli, 1961), (Ess & Hoesli, 1961), (Hoesli, 1964), (Hoesli, 1965a), (Hoesli, 1965b), (Hoesli,

1966b), (Hoesli, 1967), (Hoesli, 1969). Most of these articles are written in German and published
in reviews primarily addressing a German/ Swiss audience, limiting therefore their popularity and
effect.
522

The articles in The Structurist (Hoesli, 1966a), (Hoesli, 1969) in particular.

523 Including Hoesli’s teaching notes and documents, as well as the outcome of the student works.
524

“and have yet to be thoroughly studied” as noted in the Hoesli’s exhibition catalog, p.11
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III.1.4. Contents
The structure of the work unfolds as follows:
‐ The relevance of the Austin pedagogy to the present study. The Austin
genealogy offers a paradigm by excellence to discuss a practice of intellectual
robustness and methodological rigor in architectural studies; the formative
pedagogical practices, the trans‐disciplinary discourse, the dominant visual
culture, the shift towards the physical model and the culture of dialectics
suggest an educational model that can attest on the competence and the
versatility of its means.
‐ The protagonists of the Austin genealogy. A radical collective experiment at
Texas, Rowe’s dialectics or the ‘Rangers’ Corbusian polemics at Cornell,
Hejduk’s conscious pedagogy at the Cooper, Hoesli’s disciplinary pragmatism
or – by extension – Angelil’s heterogeneous reality at ETH‐Zurich.
‐ The theoretical foundations of the Austin pedagogy. Revolving around the
two fundamental notions of transparency, that is related to the fundamental
perceptual figure‐ground duality, and collage, that is related to the conceptual
bifold of scaffold and exhibit, are discussed across critical or projective
interpretations.
‐ The Austin genealogy ‐ Pedagogical vehicles. The Austin pedagogy is
associated with the so‐called “optical regime” and the “visual‐spatial school
of thought. A review of selected series of elementary exercises, advanced
assignments or primary pedagogical devices of transcending nature, allows to
note the evolution and redefinition of the primary concepts and illustrates a
parallel track deviating from the dominant perceptual paradigm.
‐ The Austin genealogy ‐ The practices. The study of the “series” of the
pedagogical vehicles brings evidence on the practices of the Austin genealogy.
The pedagogical strategy relies on a projective operational working mode; the
mode of reasoning unfolds diagrammatic features and the means of inquiry
disclose a fundamental economy of means; a conceptual reductionism
becomes of operative importance.
‐ The Austin genealogy ‐ The physical model. Within this perspective, the
physical model of the Austin pedagogy proves capable to serve the perceptual
– “seeing” space across the object – or the structuralist – seeing an
organization across an interpretation – realm. It is discussed as a “concrete
abstraction” condensing perceptual or conceptual patterns in a working mode
of enhanced visual impact, yet of sophisticated intelligibility. Seen through the
trans‐disciplinary perspective of visual and cognitive studies, as evidenced
across the pedagogical practices, the physical model of the Austin genealogy
unfolds the potential of the “dialectics of physical modeling”; as a conscious
methodological means for interactive imagery, especially appropriate for the
design culture, extending beyond theoretical dualities or disciplinary
boundaries.
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III.2. The Austin genealogy | 4+1
III.2.1. The origins of the ‘Texas Rangers’ and the Austin genealogy
THE “AUSTIN PEDAGOGY”
ORIGINS

The Austin pedagogy was born in the University of Texas School of Architecture
in the mid‐1950s by a handful of charismatic individuals, fortuitously brought
together to restructure the school’s curriculum. Initiated by director Harwell
Hamilton Harris, the academic reforms were first envisioned by Bernhard Hoesli
and Colin Rowe (1953‐1954) and embraced by the new faculty. The first
generation (John Hejduk, Robert Slutzky, Lee Hirsche and Irwin Rubin) came to
contribute their own experimental approach within the framework of the
revised program (1954‐1956), while the second generation (John Shaw, Lee
Hodgden and Werner Seligmann) were to consolidate the efforts of this
collective experience (1956‐1958). This group of young and passionate/
dedicated educators articulated a vision for “a new academy” and implemented
a differentiated teaching paradigm, only to be soon dispersed due to the
academic conflicts between the “Old Guard” and the new faculty. Deviating
from the status‐quo in architectural education – at the time primarily driven by
the Beaux‐Arts and the Bauhaus models – this short (1953‐1958) pedagogical
experiment was to affect the course of architectural realm/ thought in the
following decades. [Fig.33]
After their departure from Austin, the Texas protagonists would join the
faculties of influential academic institutions in the US or Europe leaving their
personal mark on architectural thought and production/ academy and
practice525. While Rowe and Hejduk would trace their own paths in the US,
putting their mark on the evolution of the architecture schools at Cornell and
Cooper Union respectively, Hoesli would return to Europe and take over the
Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich526.

THE “TEXAS RANGERS”
MYTH

The origins of the actual “Texas Rangers” myth may be traced at Cornell
University a few years after the Texas closure. As Caragonne points out that the
actual appellation/ tag of the “Texas Rangers” was assigned to J.Shaw,
L.Hodgden and W.Seligmann, the second generation Texas faculty (1956‐1958)
who were invited to teach at Ithaca after they left Austin (fall 1962). Rowe, who
joined Cornell soon after to become one of the most influential figures in the
history of the school, had declined the “ex post facto designation” and the

525

For a detailed review on the Texas faculty lineage, see Caragonne (Caragonne, 1995a) pp.338‐
343 and Frampton (Frampton & Latour, 1980).
526 After a short stay at Cambridge University, UK, Rowe joined Cornell University, where he
stayed till his retirement (1962‐1990), while Hejduk joined Cooper Union, after a short passage
from Cornell, and remained for almost four decades (1964‐2000). Hoesli moved to Europe to the
school where he completed his studies, ETH‐Zurich, and joined the faculty till his death (1959‐
1984), primarily responsible for the first year Grundkurs. Slutzky joined Hejduk at the Cooper
(1968‐1990), after a short passage from Cornell, while Seligmann moved to Ithaca, after a short
stay at ETH‐Zurich, to join the second‐generation Texas faculty, Hodgden and Shaw – the three
of them to be known as the “Texas Rangers”.
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integration into the “Texas Rangers” society, preferring to trace his own
individual path in architectural education and discourse527.
"Oh I am a Ranger and I come from Texas
Oh I am a Ranger and I'm teaching you
We are Lee, John, and Werner and we are all Rangers
Just git you an outfit and you'll be one two."
"Just git you the good book and you'll be one too."
"Oh, the Rangers came from Texas
There's Werner, John, and Lee
But Colin's come from Cambridge
No Texas Ranger he‐‐" 528

III.2.2. University of Texas [1953‐1958].
A collective pedagogical experiment
Between 1951 and 1956, a group of young men came to teach at the University
of Texas School of Architecture in Austin. Under director Harwell Hamilton
Harris, a faculty composed of Bernhard Hoesli, Colin Rowe, John Hejduk, Robert
Slutzky, Lee Hirsche, John Shaw, Lee Hodgden, Werner Seligmann, and others
created an exceptional and unprecedented teaching program.529
KEY CONTRIBUTORS

The reforms at the Texas School of Architecture530 were initiated in the early
1950s by newly appointed (fall 1951) director Hamilton Harwell Harris, who was
determined to set the profile of the school away from ‘the architectural

527

Rowe (Rowe & Caragonne, 1995) pp.35‐37 comments on the origins of the “Texas Rangers”
term:
Somehow, with Lee, John, and Werner I was not entirely authentic. I came from Texas ‐of
course I did‐ but I belonged to an earlier dispensation. Earlier by two and a half years. […]
But should it not be obvious that the term "the Texas Rangers" belongs to the theater of
New York Jewish irony; and that it could scarcely have originated in Texas itself? It is a kindly,
though sardonic, ex post facto designation applied, by Jewish wit, to three Cornell faculty
members who were at the University of Texas in '56‐'57.
528

Ibid.

529

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.x.

530

Four distinct phases constitute the Texas experiment.
‐ 1951‐1953_before the reforms. Hoesli starts teaching at Texas in fall 1951. In spring 1953
he is assigned the restructuring of the design studios. Principles for a Comprehensive Design
Program by Hoesli _ spring 1953.
‐ 1953‐1954_experimental year. Hoesli restructures the sophomore design studio. Rowe
joins Texas in early 1954. Memorandum/ Manifesto [on teaching Modern Architecture] by
Hoesli and Rowe _ March 1954; Comments to the Design Faculty by Harris [the vision for a
new academy] _ May 1954; Manual for the Conduct of Design [the new curriculum] _
September 1954.
‐ 1954‐1956_ 1st Texas school. Hejduk & Slutzky join in fall 1954. Introducing the new
curriculum. Setting the foundations of the reforms. Shaw joins in spring 1955 & Hodgden
in spring 1956. Harris resigns in summer 1955. Rowe, Hejduk & Slutzky leave in summer
1956 (already terminated in summer 1955).
‐ 1956‐1958 i & ii_ 2nd Texas school. Seligmann joins in fall 1956. Establishing the new vision
(1956‐1957). Hoesli resigns in summer 1957 (due to be terminated in summer 1958).
Reinstitution of old regime (1957‐1958). Shaw, Hodgden and Seligmann leave in summer
1958.
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orthodoxy of the 1950s: a distinctive blending of the academy, the Bauhaus,
and pragmatic regionalism.’
Bernhard Hoesli was invited by Harris to join the faculty in 1951 (fall 1951); a
couple of years later he was assigned to restructure the design studios (fall
1953). In his commitment/ towards the revision of the curriculum, Hoesli found
an eager partner in Colin Rowe, who joined the faculty in the beginning of 1954.
Sharing a common vision about a new academy, Hoesli and Rowe set the course
of action/ basis for the new curriculum, which was implemented soon after (fall
1954). John Hejduk, Robert Slutzky, Lee Hirsche and Irwin Rubin contributed
their own experimental approach within the framework of this revised
programme, serving for the two following academic years (1st Texas school _
1954‐1955 & 1955‐1956). After the conflicts of the old guard and the new
faculty, which resulted to the departure of Harris (summer 1955), the
termination of Hejduk, Hirsche, Slutzky and Rubin and the resignation of Rowe
(summer 1956), Hoesli was determined to remain and continue with the
younger new faculty. John Shaw, Lee Hodgden and Werner Seligmann came to
support his efforts and enjoy the fruits of this collective/ collaborative
experience for the two following academic years (2nd Texas school _ 1956‐1957
& 1957‐1958), only to endure till the final clash that resulted to their
termination (summer 1958), preceded by Hoesli’s resignation (summer 1957)
and the reversion to the prior curriculum (fall 1957) a year earlier.
THE THEORETICAL
FOUNDATIONS

Faced with the flaws of the Texas educational model, Hoesli had wondered
about ‘a new kind of teaching program’ shortly upon his first teaching
experiences at Austin; he was already arguing for a rigorous teaching method
with philosophical grounds beyond the subject matter in question, that would
develop critical attitude and design consciousness beyond mere technical skills
and professional knowledge. Rowe on the other hand, would suggest the
potential of a new academy that could emanate from the fragments/ the
respective merits of the two prevailing/ major schools of thought.
Induced by Harris’ suggestion for a new curriculum, Hoesli and Rowe’s close
collaboration soon yielded an Internal Memorandum (March 13, 1954) that
would set forth ‘the intellectual foundation for the new program’. The
Memorandum argued for the “establishment of a new, alternative academy,
which would function as a critique of the contemporary pedagogies”. The new
academy would be concerned with “the dichotomy between the pedagogical
systems of the Beaux‐Arts and the Bauhaus” in educational terms, while
focusing on “the formal systems of three men, Wright, Le Corbusier and Mies
van der Rohe”; an academy that would “see its position symbolized by two
pictures, one a Corbusier drawing of a frame structure, the other Van
Doesburg's construction in space”, since they “offer the diagram of the
contemporary situation”. Assuming in the first place that modern architecture
could be taught, the Memorandum consisted in the same time a Manifesto for
twentieth century architecture, arguing that, despite local solutions/ attitudes/
instances/ expressions, it actually shared – among its principal contributors,
Wright, Mies and Le Corbusier – a unifying distinctive element: a ‘new,
revolutionary concept of architectural space, fluid, plastic, and generative’;
evidencing/ allowing a culture of ‘dialectics before the moment of synthesis’.
The voices of Hoesli and particularly Rowe were echoed, a couple of months
later in the Comments of the Director to the Design Faculty (May 25, 1954)
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announcing the new curriculum. The paper called for ‘a clearly stated
philosophy of architectural education’, unfolding the vision for a new academy,
assuming “cultural self‐consciousness” and identified “by reference to a body
of ideas”. Based on the philosophical grounds of the earlier memorandum, the
new/ revised curriculum was introduced in the following academic year (1954)
based on the Manual for the Conduct of Design (September, 1954) that was to
set forth in detail the policy, goals, and methodology of the new system. The
scope of the overall programme was summarized in the introduction extracted
by Rowe from the earlier Memorandum: the new academy had a twofold
objective: develop an essential critical attitude and provide necessary
professional skills. The Manual went further into details to set the educational
strategy for the overall curriculum by clearly defining the specific objectives of
each year.
THE FUNDAMENTAL
CONCEPTS

THE EDUCATIONAL
STRATEGY

Within this framework, Caragonne resumes the fundamental concepts of the
Texas experience/ experiment.
‐ i) Embracing architectural space as the essence of architecture. Employing
Gestalt psychology for ‘seeing’ space bearing tangible qualities/ challenging
the dipole figure‐ground: “space generating form rather than defined by
mass”.
‐ ii) Acknowledging the architectural idea (“parti”) as the organizing structure/
principles/ “pattern or organization” beneath the visual expression. Insisting
on the method for extracting the idea/ exploring the design process. “Visual
metaphor”.
‐ iii) Reintroducing architectural history and employing historical precedent.
Means for synthesis. Analysis and interpretation: recognize, generalize,
abstract, apply. Syntax vs. type.
‐ iv) Discussing context as architectural parameter. Deviating from the
modernist tradition of THE object. Extended notion of architectural space/
dissolving internal‐external space.
Though transcending the whole educational philosophy of this paradigm, these
four elements have a distinct make their discrete appearance/ hold a distinctive
position in the curriculum, becoming vital elements of the implemented
pedagogical strategy531: Freshman year introducing visual culture in regards to
architectural space, sophomore year discussing the design process, junior year
working with historical precedents to elaborate on the architectural idea and
develop historical consciousness, senior year emphasizing on larger context and
stimulate context awareness.

531 See (Caragonne, 1995b) pp.38‐39. The specific educational objectives of each year as set forth
by the Memorandum:
‐ i) Freshman year: an introduction of visual culture in regards to architectural design/
introducing architectural design by means of drawing and exploring the potential of visual
expression.
‐ ii) Sophomore year: discussing the foundations of the design process/ emphasis on the
design process rather the end result/ process vs. outcome.
‐ iii) Junior year: elaborating on the architectural idea and architectural principles/
employing the historical precedent/ definition of architectural form and space.
‐ iv) Senior year: emphasizing on the larger, presumably urban, architectural context.
‐ v) Thesis year: integration of previously learned lessons to own project.
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THE THEORETICAL
CONTEXT

RADICAL PEDAGOGY:
THE MILESTONES

The authority of Modern architecture and Cubist painting have had a particular
impact on the Texas contributors. Some of the most polemic writings on
Modern architecture532 – in particular, about the elemental notion of space,
the key principles or the basic concepts of its main proponents, Mies, Le
Corbusier and Wright – have formed the theoretical foundations of the Texas
paradigm. Besides, this paradigm has developed a genuine interest towards
other disciplines, notably visual culture/ visual perception theories533 , cognitive
psychology or the humanist tradition534 . It should be noted here, that the
architectural philosophy, as well as the educational pedagogy of the Texas
paradigm, was fundamentally affected by the scholarly inquiries and
production of its own principal contributors – notably the works of Rowe,
Slutzky and Hejduk535 – in a constant exchange with their teaching activity.
In 1953‐54 Hoesli was asked by Harris to restructure the design studios. It was
that period that he started to introduce and experiment with certain
methodological means in the design studio (lectures, presentations, crits &
juries, examination, “lesson of the day”, “plates”, abstract exercises,
scrapbooks/ design notebooks, physical models) and to explore his propositions
about a method for architectural design and its teaching (how vs. what & why,
method vs. subject matter, teaching through process vs. teaching by type,
problem‐driven vs. type driven, analytical pre‐drawing phase, 2d‐ & 3d‐
relational diagrams, “loose sketching”).
The “Memorandum” of 1954, followed by the “Manual for the Conduct of
Design”, encapsulated these intentions in a theoretical framework thoroughly
built by Rowe.
The 1st Texas school (1954‐1956) was an important breakthrough for setting the
foundations of the new curriculum. While the vision and the theoretical
grounds were set, it was these two years that allowed for the pedagogical
experimentation – induced by the first generation of new faculty536, in
particular with the contribution of Slutzky and Hejduk – that eventually
developed key concepts and working vocabulary and yielded the actual
teaching vehicles (9‐square‐grid exercise, cube exercises, …) to convey the new
vision. The major distinctive milestone of this period was the choice to drop the
emblematic ARC.607‐“Basic Design” first year course – fashioned after the
popular Bauhaus‐GSD model – and replace it with ARC.401‐“Drawing” (actually

532

The Texas primary references on Modern Architecture:

[The Plan is the Generator] Toward an Architecture (Corbusier, 1923), [Five Principles] Five Points
towards a new Architecture (Corbusier & Jeanneret, 1970) [see also Programs and Manifestoes
on 20th‐Century Architecture (Conrads, 1970)], The Logic of the Plan (Wright, 1927) [see also In
the cause of Architecture (Gutheim, 1975)], Space, Time and Architecture (Giedion, 1941), Origins
and Trends in Modern Architecture (Nowicki, 1951), Modern Architecture: toward a Redefinition
of Style (Scully, 1957), Architecture as Space: how to look at architecture (Zevi & Barry, 1957).
533

On visual perception, see: Art and visual perception: a psychology of the creative eye
(Arnheim, 1954); see also Strutture e Sequenze di Spazi (Moretti, 1953).
534 On the humanist tradition, see: Architectural principles in the age of humanism (Wittkower,
1949)
535 For some representative contributions, see: The mathematics of the ideal villa (Rowe, 1980b)/

1947, Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal (Rowe & Slutzky, 1963)/ 1956, Mask of Medusa
(Shkapich & Hejduk, 1985).
536

John Hejduk, Robert Slutzky, Lee Hirsche, (Irwin Rubin).
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a course in vision) complemented by the new/ revised second year course of
ARC.510‐“Introduction of Architectural Design” replacing the former ARC.410.
These two courses – taught respectively by Hejduk & Slutzky and Hoesli – were
the framework that would familiarize the incoming student to visual culture and
related concepts (i.e. Gestalt notions/ terms, Cubist painting, delineation of
negative space, gestural figure drawing/ …) in regard to architectural design and
to introduce him to the mysteries/ secrets of the design process. Special
mention in this period needs to be addressed to the third year course
ARC.525/526‐“Intermediate Architectural Design” of 1955‐56 taught by Hoesli
himself with Hejduk – the “spearhead of the programme”; following up with
the same students for the third year in a row, allowed Hoesli to elaborate on
his investigations on the design process and revisit the concept or architectural
space/ to deepen “the understanding of design as a process” and develop the
ability to recognize “the logic and consequences of architectural form” (the
architectural idea/ the “parti”/scheme/ idea/ “spatial logic”/ “logic of plan”,
container vs. content, space concept vs. program) and tentatively introduce
rather conceptual/ abstract tracks (i.e. plan interpretation problem).
In this period, the first draft (to be published later in Perspecta) of the seminal
article of “Transparency” by Rowe and Slutzky circulates (1956) widely in the
school setting/ building the school’s own theoretical foundations.
The 2nd Texas school (1956‐1958) saw the culmination of this collaborative
experiment across the work of the faculty, as well as the production of the
students as Caragonne notes. Those two final years sum up the ultimate
formulation of an extended collaboration. Instructed by Hoesli537 and stepping
on the foundations of the previous period, the second generation of young
faculty would come to contribute to the consolidation of an educational
strategy; a collective and structured approach, exploring, extending and
disseminating the methodological means. The faculty’s comments on the
outcomes of the student work underline the fruitful results of the recently
established regime (working vocabulary, abilities to generalize and discuss
abstract concepts, enthusiasm and commitment). Hoesli follows up on his
relentless enquiries on the nature of architectural design (design as process vs.
design as result, architecture as organization of space) and summarizes the
objectives of architecture education: to develop the abilities to evolve, develop
and present an architectural idea. The recently grown critical attitude of the
students may now be tested across more conceptual teaching vehicles; the
architectural idea is discussed as a “visual metaphor” in the design studio; the
role of the historical precedent is studied across interpretation problems
insisting on generalization and abstraction (Analysis problem); program and
context are more systematically introduced through the design problems. The
major milestone of this period is the reversal of the curriculum to the initial
programme, soon after Hoesli’s departure in the summer of 1957; however,
even after the reinstitution of Basic Design in the first year, the Texas
philosophy transcends the design studios despite the format. The younger
faculty comes to embrace and expand the educational philosophy and practice;
abstract exercises of architectonic nature now function as lead‐ins to concrete
design problems; methodological devices evolve to support/ encapsulate/
enhance/ augment/ amplify/ consolidate this conceptual shift, the elemental
537

Hoesli being the link between the two generations.
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quality, the economy of means (cube problem, relief exercises, negative space
models, …); Shaw discusses architecture as “independent and superimposed
systems of organization”; Hodgden works on restructuring the Basic Design
studio with a Texas veneer; Selignmann advocates for the New Vision in
architectural pedagogy.
Hodgden’s outline for the Basic Design course [“Notes on Basic Design for
Architecture Students”] (fall 1957) – consisting of a short synopsis and
vocabulary of terms – is the only writing on the culmination of this collaborative
experiment; evidencing, however, the Texas mark on the most influential/
discussed element in architectural education: the freshman introductory
course.

III.2.3. Cornell University [1962‐1968]. Humanism and dialectics.
Rowe’s ‘theme park’ and the Rangers’ ‘Corbusian’ track
The short episode of the Texas experiment was soon to be followed by several
other pedagogical reforms, more or less radical or enduring. As the population
of architecture schools was increasing, a growing shift beyond “the mandate of
educational training” was manifested, as Frampton notes. Triggered by the
social and political instabilities of the 1960s, the student uprisings – in the US
equally to Europe (Germany, France,…) – would seek for an architecture
education with cultural consciousness and social awareness.
KEY CONTRIBUTORS

It is within this context that the situation at Cornell University was formed in
the 1960s. In its course shifting away from the Beaux‐Arts academy model, the
Cornell paradigm evolved by expanding or challenging the Texas legacy under
the mark of the second generation of the Texas faculty (Shaw, Hodgden and
Seligmann) and the instrumental presence of Colin Rowe. After all, Cornell was
the first establishment to welcome several of the former Texas faculty; a
significant number of them being associated with it for a shorter or longer
period538.
As opposed to Texas, where the reaction to the “Old Guard” was formulated to
a single vision shared by the new generations of faculty, the Cornell case
followed an alternative paradigm, fostering a multifaceted culture, sustained
by Rowe’s “political liberalism and cultural relativism” as Hayes would put it.

538

After their departure from Texas, Hejduk and Slutzky (from the 1st Texas school) made a brief
passage (1958‐1960) from Cornell, attempting to apply the Texas pedagogy, just before finally
settling at Cooper Union. Hodgden and Seligmann (from the 2nd Texas school) came to Ithaca in
1961 – after a short stay in Oregon and ETH‐Zurich respectively – while Shaw joined them a year
later (1962) after a short stay at North Carolina State University. Rowe himself joined Cornell for
good in 1962 after a short period in Cambridge, UK, where he remained till his retirement (1990).
In the years to come, Hoesli, then teaching at ETH‐Zurich, was also invited as visiting professor
for a couple of times (1963/ 1967).
It interesting to note here that Hoesli’s Cornell experience is thought as positive in (Jansen et al.,
1989), while Oechslin (Rowe et al., 1997) p.11 makes an explicit comment on “Cornell's rather
unencouragillg attitude toward his course”. Is it the persistence on the design method or the
eventual pragmatic component of his teaching?
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THE CORBUSIAN TRACK

Involved in the undergraduate design studios, the “Texas Rangers” would
establish a track closely associated with the Austin paradigm, enhanced,
however, with a Corbusian veneer, as noted by several reviewers. Assimilating
their recent educational experience in restructuring the Basic Design course for
the second Texas school, Shaw, Hodgden and Seligmann consolidate this
pedagogical know‐how and articulate a structured teaching approach by
expanding the methodological vehicles and the working vocabulary of the Texas
paradigm (i.e. Hodgden’s Cornell mature version of the cube exercise).
Introduced by Rowe and Slutzky already within the Austin framework, the
theme of transparency – now spread across its recent publication in Perspecta
– becomes a powerful device in the Cornell pedagogy of the “Texas Rangers” to
introduce the concept of frontality539 in discussing issues of space articulation/
stratification and systems organization by means of layering.

ROWE’S “THEME PARK”

On the other hand, Rowe, assigned540 with the graduate program in urban
studies shortly after his arrival at Cornell, was allowed to explore his own
theoretical interests and educational pedagogy, not necessarily associated with
the “faculty refugees from Texas”. While celebrating Le Corbusier as the sole
representative of the Neo‐Humanist tradition in architecture practice
[Mathematics of the Ideal Villa], “Rowe and his proteges”, as Frampton notes,
would argue against his “tabula rasa” propositions for the contemporary city,
advocating for “the contextural idea of urban bricolage” [Collage City].
Shifting from an earlier polemic for the qualities of the architectural object of
Modern architecture, Rowe’s concept of collage grows as yet another
fundamental pylon of the Cornell paradigm, introducing gradually a dialectic
practice criticizing the modern practices in the urban scale; the concepts of
structure and event are introduced, while the binary model of scaffold and
exhibit is employed to serve a system of an autonomous system and
heterogeneous fragments/ a fragmented heterogeneity is acknowledged,
introducing the binary model of scaffold and exhibit in discussing the imaginary
city of tradition.

THE THEORETICAL
FOUNDATIONS

While the “Texas Rangers” expand on the theoretical foundations of the Texas
paradigm, delving deeper in the earlier concepts of Modern architecture, Cubist
painting, theories of Gestalt psychology and visual perception, Rowe evolves
across/ along with the Cornell paradigm from a reflective appraisal of the
Modern movement [Transparency articles] to a projective preamble to the
post‐modern realm [Collage City].
A most influential figure in the history of Cornell for more than two decades541,
Rowe would prove to be a seminal figure in the course of architectural discourse

539

The Gestalt bifold figure‐ground concept is employed at the second Transparency article
(Rowe & Slutzky, 1971) although the concept is present in the first one too (Rowe & Slutzky,
1963).

540

As Rowe comments on this presumably isolating, yet particularly fertile, situation; he found
himself isolated by “strange academic dinosaurs of late Beaux‐Arts origin” to “what, in those
days, was not known as a theme park but went by the name of graduate architecture.”
541

Frampton (Frampton & Latour, 1980) p.29 notes that in this period (1960‐1990) Cornell saw
the rise and fall of two opposing camps: Colin Rowe’s “Humanist re‐interpretation of Le Corbusier
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in the second half of the 20th century542, voicing a most perceptive personal
perspective, only to expand the scholarly output of the Austin genealogy
beyond the transparency articles.
THE HUMANIST TRADITION:
A CULTURE OF DIALECTICS

Despite Rowe’s reluctance to be included among the Texas faculty “emigres”,
Caragonne543 – a graduate himself of both the Texas undergraduate and the
Cornell graduate programs – notes nevertheless a fruitful exchange between
the two distinct tracks, arguing that the Cornell of the 1960s and 1970s was
more than an Academie Corbu, underlining the non‐uniformity of the
curriculum in fostering a humanist culture of dialectics544.
Rowe’s discursive pedagogy may be seen across his latter theoretical
propositions regarding the typology debate. While addressing the neo‐
Rationalist formal repertory and explicitly arguing against “universal panaceas”,
he advocates for a “dialectical inter‐animation of the program and paradigm
doctrines, conversely excluding empirical data addiction or excessive
typological concerns.
Worship of program (or data addiction) and worship of paradigm (or excessive
typological concern) are, both of them, relatively easy to destroy. Neither
position is even faintly adequate, and here I wish simply to notice that, when
confronted with two doctrines which are both incomplete, intelligent humanity
‐when it thinks‐ will be inspired to consider the possibilities of their dialectical
inter‐animation, the method of not only Marx, but also of Aquinas and the
Talmud.545

and Camillo Sitte” and O.Matthias Ungers’ desire to “establish the formal and operational basis
for a radical praxis and a much more positivistic orientation.”
A Rowe fraction which oriented itself around a Humanist re‐interpretation of Le Corbusier
and Camillo Sitte, and an Ungers fraction, whose range of concern seemed to oscillate
between a reinterpretation of the history of the Modern Movement in order to establish the
formal and operational basis for a radical praxis and a much more positivistic orientation.
Rowe’s positions were particularly influential for the first period (1962‐1968) until Ungers came
to Cornell and was appointed Chairman of the Department (1968‐1974). Frampton notes that,
after a period of strong clashes and faculty dismissals or resignations, Ungers left back to
Germany and Rowe’s perspective was to regain power, rather weakened however, only to decline
gradually as it was losing its initial momentum in particular in regard to the growing influence of
the schools of Philadelphia (UPenn) and Yale of Robert Venturi and Charles Moore respectively.
542 Ibid. Frampton notes on Rowe’s own theoretical background, fundamental to his discourse
and impact:
Undoubtedly Rowe's influence on the American architectural scene has been considerable,
and this has been largely due to his synthesis of two salient cultural influences emanating
from the Weimar Republic: the philosophical empiricism developed by Karl Popper and the
Neohumanist art historical method of the Warburg Institute .

[On Popper’s philosophical empiricism, see (Popper, 1959). On the humanist tradition, see
(Wittkower, 1998)].
543

A graduate student at Cornell at the time (1966‐1968), following the path of the Texas faculty.

544 Caragonne (Caragonne, 1995b) p.348 cites newly appointed faculty, Mike Dennis, to underline

the non‐uniformity of the Cornell curriculum and educational practices.
Significantly, though, while such a clear Corbusian preference manifested itself in the
undergraduate studios, unlike at Texas there was never an organized attempt to institute a
uniform, comprehensive curriculum. As Mike Dennis described his first teaching experience
at Cornell, "You were never told what to teach. Ever. Nobody. Not the lowest kind of
assistant professor."
545

See (Rowe & Caragonne, 1996) pp.32‐33.
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Embracing Popper’s philosophical empiricism, Rowe adopts his “hypothetico‐
deductive” 546 model, arguing against a uniform global methodology/ scientific
design methodology founded on the positivist “inductive‐deductive” paradigm.
His confidence in the subjective authority of hypothesis is exemplified across
his inspired/ virtuoso piece on inferential evidence of the detective novel,
unfolding the instrumental role of a hypothesis founded on both paradigm and
judgment instead of solely relying on observation and intuition.
[…] before Karl Popper was born, Poe was Popperian avant Ia lettre. […] he
invented the hypothetico‐deductive method, the proposition that in all
problem‐solving operations, it is the hypothesis, the paradigm, which, of
necessity, precedes all empirical investigation? For, with Poe as with Popper, it
is the initial conjecture that awaits either refutation or confirmation. In other
words, related to a particular situation or crime, the investigator should have
a knowledge of the great criminal paradigms because without it he will not be
able to place 'facts' in their proper place.547

In this framework, the dipole of program and paradigm concedes its antithetical
nature rediscovering a productive equilibrium in locally addressing issues at
stake, while Rowe’s dialectics articulate/ unfold a direct polemic against the
quest for objectivism of presumably universal methodologies.

III.2.4. Cooper Union [1963‐1971 | 1975‐1988].
Visual sensibility, material eloquence, conceptual awareness
To the broader architecture realm Cooper Union is primarily known to have
established its own formative paradigm in architecture education, setting a
distinct track, tangible yet poetic, engaged yet remote. Fostering a unique
culture of visual sensibility and material eloquence, delicately balancing the
themes of space and time, program and context, an “out of sequence” path of
intellectual continuity was built/ formulated in a rather discrete way, yet
explicitly articulated/ disseminated.
A DESCENDANT OF
THE TEXAS PARADIGM

For a relatively awakened/ informed audience, this paradigm inscribes to the
visual‐spatial school of thought/ regime548, following the “epistemology of
space” introduced by the Austin genealogy. The migration of two of the key
protagonists of the first/ early Texas school – Hejduk and Slutzky – and,
546 See (Rowe & Caragonne, 1996) p.33‐39. The instrumental role of subjective hypothesis in
Rowe’s system of thought may be extended in his statement about the “presumptive” nature of
the physical constructs produced within the framework of the design studio (see (Rowe, 1980a)
p.62), advocating conversely for an instrumental role of material constructs as means for
abductive reasoning/ for expressing an informed hypothesis/ an “educated guess”.
Which means that I believe, and sometimes maybe to extravagance, in the centrality of the
design studio and of its issue the presumptive physical product.
547

See (Rowe & Caragonne, 1996) p.33.

548

Somol (Somol, 1999) p.22 notes:
For the two decades following its introduction in 1957, the nine‐square served as the
discipline's formal introduction to itself, establishing the discourse on space and structure,
and providing a series of solution sets through the allied design research of Hejduk,
Eisenman, and others. In advanced academic and professional contexts after 1974,
however, that epistemology of space was rapidly replaced by a pragmatics of force […].
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consequently, the assimilation of some of the seminal Texas practices in the
new educational setting have considerably contributed to this association.
Besides, the Cooper of the late 1960s and early 1970s shared many of the
theoretical concepts of the Austin origins. As Franzen notes across the student
works of this period, it is on “the visual discoveries of Cubism and Neo‐
plasticism” – which constituted the “plastic and spatial language” of the early
masters of the modern movement – that the early Cooper paradigm was
founded.
[…] it is the revolutionary work of the early Twenties, focused on Cubism, Neo‐
plasticism, Dada, and Constructivism ‐ upholding the promise of new life‐style
options ‐ with which the developments at Cooper Union have reestablished
contact.549
KEY CONTRIBUTORS

While Moneo equally attributes “the cubist influence which animated the
Cooper to Slutzky and Rowe, authors of the Transparency article and Hejduk's
companions in Texas”, Hejduk himself – cited by Caragonne – confirms that it
was Slutzky who was “the main source and inspiration for the deep
understanding of Cubism and its relation to the architectural vision”. A painter,
“heir of the figurative tradition”, formed by Josef Albers and strongly influenced
by the Bauhaus legacy/ “orthodoxy”, Slutzky would be a fervent advocate of the
“pedagogy of form” sustaining the lessons of the visual‐spatial legacy. As the
co‐author/ co‐creator/ co‐inventor – along with Hejduk – of some of the most
seminal assignments of the Texas paradigm/ Austin legacy, he would infiltrate
the Cooper curriculum with a significant contribution550; a rather silent
protagonist, introducing several layers of interpretation and elaborating on the
theoretical foundations, the pedagogical methodology or the educational
strategy.
Undoubtedly the central figure of this paradigm is John Hejduk551, setting a
culture of excellence for about/ more than three decades (1964‐2000). Hejduk’s
scholarly inquiries/ academic or professional investigations, as they have
unfolded across the Texas experience (in the pioneering teaching practices with
Slutzky or his own architectural propositions for the Texas houses), have set a
model in architecture education that is now consolidated at the Cooper. As
Moneo comments, “the didactic intention […] in John Hejduk’s work”
introduces an era where “teaching becomes a new way of being an architect:
[…] the architect's work becomes the teaching of architecture, the opportunity
to express his principles.”/ “an image of architecture can be drawn in which
work and pedagogy are two definite and necessarily complementary terms.”
John Hejduk's work will therefore take on the value of a proposal for the
teaching of architecture and his works, his biography as an architect, will be

549

See (Franzen, Pérez Gómez, & Shkapich, 1999) p.3.

550 After his departure from Texas, Slutzky joined at first Cornell along with Hejduk, then the Pratt

and finally Cooper (1968‐xx).
551

Hejduk was himself educated (1947‐1950) at the Cooper Union School for the Advancement
of Art and Science in New York. Teaching at Cincinnati (1950‐52), Harvard GSD (1952‐53), Rome
(Fulbright scholarship, 1954). The trip to Italy is critical in the reevaluation of his education and
academic career. Teaching at Texas (fall 1954‐summer 1956) is a milestone in the foundation of
his educational/ teaching philosophy and practice, forcing him to reeducate himself in order to
prepare himself for teaching. Cornell 1958‐1960. Professor at Cooper Union (1964‐2000),
Chairman/ Dean of the Cooper Union School of Architecture (1975‐2000).
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nothing but the development of what are thought to be the principles of the
discipline.552
A CONSCIOUS
ARCHITECTURAL PEDAGOGY

Following this model, Cooper Union evolves as a conscious school of thought
on the education of the architect, explicitly advocating for teaching as a valid
track of exercising architecture; teaching and practicing interacting on a
platform of shared principles.
While Hejduk’s appointment as Dean of the School of Architecture (1975)
becomes a key date in the evolution of the School, there are two events which
become milestones in the school’s history553: the exhibition, and homonymous
catalog, “Education of an Architect: a point of view”554 at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York (1971)555 and the publication (1988) of the seminal
book on architecture education on the same theme “Education of an
Architect”556. The former establishes Cooper within the architectural avant‐
garde of the early seventies, whereas the latter further elaborates on the
theoretical foundations of a paradigm by excellence in architecture education,
activating pivotal tracks in architectural discourse. As Moneo notes:
The exhibition and catalogue made a profound impression and, from then on,
the Cooper Union was linked with the new avant‐garde that had made its
appearance in New York at the beginning of the seventies, and which was
characterised by the following two events, perhaps the most significant ones:
the foundation of the IAUS, under the patronage of Peter Eisenman, in 1967
and the publication, in 1972, of the book Five Architects.557

As they comment on the two publications, Lewis and Diller give a sense of the
shifts in the school across this period of about 25 years.
The earlier book, didactic, a backbone of form and the exploration of
philosophic principles of the early 20th century, was as a foundation on which
the work represented here was built. Clearly the assuredness of the ink line has
yielded to the complexities of pencil. The written word has evolved as an
important source and component of an architecture. The generative potential
of detail and structural invention has emerged. The shift from plan‐to section‐
generated projects is evident. Perhaps most important, is the fierce
responsibility to the search for invention in program, a redefinition of the
potential of the social contract on architectural speculations.558
AN INTELLECTUAL SHIFT:
CONCEPTUAL AWARENESS

Within this 25‐year span, a characteristic intellectual shift is evident throughout
the practices and the outcome of the student work confirming a definite move
552

See (Moneo, 1980) p.75.
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A 25‐year period at Cooper Union.
‐ 1963‐1971 – Influences of art, architecture and philosophy movements of the early 20th
century. Cubism/ Neo‐Plasticism/ Constructivism. A distinctive point‐of‐view on
architecture education. An avant‐garde paradigm.
‐ 1975‐1988 – Sharing culture of writing. Education as practice of architecture. Aesthetics/
Expressionism. A conscious formulation and articulation of a distinctive school of thought.
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See ([Cooper Union], 1971).
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Spanning Hejduk’s early teaching years at the Cooper (1963‐1971)
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See (Hejduk, Henderson, & Diller, 1988). Spanning the first period of Hejduk’s heading the
School of Architecture (1975‐1988).
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See (Moneo, 1980) p.64.
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See (Hejduk et al., 1988) p.9.
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from the vocational training of the American pragmatic regionalism and other
educational models. While the Bauhaus creative freedom is confronted with a
newly implemented pedagogical strategy of methodological rigor, the Weimar
material/ crafting culture is embraced and transformed in a rather
sophisticated way. Likewise, while the Beaux‐Arts architectural language is
particularly challenged559, a shared culture of study and scholarship transcends
the school’s practices, carrying through the spirit of the academy.
Demonstrating a growing concern for the city and the society, the Cooper softly
absorbed and embedded the themes of program and context in a fragile/
elegant/ remote560, yet engaged way. Challenging conventional urbanism,
Lewis argues for “an architecture embodying the essence and possibility of
Place, challenging convention with new programs, new conceptions of site,
structure, and materiality, with a recommitment to Social Contract.” The
embodiment of notions such as “simultaneity of events” or “superimposition of
segments of time and place” – already noted by Franzen across the school’s
works as early as the 1971 MOMA exhibition – could only lead beyond/ through
the lessons of transparency and ambiguity to the concepts of heterogeneity and
complexity561, already pointing to a paradigm shift562.
“As Harold Rosenberg has observed [quoted by Franzen], «Cubism and
Futurism wrenched visual perception out of the fixities of the bucolic and the
ideal, which had been the province of the Academy into the big city and its
rhythms. Forms were developed to embody the simultaneity of events and the
superimpositions of segments of time and place upon one another
characteristic of the new pace of life. Hints were given of systems shared
equally by the mind and objective reality.» “ 563

The school’s very own pragmatic context, a “broad cosmopolitanism typical of
the city where it resides”, could only enhance/ speed up this espousal of the
condensation of space and time. The concept of spatiality yields its dominance/
absolute supremacy to the concept of temporality, evoking the switch from a
static to a dynamic notion of architecture. The concepts of program and time
are subtly introduced in the curriculum, shifting the focus from the almighty/
559

See for example Hejduk’s “Diamond thesis” (axonometric vs. perspective/ frontality vs.
impressionism).
560 As Franzen notes, setting a track apart the theoretical discussion on social relevance or the
pragmatic tendencies focusing on commercial imagery.
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The epistemological dialectics:
‐ Transparency/ Collage.
‐ Ambiguity/ Complexity.
‐ Frontality/ Axonometric (Diamond thesis).
‐ Space stratification/ Heterogeneity & fragments.
‐ Vocabulary/ Syntax.
‐ Static/ Dynamic.
‐ Perceptual/ Structuralist.
‐ Figure‐ground/ scaffold‐event.
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A paradigm shift in architectural discourse which was to influence/ or be influenced by a
paradigm shift in architectural education exemplified, as Somol notes, in the AA padadigm, a
school of thought emphasizing the themes of program and time, the concept of event, the
notions of power and performance, the means of diagram/ the thermodynamic regime/
exemplified in the teaching of Tschumi at AA, COLUMBIA
563

See
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omnipresent concepts of space and form of the Austin legacy, introducing other
levels of conceptual awareness yielding physical or verbal constructs of
enhanced abstract or concrete qualities.
While the “trained visual sensibility” of the students and the emphasis on
pedagogical rigor and academic excellence is evidenced throughout the two
publications/ periods/ before and after Hejduk’s appointment, there is a
noticeable shift from the non‐verbal features and elemental qualities of the first
formative decade – “visual and historical scholarship”/ “non‐verbal historical
studies in model form” – towards a rather artistic eloquence or intricate
expressiveness exploring quite sophisticated aesthetics or even poetic
sensibilities, as Hejduk would put it.
PARALLELING HEJDUK’S
IDIOSYNCRATIC PATH

A most resourceful/ perspicuous observation of the evolution of the Cooper
paradigm comes from Moneo and Eisenman, making a parallel with Hejduk’s
personal growth. Noting the shift from the concept of space to that of time
across the Texas Houses series, Moneo traces an elaborate narrative of
Hejduk’s teaching and practicing works. In his review of Hejudk’s 7 Houses,
Eisenman, however, has given a more multifaceted interpretation of Hejduk’s
fundamental fluctuations between the notions of spatiality and temporality:
Hejduk’s “work on the language” is manifested by the subtle transitions across
the seven Texas Houses, challenging both Rowe’s conception of space or
Giedion’s concept of time only to “reveal intrinsic conditions of architectural
content”.
Hejduk's architectural "work" as manifested in these houses can be broken
down into two areas: first, the manner in which he uses horizontal elements‐
the site, the plan, and the roof‐to imply concepts of space. Second, how he uses
vertical elements‐the columnar grid and the vertical surface‐to reveal concepts
of time. Unlike Colin Rowe's conception of space or Siegfried Giedion's concept
of time, in Hejduk's work space and time reveal intrinsic conditions of
architectural content ‐ perhaps aspects of the nature of architecture itself.564

If Hejduk’s own practices may be considered as a barometer for the school’s
tendencies, then Eisenman’s interpretation can be rather enlightening for a
paradigm setting an inclusive, yet idiosyncratic, mode of architectural inquiry.
Slutzky’s clash with Hejduk in the mid‐1980s and his departure from the school
of Architecture at first and the Cooper later on, may not be an incident worth
to be noted per se, it is, however, characteristic of the dominance of a paradigm
shifting away from the Austin legacy and embracing Hejduk’s own scholarly
inquiries. Slutzky denounces regretfully the characteristics of this gradual shift:
poetics vs. systems approach, architecture as art vs. craft, drawing as means for
artistic expression vs. means of investigation, ethereal creativity vs. corporeal
architecture565.
THE EDUCATIONAL
STRATEGY

Regardless his latter distress, Slutzky would come to endorse the early Cooper
paradigm, confirming the “primacy of methodological clarity” and the
564

See
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In a 1986 interview, Slutzky subtly denounces Cooper’s “poetic inclination” towards
“surrogates” of “corporeal architecture”, however exciting or stimulating these may be for the
student; “drawing ceases to be investigative of real problems in architecture and instead
becomes an extension of artistic sensibilities”, promoting “creativity” vs. inquiry.
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robustness of pedagogical objectives, while acknowledging the fact that “the
program tends to emphasize the visual aesthetics of architecture over other
more pragmatic and technical approaches”.
Implemented by an architecture school that has always had a strong
relationship with a distinguished art school, the program tends to emphasize
the visual aesthetics of architecture over other more pragmatic and technical
approaches. […] At the same time Cooper Union strives to reaffirm the primacy
of methodological clarity against seductive surface technique and stylistic
pastiche.566
This attitude, shared by most of the faculty, is one that is based on a belief in
paradigmatic creation, that is, in the pedagogical use of exemplary or abstract
problems, which however removed from real implementation or function,
develops a heightened sense of consistency, a framework for inventiveness.567

Reminiscent of the Texas practices, the Cooper educational strategy is built with
clear objectives and concise methodology. A rather silent protagonist himself,
Slutzky explicitly affirms on the structure on the “pedagogy of form” 568: “[…] a
gradual and calculated increase in complexity of all kinds [“added complexities
of program/pragmatics and typology/ history”] is carefully programmed into
the curriculum.” The first formative year is intended to provide the entering
student with “the necessary tools for whatever personal expression may
ensue”, while “actualities of site and program” are introduced in the second
year, interlocking with design problems of “highly ambiguous” and
“intentionally enigmatic qualities”. Analytical skills are nurtured in the third
year across the study of prominent historical precedents, whereas rather
“pragmatic aspects of architecture” are emphasized in the fourth year. The
thesis project of the final year constitutes a composition of a synthetic nature,
however seen as “re‐examination of the more 'elemental' conditions of
architectural consciousness”.
A HEALTHY DIALOGUE:
A PLURALITY OF VOICES

Whether in expanding the Austin legacy/ visual‐spatial regime, shifting towards
the temporal‐performative realm or in developing its own sophisticated track,
the Cooper paradigm, as noted by several key proponents or reviewers, is a
healthy outcome of a plurality of voices “nurtured by diverse aesthetic and
philosophical streams”; an idiosyncratic interdisciplinary amalgam sharing a
common culture of study and academic excellence.
To teach through study, to learn, to construct through study. It is the love of
study through which architecture emerges. This creates an ether of thought

566

See
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See

568 Slutzky on the methodological rigor of the introductory component of the “pedagogy of form”:

The underlying assumption is that only through an awareness of such formal and extra‐
formal issues, and a commensurate skill in achieving them, can any meaningful architecture
emerge. The student is thus restricted in his first year at school to working with basic
tectonic issues, with the ultimate goal of composing them into spatial statements that are
both articulate and richly ambiguous. Much attention is placed upon training the eyehand
to drawing (disegno), in itself the epitome of "education" (educare: to draw out from). Thus,
before the student is introduced to the added complexities of program/pragmatics and
typology/ history, he will have acquired the necessary tools for whatever personal
expression may ensue.
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which, as the material of "school," is perpetuated through a combination of
artifice and passionate reverence for the pursuit of knowledge.569

Franzen underlines that “this unique situation is not an inexplicable accident,
but rather a situation engineered by a group of committed architect‐
theoreticians amply reinforced by the hard work of student architects”;
Caragonne emphasizes on the interdisciplinary feature of the faculty and the
“idiosyncratic, even capricious” nature of the curriculum resulting to a cross‐
fertilization bearing “a sharp philosophical distinction” among other programs;
Lewis and Diller underscore “the synthetic nature of the program […] resulting
from the research and dedication of an assortment of independent and devoted
individuals, who bring their spirit and intellect into the arena of study, both as
faculty and students […] supported and encouraged to explore the potential of
the academic freedom they are provided”; Scofidio endorses the Cooper
paradigm – in quoting Kierkegaard – by making a case for ambivalence,
contradiction and the need for “the dialogue of animate conversation” in
education; Slutzky advocates for a conscious diversity towards a most refined
pedagogy:
[…] a philosophical armature […] buttressed by a broad cosmopolitanism
typical of the city within which it resides, as well as by other authentic and
complementary pedagogical attitudes within the school itself, in the belief that
when such dialogue is lacking, arbitrary dogma and fashion dominate,
thwarting the very essence of education.570
A COMMITMENT
TO THE AVANT‐GARDE

It is within this context that the Cooper paradigm evolved across these 25 years
(1963‐1988) 571, marked by the evolution of its main proponents, the
incorporation of external contributors or the growth of some of its own
disciples; a framework that would value collective memory, but also support
individual vision, sustaining revision, revision, reevaluation and reform, as Lewis
and Diller note.
The Cooper paradigm would prove to be one of the most enduring paradigms
in architecture education, without renouncing its commitment to the avant‐
garde, stepping gradually away from a modern tradition and voicing/ setting
the seeds of one of the most eloquent tracks of the post‐modern realm.

III.2.5. ETH‐Zurich [1959‐1981]. Hoesli’s Grundkurs.
Disciplinary pragmatism and process‐oriented teaching
KEY CONTRIBUTOR

Hoesli’s Foundation Course at the ETH‐Zurich has been a characteristic
descendant of the Austin genealogy overseas572. While Rowe and Hejduk set
their own tracks in the US, Hoesli would introduce the Texas pedagogical model
569

See
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See (Slutzky, 1980) p.86.
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Even though Hejduk would remain as Dean for 25 years (1975‐2000), the paradigm expanding
to four decades (1960‐2000).
572

The study of the ETH‐Zurich pedagogy, as it relates to the present work, focuses on the
paradigm of the first‐year introductory course, the Grundkurs, as it was structured and organized
by Bernhard Hoesli for about twenty years (1959‐1981).
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at the first‐year design studio (the Grundkurs) at ETH‐Zurich573, making the best
use of his recent Austin experience and newly appointed professorship in
Zurich574. Founded on a model of rather independent professorships, the
educational structure of the school allowed him to pursue his own vision and
establish his personal educational strategy. It was however obvious across the
lines, that the context of the Swiss pragmatic practice, the framework of a
technical university575 , bearing the mark/ legacy of Semper, and the culture of
excellence as one of Europe’s leading institutions, would set high standards for
professional skills and academic scholarship.
Hoesli led the Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich from 1959 to 1981. As Oechslin
notes, the pedagogy he developed was to become part of the permanent
structure of the curriculum and his methodological approach to become a point
of reference in architecture education, contributing towards the formation of
the identity and the reputation of the ETH‐Zurich Department of Architecture:
During the twenty‐five years of his teaching ‐ from 1959 to 1984 ‐ Bernhard
Hoesli has considerably contributed to the development and reputation of the
school of architecture of the ETH Zurich and has […] helped to define and
determine its present orientation.576

THE THEORETICAL
FOUNDATIONS

Modern architecture was undoubtedly a point of reference for Hoesli’s ETH‐
Zurich paradigm, seen nevertheless from an “eclectic” perspective rather than
the Texas absolute outlook. While Oechslin notes that the teaching paradigm
of the Grundkurs “has been focused on the ideals, achievements and principles
of the Modern Movement”, setting a didactic model for the Department for the
years to come, Hoesli’s assistants discern three discrete phases along this 20‐
year period, noting a transition from a persistent preoccupation to a mature
assimilation of the lessons of the Modern movement; underlining selectively
the solid‐void dialectics, the mass‐space continuum, the shift from object to
space and the concept of space as formable material; the “figure‐ground”
dipole yielding its dominance to the bifold object‐space or the built solid‐
unbuilt void dialectics.
It can be largely attributed to him that the teaching at the department of
architecture has over the last decades and up to the present day been focused
on the ideals, achievements and principles of the Modem Movement and that
573

An ETH‐Zurich graduate himself (1943‐1948), Bernhard Hoesli573 returned to teach at the ETH,
after almost a decade in the US (1950‐1957), where he had spent six years (1951‐1957) teaching
and orchestrating the Texas experiment. Hoesli returned to Zürich and began teaching at the ETH,
first as assistant of Professor Werner Moser, than as Professor (1954‐1984), assigned to direct
and restructure the first year architecture design program – the Grundkurs (1959‐1981)573.
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In the very beginning, Werner Seligmann from the second generation of Texas faculty joined
Hoesli as assistant – however, only for a short time (1959‐1961) till he returned to the US and
joined Cornell – along with Karl Fleig, a close friend of L.Hodgden and also familiar, though by far,
with the Texas experiment/ pedagogy.
575
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As Caragonne notes.
Due to the organizational structure of the ETH, with each professor left to teach in splendid
isolation, it would be difficult to describe the academic situation, the "context of the school,"
as in any way monolithic. Rather, if there was any recognizable direction or background at
all in evidence, it might have been a thoroughgoing concern for construction ‐ for the
making of architecture. (*)
(*) Interestingly enough, it seems that the School of Architecture at the ETH, like that at
Texas, emerged from an engineering rather than a fine arts background.
See
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this orientation became, in fact, tangible and comprehensible to the students
by concrete didactic means.577
FROM VISUAL CULTURE TO
DISCIPLINARY PRAGMATISM

It is in fact these theoretical foundations of the Modern movement that were
more influential to this paradigm than the concepts of Cubism that were
prevailing in the Texas case; whereas Gestalt concepts served as an
introduction to architecture through visual culture in the earlier paradigm, in
Hoesli’s ETH‐Zurich pedagogy these were directly embedded in a relatively
architectural context. As Seligmann observed retrospectively, in the new
educational setting the tendency towards a rather pragmatic vision of
architectural pedagogy was apparent already in the very first years of this
paradigm578; the shift from a visual to a technical culture evidenced itself across
the academic curriculum and networks, as well as the content, the
methodology and the actual assignments of the Foundation Course.
Through the appointment of Professor Heinz Ronner and later of Professor
Herbert Kramel, a major new era of collaboration with construction, rather
than visual design began. Bernhard was obviously excited by the results.
Another moment came later with the appointment of Professor Jenny.
Bernhard commented to me that the direction in visual design at the ETH had
taken a different but very exciting and rewarding course very different from
Texas, but equally significant.579

Advocating retrospectively for the original intentions of this educational
endeavor, Hoesli gives his own perspective on this shift; he argues for a mature
distinct paradigm appropriate for the discipline of architecture and seeks for
concrete didactic strategies to implement it. Possibly prompted by the new
educational context, Hoesli emphasizes on the pragmatic nature of architecture
and underlines the design of building as primary objective of architecture
education, starting right away from the first semester580, thus inscribing to the
ETH‐Zurich prevailing tradition.
“[…] it was clear to Bernhard Hoesli, the newly created professor for the first‐
year course in architectural design, based on his six‐year teaching experience
in the USA, that an introduction to the study of architecture could no longer be
a "basic course" in the Bauhaus tradition. A basic course in the architecture
department of the ETH could neither simply be an artistic sensitizing of the
student, nor serve the training of visual design capabilities and manual skills,
but must right away, as part of the mere eight semester‐long educational
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Underlining that Hoesli was more flexible at ETH‐Zurich than at Texas, Seligmann notes that
this shift was introduced or imposed, eagerly or reluctantly/ compliantly accepted as a
consequence of the faculty networks within the department; design studio assignments shifting
to include more construction issues and parallel courses in vision stemming away from the Texas
visual‐spatial paradigm.
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Since the Twenties, it has been a tradition in the Architecture Department of the ETH, that
in contrast to studies in other European schools of architecture, the student learns
immediately, from the first semester on, to carry out projects. _ Bernhard Hoesli:
Entwicklung und Herausforderung. _ In ETH‐Zurich, 1855‐1980. Festschrift zum 125jahrigen
Bestehen. Verlag NZZ, Zurich, 1980.
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programme, introduce the beginner systematically to the design of buildings.”
581

Hoesli’s educational pedagogy shifts from the Bauhaus creative freedom
related to the artistic realm or the experimental Texas paradigm insisting on the
primacy of visual culture 582; he seeks for a model of thinking, practicing and
teaching particularly pertinent to architecture.
One has to show that there is a specifically architectural way of working,
characterized by the fact that from a verbal programme, external constraints
and mental notions, one has to achieve a spatial form. _ Bernhard Hoesli: diary
entries.583
A “PROCESS‐ORIENTED”
MODEL OF TEACHING

In this context, Hoesli’s primary focus becomes to “provide a “process‐
oriented” model for the teaching of architecture; a process that could be
ordered into typical design steps”584. Hoesli focuses beyond the WHAT and WHY
of architecture, on the teaching of “HOW one can design”. Besides, as Oechslin
underlines, Hoesli’s ability to translate abstract concepts into concrete
strategies was paradigmatic.
“[…] I was convinced that Modern Architecture had become teachable, that
design is accessible to discursive argumentation and that process‐orientated
teaching can be ordered into typical design steps. I could concentrate on
providing the procedure. […] the main thing was to teach HOW one can
design.” 585

The “typical design steps” interacting in this process586 “can be identified and
defined and are, therefore, both teachable and “learnable””, suggesting a
model of design based on knowledge and technique that can be transmitted
and assimilated vs. a paradigm that primarily relies on genius, brainstorming
and experimentation that can’t be taught. Architecture is conceived as a
translation of words to object, from the verbally formulated to the spatially
formulated; a path leading from programmatic requirements, external/
pragmatic constraints and conceptual ideas/ notions to a spatial form/
translating verbal intention to spatial form.
THE METHODOLOGICAL
REALM

Hoesli’s persistence on a systematic method for architectural design and
teaching becomes a fundamental feature of this paradigm. The ample notes in
his diaries, as well as the limited publications, evidence a particular concern for
581

See

582 However, when referring to the Hoesli legacy at ETH‐Zurich, Somol (in Angelil’s Inchoate) holds

the opinion that it doea inscribe to the Austin legacy and the visual‐spatial school of thought.
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Within this framework, the Texas tradition makes, however, its way. Since he is now teaching
the first‐year studio and there is no introductory course in architectural design – either in the
Basic Design Bauhaus model or the Introduction in Vision Texas counterpart, Hoesli brings in the
working vocabulary across a set of exercises in the fashion of the Texas abstract exercises of
architectonic nature. As Hoesli notes explicitly on the design method:
The “method” comprises: to start designing and allow the individual design steps to
alternate with particular exercises which thereby serve to overcome typical design
situations and to introduce and work on the necessary concepts and procedures. _ Hoesli,
B. (1983). Training of architects. Werk, Bauen + Wohnen, 70(3). (Hoesli, 1983)
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586 However, often erroneously articulated or understood “as a [linear] sequence of steps”/ “eine

Folge von Schritten”.
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formulating a design or methodological framework587 rather than articulating
theoretical propositions. Within this context, both the earlier transparency and
the latter collage themes and vocabularies shift towards the methodological
realm, becoming, hence, part of ETH’s own culture/ production of thought. In
one of his last publications, included in the revised edition of the German
tradition of the Transparency article (1983), probably the most representative
piece on his theoretical positions, Hoesli unfolds all his, by now mature, polemic
argumentation about transparency as an instrument of design; “form as
means”. In the same line of thought, the medium/ concept of collage,
assimilated across his lifelong personal investigations, was embedded in
Hoesli’s model as a process rather than a result; an attitude of the mind rather
than a mere material technique or an artistic style – a means of projective
investigation parallel to Rowe’s theoretical propositions, Slutzky’s visual culture
or Libeskind’s polemic arguments.
A DIDACTIC MODEL OF
EXPLICIT PEDAGOGY

Hoesli’s long‐term involvement with the Grundkurs would provide a framework
of stability and continuity that would, in turn, allow for a didactic model to
evolve and mature “continuously reconsidered and redefined over the years”.
Working within a dialectic framework of “Socratic dialogue”, this paradigm
would revise and adjust particular features588, as suggested by the educational
ecology or current trends in architectural discourse, eventually, voicing its own
track. Hoesli and his team would advocate for a paradigm of explicit educational
pedagogy, a teaching model, conscious and lucid.
It seems to me important, above all, not just to base the teaching on purely
empirical method alone, whereby the student is given the opportunity through
tasks (“experiments”) to design, but that methodology of design should
become conscious and lucid; explicit, not just implicit. _ Diary entry by Bernhard
Hoesli, 25th October, 1960.589

III.2.6. ETH‐Zurich [1996‐2001 | 2003‐2008]. Angelil’s ‘inchoate’.
Heterogeneous reality and praxis of diversification
Since the mid‐1950s several reforms, more or less radical, had seen the light in
architecture education. The concern for the city and the context, the society
and the program, the type and the precedent have been indeed embedded in
a change towards cultural awareness, historical consciousness and social
relevance. The rise of theoretical discourse, the amplification of the “written
word” and the surge of the so‐called critical project within the academy and
next to professional practice had irrevocably left their mark on architectural
pedagogy. Furthermore, the advent of the digital realm would introduce new
challenges – fragmentation or over‐specialization – for the very definition of
the architectural discipline, practice and education.
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To the point that he has been “accused” to insist on prescriptive methodologies.
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As explicitly noted about the evolution of particular assignments in the publication on Hoesli’s
teaching.
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THE THEORETICAL
CONTEXT

By the 1980s the Texas paradigm would start to faint away; its propositions
were already challenged by contemporary academic discourse. As Somol notes,
already in the early 1970s “the epistemology of space was rapidly replaced by
a pragmatics of force”; a shift from the perceptual to the structuralist realm was
evidenced, particularly detectible “in advanced academic and professional
contexts”. Architecture education would respond to the current of the times
with the emergence of yet a new radical pedagogy; the Architectural
Association “thermodynamic” regime590 would rise next to the fading Austin
“optical” legacy. Hence, the two prevailing educational models of the second
half of the 20th century would be associated with these two distinct tracks/
schools of thought: an emphasis on spatiality, form and geometry or a focus on
temporality, performance and force/ process591.
It is within this context that the dilemma between a scholarly inquiry and a
vocational education seems to surge once again as a pivotal pedagogical
challenge; this time, however, inverted. This debate/ concern becomes even
more present/ imperative in an academic institution manifestly representing a
robust technical school of thought, such as the ETH‐Zurich.

THE OBJECTIVES:
“STRUCTURAL COUPLING”

Educated at ETH‐Zurich within Hoesli’s regime, Angelil592 took over the
Foundation Course/ Grundkurs (mid‐1990s) confronted with a double
challenge: restoring the relationship with professional practice without
renouncing the autonomy of academic study.
The endeavor was yet one more educational experiment (1996‐2008) inscribing
to the reforms (mid‐1990s – mid‐2000s) initiated by the Department of
Architecture ‘with a view to a potential dialog with the profession’; the agenda
590 The Architectural Association paradigm was led by Alvin Boyarski, who was appointed AA
Director from 1971 till his death in 1990, turning the school into a renowned/ major international
educational and cultural institution. Boyarsky was a graduate student at Cornell (1956‐1957)
while Rowe and Slutzky were visiting professors for a short period, just after they had left Texas.
[Note that the Transparency article appeared in Perspecta in 1956.] Then he taught at University
of Oregon (1959‐1966) about the same period that Hodgden was there (1958‐1962), in between
Texas and Cornell. Than Boyarsky joined (appointed Assistant Dean) University of Chicago (1967‐
1970), while serving as Director of the International Institute of Design, an itinerant architecture
summer school.
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Somol outlines the characteristic features and primary oppositions of these two educational
models, across Angelil’s discursive practice:
‐ The optical‐formal legacy focusing on formalizing space based on geometry, form and
structure and relying on representational means such as the drawing/ composition/ tracing.
‐ The “thermodynamic” regime aiming to dynamize space based on the notion of power/
force/ process and the notions of time, event and movement/ motion employing means of
performative/ operational magnitude such as the diagram/ notation‐score/ mapping.
592

Angelil has received his architecture education at ETH‐Zurich (*). Educated through B.Hoesli’s
regime (**), with a distinguished (***) dissertation on the subject of technique and form in the
theory of architecture, Angelil built up a robust / strong/ vigorous academic profile teaching in
prominent institutions in the US, before joining the faculty of ETH‐Zurich.
(*) Marc Angelil. Studies at ETH‐Zurich, Master (1979), PhD (1987). | Teaching: GSD (1981‐
1987/ 1982‐1987), USC (1988‐1996/ 1987‐1994), ETH‐Zurich Professor since 1997/ 1994).
| Research: Institute of Urban Design.
(**) Hoesli: Grundkurs instructor FS1959‐FS1981/ Grundkurs overseer FS1968‐SS1972. |
Angelil’s studies FS1973‐SS1978 (?).
(***) Awarded the ETH‐silver medal. Thesis title: “Technique and formal expression in
architecture: Theory in architectural technology from the renaissance to the age of reason.”
(1987) Sup. Prof. H.Kramel, Prof.E.Sekler.
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sought to ‘strategically restructure’ the curriculum in response to the harsh
criticism of the 1990s of ‘losing touch with the architectural practice’. Founded
on a delicate balance, Angelil’s version of the Foundation Course593 intended a
“structural coupling” of objectives; introducing a “métier” without providing
merely the basics of a vocational training 594.
During the past decade, the Department of Architecture was exposed to harsh
criticism from the profession suggesting that the university, despite assuring
that it was a professional school, had lost touch with architectural practice.
After initially deflecting the critique, insisting on our autonomy and the notion
that teaching and research were not to be seen exclusively at the service of the
building industry, we nevertheless began to strategically restructure the
Department's program with a view to a potential dialog with the profession.
To avoid the pitfalls of "professionalism," however, the traditional simulation
of practice was replaced with the delivery of performance.595

The course consisted of a structure for learning the ‘“tools of the trade” in order
to practice the architect’s profession’, while nurturing ‘speculative thinking and
the production of critical frameworks’ in order to productively challenge the
disciplinary standards/ status‐quo. An operational methodology for
architectural design is employed in a workshop/ laboratory environment, while
critical thinking was fostered over a platform for dialogue.
As explicitly stated and rather clarified in the second publication (Deviations) ,
the paradigm attempted to equally address questions of method (the HOW)
and purpose (the WHY) of architecture/ architectural design; both objectives
running in parallel, yet complementary, tracks creating an intense and dense
framework for acting and thinking.
The series of assignments ‐ twelve exercises during the fall term and an
additional five during the spring term‐moves along two tracks, one pertaining
to the "how" and the other to the "why." Both run simultaneously, without at
first interfering with each other‐maintaining their autonomy ‐ which is not to
say that they operate completely independently of one another. Quite the
opposite: once their specific internal mechanisms are recognized, their
relationship is investigated in terms of what Niklas Luhmann calls "structural
coupling," a term characterizing interdependencies between systems.596
THE EDUCATIONAL
STRATEGY

This highly intellectual, yet intensively manual, regime would become the focal
point of a particular educational paradigm of a “machinic quality”/ architecture
education as an “operative field” of “machinic quality”: ‘the traditional
simulation of practice is replaced with delivery of performance’597. The model

593

Angelil’s statement is included in the Deviations publication, referring in particular to the
second period of his involvement with the Foundation Course.
594

The objectives are very much reminiscent of Hoesli and Rowe’s vision for the new academy
that would be established at Texas in the mid‐1950s:
Our obligations to our students are two:
1. To enable him through education to develop his powers of selection by the exercise of
judgement.
2. To equip him with the skills and knowledge necessary for the practice of his profession.
595

See

596

See

597

As noticed by Somol, the paradigm deviates substantially from Severely deviating from
established models in architectural education, such as Schon’s model for the design studio,
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was forced to embrace another ‘scale of operation – from the individual to the
collective –’ due to the relatively large number of students and the restrictive
timeframe598, developing not only a ‘specific form of organizational thinking’ –
“architecture of operation” in Somol’s terms – but also a sharply devised and
meticulously executed methodological framework of teaching and learning599.
As Somol resumes:
In this almost ruthless acceleration of production, the first‐year curriculum,
perhaps appropriately given its context in a technical university, has assumed
a machinic quality, and in this regard it productively deviates from earlier Swiss
models.600

The educational strategy is explicitly evident across the structure of the first
part/ semester of the Grundkurs which consists of a sequence of twelve clearly
outlined yet interrelated assignments, organized around three principal themes
– space, program and technology – presumably evoking respectively the three
prevailing schools of thought in architectural discourse – spatial, programmatic
and tectonic 601.
A twelve‐step choreography divided into three equal parts of four assignments
each: space, program, and technology.602

For each theme a range of diverse concepts, ideas or theories and multiple
processes, strategies or techniques is presented, discussed and exercised.
While a broad scope of theoretical tracks pertinent to architectural discourse is
introduced, an “operative field” for “a practice of perpetual mutations” is
delineated, staging a continuum of transformative processes. The coherence of
the otherwise multifaceted operative field and, consequently, the didactic
approach, is sustained by the consistency of the explicit diversity between
suggested practices.
Within the context of workshop or laboratory experiments, specific subject
matters are tested along trajectories pertaining to the technical, intellectual,
and intuitive practices of architectural design work. The investigations unfold
reminiscent of architectural practice, or Hoesli’s earlier model for the Foundation Course,
focusing on teaching THE process of designing – or rather the technique of designing. Instead,
Angelil’s model focuses on providing an operative framework as operative methodology.
598

300 entering students, taught one day per week, for the whole day, for twelve weeks.

599

A model, however, which largely depends on the human and material resources available in a
school of the magnitude of the ETH‐Zurich , and reaches its full potential within the context of a
university with a firm technical orientation and a sound tradition of excellence/ scholarship. If it
was not for another Swiss paradigm – Dietz’s ALICE first‐year design studio at EPFL – it would be
hard to locate a similar example worldwide. For the sake of academic genealogies, it would be
worth noticing here that Dietz has served as teaching assistant at Angelil’s Foundation Course…
600

See
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Somol underlines that the three main axes of the program are respectively reminiscent of ‘the
spatial, programmatic, and tectonic lessons of previous schools of thought (locally associated,
e.g. with Hoesli, Tschumi, and Semper)’ in architectural discourse.
Without reducing the variety evidenced within these themes, one might initially suggest a
secret patron saint (or surrogate therapist) for each of the three topics, all of whom have
some affiliation to the ETH genealogy: Hoesli (space), Tschumi (program), and Semper
(technology).
[…] the three‐part structure of the Fall Semester energized the spatial, programmatic, and
tectonic lessons of previous schools of thought (locally associated e.g. with Hoesli, Tschumi,
and Semper) […]
602

See
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in a cumulative series of clearly delimited yet porous exercises that inflict upon
one another allowing their boundaries to blur. The sequential exercises set up
an understanding of architectural production as a transformative process, a
practice of perpetual mutations. Each exercise is polyphonic, internally
diverse, and endorses multiple exposures to an array of ideas. While avoiding
valuative hierarchies that would promote one construct over another, each
exercise constitutes an arrangement, a distribution of themes and material
exigencies, crossed by multiple ‐ at times contradictory ‐ propositions outlining
an operative field within which the work unfurls.603

As Somol writes, Angelil’s model ‘is first and foremost a discursive practice’
employing, standing and arguing for a coherent heterogeneous approach;
‘producing an archaeology of, and a swerve within, previous pedagogical
models.’604
Similarly, for Angelil and company, architecture is neither isomorphic with a
particular medium (e.g. building) nor the product of a specific material (e.g.
space), but is first and foremost a discursive practice. They have instilled this
lesson in the 12 sessions of the first semester by accelerating the evolution of
architectural education, producing an archaeology of, and a swerve within,
previous pedagogical models. […]605
THE THEORETICAL
FOUNDATIONS

The fundamental thesis of this paradigm unfolds right from the outset,
embracing a discursive realm; “Architecture as a discipline can be considered
[…] as a field of strategic possibilities.”
The principal questions unfold over the very first three assignments– inquiring
the supremacy of authorship, the dominance of visual appearances and the
primacy of the final object. Presumably evoking the Texas practices across the
theme of space, Angelil and his team challenge the theses of the Modern
movement as well as the optical regime of the Austin legacy. An alternative
model is sought “by opening discursive fields toward strategies that are non‐
totalizing, non‐representational, and non‐anthropocentric”; architecture is
discussed as a kind of “collective experience”, form is suggested as field rather
than object and design is proposed as “a form of interpretative writing”, a work‐
in‐progress with unstable meaning.

A “PRAXIS OF
DIVERSIFICATION”

Based on the hypothesis/ assumption of a heterogeneous reality, the ultimate
proposition is revealed in the fourth assignment, advocating for a “praxis of
diversification”. Angelil’s Foundation Course is a paradigm by excellence
structured “to delineate a plurality of positions”, advocating for discontinuity
over uniformity/ rupture over unity, highlighting coherence in consistent
heterogeneity, celebrating multiplicities over singularities. In this context, this
pedagogy solicits and employs theoretical fundamentals and methodological
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See
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Somol concludes that the program, especially through the first two series of assignments,
evokes and solicits a selection of concepts, methods and tools that in fact reflect ‘the two
predominant educational models of the late twentieth century (Texas and the AA)’ and he
explicitly elaborates on the specific characteristics of these two series – space and program – to
outline the fundamental features of the AA and Austin models respectively.
[…] the First Year course at the ETH simulates the two predominant educational models of
the late twentieth century (Texas and the AA) as its introduction to the discipline.
605

See
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practices in a mode which transcends distinct philosophies, presumably with no
bias for or against any particular school of thought.
THE PERFORMATIVE BIAS &
THE OPERATIONAL TWIST

However, as Somol underlines, even if the three prevailing schools of thought
are equally represented in the three sets of assignments of the first semester,
the AA “thermodynamic” model dominates the Austin “formal” pedagogy606.
Illustrated at its best across the work of Fischli and Weiss, Angelil’s “operation
architecture”, as Somol defines it, undoubtedly, yet in a most refined way,
favors a rigorous process over a precise/ exceptional form.
Hoesli' s universal preoccupation with space has been replaced by an intensive
engagement with process. Hoesli's early seventies exercise 'form as means' has
been reconfigured to 'process as form.'607

Even in the very first set of exercises, which tackle the theme of space – the
Texas paradigm (and, by extension, those of its descendants, Cornell, Cooper
and Hoesli’s ETH‐Zurich) are revisited in a critical, yet projective praxis. These
four assignments – a set of significant density and comparative value608 – may
be indeed addressing concepts and strategies associated with the visual‐spatial
regime in terms of content, but the pedagogical objectives and practices
employ operative mechanisms/ operational methodologies that explicitly bring
into play performative aspects609, evidencing irrefutably a paradigm shift610.
A NEW PERSPECTIVE
ON THE AUSTIN GENEALOGY

Nevertheless, it is this particular feature of Angelil’s model – the
methodological bias for the performative or “operational” – which makes it all
606

After the completion of the second series of course iterations (2003‐2008), Angelil’s notes
Hebel’s critique on the first series (1996‐2001), affirming in some way the former tendency
towards a formal approach confined within the boundaries of the so‐called “critical project” and
a latter revision towards a projective praxis of an enhanced performative nature.
Besides, Somol seems to have also noticed the underlying formal insistence of a reflective nature
in certain practices of the first period, suggesting that these may be inscribing to the
representational realm and eventually be “counterproductive” to a projective praxis as projected
by the operational methodology.
Moreover, while exceptional form may be required for a critical practice (which is recognized
on the representational register), they might well be redundant (if not counterproductive)
for a projective one, which is organized at the operational level. This is not to deny that the
ambition of the program sequence is, in fact, to approach an engagement with the
operational. It is simply that the finely attuned visual acuity nurtured by the curriculum
tends unconsciously to blind one to those very opportunities.
607

See
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The time distance from the early Texas paradigm and the tracks that have followed since
allowed to develop a rich and mature perspective.
609 Cross‐check with Somol’s “linguistic” interpretation on the tracks of the neo‐avant‐garde:
Venturi/ on context/ informing, Eisenman/ on process/ transforming, Hejduk/ on program/
performing.
610 Somol suggests a distinction between the “operational” nature (as mode of projection) of
Angelil’s regime, presumably embracing the AA educational model, and the “school of
operations” (as technical procedures or steps), exemplified in the works of Eisenman. He suggests
that while the latter tends “to provide efficient (catalogued) means to suggest complicated
(difficult) depth” reflecting a rather critical practice, the former “may require a concerted effort,
but its effects are evanescent (or potentially invisible)” inscribing in a more challenging projective
praxis.
The bias of the school of operations is additive: layering, superposition, collage, montage,
folding, and so on. The tendency of the operational school is toward reduction: erasure,
voiding, editing, condensation, distillation.
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the more interesting/ pertinent, instead of setting it apart from the presumably
“representational preoccupation” of the “optical regime”.
Bringing this paradigm into play next to the established/ constituent players,
allows not only to see the Austin legacy solicited from another perspective, but
to discuss its potential across different, yet related, if not inherent, tracks.
Besides, it is across this juxtaposition with this refined, yet most distant, “spin‐
off” of the Texas pedagogy, that a unique opportunity for a dialectic approach
emerges, disclosing all the more the shared features across the earlier
paradigms that inscribe closely to the Austin genealogy: a conviction about the
need of an intellectual context for architecture education, a persistence on
constructing a rigorous methodology framework – not necessarily a particular
methodology – for the design process and, consequently, for the teaching
process, and a profound belief in the contribution of material constructs as
methodological means in a reflective or projective praxis.
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III.3. The Theoretical Foundations
III.3.1. The concept of ‘transparency’: literal and phenomenal
THE TRANSPARENCY
DISCOURSE

TRANSCENDING THE
TEXAS GENEALOGY

Following the personal growth and academic migration of the Texas
protagonists, several tracks have evolved across the educational paradigms that
have been associated to the Austin genealogy. However, there is one single
theme that transcends the whole genealogy: the bifold concept of literal and
phenomenal transparency, as formulated by Rowe and Slutzky in the mid‐
1950s. Triggered by the intellectual fervor and the radical dynamics of the first
formative years of the Texas experiment, the transparency theme has been a –
if not the most robust – fundamental element of the theoretical production of
this paradigm. Affecting the mode of reasoning as well as the pedagogical
practices of its key contributors, the Transparency article has permeated the
Austin legacy ever since. Besides, as it has been largely acknowledged, “the
ongoing relevance of Transparency within architectural discourse611 has been
something of a phenomenon in itself”, infiltrating architectural education
curricula for more than fifty years.
The debate on transparency612 is certainly not exclusive to the Texas paradigm,
nor does it begin or conclude within the Austin genealogy. However, it is within
this particular context that the specific aspect of this theme has been born,
flourished, evolved and widely employed to the extent that it makes sense to
delve into this distinct instance; besides, there are interpretations of the
concept as employed, commented, enhanced, digested or challenged even
within this genealogy613 (as Oechslin notes), that attest to the individual tracks
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Not without opposition. See VonMoos, Haag‐Bletter, Mertins.

612

Prior concepts. See Giedion Kepes, Rubin, Arnheim.

See Gulinello references. See The Light Construction Reader. See also GSD syllabus.
See Oechslin (Corbusier, 1923) and Ockman (Corbusier, 1923) about reactions to the article/
debates that were initiated on this particular theme.
See Gulinello about before and after the Transparency article.
613 See Oechslin (Wright, 1927) and Gulinello on the actual evolution, versions and publications
of the Transparency articles.
‐ 1955 spring. Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky conceive the first essay.
‐ 1955 fall. Article ready for publication. Refused publication.
‐ 1955‐1956. Draft widely distributed and read at Texas school of architecture.
‐ 1955 winter. Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky write a second essay.
‐ 1955 spring. Rowe and Slutzky draw outline of third essay.
‐ 1963. Rowe, C. and R.Slutzky, Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal. In Perspecta, vol.8.
Publication of first article.
‐ 1968. Rowe, C. and R.Slutzky, Transparenz, Kommentar von B.Hoesli. Le Corbusier
Studien I, gta series, vol.4, Basel/Stuttgart. Translation of first article in German, containing
Hoesli’s preface and commentary and an introduction from W.Oechslin.
‐ 1971. Rowe, C. and R.Slutzky, Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal. Part II. In Perspecta,
vol.13/14. Publication of second article.
‐ 1974. Transparenz. 2nd printing with minor changes.
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or the evolution of thought of its main proponents across the years that make
it all the more essential to the understanding of the Austin genealogy.
THE CONCEPT OF
TRANSPARENCY

As Hoesli notes on the genesis of the concept of transparency
The written work concerning the concept of transparency was conceived in the
Spring of 1955 by Colin Rowe, educated as an architect, student of architectural
historian Rudolf Wittkower, and by Robert Slutzky, painter and student of Josef
Albers. […]614

Seeking to contribute to the debate of contemporary architecture on notions
such as “space‐time”, “simultaneity”, “interpenetration”, “superimposition”,
“ambivalence”, Rowe and Slutzky engage themselves in an endeavor to
formulate a systematic basis to discern distinct categories/ subtle diversities
among works of art or architecture.; the twin concept of literal and phenomenal
transparency is suggested as an “efficient critical instrument” serving to “give a
characterization of species”. Regardless of the actual applicability of this
scholarly device – “almost pedantic” as Rowe and Slutzky point out themselves
– and its reception within the architectural realm615, the concept of
transparency per se is of primary importance to understand the theoretical
basis of the Austin legacy.
Challenging prior definitions616 of transparency by default associated with
modern architecture, Rowe and Slutzky borrow concepts and arguments from
perceptual (Gestalt) psychology617 to seek yet for another level of
interpretation beyond those of the mere material condition (as in “pervious to
light and air”) or the intellectual imperative (as in “perfectly evident”, “free of
dissimilation”). Employing the concept defined by Kepes618, transparency is
discussed as “a new optical quality” implying “a spatial order” rather than a
purely “optical characteristic”. Thus, transparency is advocated as a condition
denoting an evident ambiguity, indicating “a simultaneous perception of
different spatial locations”; superimposed elements are perceived as
interpenetrating, yet without visually destructing, each other, while
transparent figures gain “equivocal meaning”. By embracing the perceptual

‐ 1989. Transparenz. 3rd printing, revised and expanded, Basel/Boston/Berlin. Containing
Hoesli’s 1982 (?) Addendum.
‐ 1980. Slutzky, R. Aqueous Humor. In Oppositions vol.19/20.
‐ 1989. Slutzky, R. Rereading Transparency. In Daidalos, vol.33/34.
‐ 1992. Rowe, C. and R.Slutzky, Transparence, reelle et virtuelle, Editions du Demi‐Cercle,
Paris. Edited by Werner Oechslin.
‐ 1997. Transparency. With a Commentary by Berhard Hoesli and an Introduction by
Werner Oechslin. Basel/ Boston/ Berlin.
614

See

615

See Gulinello, Haag‐Bletter, Mertins.
The rigidity of this distinction [literal negative vs. phenomenal positive] had aroused
considerable criticism; in particular Rosemary Haag Blatter who noted that Rowe and
Slutzky were “too eccentric to produce usable categories”, and that their “unorthodox”
interpretation of cubism and constructivism only made sense in formal terms, not in
historical terms. _ Mertins Haag‐Bletter

616

Giedion’s transparency. (1952). Transparency: primitive and modern. Art News. The Eternal
Present: The Beginnings of Art
617

Edgar Rubin on “figure‐ground”. Arnheim on transparency. Art and Visual Perception

618

Kepes’ transparency
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realm, Rowe and Slutzky argue that phenomenal transparency results to an
understanding of space as a dynamic concept619.
A further level of interpretation ‐ that of transparency as a condition to be
discovered in a work of art ‐ is admirably defined by Gyorgy Kepes in his
Language of Vision: ‘[…] one must assume the presence of a new optical
quality. The figures are endowed with transparency; that is, they are able to
interpenetrate without an optical destruction of each other. Transparency
however implies more than an optical characteristic, it implies a broader
spatial order. Transparency means a simultaneous perception of different
spatial locations. Space not only recedes but fluctuates in a continuous activity.
The position of the transparent figures has equivocal meaning as one sees each
figure now as the closer now as the further one'.620
LITERAL & PHENOMENAL
TRANSPARENCY

PHENOMENAL
TRANSPARENCY
IN PAINTING

In this context, Rowe and Slutzky unfold their own perspective underlining the
distinction between literal and phenomenal transparency, as an inherent
quality of substance or organization respectively.
Therefore, at the very beginning of any enquiry into transparency, a basic
distinction must be established. Transparency may be an inherent quality of
substance, as in a glass curtain wall; or it may be an inherent quality of
organization. One can, for this reason, distinguish between a literal and a
phenomenal transparency.621

In the case of Cubist painting 622, phenomenal transparency introduces a
shallow, abstracted space vs. the deep, naturalistic space, by means of an
articulated presentation of frontally displayed objects; an ambiguous/
equivocal reading of space is produced by means of an articulate presentation
of frontally displayed objects.
Leger’s concern is with the structure of form, Moholy’s with materials and
light.623
[…] Literal transparency, we notice, tends to be associated with the trompe
l'oeil effect of a translucent object in a deep, naturalistic space; while
phenomenal transparency seems to be found when a painter seeks the
619 Gulinello notes Mertins’ arguments for the opposite: the fundamentally optical nature of
phenomenal transparency and the consequent static qualities of the resulting space.
However, for Giedion and Moholy‐Nagy the observer moved freely within a space that
included a temporal dimension; a space with rather undefined limits, while Rowe and
Slutzky's observer, positioned in front of the facade as if looking at a painting, existed in a
space which was decidedly two‐dimensional.

Mertins [D. Mertins, Transparency: autonomy and relationality p.136] deduces from this that the
phenomenal space of Rowe and Slutzky is purely optical, in the sense which most resembles
Konrad Fiedler's theory of plurivisibility, which alludes to an autonomous development of form,
and that the two authors “argued for a self‐contained form whose underlying theory of spatial
and aesthetic perception privileged stasis, flatness, and the self‐reflexive autonomy of the
aesthetic object”.
620

See

621

See

622

Discussing Literal and Phenomenal Transparency in Cubist painting:
‐ Braque, The Portuguese vs. Picasso, The Clarinet Player
‐ Gris, Still Life vs. Delaunay, Simultaneous Windows
‐ Leger, The Three Faces vs. Moholy‐Nagy, La Sarraz
‐ Picasso, Braque, Gris, Leger, Ozenfant, (Mondrian, Klee) vs. Kandinsky, Malevich, El
Lissitsky, Van Doesburg

623

See
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PHENOMENAL
TRANSPARENCY
IN ARCHITECTURE

articulated presentation of frontally displayed objects in a shallow, abstracted
space.624

In regard to modern architecture 625, the concept of phenomenal transparency,
becomes more difficult to grasp, since it is difficult to play around with/ tackle
the third dimension, which is no longer implied/ represented but very much
real/ present. Instead, phenomenal transparency is related to the stratification
(=layering) of space by consciously employing the frontal viewpoint; a
“contradiction of spatial dimensions” is generated, resulting to “continuous
fluctuations of interpretation.” As noted particularly for Le Corbusier’s Palace
for the League of Nations project, “through a series of positive and negative
implications, the whole scheme becomes a sort of monumental debate, an
argument between a real and ideal space.”
By means of frontality, a figure‐ground reading is achieved, the layering of
space is generated and, consequently, ambiguity of interpretation is triggered.
“These stratifications, devices by means of which space becomes constructed,
substantial, and articulate, are the essence of that phenomenal transparency
which has been noticed as characteristic of the central postcubist tradition.”

ON PHENOMENAL
TRANSPARENCY

Phenomenal transparency is, hence, related to a stratification of space, a
layering effect in regard to frontal perception and the consequent generation
of ambiguous interpretations626.
As Mertins points out – cited by Gulinello – phenomenal transparency is a
quality of spatial organization of another order, firmly linked to the
phenomenology of spatial perception.
“the post‐Cubist transparency could by no means be identified with that
condition of clear visibility guaranteed by glass, […] it involved a far more subtle
concept, based on a phenomenology of spatial perception.” 627

In this framework, Rowe and Slutzky advocate for phenomenal transparency as
a quality of spatial organization of another order, related to the very structure
of form rather than its visual characteristics/ properties; this concept, while
firmly embracing Gestalt theories and the perceptual realm, does not
necessarily constrain the approach within the boundaries of the optical regime
or the vocabulary of a formalistic discourse.

624

See

625

Discussing Literal and Phenomenal Transparency in modern architecture:
‐ Le Corbusier, Villa at Garches vs. Gropius, Bauhaus (workshop wing)
‐ Le Corbusier, League of Nations vs. Gropius, Bauhaus

626 Whether this unfolds a definite embracing of the optical formal regime (Mertins) or points
eventually to the post‐structuralist realm (Somol) is rather an open discussion. Besides, Slutzky
himself in a couple of later articles (Daidalos & Oppositions) is himself disputing the apparent
formal perspective of the Transparency articles, explaining that this was only a polemic
developed within a specific pedagogical context, suggesting an expanded rereading of the
transparency concept.
627

See
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III.3.2. The concept of ‘transparency’ (bis): an instrument for design
TRANSPARENCY AS
ANALYTIC MEANS

TRANSPARENCY AS
GENERATIVE MEANS

As Slutzky notes for the sequel of the Transparency articles628, the first one was
“set out to distinguish between two modes of space operative in modernist
aesthetics within the first couple decades of this century” by introducing the
twin concept of literal and phenomenal transparency, whereas the second one
“led to the postulation that phenomenal transparency was not an exclusive
property of modernism.” If it were to be published, the third one “would have
applied the same method of reading to structure and volume, analyzing the way
plans and sections project through elevations to conceal or reveal the 'contents'
lying behind.” From this short yet most enlightening paragraph, encapsulating,
even retrospectively, the intention of the authors, it is nevertheless evident that
the concept of transparency was devised by Rowe and Slutzky in “the pursuit of
a somewhat rigorous method of formal analysis”. Whereas the commentaries
of most outsiders converge on the presumably formalistic focus of this
endeavor, Hoesli, an insider of the Texas paradigm, shifts his attention to, and
eventually his arguments against, the analytic intentions.
Hoesli was of course familiar with the content of the Transparency article since
it first appeared and circulated (1955‐56) within the Texas premises before its
actual publication in Perspecta (1963). In his 1968629 Commentary, he
acknowledges that the perceptive perspective of Rowe and Slutzky has allowed
to “differentiate between two kinds of “modern architecture”” by revealing/
unfolding/ disclosing “essential insights into the principles of […] spatial
organization” by means of the “detached and impassioned distinction between
a phenomenal (figurative) and a literal transparency”. However, he can’t help
himself from noticing that “The examination of the concept of transparency in
architecture belongs […] to the numerous symptoms announcing the end of
“Modern Architecture”630. Recognizing the methodological rigor of the device/
“twin concept of actual and apparent transparency”, he moves a step further
seeking to introduce it to a projective/ generative rather than analytic/
reflective realm. He sees the necessity to go further and employ this
methodological vehicle as an operative mechanism not only “for the study of
architecture”, but also towards “the production of complex systems of order
during the design process”.
The concept of transparency, as defined by Rowe and Slutzky, becomes a tool
for study; it makes understanding and evaluation possible. But it also becomes
immediately and simultaneously an employable operative means enabling the
intellectual ordering of form during the design process, as well as its graphic
representation.631

TRANSPARENCY AS
INSTRUMENT OF DESIGN

In this line of thought, in his 1982 Addendum – included in the 3rd printing of
the German version in 1989 – Hoesli unfolds his polemic for transparency as an
628 Both written in 1955, though published several years apart at a later time – 1963 and 1971
respectively.
629 Accompanying the first German translation of the article, edited by himself and published by
the ETH‐gta institute …
630

Ockman seems to share this view in the article “Form without Utopia”, affirming that Colin
Rowe’s own “continuing theme has been the failure of the utopian project of modernism, the
naive and tragic aspiration on the part of modern architects to construct the future of society
through architecture.”
631

See
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instrument of design632. Moving beyond the generalization of transparency as
a condition where a locus/ instance in space may be defined in relation to two
or several systems of reference, he makes a case for transparency as a form‐
organizational principle/ “a universally applicable criterium for characterizing
form‐organization just as for instance symmetry or asymmetry”. Hoesli is
determined to “convey the idea that transparency defined as a state of
relationships between the elements of a form‐organization, can also be
considered and used as a means of organizing form.” The idea of “form as an
instrument for design” becomes of primary importance in his argumentation.
[…] I then, in 1968, endeavoured to convey the idea that transparency defined
as a state of relationships between the elements of a form‐organization, can
also be considered and used as a means of organizing form. […] The idea of
form as neither an end in itself nor as a result of design but as an instrument
of design seems still quite difficult to grasp.
FORM AS MEANS

SHIFTING AWAY FROM
THE OPTICAL REGIME

The transparency theme becomes, hence, a fundamental tool in addressing
“the two opposing schools of the relation of content and form”. Hoesli
advocates for a thesis outside these polemics633: “form as means” rather than
“form as a result” or “form as an end”. He advocates for the role of form as
operative means/ vehicle in the design process, transparency being a
fundamental principle of form‐organization towards this end.
Within this methodological framework634, Hoesli welcomes transparency as a
“precise tool” apt to reduce a pattern to its fundamental conceptual
constituent features. “The concept of transparency invites to see differences
that can provide the key to understand qualities of uniqueness or similarity.”
Hoesli’s argumentation for transparency as an instrument of design, stems
silently away from the perceptual realm and embraces a structuralist, or even
post‐structuralist, perspective, shifting the focus beyond the boundaries of a
formalistic approach confined in the optical regime.
[…] The concept of transparency invites to see differences that can provide the
key to understand qualities of uniqueness or similarity. […] it should be useful
and might be sobering to welcome precise tools that help to reduce motif, form
and effect to their "essential significant facts and forces "(*), so that we can,
starting from these, create the motifs and authentic forms out of the
constituent factors of our own time conceptually, leaving out of count flirtation
or abuse on a perceptional level.(**)635

SHIFTING AWAY FROM
THE MODERN CONTEXT

Shifting away from its presumably modern context, transparency becomes the
means par excellence to address/ serve the post‐modern situation:
“Phenomenal transparency is a means of form‐organization that permits to
incorporate the heterogeneous elements in a complex architectural or urban
tissue”.
632 Not without opposition. Haag‐Bletter making a particularly harsh comment on Hoesli’s
suggestion as one more “recipe”. Not without noticing, Rowe and Slutzky keep their distance
from this position, dismissing …
633 Possibly inscribing in the tradition of Frank Lloyd Wright [“form and function are one”] or
Matthew Nowicki’s “sophisticated observation” [“form follows form”], as he admits, Hoesli
challenges the functionalist dogma “Form is not the aim of our work, but only the result” or the
rational declaration that “there are only problems of form”,
634

Disputed by some as a prescriptive proposition.

635
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Interestingly enough, Hoesli concludes his comments in the Addendum (1982)
by quoting “the virtues of a transparent form‐organization” as evidenced in a
student project from the Cooper Union MOMA exhibition catalogue (1971)… It
is a student thesis called “Collage”. The student is D.Libeskind…
This drawing, called collage might be seen as the synthetic prototype of plan 5
produced in the laboratory condition of a form‐exercise. It demonstrates the
virtues of a transparent form‐organization: multiple readings, complexity in
unity, ambiguity and clarity, involvement of the user who chases and connects
through participation, tangible meaning in terms of geometry. _ Hoesli on
Libeskind’ thesis636

In proclaiming the virtues of Libeskind’s “Collage” thesis, Hoesli acknowledges
both the situation of a heterogeneous reality and the need for a projective
praxis. While a presumably transparent form‐organization is advocated for as
the methodological means by excellence to address complexity by preserving
ambiguity of interpretation, collage is discussed as the operative mechanism/
technique by excellence to “render feasible "a way of giving integrity to a
jumble of pluralistic references".”

III.3.3. The concept of ‘collage’: ‘scaffold and exhibit’
While Hoesli would see in Libeskind’s thesis an ambassador of a generative
praxis by means of transparent form‐organization and would endorse collage
as means for expressing plurality, Libeskind himself would argue otherwise.
Collage challenges the notion of architecture as a synthetic construct ‐ a
mixture of various creative disciplines. […] The analytic approach, devoid of
multiple means, limited to the existing materials, determined by historical
realities, can fashion a new framework for concepts and ideas by releasing us
from the determinism in both syntactic and semantic domains. It is a kind of
poverty that is being proposed. A poverty of matter to be compensated by the
development of the conceptual ideal.637
COLLAGE AS MEANS FOR
GENERATIVE ANALYSIS

TRANSCENDING THE
TEXAS GENALOGY

Libeskind challenges not only “the notion of architecture as a synthetic
construct”, but also the synthetic nature of architecture, advocating for a
generative analysis as “a new grammar [yielding] radically different ways of
perceiving, thinking, and ultimately perhaps acting”; collage being the medium/
means, operation/ technique and methodology by excellence to employ in this
context; the use of “garbage” seeming like a proper analogy. From his point of
view, collage is a method of a conscious conceptual reductionism – “limited to
the existing materials, determined by historical realities” – to deal with a
complex heterogeneity.
Educated in Hejduk’s early regime at Cooper Union – that is, trained in visual
sensibility, historical consciousness and conceptual awareness – and evidently

636

See

637

See
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perceptive to the currents of the times638, Libeskind becomes one of the earliest
proponents of collage639 as a methodological device/ construct/ concept
associated with the Texas genealogy, even if himself was not directly related to
the Texas paradigm; influenced by Hejduk’s poetic/ eclectic reductivism – as
noted by Eisenman – in his quest towards the essence of architecture640,
intuitively embracing Hoesli’s persistence on a conscious method, paralleling
Rowe’s track from the modern object towards the post‐modern context.
The concept of collage represents yet another principal pylon of the Texas
genealogy, contributing in defining the evolution of this school of thought, even
if by juxtaposition. While the concept of phenomenal transparency would be
employed to praise the dexterous practices of a certain species of modern
architecture641, this track illustrates a critique of the modern movement,
particularly in the urban scale. Without inscribing to the optical regime, or even
more, by challenging a formalistic approach, collage, too, transcends the Texas
genealogy, as a material, artistic, methodological or intellectual praxis/
practice, making its presence noticeable in the background or, eventually, in
the foreground; from Hoesli’s personal long‐lasting artistic preoccupations642 to
Slutzky and Rubin’s pedagogical explorations in visual culture643, from
Libeskind’s use of “garbage” at Cooper to Rowe’s “bricolage” at Cornell, all
resumed in Angelil’s operative practices towards the materialization of a
heterogeneous reality.

638 See Rowe’s graduate urban design studio in neighboring Cornell (1961‐ …), growing culture
of collage technique/ method in Cooper Union (as evidenced later on in Education of an Architect
II).
639

Several years before the publications on Collage City in Architectural Review (1975) or the
actual book (1976).
640

Eisenman on Hejduk’s reductionism and focus on the very essence of architecture.
The seven "Texas Houses" reveal that Hejduk, on the other hand, is concerned with the
process of reduction, of methodologically cutting down to produce a very complex essence.
[…]

641

Opinions diverge. For some, the Transparency article is characteristic for Rowe’s faithful
beliefs in Modernism, for others it is already a sign of him announcing the death of Modernism.
(See Ockman, Hayes, Somol).

642 In a parallel track, collage was part of Hoesli’s personal artistic explorations next to his
academic investigations at ETH‐Zurich for more than twenty‐years (1963‐1984). A large
production of works, that have been showcased in several occasions in exhibitions around the
world after his death, evidence an intense study of the collage medium. However, as noted by
reviewers [Shaw as reviewer of the first exhibition catalogue], consistent with Hoesli’s
persistence on method, Hoesli assimilated this medium as means rather than form, consistent to
his persistence on method. Hoesli’s collage is exemplified as process rather than a mere material
technique or an artistic style. As Caragonne notes, Rowe’s concept of Collage City has been of
particular influence on Hoesli across the final years of his teaching (1978‐1984) – yielding the
fourth‐year urban design studio Hoesli conducted with Paul Hofer on Italian cities (in particular
the Venice case‐study of 1980‐1981) employing or extending several of the Collage City’s
concepts.
643

A couple of examples from excerpts on the education of the architect at Cooper (1971)
It is with an increasing sensitivity to pictorial problems that lead to a less rigid system of
pictorial variables, that more idiosyncratic elements (e.g. collage, montage) are introduced
to this formal study. Slutzky elaborates on two‐dimensional/ color exercises
The Freehand Drawing course has as its primary objective the development of the student’s
basic manual graphic skills. […] These are to be ultimately used in formulating a personal
means of visual communication. It is drawing taught as a craft. _ Rubin on “drawing taught
as craft”
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SHIFTING AWAY FROM
THE MODERN CONTEXT

Born and raised within Rowe’s educational practices in the framework of the
urban design graduate studio at Cornell and a fundamental element of his late
theoretical discourse as articulated in Collage City, the concept of collage has
had a broad influence on architectural discourse and education and has been
one of the major practices/ notions that have denoted/ declared/ concluded
the shift from the modern to the post‐modern era, as Michael Hayes notes.
Rowe's concept of collage ‐ conjoining as it does a critique of modern
utopianism (as in his obituary) and a proposal for a radical heterogeneity of
appropriated form (as in his prescriptions) ‐ would seem to summarize much of
architectural postmodernism, which, indeed, may partly account for the
concept's influence.644

COLLAGE AS
A PROJECTIVE PRAXIS

THE METHODOLOGICAL
DIALECTICS OF COLLAGE

As Hayes resumes, Rowe and Koetter’s “stimulants” for the megapolis
encapsulate a shift towards a projective praxis to address the complexity of the
post‐modern realm645: the “dense texture” of historic urban fabric producing
voids with rich qualities, the “figurative void” generated by inverting solids and
voids, the “long skinny building game” yielding filter/ buffer zones, the
“habitable poche”, "magically useless stabilizers" and "nostalgia‐producing
instruments", the urban garden.
However, while these concepts consciously inscribe to a shift of framework and
seem to share some of Libeskind’s earlier concerns, Rowe’s concept of collage
is tracing its own path. “Specified by its incorporation of Claude Levi‐Strauss's
distinction between the bricoleur and the scientist, Karl Popper's anti‐
utopianism and fallibilism, and the law as a model for architecture”, Rowe’s
theory of collage seeks for a dialectic model to challenge the modern dogma
for the urban construct.
While the earlier concept of phenomenal transparency – developed, however,
with a provocative spirit against the dominant anti‐intellectual Bauhaus
philosophy and pedagogy, as Slutzky pointed out later646 – would advocate for
an astute critical, yet reflective, methodological device to precisely discern
species of architecture in an either/ or mode, the concept of collage would
introduce a dialectic practice, seeking to incorporate utopia and tradition by
employing the method of “bricolage”, a consciously non‐scientific method,
dissolving the boundaries between the synthetic and the analytic. Moving
further than the analytic intentions of the phenomenal transparency era,
without, however, reaching Hoesli’s later track of prescriptive tendencies,
Rowe and Koetter seem to share Libeskind’s quest towards a generative
analysis by means of conceptual reductionism, keeping however a distance
from his methodological polemic.

644

See

645

Ironically enough, as Eisenman puts it (ANY on Rowe), Rowe evidences a shift from a rather
neutral critic of the modern movement to a positive advocate of the post‐modern realm.
646

Slutzky notes retrospectively on the first Transparency article.
[…] it should be remembered that 'Transparency' was a product of the mid‐1950s in
America. […] we tended to seek 'classic' examples to explicate the two sides of our critical
concept […] possibly in reaction against what appeared on the American educational scene
at this time to be an excessive predominance of Bauhaus‐derived pedagogy, [cancelling out]
the pursuit of pictorial and compositional complexities that might be inspired by historical
styles.
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THE CONCEPT OF
“BRICOLAGE”

Embracing Levi‐Strauss concept of “bricolage” , the architect – operating, just
as an artist, in‐between the “bricoleur” and the engineer647 – is expected to
locally apply ad hocery in a selective, yet not methodologically confined, way,
in a dialectic approach between the “concomitant propensities”
[complementary tendencies] of a structured linear logic and fragments/
instances of creative/ empirical leaps. Within this context, the concept of
“bricolage” is introduced as a strategy to create continuity out of otherwise
distinct elements.
[…] the scientist and the 'bricoleur' are to be distinguished 'by the inverse
functions which they assign to event and structures as means and ends, the
scientist creating events ... by means of structures and the 'bricoleur' creating
structures by means of events.'648

647

On the concept of bricolage.
'It is common knowledge that the artist is both something of a scientist and of a 'bricoleur';'
[…] Indeed, if we are willing to recognize the methods of science and 'bricolage' as
concomitant propensities, if we are willing to recognize that they are ‐both of them‐modes
of address to problems, if we are willing (and it may be hard) to concede equality between
the 'civilized' mind (with its presumptions of logical seriality) and the 'savage' mind (with its
analogical leaps), then, in re‐establishing 'bricolage' alongside science, it might even be
possible to suppose that the way for a truly useful future dialectic could be prepared.

648

See
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III.4. The Exercises
III.4.1. The methodological approach: ‘series’
Across this particular version of the Texas genealogy, the paradigms of five
educational ecologies are selected in the US, as well as in Europe/ Switzerland,
across the range of about fifty years, marked by the presence primarily of five
influential figures, Hoesli, Rowe, Hejduk and Angelil – Slutzky in the background.
Another reading: Three cases as direct descendants of the Texas paradigm,
orchestrated by key figures of the former paradigm, and one by association or
even by juxtaposition, critically addressing/ thoroughly discussing/ rigorously
employing some of the Texas practices/ revisiting the Texas practices in a
contemporary educational framework.
However, the objective of this review is not to make an exhaustive nor even
inclusive review on the assignments of each of these paradigms. It is rather to
bring about the methodological features that transcend this paradigmatic
methodology that may be of use/ may offer a model for trans‐disciplinary
exchange between the areas of architectural and structural design studies.
The concept of series is revisited in this case too, as an operative device/
methodological vehicle to review the specific educational/ pedagogical
practices of this particular version of the Texas genealogy.
Instead of delving vertically into each paradigm individually and identify the key
assignments and, consequently, the employed means and underlying theories
as elements of a local importance to demonstrate an time‐dependent linear
evolution within each paradigm – in terms of the actual assignment, the course,
the instructor or the school –, the present approach seeks for a horizontal
approach (if we may employ the term in the case of paradigms that array within
a fifty‐year period) to identify instances across the educational ecologies that
evidence certain lineages of practices and, consequently, to discuss the
transcending themes of each lineage, highlight the recurring, or eventually
deviating, features of the methodological means and, ultimately, underscore
their flexibility and versatility in adjusting to varied ecologies.
The concept of series is of particular interest in this, for it allows to form and
revisit these lineages from a rather distant point at first – focusing initially on
the apparent similarity of the objectives – and, yet, examine them in a
framework of a serial study at another level, acknowledging them as instances
of a series of conscious or unconscious iterations in a systemic generative
approach, rather than as distinct elements of a reflective comparative study.
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III.4.2. The Austin legacy: the ‘visual‐spatial regime’
[…] while the technical preconditions that would allow modern architecture to
refound itself exclusively on the twin bases of structure and space had existed
for almost a hundred years, the aesthetic, philosophical, and intellectual
sources ‐ i.e., the unique combination of cubism, liberalism, gestalt psychology,
and the new criticism, with a renewed understanding of mannerist organizing
geometries ‐ would not be consolidated as an articulate assemblage until the
1950s, when it would provide a new disciplinary foundation for high modern
(or mannerist modern) architectural design and pedagogy.649

In discussing the “Diagrammatic Basis of Contemporary Architecture”, Somol
comments by juxtaposition on the “epistemology of space” that presumably
dominated architectural discourse from the mid‐1950s to the mid‐1970s and
was associated to the Austin genealogy and the propositions of Colin Rowe in
particular. When he refers to “twin bases of structure and space”, Somol alludes
to the theoretical foundations of the Texas paradigm by Hoesli and Rowe, who
brought together two emblematic icons – “one a Corbusier drawing of a frame
structure, the other Van Doesburg’s construction in space” – to condense the
very essence of Modern architecture. As mentioned by Caragonne, this 1954
Memorandum consisted at the same time a “Manifesto” for 20th century
architecture by introducing “a new, revolutionary concept of architectural
space, fluid, plastic, and generative […] uniquely embodied in the work of
Wright, Mies, and Le Corbusier.”
The elemental notion of space has been a key theme of the Texas paradigm,
especially as discussed by the key protagonists or early reviewers of Modern
architecture650 – notably by Le Corbusier, Wright, Giedion, Nowicki, Scully or
Zevi. However, it was the trans‐disciplinary input from other fields, such as art,
visual culture, cognitive psychology and the humanist tradition that forged its
unique features. As stated in many circumstances, it was indeed the influences
of Cubism and Gestalt psychology – by and large introduced by Slutzky – as well
as the humanist/ liberalist perspective of the Warburgian tradition651 – as
initiated by Rowe – that were the pivotal catalysts in the interpretation of
Modern architecture that eventually shaped the Austin legacy. Rowe and
Slutzky make an explicit reference on Gestalt psychology652 and its fundamental
649

See (Somol, 1999) p.12.

650

The following works are often mentioned in the discourse of the Texas proponents:

[The Plan is the Generator] [Five Points] Vers une Architecture (Giedion, 1941), The Logic of the
Plan (Nowicki, 1951), Space, Time and Architecture (Scully, 1957), Origins and Trends in Modern
Architecture (Zevi & Barry, 1957), Modern Architecture: toward a Redefinition of Style (Moretti,
1953), Architecture as Space: how to look at architecture (Wittkower, 1949), as well as Strutture
e Sequenze di Spazi (Arnheim, 1954).
651

See Architectural principles in the age of humanism (Beardslee & Wertheimer, 1958).

652

Rowe and Slutzky refer explicitly to some of the fundamentals on Gestalt theories, namely the
works of Wertheimer (Wertheimer, 1938), Koffka (Koffka, 1935), Koehler (Köhler, 1930),
Hartmann (Hartmann, 1935) and Arnheim (Arnheim, 1943), (Caragonne, 1995a).
Arnheim (Arnheim, 1943) notes on the origins and focus of Gestalt theory:
Gestalt theory, created mainly by three men, Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang Kohler, and Kurt
Koffka, uses as its method in psychology, physics, biology, sociology, etc., the description of
the structural features, the whole‐qualities of "systems", i.e., of those natural things or
happenings in which the character and function of any part is determined by the total
situation.
Sternberg (2009) summarizes on Gestalt psychology:
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concepts and principles653, when they discuss their terminology in the second
Transparency article. They acknowledge its instrumental role in the formulation
of the operative vehicles of the Austin pedagogy. In so doing, they affirm
“considering phenomenal transparency […] entirely at a perceptual level”,
openly adhering to the perceptual realm.
In considering phenomenal transparency in this way, entirely at a perceptual
level, it has not been possible to overlook gestalt psychology, since the gestalt
psychologists, in their analysis of perception, seem to have been preoccupied
with just those questions which are central to any examination of the problem.
"Configuration", "figure‐ground", "field", "common contour", "proximity",
"constellation" ‐ sometimes inadvertently and sometimes consciously our
vocabulary has been saturated with the gestalt phraseology, precisely because
of the adequacy of its terms.654

Somol depicts this optical bias of the Austin school of thought when discussing
the two prevailing educational models of the second half of the 20th century;
the AA “thermodynamic” model would rise to challenge the Austin “optical”
regime in the early 1970s. In his perspective, the two pedagogies would develop
a focus on time, event/ motion, performance and process or an emphasis on
space, structure, form and geometry respectively. In depicting the opposing
features of these two schools of thought, Somol offers nevertheless an
insightful outline of the distinguishing features of the so‐called visual‐spatial
regime, or else of the presumably constituent features of the Austin legacy655.
In his words, “Rowe and company attempted to replace the neutral,
homogenous conception of modernist space with the positive figuration of
form”656 . Within this context, space is seen as if bearing plastic attributes
[…] a proposition to explain how we perceive groups of objects or even parts of objects to
form integral wholes, based on the assumption that the perception of the whole is different
from the sum of its individual parts.
See more on Gestalt psychology in Readings in Perception (Shkapich & Hejduk, 1985).
653 Recognized as the founder of Gestalt theory, Wertheimer introduces several factors in the
perception of groups of objects in his seminal article “Laws of Organization in Perceptual Form”
(1923): proximity, similarity, common fate/ uniform density/ “praegnanz”, objective set,
direction/ “good curve”/ closure.

Edgar Rubin’s concept of “figure‐ground” (1915) grows to be an instrumental concept of the
Gestaltists, discussing the particular attributes that that drive the perceptual focus on a figurative
element against intelligible, disorganized sensations that are perceived as the background.
See Sternberg (2009) on Gestalt concepts and principles: “Praegnanz”, “Figure‐Ground”,
Proximity, Similarity, Continuity, Closure, Symmetry. The notion of “Praegnanz” is the
“overarching law” governing visual perception by advocating that:
We tend to perceive any given visual array in a way that most simply organizes the different
elements into a stable and coherent form.
654

See (Rowe & Slutzky, 1971) p.298.

655

Somol notes on the “optical” regime and the Austin pedagogy:
[…] the Austin pedagogy (and, subsequently, that of Cornell, Cooper, and the ETH) aimed to
formalize space or make it figurative […]. […] the spatial fixation of the Austin legacy first
requires 'seeing’ space (e.g. through the gestalt effect of figure/ground reversal) and the
subsequent generation of retinal objects […].
[…] the central identifying trait of the architectural discipline for the optical‐mathematic
legacy of Texas was geometry, […] architectural practice and pedagogy [confined to a]
longstanding representational preoccupation […].

656

Somol acknowledges the contribution of this school of thought in the discourse on form.
This "flexibility" of Cubism and collage provides an institutional and disciplinary basis for
architecture beginning with Rowe, while the diverse series of ideal villas and collage cities
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similar to form and, consequently, as apt to be manipulated in equally relevant
compositional terms. Serving the formal purposes of this approach, geometry
acquires an instrumental role in the formulation and articulation of space, while
the drawing – either in Rowe’s frontals or Hejduk’s axonometrics – becomes
the primary means of inquiry, in a model that relies intensely on the concrete
and precise qualities of representation. Influenced by the dominant concept of
transparency, the Austin pedagogy focuses on a visual interpretation of form
and space as form – an attempt “to formalize space or make it figurative”.

III.4.3. The Austin genealogy: the series
Articulation in Plan | The Nine‐Square‐Grid Problem
The nine square is metaphysical. It always was. […] It is one of the classic, open‐
ended, problems given in the last thirty years. The nine square has nothing to
do with style. It is detached.[…] the nine square is unending in its voidness.657

The Nine‐Square‐Grid problem is largely acknowledged as perhaps the most
enduring introductory exercise in architectural pedagogy of the second half of
the 20th century. Along with its extended alter ego – the Cube Problem – they
would not only prove to be emblematic agents of the Austin genealogy, but
furthermore they would constitute methodological devices apt to activate
discourses transcending diverse schools of thought.
ELEMENTARY SPATIAL
CONFIGURATIONS

According to Caragonne, the exercise was initiated at the University at Texas in
the mid‐1950s within the framework of the newly introduced freshman
course658 taught by Slutzky, Hejduk and Hirsche659. The course, that addressed
concepts of visual perception, intended to serve as a preparation for the
architectural design studio; a first part of a two‐dimensional emphasis was
followed by a three‐dimensional component that did eventually yield the Nine‐

that derive from this tradition represent a sustained reflection on the form and content of
individual and collective arrangements and an investigation into varied compositional and
associative laws in the relation of part‐to‐whole.
However, he does unfold a bias for “the pragmatics of force” of the AA educational model,
eventually pointing to Eisenman’s diagrammatic practices that would allow to “shift the primary
focus from the sensual aspects of objects to the universal aspects of object” and move through
the semantics of the object to the syntactics of architectural language.
657

See (Shkapich & Hejduk, 1985) p.129.

658

In combination with the sophomore design studio [ARC.510_“Introduction to Architectural
Design”], the freshman course in vision [ARC.401_“Drawing”] was introduced in the 1st Texas
school (1954‐1956) to replace the till then representative design studio [ARC.607_”Basic Design”]
that was following the “Basic Design” Bauhaus tradition emblematically carried forward by the
Gropius’ GSD model. The course was presumably focusing on free‐hand drawing, but was actually
an introduction to visual culture, discussing concepts of Gestalt psychology and Cubist painting.
659

Caragonne notes on the origins of the exercise:
Was there an exclusive source, a lone inventor of the nine‐square grid exercise? Impossible
to determine; perhaps even irrelevant to speculate. Suffice it to say that it was Hejduk and
Slutzky together with Lee Hirsche who came upon a solution to the problem of an
appropriate strategy for the teaching of simple architectural problems in a manner that
Hoesli could applaud. _ (Caragonne, 1995a)
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Square‐Grid problem. Primarily driven by Slutzky’s own background660 , the
exercise initially sought to discuss “elementary spatial configurations” by
means of plastic expression and formal explorations.
Slutzky and Hirsche devised a format for the three‐dimensional design portion
of the course: a gridwork of nine equal cubes, three units wide by three units
deep, into which a given number of panels of gray cardboard could be inserted
on edge. These panels could then be arranged so as to enclose, define, and
divide any number of elementary spatial configurations.661
STUDIES OF
ARCHITECTONIC NATURE

However, as Slutzky notes – acknowledging that the influence of Cubist painting
was rather prevailing for him662 – it was Hejduk’s contribution which was
decisive in bringing this exercise towards the architectural realm.
“It was always going no place relative to architecture, other than the fact that
we were talking about the plastic extension and compression of planes. […] I
was not fully aware of the possibilities of the nine‐square exercise. I was only
able to see full and half‐panel expressions. John [Hejduk] awakened me to the
architectural possibilities. He had a facility to drive away the extraneous and
go right to the core of the idea. John reinterpreted the verticals and horizontals
as post and beam.” 663

The actual exercise revolved around a composition of basic architectural
elements within a constraining framework of 9 squares arranged in a 3x3 grid
[Fig.34.a]. However, the goal of the exercise was not the composition itself, but
rather the “study [of] spatial relationships within the 9‐square grid (16
columns)” by means of physical models [Fig.34.b]. In his comment on the
exercise as implemented at the Cooper years later, Hejduk underlines its
primarily didactic scope 664.
AN INVESTIGATION IN
ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGE

As Hejduk recalls, the development of the exercise served for the students, as
well as for him, as a (re)introduction to the elements of architecture [Fig.34.c].
When engaged to join the Texas faculty, he felt the need to (re)educate himself
on the basics of architecture construction. The Nine‐Square‐Grid problem
emerged, hence, as an intellectual construct responding to his own urge to
systematically organize his knowledge and thoughts about the fundamentals of
architectural language. As noted in many instances – in particular by Hejduk

660

Slutzky was a painter, who had studied both with Burgoyne Diller and Josef Albers at Yale.
Cited by Caragonne, he comments on the Gestalt foundations of the course:
I applied my own painting as a guide to fashioning a two‐dimensional design course. My
interest in Gestalt psychology led me toward the discussion and investigation of aspects of
sparsity and density, tension and compression, the kinetics of geometric configuration, and
Gestaltic enclosure. _ (Wittkower, 1949)

661

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.190.

662

At the time of the 1st Texas school, Slutzky and Rowe were preparing the Transparency article
that circulated within the Texas premises a couple of years later. Concepts related to the
transparency theme, such as ambivalence, stratification of space, deep or shallow space, were
dominant in his discourse.

663

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.190.

664

A position that Moneo will come to rigorously endorse.
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himself665 , Eisenman666, Moneo and Somol – this imperative was coupled by a
parallel set of extra‐curricular, yet profoundly scholarly, investigations that
would eventually yield the Texas Houses series [Fig.34.d]; evidencing the
intense dialogue between Hejduk’s teaching and practicing. It was this series
that offered him the methodological means to study the architectural basics
both in a conceptual and a pragmatic level, yet of an “abstract not literal” order.
Nurturing and nurtured by the Nine‐Square‐grid problem, the Texas Houses
resulted to a rigorous investigation of incremental complexity, forging Hejduk’s
personal path towards a structured architectural thought. Within this context,
the Nine‐Square‐Grid problem was developed as the pedagogical canvas to
develop and discuss the architectural vocabulary of the structural frame by
studying the generating elements of architecture, however, in an abstract level,
intentionally preserving the authenticity of the problem667.
A STUDY ON
SPACE AND STRUCTURE

Hence, it may be said that it was Hejduk’s intense methodological investigations
on architectural language and his concrete studies on architectural construction
that led to the translation of the early plastic‐formal explorations to an
articulate “series of elementary exercises” revolving around the “twin bases” of
structure and space of modern architecture as Somol notes668.
As an educational device, the nine‐square problem emerged from a collapse of
two modern diagrams Le Corbusier's domino (structure) with van Doesburg's
axonometrics (space) ‐ filtered through the reductive planimetric logic
hypostatized by Wittkower as Palladio's "twelfth villa."669

665

See (Wittkower, 1949) p.39, 41 / p. 197 and pp. 222‐37.
The Texas houses are the result of a search into generating principles of form and space in
architecture. There is an attempt to understand certain essences in regard to architectural
commitment with the hope of expanding a vocabulary.

666

In discussing the association of the Texas Houses with the concept of space, Eisenman relates
the first set – houses 1, 2, 3 and 5 – to the Nine‐Square‐Grid Problem.
667

Caragonne notes on Hejduk’s influence in the development of the exercise:
[…] if the interstices of the grid extended vertically were to be considered posts or columns,
then the horizontal connecting members between these posts could be seen as supporting
beams arid, for the first time, a frame structure would emerge. _ (Payne, 1994)

Commenting on Hejduk’s latent thoughts on the nine‐square‐grid problem, Caragonne posits that
the exercise was an inevitable mediating means in his “25‐year exploration and struggle with the
inexorable logic of the frame’’; a means towards a rather pragmatic understanding at the very
beginning or a rather poetic awareness when reaching the end of the journey…
668

Somol discusses the Nine‐Square‐Grid as a paradigm by excellence of the “high‐modern
pedagogy” and highlights, by extension, its relevance to the structure and space duality that is
dominating this school of thought. To clarify the suggested relationship of structure and space
[dynamic space vs. static structure] in the modern realm, and, by extension, to this paradigm,
Somol discusses in juxtaposition, Eisenmans’ proposition on space and structure [dynamic
structure that activates space].
Unlike the initial premises of the nine‐square problem as articulated in Austin (and as
continued in Hejduk's private research into the theme through his seven Texas Houses from
1954‐63), Eisenman does not privilege "space" (of the van Doesburg variety) as the
dominant dynamic element to be read against the stasis of structure (of the Dom‐ino type).
Instead, […] the activation of the structural grid or frame engenders the spatial event of the
object ‐ a kind of objectification of the structure […].
669 See (Somol, 1999) p.12. Somol explicitly refers here to the two emblematic icons that were
brought together by Rowe and Hoesli in condensing the very essence of Modern architecture
towards the theoretical foundations of the 1954 Texas Manual for Design/ Manifesto for Modern
Architecture.
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And it was on this operative basis that the exercise was further developed to
reach its culmination a couple of decades later at the Cooper670, enabling “an
in‐depth investigation of binary architectonic relationships” as Slutzky
underlines671 [Fig.34.e].
THE STRATEGY OF THE
GENERATION OF THE PLAN

However, while the Nine‐Square‐Grid problem proved to be a sound
methodological vehicle to study the fundamentals of architectural vocabulary,
it has been as well instrumental in introducing primary architectural strategies.
As Hejduk notes, the design objective of the exercise may be condensed as the
articulation of space in regard to the dipole center‐periphery, eventually
highlighting two digressing tracks, “one of complete fluidity and one of
complete containment” [Fig.34.f]. Moneo comes to endorse, suggesting that
the exercise introduces one of the fundamental question in architecture, that
of “the generation of the plan”672. Two choices unfold: either working on a basis
of an abstract modular tool, such as the grid [Fig.34.g], or generating figural
elements673 on an independent modality [Fig.34.h]. For Moneo, the exercise is
a paradigm by excellence to showcase the very essence of “making of
architecture”. The passage from the abstract idea to a concrete formal
proposition is inevitably associated with “the choice of strategy” in the
articulation of areas in plan674.
670 It is, however, during this period, when the constituent elements of the exercise reflect
particular structural typologies or represent concrete building components, that the assignment
loses at times touch with its initial abstract – presumably perceptual, yet intensely conceptual –
features, shifting towards a kit‐of‐parts approach that eventually embraces the post‐modern
realm.
671

Somol affirms the “rhetorical capacity” of the exercise that is “founded on the articulation of
a series of dialectics”.
What this problem provided was a discipline for modern architecture, a perverse and clever
argument for a rhetorical capacity against those who would understand modern
architecture as simply the literal addition of constructional systems and programmatic
requirements. Further, it assumed a language of architecture founded on the articulation of
a series of dialectics (center and periphery, vertical and horizontal, inside and outside,
frontality and rotation, solid and void, point and plane, etc.), a logic of contradiction and
ambiguity.
However, whereas Slutzky insists on a dialectic perspective founded on the inseparable duality
of “percept” & “concept”, Somol discusses a specific set of dialectics that inscribes to a particular
school of thought, reflecting the so‐called “epistemology of space”:
For the two decades following its introduction in 1957, the nine‐square served as the
discipline's formal introduction to itself, establishing the discourse on space and structure,
and providing a series of solution sets through the allied design research of Hejduk,
Eisenman, and others. In advanced academic and professional contexts after 1974,
however, that epistemology of space was rapidly replaced by a pragmatics of force […].
672

In regard to the question of the generation of the plan, Moneo follows Eisenman’s
interpretation, relating the Nine‐Square‐Grid Problem to the first set of the Texas Houses.
673

Moneo asks:
does the formal structure of architecture come as a result of making an abstract, modular
division of space or does it, on the contrary, arise as an independent assertion making use
of elementary images and figures?

674 One should note here that Moneo refers to the generation of the plan as the articulation of
areas in plan; a fundamental strategy that precedes the articulation of volume or space. While
he acknowledges the volumetric characteristics of space as inherent properties, he nevertheless
suggests that the concept of space as volume is not a primary aspect of the exercise.
The very proposition implicates in itself an essential theoretical problem, since the " nine
square grid" brings up the question, a fundamental one in architecture, of the generation
of the plan, which in any case precedes volume or space.
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Articulation of Volumes | The Cube Exercises
A Cube problem is not unique to a particular architectural school; it is
somewhat universal; its staying power appears to profess that it will still be
used for some time in the future as a didactic problem. The interest lies in how
it is viewed.675 […]
THE CURRICULAR
FRAMEWORK

While the Nine‐Square‐Grid problem would focus on the articulation of spaces
in plan, its presumed extension – the Cube Problem – would emphasize on the
articulation of spaces as volumes, shifting the focus to the three‐dimensional
nature of architecture. The concept of spatial definition is elaborated, inevitably
bringing the discussion on the dialectics of solid and void.
Possibly informed by Hejduk’s persistent investigations on the structural frame
– in parallel pursued in the Texas Houses series – a “two‐story 18‐cube format”
[Fig.35.a] was soon introduced as an extension of the Nine‐Square‐Grid already
in the 1st Texas school further expanding the three‐dimensional component of
the introductory course in visual culture. After Hejduk and Slutzky’s departure,
further variations yielded the “27‐cube three‐story cage” that would host the
series of abstract exercises that the newly appointed faculty – Shaw, Hodgden
and Seligmann – would develop jointly with Hoesli for the first and second year
design studios of the 2nd Texas school676.
According to Caragonne, it was Hodgden in particular, who developed a
meticulously structured model for the freshman course – “a laboratory for an
investigation of the properties of architectural form and space” [Fig.35.c] –
founded on “the relationship of Gestalt theories of perception and
architecture”677. Hodgden would follow the philosophical basis and pedagogical
practices set forth in the 1st Texas school, employing Hoesli’s concept of a series
of abstract exercises of architectonic nature [Fig.35.d]. The course was an
introduction to fundamental organizational principles of visual perception as
means of defining space, discussing the theme of two‐ and three‐dimensional
transparency in particular678.
The three‐dimensional component of the course elaborated on the issue of
spatial definition by means of consistent operations (such as addition,
subtraction, translation, extrusion, overlapping, …). These investigations were
articulated in the form of the cube exercises: a series of meticulously structured
problems on spatial definitions and transformations by means of a meticulously
675

See (Shkapich & Hejduk, 1985) p.65.

676

Academic years 1956‐1957, 1957‐1958.

677

The freshman course in vision (ARC.401_“Drawing”) was eliminated and the Basic Design
course (ARC.607_“Basic Design) was reinstituted as the introductory design studio in the
academic year 1957‐1958, after the appointment of the new director of the school (fall 1956) and
the consequent resignation of Hoesli (summer 1957).

678 The exercises for the freshman Basic Design studio at the 2nd Texas School discussed the
following themes:
‐ Definition, superimposition and interaction of systems. Consistency of operations.
‐ Hierarchy. Sparsity and density, centrality and peripherality, activity and passivity.
‐ Definition of pattern. Figure‐ground. Figure‐ground ambivalence and reciprocity.
‐ Spatial cues for figure or ground definition.
‐ Transparency as organizational strategy/ formal organization.
‐ Proportion, scale and detail.
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devised “operational 'program'”/ series of manipulations of physical models of
cubical format.
[…] a series of three‐dimensional exercises, elegantly formulated through the
manipulation of a cube structure (both stipulated and implied) was proposed
to demonstrate the conditions of three‐dimensional transparency, spatial
definition, "significant" dimension, and articulation by detail. 679
EVOLUTION OF
A WORKING VOCABULARY

Later on, during his time at Ithaca, Hodgden would consolidate this know‐how
as a pedagogical strategy and a working grammar680 of form and space,
exemplified in the Cornell version of the cube exercises. These series were
developed as part of Hodgden’s freshman course in vision, which was an
extended spin‐off of the closing Texas Basic Design681. The three‐dimensional
component of the course is once again founded on the series of the cube
exercises, serving as a mature pedagogical vehicle in the discussion of space as
a three‐dimensional construct/ concept682.
[The Cube Exercise] is the first of a compact series of problems in cubical
format, which introduce in succession a number of useful space defining
concepts for three dimensional space.683 _ Hodgden report

679

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.297. Caragonne (ibid. p.307) discusses the series of manipulations
suggested in the framework of the cube exercises across a set of student works submitted for
ARC.607:
[…] four versions of a cube problem […] utilizing precisely five planes to spatially define a
cube; subtracting volumes and slots systematically and hierarchically while maintaining the
spatial integrity of the original cube […]; defining one major and three minor spaces within
a cube; arranging one square depression and one raised square on each face of a four‐inch
cube so as to achieve hierarchy through transparency.
680 Seen as another branch of the formal discourse, parallel to the structure and space vocabulary

that Hejduk and Slutzky would develop at Cornell across the Nine‐Square‐Grid problem.
681

As Hodgden notes the objective was to introduce “architectural design as a process of
discovering form, "compatible with its intended function and also compatible with the nature of
human perception."” The course – Introduction in Vision – consisted of five sets of exercises: a
diagnostic exercise, a first set introducing issues of two‐dimensional space, a second set
addressing issues of three‐dimensional space, a third set discussing more complex space‐
generating concepts and, at the end, a combinatorial exercise. All exercises were drawing
assignments, apart the third set that was developed by means of physical models. [The
information is drawn from a set of Hodgden’s notes given to Hoesli during his second visit at
Cornell, in 1967. See Hoesli archive @ GTA].
682

Hodgden’s Cornell series of cube exercises:
‐ The Cube‐Slot exercise: EXTRACTING one slot per face of the cube _ Definition of a
system. The concept of proportion.
‐ The exercise on Articulation by Detail: EXTRACTING slots of different nature – on edges/
on faces/ of insignificant width – of the cube _ Interaction of systems. The concept of detail.
‐ The Negative Cube exercise: INVERSING/ REPLACING solids by voids and vice‐versa. The
persistence of a system definition through transformation. Space as form.
‐ The exercise on Three‐Dimensional Transparency: TRANSLATING planes/ EXTRUDING
solids on each face of the cube. Interaction of multiple coexisting systems. Three‐
dimensional transparency as enriching form‐organizational principle.
‐ The Cube exercise: positively or negatively EXTRUDING solids on each face of the cube.
Consistency of operations and generated form. The concepts of scale and proportion.
‐ The Double Cube exercise: PROJECTION of voids on the faces of the cube. The concept of
space as void and the notion of form. Simultaneous presence of discrete systems. The
concept of complexity.

683

See (Hodgden, 1967) p.16.
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The fundamentals of visual perception are introduced as means to control the
articulation of space684. Proportion, scale and detail are present here again in
the definition of a system and subsystems [Fig.35.e], while transformation is
discussed in order to underline the persistence of a system definition [Fig.35.f].
Three‐dimensional transparency is the key concept of this set, as an enriching
form‐organizational principle, to highlight the presence of multiple systems of
definition and introduce the concept of complexity.
While at Cornell the cube exercises [Fig.35.b] would evolve as means to discuss
form and space on a perceptual/ formal track685 in the Texas tradition686, at the
Cooper the Cube Problem would grow as vehicle to address the emerging
question of form and program687.
It is typical that the architect is given a program from which an object emerges;
it does seem possible that perhaps the opposite could occur. That is, given an
object, perhaps a program could emerge. This is one of the premises stated
upon presentation of the Cube Problem.688

Hejduk acknowledges the primarily didactic nature of this exercise – apt to
serve diverse educational frameworks; however, its special interest to him lies
on the fundamental question it brings along; the Cube problem, as adopted by
the Cooper pedagogy, challenges the stereotype of program generating form:
“Invent a program for a given 30x30 foot." [Fig.35.h] The somehow abstract
cubical object could indeed host an open range of programs; however, the most
common proposal was a house, much to Hejduk’s disconcert. On a second
thought though, the outcome may only confirm his initial insight about the
openness of programmatic interpretation of form. By reducing the question of
program to its most fundamental essence, the “Home of Man” yields in fact an
immense range of interpretations, proving to be one of the richest concepts in
architecture.

684

In his course notes, Hodgden refers to the following concepts in particular: The organizational
principles of perception (nearness, similarity, “good figure”, transparency and figure‐ground), the
characteristics of “good figure” (“good continuation”, degree of closure of contour, inclusiveness
and symmetry), spatial cues that enhance perception of a figure (depth, linearity, active contour)
vs. ground (size & clarity, in & out, repetitiveness of scale).
Compare with Sternberg on the fundamental Gestalt concepts: “Praegnanz”, Figure‐Ground,
Proximity, Similarity, Continuity, Closure, Symmetry.
685 An approach that would be denounced as Le Corbu academy in several occasions. Caragonne
notes Hedjuk’s comments on the different philosophies of the 1st and 2nd Texas school:
Several years ago, John Hejduk, never at a loss for the appropriate metaphor, declared,
"After the Texas thing reached Cornell, it just dried up. It became academic. They took Corb,
analyzed him to death, and they squeezed all the juice out of him. . .. The warm Texas breeze
hit the chill of Ithaca and then rained itself out." […] Although this particular remark was
delivered in 1981, Hejduk told Thurman something similar a few years later. In explaining
the distinction between the two Texas "schools," Hejduk insisted, "[…] Then after that a
whole bunch of people came ... the ones who then went up to different places – Cornell ...
and academicized Corb ... you know, dried it up."
686

Enriched, however, by the operational program and the serial mode of the exercises.

687

While at the same time, the cube exercises at Hoesli’s Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich would
inscribe in a pragmatic framework addressing questions of architectonic nature [Fig.35.g], and
eventually abandon the conceptual aspects of both Hodgden’s formal or Hejduk’s programmatic
tracks.
688

See ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.99.
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Moneo follows this line of argumentation and suggests that the contribution of
the cube problem lies in the message that “it is not necessary in architecture to
start out from a proposal”.
As was natural, the square has generated the cube; the indefiniteness of
dimensions has given way to a concrete order of measures and the cube of 9
metres on a side is, almost always, transformed into the shell of a house.689

In substituting program by concrete dimensions, Moneo argues, the Cube
Problem eventually shifts the focus to “the dialectic between the concepts of
two‐dimensional and of three‐dimensional space”. 690 If the square (of the
Nine‐Square‐Grid problem) brought about issues related to the plane and the
articulation of the plan, the cube (of the Cube Problem) would address the
articulation of volumes by discussing the solid‐void bifold691 .
In introducing the concept of program, that will eventually bring about
performative aspects and the concept of time, and in confronting the
architectural language/ representational system of the perceptual realm,
Hejduk’s Cube Problem is deviating from Hodgden’s Cube Exercises and the
Texas formal paradigm, underscoring another track of the Austin legacy. While
presumably addressing the dialectics between two‐dimensional and three‐
dimensional space, the two tracks, as evidenced in the two interpretations of
the cube assignment, unfold a dialectic of another order. The transition from
the spatial to the programmatic regime announces a consequent shift from the
dominant notion of form to the emergent performative aspects; a dynamic
notion of architecture is introduced.

Interpretation Problems | The Analysis Problem
The invention of the "Analysis" problem was one of the truly original
developments during the second Texas School. Its rationale was always flexible
enough to sustain changes in the formatting of the problem: drawings and
diagrams might supplant models, while the scope of inquiry might be
broadened to include premodern architecture or even pre‐Columbian examples
of urban design or site planning.692

689

See (Moneo, 1980) p.67.

690

Moneo makes a particular reference to Hejduk’s “Diamond Thesis” that explicitly explore the
dimensional dialectic. This particular thesis – also transcending the latter set of the Texas Houses
– adopts the argumentation of the cubist painters for the reinstitution of the three‐dimensional
quality of the plane, and attempts to introduce it in the architecture realm. By means of the
isometric projection of the cubic format – that yields a flat projection of a diamond shape –
Hejduk equally confronting the representational systems of the Renaissance (perspective
projection) and the Transparency high‐modern paradigm (frontal drawings, i.e. plans &
elevations).

691

In discussing the association of the Texas Houses with the concept of time, Eisenman relates
the second set – houses 4, 6 and 7 – to the Cube Problem. Moneo follows his interpretation.
Hejduk's architectural "work" as manifested in these houses can be broken down into two
areas: first, the manner in which he uses horizontal elements ‐ the site, the plan, and the
roof‐to imply concepts of space. Second, how he uses vertical elements ‐ the columnar grid
and the vertical surface ‐ to reveal concepts of time. […] In Houses 1, 2, 3, and 5 this content
is revealed through various articulations of the horizontal plane, while in Houses 4, 6, and 7
it is revealed through the frame and the vertical plane.

692

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.272.
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The Analysis Problem has grown to be a fundamental assignment across the
Austin pedagogy, versatile enough to produce a whole generation of
“intellectual descendants” in architecture education as Caragonne notes;
bearing, however, the mark of its proponents; Rowe’s proclivity for history,
Hoesli’s persistence on method and diagrammatic practices, Hejduk’s
perspective on “re‐creation”, Seligmann’s fascination with interpretative
physical models.
EMBRACING THE
HISTORICAL PRECEDENT

Evidencing a distinct shift from the Academy and the Bauhaus doctrines in
regard to history, the assignment highlights the value of the architectural
precedent in the design process, as one of the principal themes of the Texas
paradigm. Whereas historical references were to uncritically adopt or
unanimously reject in the former educational models, the Austin pedagogy
came to embrace it as a valued vehicle to convey design principles and a critical
tool to support design decisions, acknowledging that “spatial or architectural
ideas may be viewed as transhistorical or transcultural.”
The attitude of dissecting the works of modern architecture in the search for
repeating themes and principles was a conscious divorce from the prevailing
attitudes in American teaching of the time, as was the interest in architectural
history. […] Architecture had not to be reinvented at every instance.693 _
Seligmann, 1983

REINTRODUCING
ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY

MODERN ARCHITECTURE AS
A BODY OF IDEAS

As Seligmann underlines and Caragonne comes to confirm , historical
consciousness became of fundamental importance for the Texas paradigm and
Rowe’s contribution has been decisive for “the reintroduction of architectural
history as a vital, practical stimulus in the design studio”694.
The Texas affection towards the architectural precedent, and particularly that
of the recent past, was evidenced from the very beginning, when Hoesli and
Rowe drafted ‘the intellectual foundation for the new program’ as early as in
spring 1954. Modern architecture was welcome as the paradigm by excellence
to arouse “the power of generalization and abstraction (in the student)” 695. The
vision for “a new academy”696, called for a “clearly stated philosophy of

693

See (Seligmann, 1989) p.10.

694

As Caragonne suggests, it may be in fact that the Texas’ special interest in a projective use of
history can be traced down to Rowe’s Warburgian culture, reflecting Wittkower’s ideas about
“reading” architecture’s “particular meaning” through an active – sensual or intellectual –
engagement. For more on Wittkower’s “particular meaning” of architecture see Architectural
Principles in the Age of Humanism (Shkapich & Hejduk, 1985).
We maintain, in other words, that the forms of the Renaissance church have symbolical
value or, at least, that they are charged with a particular meaning which the pure forms as
such do not contain. _ (Caragonne, 1995b) p.1
However, whereas Caragonne interprets Wittkower’s theories as related to Gestalt psychology –
a “decoding” of architecture, “reading” as “a clue to the Gestalt or the essential idea of the
building” – and, therefore, related to a rather perceptual perspective, Payne (Moretti, 1953)
argues for Wittkower’s position as “a conscious intellect‐driven will to form aimed at conveying
meaning, and hence, aimed at the mind rather than the senses.”
695

Caragonne notes that the Internal Memorandum [March 13, 1954] consisted in the same time
a Manifesto for 20th century architecture, arguing that, despite local attitudes, it actually shared
a unifying distinctive element among its principal contributors – Wright, Mies and Le Corbusier:
a ‘new, revolutionary concept of architectural space, fluid, plastic, and generative’.

696

According to Caragonne, the voices of Hoesli and particularly Rowe were echoed in the
Comments of the Director to the Design Faculty [May 25, 1954] announcing the new curriculum.
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architectural education”, assuming “cultural self‐consciousness” and identified
“by reference to a body of ideas”. For the Texas protagonists, modern
architecture had become “teachable”, following Nowicki’s statement that (by
1950) it could be considered as a style697.
Seligmann affirms this line of thought698; the works of Le Corbusier, Mies and
Wright would offer exemplary paradigms to “establish a taxonomy or modern
architecture” and discuss “spatial and formal interrelationships” across a series
of analysis projects by means of models or diagrams [Fig.36.b].
Our quest to make modern architecture teachable led quickly to a series of
analysis of important buildings and the notation of these buildings through
models and diagramming, i.e. through a generalization of the organization of
the buildings. […] Analysis projects became an important tool for teaching
about the spatial and formal interrelationships of articulated […] systems […]699

It is within this context that the Analysis Problem was consolidated in the 2nd
Texas school by the younger faculty generation; its origins, however, may be
traced down to the educational practices of Hoesli, Rowe and Hejduk in the 1st
Texas school. The Plan Interpretation Problem and the Interpretation of a Plan
Problem [Fig.36.a] on Wright’s works were initially introduced as assignments
in spatial visualization for Hoesli’s junior year design studio700. By means of a
short, concise/ “brief, succinct format” discussing the “interrelationship of plan
to form”, Hoesli would gradually intensify his efforts to “illustrate to his
students the nature of architectural space and its own internal logic”. The first
exercise701 – a day sketch problem in the beginning of the year – was supposed

An academy ‐ and a school of architecture is an academy ‐ is, by its nature obliged to be
academic. It is in consequence committed to a belief in knowledge and a respect for theories
of education. It assumes cultural self‐consciousness to be a virtue. It can exist only by
reference to a body of ideas.
697

As Caragonne notes, in his seminal article "Origins and Trends in Modern Architecture," – an
article published in the Art Bulletin [The Magazine of Art] in November 1951 – Nowicki began
with the statement that modern architectural design had now become a style:
a style, with all the restrictions, disciplines, limitations and blessings that we usually associate
with the term. A style in the similarities between designs which differ basically in the purpose of
their use and destination
698

Seligmann notes on the assimilation of Nowicki’s proposition by the Texas proponents:
The statement by Nowicky held a special meaning for Bernhard, for, if we wanted to make
modern architecture teachable, it was necessary to recognize modern architecture as a
style. […] We began our search with an extensive and detailed analysis of major modern
buildings. Le Corbusier's ceuvre complete and the early publications of Frank Lloyd Wright
formed the initial basis for the investigation.

699

See (Seligmann, 1989) p.9.

700

Seligmann notes:
Two statements, one from Le Corbusier in 1923, titled "The Plan as the Generator", and the
other from the 1927 series of articles by Frank Lloyd Wright in the Architectural Record,
titled "The Logic of the Plan", became the source for a series of problems that were later
known as "plan development exercises". Both architects' statements professed a similar
concern for the interrelationship of plan to form. To test this, Bernhard issued to his students
the plan of Frank Lloyd Wright's Ullman house. The students were asked to develop from
the plan the spaces and the form. The exercise resulted in an amazing number of different
Frank Lloyd Wright houses. Bernhard's initial exercises with plans by Wright were followed
by others using plans by Le Corbusier, Theo van Doesburg, etc.

701 The “Plan Interpretation Problem”, introduced by Hoesli & Hejduk for the ARC.525_Junior Year

Studio in the 1st Texas School (fall 1954).
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to trigger a conceptual understanding of architectural space. As Hoesli
underlined, the architectural idea – the “parti” – was supposed to interpret “the
relationships of the elements” “by juggling, tossing the plan forms into which
the program so far has crystallized.” However, the limited, thus far, spatial
consciousness and conceptual awareness of the students constrained their
proposals to literal analyses of the plan merely confined in the dominant
programmatic terms without any sense of volumetric relationships/ synthesis.
The second exercise702 – at the very end of the academic year – was meant to
discuss the relationship between a “geometrical order” and a “mental, abstract
order” or “an organic principle of growth” emphasizing on the content (what)
and the means (how) of interpretation of form. Gradually, a conceptual
understanding of space was building up across a comparative juxtaposition of
perceptive, articulate interpretations703.
THE 2ND TEXAS SCHOOL
ANALYSIS PROBLEM

Following these initial versions of interpretation problems, the Analysis
Problem took its final and refined form during the last two years of Hoesli’s
involvement with the Texas experiment. The assignment704 would seek for a
concise and thorough analysis of a designated precedent primarily by means of
a laconic, yet articulate, physical model [Fig.36.d]. The study was supposed to
focus on a specific or a combination of topics (i.e. structural system, planes,
volumes, space sequence, sequence of views, relation of space to structure, …)
denoting a conceptual awareness of the simultaneous presence of several
systems of organization that could be eventually associated with a broad
spectrum of architectural ideas. History would provide a broad pool of
examples that would allow to “recognize, generalize, [abstract,] and apply
suitable architectural ideas to the problem at hand”. These reflective
investigations would serve as methodological means to forge the projective
formulation of architectural ideas in the design studio [Fig.36.c]. Creativity was
no longer understood as a mere “result of talent or originality”, but as a process
of “[re‐]invention and synthesis”.

The Plan Interpretation Problem: […] an unsupervised day sketch problem […]. The students
were asked to convert a plan drawing to a section and from there back to a plan again. It
was to be an exercise in spatial visualization.
702 The “Interpretation of a Plan Problem on Wright”, introduced by Hoesli & Hejduk for the
ARC.525_Junior Year Studio in the 1st Texas School (May 1955).
With four weeks remaining in the semester, Hoesli and Hejduk issued a new exercise, "An
Interpretation of a Plan; a Problem of Spatial Visualization." No pragmatic program is given;
the class was to concern itself solely with the formal, spatial ideas inherent in three schemes
by Frank Lloyd Wright.
703

As Hoesli notes:
It was a real breakthrough. The students […] were actively engaged in analysis. […] The
discussion is lively. The level [of understanding] is remarkable. […] The students are
articulate, the reasoning sharp, the perception keen. Very encouraging and gratifying.

704 The Analysis Problem, as introduced by Hoesli at the 1st Texas School (spring 1956) and refined
along with the younger generation faculty at the 2nd Texas School (spring 1957) for the
ARC.510_Sophomore Year Studio.
The structure of the exercise was quite simple. Its duration was for one week. Each student
was assigned "a building by a well‐known architect". A simple model at 1/8” scale was to
be constructed and a concise statement analyzing the building was to be prepared. […] "The
purpose of the report is to state concisely your observations concerning the architectural
properties of the building … you are asked to state at the beginning of your report the topic
or main consideration of your analysis." A list of topics was suggested as a guide. […] As
reports were limited to a single […] page, thoroughness and brevity were expected.
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THE COOPER
ANALYSIS PROBLEM

The creative aspect of the Analysis Problem is particularly underlined by Hejduk
in regard to the version of the exercise as it was for long implemented in the
Cooper curriculum. The assignment was supposed to discuss several
perspectives giving evidence of “the complexities and overlays of architectural
thought and fact”. Hejduk emphasizes the evolution in the student’s thought
and own work across the analytical study of the work of a master; the thorough
investigation inevitably results to the revelation of one’s own approach; the
systematic reflection and eventual introspection may only enrich and
consolidate the projective process.
A work by one of the major architects of the twentieth century is selected and
analyzed in depth. […] [The student] dissects the work and reassembles it […]
Through the investigation, the student reveals his own architectural thought to
himself on a more critical plane; he even invents within the analysis. At first the
ego is overwhelmed by a thorough analysis of another's work ‐ a period of
adjustment becomes necessary before the start of one's own creative work) –
but once the impact is received and absorbed, one's new work becomes filled
on many levels. The analysis problem is one of re‐creation.705 _ John Hejduk,
1971

The Texas argumentation about the “parti” and the “visual metaphor”, the
architectural idea and the studies in generalization and abstraction gradually
yield their dynamic to an undoubtedly more sophisticated context. As Franzen
notes, the original contribution of these projects of “non‐verbal historical
research” lies in their unique ability of “translating the complex form in
accessible proposals” 706. The Cooper practices are grown in a distinctively
refined educational pedagogy, evidencing historical consciousness next to
artistic proficiency translated through visual sensibility and material
eloquence707 [Fig.36.f, 36.g]. Inscribing to the emerging structuralist school of
thought708 , Hejduk’s favorite theme of re‐creation introduces yet another
working vocabulary, that of dissection and articulation, inevitably embracing
syntactic practices[Fig.36.e].

705

See ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.209.

706

Franzen makes a particular note on Cooper’s “non‐verbal historical research” ability of
“translating the complex form in accessible proposals”:
The student then is immediately engaged in the concrete task of fitting and sizing materials
while addressing himself to visual discoveries that lie at the foundation of Modern
Architecture. […] As a result of the non‐verbal historical research, we are indebted to the
Cooper Union students for their revealing studies in model form of Corbusier's pivotal
designs, translating the complex forms into accessible proposals.
707 The Cooper practices are grown in a distinctively refined educational pedagogy, evidencing an
artistic proficiency and material eloquence; however, as the physical models demonstrate, these
features sometimes conversely result to a rather literal or somehow ‘verbose’ interpretation,
losing their conceptual focus. Whether it is due to a structuralist context or the emergence of the
post‐modern realm, several physical models are confined in a kit‐of‐parts approach, either as an
extrapolation of syntactic practices or an extension of stylistic expressionism, missing out the
global perspective. See also
708

See Barthes on the structuralist activity.
The goal of all structuralist activity, whether reflexive or poetic, is to reconstruct an "object"
in such a way as to manifest thereby the rules of functioning (the "functions") of this object.
[…] for between the two objects, or the two tenses, of structuralist activity, there occurs
something new, and what is new is nothing less than the generally intelligible: the
simulacrum is intellect added to object […] The structuralist activity involves two typical
operations: dissection and articulation.
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Re‐Creation Problems | The Juan Gris Problem
"Do a building in the intention of Juan Gris." 709

“TRANSLATION” OF
PRINCIPLES
BY MEANS OF ABSTRACTION

The theme of re‐creation transcends one more series of exercises, this one
explicitly shifting the emphasis to the projective part, strongly relying, however,
to the analytic component. Hejduk’s Juan Gris Problem at the Cooper consists
one of the most characteristic examples of the sort; a resourcefully devised
methodological vehicle to revisit the notion of synthesis by means of analysis
[Fig.37.a]. According to Moneo, the assignment, along with the Nine‐Square‐
Grid and the Cube Problems, constitutes “the tripod which supports the
teaching content of the school”. Out of these three teaching devices, originated
not only the Cooper theoretical foundations and the pedagogical practices, but
also a whole range of assignments in the history of architecture education.
The Juan Gris problem is probably the most sophisticated of the three
assignments, presumably discussing the common features between Cubist
painters (Picasso, Braque, Leger and Gris) and modern architecture (namely Le
Corbusier) Inspired by this association710, Hejduk proposed this intensely
intellectual assignment for the final year of studies at the Cooper Union.
[…] a very thorough analysis into the generating ideas within the paintings of
Juan Gris and within the work of the Cubists – Picasso, Braque, and Leger – is
made. Relationships between the ideas and work of architects and painters are
discovered. […] The pursuit is more than just an historical analysis – for the
student produces a work. He finds that the initial statement of the problem
launches him into the world of re‐creation and finally creation.711

Although the exercise was based on a thorough analytical work on precedents
in painting and architecture, the educational objective resided primarily within
the realm of architectural synthesis. Assimilating the lessons of the Texas
interpretation problems, the theme of re‐creation is now exemplified/
introduced across discrete platforms (from painting to architecture) through
the mediating role of analysis, abstraction, generalization and eventually
synthesis. As a Cooper thesis on the same theme notes, this was a “problem of
translation from the implied in painting to its abstraction in architectonic
terms”712 [Fig.37.b]. The program yields its dominant role to form and the
essence of a concrete painting is extracted into abstract features and then
reintroduced as generative principles in a concrete architecture proposal.

709

See ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.163.

710

Hejduk (Rowe, Koetter, & Architektur, 2009) notes that these thoughts of his have been built
across a series of lectures that were given at the Cornell School of Architecture and the School of
Architecture at the Chicago Circle in the early and mid‐sixties, discussing the interplay between
the biomorphic and the biotechnic, shared both by modern architecture and cubist painting.

711

See ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.163.

712

Michael Dolinski notes on his thesis project “Gris House”:
[…] The idea was to translate the notions of a specific Cubist painter into a controlled three‐
dimensional envelope of space. […] The objective was to synthesize a program and design
simultaneously. The program was to be real and workable, and the design was to unify the
program in context with the formal intention.
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FORM AS GENERATOR

According to Moneo, the assignment introduced a discussion on form vs.
program as the primary architectural parameter, challenging the prevailing
paradigm and inevitably raising “articulate arguments” on behalf of educators
and “strong reactions” among the students.
However, Moneo argues that the major contribution of the assignment is the
smooth transition in architectural language that Hejduk proposes across the
works of Juan Gris; the vocabulary of transparency – ambivalence, layering and
frontality – meets the syntactic practices of collage – fragmentation,
superimposition, simultaneity713 . Proposed as the medium and means,
operation and methodology by excellence to address a complex whole, collage
is introduced as the appropriate paradigm shift in architectural representation,
to express both the ambivalent aggregation and the integrity of the fragment.
On the one hand one could speak of transparency; on the other of the
interaction and constant presence of objects which maintain their individual
existence in spite of their being integrated into the whole in which they live, in
the plane of the picture. The presence of the "collage" and the value of the
fragment become characteristic traits of these architectural works whose
conception is based on the model of the world of Juan Gris […] a master of
syntax […].714

HOESLI’S SPATIAL & FORMAL
LANGUAGE

About the same period, the theme of synthesis by means of analysis would
make its presence across the pragmatic educational setting of the ETH‐Zurich.
The Extension to a House [Fig.37.c] exercise for Hoesli’s Foundation Course
revolved around similar issues, adapted, however, to the architectural realm:
extracting the architectural language of an existing building and translating it to
design principles for an extension to this same building. The student was asked
to make a thorough analysis of the existing situation (employing all means
employed so far in a design process) – in terms of program, form, space, plan
and site organization – in order to provide various alternatives for an extension
that would carry through both the spatial concept and the formal language, as
well as the “distinctive architectural expression” of the initial building715.
In working out the project, the clear and precisely formulated idea in the
organization of the plan, the distinctive architectural expression, and the
logical and consistent employment of form elements was decisive.716

Devised for entering students with limited theoretical background or
conceptualization skills, the exercise had rather pragmatic objectives, focusing
on showcasing the design principles of an exemplary paradigm, almost within a
prescriptive approach. However, one should note here again the seeds of
projective analytic operations717. The assignment calls for analytic and synthetic
713

Michael Dolinski notes on the dynamic stability of his thesis project “Gris House”:
The mainstream of inspiration came from Gris' earlier work. My primary concern was
spatial; where the layering or superimposition of ambiguous spaces was to yield an explicit
composition. […] Thematic unity eases this tension and therefore, I think, the composition
becomes dynamically stable.

714

See (Moneo, 1980) p.71.

715

A specific building in the USA designed by Seligmann was usually used as the reference
building.
716

See

717

Attempting to streamline with analytic practices of the times – gradually unfolding a syntactic
framework in architectural discourse – the exercise reveals the sensitive ears of this educational
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skills to read, conceptualize, reduce, edit and inversely concretize the abstract
principles to the expanded version of the given structure.
ANGELIL’S
OPEN TEXT

A couple of decades later, the Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich would see one
more variant of this track. Inscribing to the space theme, which presumably
tackles the Austin pedagogy, Angelil’s Open Text [Fig.37.d] inscribes in the
tradition of interpreting an architecture precedent and translating it to a new
construct. The actual outcome of the exercise is a material artifact literally
made out of plexiglas conceptually exemplifying operations of layering.
The goal of the project is to create an open text, keeping the structure of the
produced artifact open to provoke other readings and interpretations. In this
process, the analysis is not set apart from the design but begins to play a
determining role in the formation of the work. Reading becomes writing.718

An analytic praxis is suggested as methodological approach; analysis, however,
is suggested as a creative practice; the generative potential is disclosed by
means of transformative operations. An exemplary architectural precedent is
dissected in order to disclose the primary rules that will lead to the articulation
of a new material construct that may in turn generate an overlay of
interpretations. Each individual interpretation focuses on a field of underlying
relationships between constituent elements rather than the apparent visually
defined object. Reading and writing practices embrace a syntactic mode as
opposed to previously discussed formal or “pictorial” routines. As Somol
concludes, “the mode of drawing or spatial conception […] is ‘analytic’”, the
duality in question is “precedent/ invention” and the catalyst is “the
transformational process where analysis leads to the generative effect of
moving away from the precedent”.
[…] the third exercise dissects an architectural set of representations to reveal
that space is not convertible or reducible to an object‐image, but always
manifests itself through a structured series of relationships. It is not the
iconicity or symbolism of the architectural artifact that is important, but its
syntax.719

Diagrammatic Studies | Relational Diagrams
THE CURRICULAR
FRAMEWORK

The concept of relational diagrams has been a fundamental device in Hoesli’s
educational practices already from the very first year of his involvement with
the sophomore design studio at Texas720. Before even formulating his quest for
a universal method of design, Hoesli sought for the appropriate means of
inquiry that would make the design process explicit. And even though he was
particularly interested in the actual steps that would lead the student through
the process – almost to the extent of providing a prescriptive methodology – he
was equally attentive in safeguarding the versatility of both the inquiry and its
means, especially in the very first decisive phases. In this context, he has
paradigm to the currents of the times, engaging in a constant dialogue with an intellectual praxis,
even if this is not explicitly articulated across its educational practices.
718

See (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) p.73.

719

See (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) p.15.

720

That is the academic year 1953‐1954 leading to the new curriculum as of fall 1954.
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emphasized the instrumental contribution of sketching as a working tool
already since the early design assignments721 of his experimental practices.
Hoesli suggests an original concept, a diagrammatical approach that will
facilitate the transition between diagrammatic layouts and plan drawings. He
introduces “loose sketching” as a dynamic vehicle to support, activate and
nurture an active way of thinking during the preliminary design stage. This
ambiguous (“Mehrdeutige”) way of sketching is the mediator between idea and
form, a conceptually loaded, yet literally concise, diagrammatic construct that
is apt to allow “the possibility of multiple interpretations”, to convey the
equivocal nature of the architectural concept. “More than a simple diagram”,
this “diagrammatical” construct is a working tool first and foremost, stimulating
a thinking process and assisting a work‐in‐progress modality; it is a “live
drawing” serving a projective praxis. It is an instance of diagrammatic reasoning
“contrasting a dead, sterile drawing”; a visual means of malleable quality that
is triggering and reflecting mental processes, fostering an open‐ended mode of
design; an operational medium to respond to a dynamic notion of space and
architecture.
“Loose sketches ‐ no definite forms ‐ no "congealing" yet. Sketches are to be
such that the active imagination can possibly "see something into it; highlight"
or "detach" one or another of the "loose forms." “
[…] Contrasting "a dead, sterile drawing and a live drawing" he sought to draw
a distinction between drawing that serves as an indication of thought
processes and drawing that is frozen by preconception and convention: […]722
VISUAL AIDS FOR THE
PRE‐DRAWING PHASE

Hoesli’s insistence on diagrammatic means was particularly evident in the
preliminary design stages, the transition from verbal intentions to visual form.
This “analytical pre‐drawing phase” [Fig.38.b] was for him a decisive factor of
the design process, serving as a translation – informed by data – of an idea to
form; this phase was about collecting, processing and reframing programmatic
requirements – such as projected use and area requirements or descriptions of
envisioned spatial properties and qualities – in a form that would nurture the
formulation of the architectural idea [Fig.38.c]. Inscribing in an otherwise
generative process, this phase acquires qualities of an analytic approach,
reflecting on the program and the context, and eventually speculating on the
architectural idea [Fig.38.d].
While the design parameters need to be articulated in a coherent, concise and
projective way, the visual component can’t be overemphasized; the objectives
focus on organizing, clarifying and visualizing the intentions723 by means of
diagrammatic constructs – the relational diagrams. In Hoesli’s design method,

721

See “Hunting Cabin”/ sophomore design studio/ first experimental year/ 1953‐1954.

722

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.91.

723

Hoesli notes on “the pre‐Drawing Phase of Design”:
1. The purpose of that first phase of "design" is to start thinking, then to get the thinking
organized.
2. Clarity of thinking precedes clarity of solution … decisions which determine the success or
failure of a design long before one starts to draw.
3. Then, a gradual, "indirect" approach; a process of natural transition from words to visual
form.
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the visual means hold an instrumental part of the process724, in particular as it
relates to the preliminary design stage725. They are the aids to initiate, support
or evolve design thinking by means of organizing, editing, filtering the design
input or triggering, stimulating or articulating the design output. In this context,
his particular persistence on the analytic pre‐drawing phase of design is nothing
less than a condensation of the essence of architecture in a diagrammatic form.
RELATIONAL DIAGRAMS TO
CAPTURE PATTERNS

Within this context, the concept of relational diagrams constitutes a particular
methodological construct for the interpretation of data in respect to the
formulation of the architectural idea. Presumably serving to illustrate a
“diagrammatic arrangement of areas” 726, the relational diagram is in fact
advocated for as "a picture recording an organization of elements which has
developed in the mind of the designer"; it is an “activity of creating order”. It is
expected to operate as a visualization of a network of relationships that may
yield a whole set of interpretations unfolding respectively a wide range of
solutions. While it inscribes in the so‐called analytical pre‐drawing phase, it
asserts the projective nature of the design process. However, the intention was
not always accomplished.
However, in the very first attempts in the 1st Texas school, the 2d‐relational
diagram would still prove to be a most literal tool pointing directly to the layout
of a plan. An alternative was sought, instead, to visualize the interrelationship
of the design parameters. The concept of the relational diagram was soon
extended to a three‐dimensional construct as a relatively versatile
methodological device to address the dynamic order/ essence of spatial
relationships [Fig.38.d, 38.e]. As Caragonne notes, the 3d‐relational diagram
was introduced727 as a means apt to “distinguish between the symbolic nature
of a relational diagram and a diagrammatic layout or a plan”. In somewhat of a
paradoxical exploration, a three‐dimensional material artifact was introduced
to highlight the conceptual features of a dynamic diagram vs. the factual
elements of a static layout. As Hoesli affirms, this generic, yet concrete, physical
model proved to be the most effective means in capturing an abstract “pattern
or organization” by means of diagrammatic reasoning, advocating conversely
for the conceptual virtues of both the method and the medium. Across the 3d‐
relational diagrams, design was explored as a conscious “pattern‐creating
process of making order” unfolding its open‐ended nature. A certain design
problem could be answered with several diagrams, each one expressing a
different concept; bringing evidence of the wide range of solutions, each one
satisficing another set of design parameters, depending on the actual framing
of the architectural idea728. On a further reading, the effectiveness of the
724

Advocating conversely for visual thinking as a cognitive process and for design as a discipline
associated primarily with this mode of reasoning.
725

Inscribing to a rather mature methodological discourse, diagrams are explored to a larger
extent in Hoesli’s Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich, in order to explicitly articulate the range of
the parameters/ steps for the analytical pre‐drawing phase of the design process: the functional
diagram, the spatial diagram, the situation/ site diagram, the relational diagram.
726 Note that in these very first attempts the term “area” is employed instead of the term “space”.
727

See “Ceramics Workshop”/ sophomore design studio/ first experimental year/ 1953‐1954.

728

Hoesli notes on the advantages of the 3d‐relational diagram:
But it was easily shown that different diagrams could be arranged for the same set of
requirements by the same student ‐ depending on the "pattern or organisation" he decided
to use; depending on what element or elements or factor he chose to make the nucleus of
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medium is exemplified not only in relation to the openness of the design
process (multiple diagrams relating to multiple solutions), but also in regard to
the openness of the methodological approach (a certain diagram yielding
multiple interpretations). In this particular three‐dimensional version, this
physical construct responds to a mode of diagrammatic reasoning inherent in
the design culture.
The concept of the material construct as a diagrammatic means to visualize the
underlying conceptual structure would make its presence once again a couple
of decades later in the assignment Form as Means [Fig.38.f] in the last years of
Hoesli’s involvement with the Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich729 . Based on an
equally full‐grown methodological discourse on the design process, the exercise
offers the pedagogical equivalent to his theoretical polemics on the projective
potential of the transparency theme730. The assignment seeks to remind the
notion of form as the very essence of architecture instead of a mere visual
construct by tackling the student’s dominant pictographic thinking (“=imag‐
ing”) and conversely challenging the prevailing perceptual context of
architecture education. Visual reasoning is discussed not as means to merely
reproduce pictorial elements (i.e. figures) or geometric features/ characteristics
(i.e. symmetry), but rather as a means to translate/ illustrate abstract patterns
or themes in a concrete way by suggesting interpretations of a conceptual
order. The student’s perspective is inevitably shifted towards syntactic
practices. Hoesli argues here for an explicit configuration stemming, however,
away from semantic features and rather incorporating syntactic aspects.
When the student thinks in forms, he thinks first in pictures, in images. He
understands form as image‐ing. Only during the development of form
comprehension, he realizes that the original restrictions are unnecessary and
even obstructive. He begins to understand that a form, an image, must not only
appear like something , but is something. […] Form is not the aim but the means
by which the architectural idea is expressed. The design is, above all, a spatial
organization.731

his pattern‐creating process of making order. From here it becomes quite apparent to the
student that not only different solutions to one design problem are possible, but also that
these different solutions are determined by a shift of emphasis, by selecting a different
"motif," by viewing the set of circumstances from a different angle, by considering different
aspects with differing importance.
729

Delivered in 1977 and 1979, the exercise belongs to a rather mature phase of theoretical and
pedagogical discourse. It evolved as a by‐product of informal discussions addressing the question
of form within the framework of the design studio, that were initiated in particular after the
curriculum shifted away from visual studies (after 1970).
Questions of whether the architectural form is an aim, a consequence or the means, were
treated only in the Gestalt exercises of the upper semesters. When these form exercises,
after 1970, were reduced to a lecture, there was a gap, which in Zurich until this day, has
not been overcome. We therefore attempted, several times, already in the first year, to go
ahead fundamentally with aspects of form in special exercises. Springing rather from
circumstances than by intention, questions of form were quite accidentally built into the
teaching. This deficiency cannot be traced back to any lack of interest or insufficient
understanding of form; quite the opposite.
730

The student is expected to come up with a coherent assembly (almost as in a kit‐of‐parts
approach); articulating the design principles by means of an explicit arrangement. The sole
medium to respond to the task is physical modeling by means of a series of defined elemental
component‐like elements from a set of given elements (varying in size and form). a constraint
that renders more difficult the objective to overcome the concrete qualities of the form.
731

See (Jansen et al., 1989) p.64.
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Design is advocated as a spatial organization and form is advocated as a catalyst
to bring about a concrete instance of an abstract construct that may convey
several orders of organization, shifting the focus from the local solution to the
global principles. Therefore, form is discussed as an instrumental design
resource, as a methodological device to convey the conceptual features of a
spatial organization, arguing conversely for its topological nature. Arguing for
form as an abstract, yet concrete, device open to interpretation, Hoesli argues,
conversely, for the physical model as a material medium of a diagrammatic
nature, apt to convey conceptual constructs yielding multiple readings. In this
context, this diagrammatical version of the physical model acquires an
instrumental role in the material concretization of the abstract conceptual
structure.

Figure‐Ground Studies | Negative Space Models
While the theme of transparency was growing as a transcending concept of the
Austin pedagogy, the figure‐ground duality proved to be one of the
fundamental operational devices, propelling a whole range of assignments.
Incorporated within courses in visual culture, architectural design or urban
studies, the studies of negative space – in sketching, modeling or drawing mode
respectively – are a characteristic example of this series.
DELINEATION OF
NEGATIVE SPACE

One of the earliest instances of this track are the exercises on the delineation
of negative space, introduced within the freshman course in visual culture in
the 1st Texas school. Induced by the first generation of new faculty732 – with the
contribution of Slutzky and Hejduk in particular – this experimental pedagogy
was meant to equip the student with the working vocabulary and visual skills
for the sophomore design studio. Caragonne notes that the primary scope of
the course was to develop “the ability to “see” space”, and not only objects, as
a condition to be able to manipulate it later. Once basic skills – such as
observation, line control and composition – were assimilated, then spatiality
was addressed by means of two advanced concepts, the delineation of negative
space and gestural figure drawings. The first would expand beyond the mere
act of observation and develop the ability to discern the reciprocity between
solid and void by means of visual perception, while the second would extend
the ability of drawing as reconstruction of mental images created in the mind
by memory or intuition. The studies in negative space [Fig.39.a] in particular,
would aim to a conversion of vision from the local to the global, allowing to
register the interrelationship between the parts and the whole. The continuous
oscillation between foreground and background resulted to a shift of focus
from the observation of the object/ positive to the perception of space/
negative. The exercise would smoothly introduce, the Gestalt concept of figure‐
ground, acknowledging the reciprocity of this duality, and would, furthermore,
discuss advanced composition themes in Cubist painting, such as the notions of
“deep” and “shallow” space, gradually diverging beyond the confining rules of
perspective representation.

732

John Hejduk, Robert Slutzky, Lee Hirsche, (Irwin Rubin)
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FIGURE‐GROUND
PHYSICAL MODELS

SELIGMANN’S NEGATIVE
SPACE MODELS

The lessons of this course had a strong impact on the second faculty generation
a couple of years later. As Caragonne notes, figure‐ground studies, through
physical modeling in particular, were largely adopted in the 2nd Texas school.
The technique was equally employed across the 3‐dimensional abstract
exercises733 – “relief exercises” [Fig.39.c] – and the design assignments of the
architectural studio734 of the sophomore year or the 2‐dimensional practices of
the urban design studies [Fig.39.d] of the junior year735 . However, its most
characteristic use was within the framework of the Analysis problem736 , where
the study of exemplary precedents was performed by means of notation
diagrams or physical models.
Negative Space models was the principal technique to discuss spatial and
formal organization in these interpretations. These three‐dimensional material
constructs were based on the same principles of delineation of negative space.
By employing the reciprocity of the figure‐ground duality, the physical artifact
would translate the negative space as a positive volume in an inverted solid‐
void configuration. The physical model served as a concrete means to literally
formalize space, a vehicle for visualizing space. However, the prescribed
economy of means and the suggested methodology of reduction – as outlined
by the conceptual framework of the assignment – attempted to underline both
the abstract constituent features of the object, as well the individual
perspective of the interpretation; highlighting, conversely, the efficacity of the
means of inquiry. According to Caragonne, Seligmann was the main proponent
of this inquiries, possibly influenced by the spatial studies by means of physical
models of Luigi Moretti737 [Fig.39.b].

733 Relief exercises (as part of the “plates” series) were employed in Hoesli’s Arc.510_Sophomore
Design Studio in the 2nd Texas School (1956‐1957). Typical three‐dimensional relief exercises
were based on an orthogonal grid, utilizing concepts of transparency, hierarchy, consistency, and
unity to subdivide and compose space. See Plates, exercise #2/ 2nd year/ 1956‐1957.

Relief exercises of similar nature were also performed within Hoesli’s Foundation Course at ETH‐
Zurich (1959‐1960). These were figure‐ground compositions interpreted as a relief organization
stressing hierarchy and clarity or ambiguity.
734

Negative space models were employed for the design assignment in Hoesli’s
Arc.510_Sophomore Design Studio in the 2nd Texas School.

735 The similarities in formal‐spatial language between the drawing studies of the junior‐year
studio and the relief exercises of the sophomore‐year design studio are apparent.

Besides, the figure‐ground technique was an effective means for self‐explanatory commentaries
on student projects during reviews. Hoesli’s sketches on the students’ design concepts, as well
as on Rowe’s feedback, on the Losoya Park urban design project are quite insightful on this
technique. Arc.525/526_Junior Design Studio in the 1st Texas School/ Hoesli & Hejduk, spring
1955. (Caragonne, 1995b) pp.220‐221, 229.
736

Negative space models were used for the “Analysis” problem in Hoesli’s Arc.510_Sophomore
Design Studio in the 2nd Texas School.
737 In a most vigorous article on Structure and Sequence of Space, Moretti (Caragonne, 1995b) is
introducing three‐dimensional figure‐ground physical models of negative space as a means of
analysis of architectural space in historical precedents. Elaborately illustrated with models and
diagrams, the publication consists of a fluent discussion on fundamental spatial concepts or more
elaborate notions on spatial qualities, hierarchy and sequence, while the material eloquence of
the insightful, yet self‐evident, physical artifacts brings tangible evidence of a high level of
conceptual awareness in analyzing, interpreting and representing spatial definition and
articulation, as well as of proficient competences on this interpretative technique.
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The most characteristic, and undoubtedly the most prominent, example of
figure‐ground studies are the practices of Rowe’s Graduate Studio at Cornell,
that became associated to the collage vocabulary and the contextualism
discourse. The objective of these studies was the investigation of the
appropriate strategies to combine the positive qualities of tradition and utopia,
that is the vitality and richness of the traditional city with the advantages of
open space of the city of modern architecture. The quest for the imaginary city
was envisioned as a “condition of alerted equilibrium” – recalling “Levi‐Strauss's
precarious 'balance between structure and event, necessity and contingency,
the internal and the external …” – and collage was suggested as the technique
by excellence to handle such a “balancing act”738. While the dipole of the
empirical and the ideal would come to serve Levi‐Strauss’ theoretical construct
of bricolage, the solid‐void dialectics – reminiscent of Nolli’s practices739 –
offered the operational foundation to unfold the dual concept of “scaffold” and
“exhibit”. As Caragonne notes, the technique would provide “a tangible,
physical product […] transforming a preexistent physical context into a local,
contingent "solution" itself subject to alteration and reinterpretation.”
Blakeslee‐Middleton confirms that this distinct mode of urban studies relied on
“the Gestalt image of figure‐ground for their primary representational
technique” [Fig.39.f].
Faced with the overwhelming prospect of too many variables to satisfy, and
accepting that urban configurations are a totality of something more than the
sum of its parts, these projects rely on the Gestalt image of figure‐ground for
their primary representational technique. Using this approach, buildings
(shown black) and spaces (shown white) can be read either independently ‐ and
as being of equal importance ‐ while together they offer a perception of the
greater whole.740
THE FIGURE‐GROUND
DEVICE

The figure‐ground device provided the methodological device by excellence to
discuss a conceptual representation of the city’s morphology responding to
Rowe’s collage system and aesthetics. As Hayes notes, this “ostensibly
ideologically neutralized technique of composition” would prove appropriate
to accommodate an unlimited range of urban configurations capturing “both
the autonomy and heterogeneity of architectural form”; without, however,
engaging to details related to programmatic use or social relevance. A binary
system is evoked, underlining the reciprocity of its constituents, only to
underscore the conceptual basis of the interpretation and the versatility of the
medium. The perceptual antithesis of the dipole figure‐ground is now dissolved

738

A debate in which victory consists in each component emerging undefeated, the imagined
condition is a type of solid‐void dialectic which might allow for the joint existence of the
overtly planned and the genuinely unplanned, of the set‐piece and the accident, of the public
and the private, of the state and the individual. It is a condition of alerted equilibrium which
is envisaged […]. _ Rowe, Collage City, 1978
739 The technique bears strong similarities to Nolli’s practices. Nolli (1701‐1756) himself would
employ Buffalini’s figure‐ground representation technique that distinguishes between built
structures and open space. He would, however, expand the concept in shifting the duality
between private and public space, thus, translating also enclosed, yet civic, spaces within the
latter. Rowe’s adopts Nolli’s technique to reflect the structure‐event fundamental duality.
Occasionally, however, these enclosed public spaces are depicted with an intermediary greyish
color, breaking the duality.
740

See (Middleton, 1980) p.47.
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as the abstract qualities of the elements – complementary and, eventually,
interchangeable741 – are acknowledged.
Rowe and Koetter refer explicitly to the “fluctuations of the figure‐ground
relationships” . They underline its versatility to depict both the traditional and
the modern city, conversely advocating for its ability to “simplify, abstract and
project” their conceptual features. The reciprocity of the figure‐ground
relationship is underlined as the two urban models are suggested as the two
faces of the same Gestalt diagram; “the fundamental ground [promoting] an
entirely different category of figure – in the one object, in the other space”742.
The concept is exemplified in the ultimate paradigm, the juxtaposition of
“acropolis” and “forum”; the opposing urban practices of these two archetypes
may be paradigmatically illustrated by means of the figure‐ground relationship
as alternate readings of the same Gestalt diagram743.
HOESLI’S ETH FIGURE‐
GROUND STUDIES

The work in Rowe’s Graduate Studio at Cornell had a profound influence on
architectural discourse and education in the following decades. Hoesli’s
educational practices at ETH‐Zurich could not stay insensitive to this track.
Caragonne notes that Hoesli would interpret the lessons from Collage City
through his methodological perspective towards a rigorous program for a 4th
year design studio later in his academic career (academic year 1980‐81),
“incorporating his own interest in architectural typology with certain broad
conceptual notions of urban design posited by Rowe and Koetter.” 744
Figure‐ground studies, in drawing or modeling format, were a primary means
of investigation, especially for the reflective phase, both for the urban and the
architectural scale. Hoesli’s version of the figure‐ground continuum shifts from
Rowe’s structure‐event duality and employs the technique to capture public
and private building interiors within a composite plan, becoming a pragmatic
representation of the solid‐void reality/ configuration745. While borrowing

741 According to Rowe, the Swiss canton/ New England community pair offers a characteristic
paradigm to remind us Levi‐Strauss structure‐event twin concept and, by extension, the
reversible roles of the engineer and the bricoleur – only to establish collage as a technique to
underscore the very presence of a fundamentally binary system.
742

See

743

See
Ultimately, and in terms of figure‐ground, the debate which is here postulated between solid
and void is a debate between two models and, succinctly, these may be typified as acropolis
and forum.

744

The studio would focus on a series of case‐studies on large‐scale urban design projects
revolving around historic Italian towns such as Venice, Como or Lecce. The study on Venice’s
residential sector, Cannaregio, is the most representative case of the content, methodology and
technique. The work was founded on analytic work performed by means of mass‐studies or
typological inquiries to depict recurring patterns in urban or architectural scale. The focus of the
studies would alternate between the individual building or the town conglomerate, while
particular interest was given to the mediating systems between the inside and the outside or the
private and the public. The synthetic part was based on comparative studies focusing on the ideal
type and its variations, yet within the context of the composite plan.
As Caragonne comments, the approach was reminiscent of Hoesli’s practices at Texas, several
decades before, bearing a strong methodological emphasis and employing Rowe’s earlier critique
on the need to include the surrounding space in the design scope [Fig.39.e].
745

Caragonne notes Hoesli’s comparison of the implemented technique with that of Nolli’s.
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concepts of Rowe’s Collage City – particularly in shifting from architectural to
urban patterns – Hoesli’s conception of “Dialogic town” consists of a literal
“meshing of mass and space” “either at the scale of urban fabric or at the scale
of the volumetric organization”, retrieving the tradition of the notation
diagrams and models of the Analysis problem of the 2nd Texas school. The
theoretical construct of structure and event is abandoned and the earlier Texas
concept of form and space is retrieved. Physical models of negative space are
employed here again to represent “volumes of space as volumes of mass”
[Fig.39.g], shifting the focus from the conceptual qualities of the architectural
precedent to the conceptual features of the urban pattern/ fabric. As the
emphasis of the inquiry is shifting from the architectural idea to the urban
strategy, the interpretation of the intermediary systems becomes a focal point
of the reflective and the projective process, in order to preserve the conceptual
nature of the approach.

III.4.4. The Austin genealogy: series review
In reviewing the Texas paradigm, Caragonne recognizes four elements as
fundamental to this pedagogical experience/ experiment and constituted the
very foundations of the teaching program/ curriculum: embracing space as the
very essence of architecture, underlining the process of design as the means to
extract, develop and present the architectural idea, reintroducing architectural
history and employing the architectural precedent as valid stimulus, discussing
context as an influential consideration. Based on these, a distinct pedagogy of
methodological rigor and intellectual vigor was formed by adopting concepts
from Gestalt psychology filtered through the transparency theme, developing
experimental practices in the exercise format borrowed from the Bauhaus
model and insisting on a critical attitude nurtured by humanist tradition.
[…] the fundamental elements of the program ‐ the rediscovery of architectural
history and architectural precedent, the espousal of space as the very
substance of architecture, the regard for the physical environment or context,
and the demystification of the process of design […]746

While particularly evident in the case of the Texas paradigm, these concepts
leave their mark across the whole Texas genealogy. Extensions, variations or
deviations are noted, influenced by the individual backgrounds and personal
evolution of the key protagonists, following their distinct, parallel or converging
paths.
However, if seen across the series of assignments, the primacy of these
elements eventually dissolves in regard to the actual contributor, the
educational ecology or the theoretical framework of the times. While the
content is eventually diversified, it is the methodological rigor that transcends
most paradigms as the propelling actuator offering a coherence to these

"In contrast to the Nolli plan of Rome in which only the plans of the monuments are shown
‐ the rest of the buildings, however, as mass ‐ the ground level plan of the Cannaregio district
shows the layout of all the existing and projected buildings."
746

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.69.
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eventually dissimilar practices, evidencing the versatility of the means; a
profoundly dialectic culture paradoxically inscribing in a polemic of operational
pedagogy.
Slutzky’s commentary on the Cooper version of the Nine‐Square‐Grid
exercise747 (about fifteen years after its first introduction into the 1st Texas
curriculum) is indicative of this actuality. While a key proponent himself of the
visual‐spatial748 focus of the Austin legacy, he comes to acknowledge the
concern for a conceptual hypothesis in parallel with the perceptual construct,
addressing the “rules of organization” as abstract relationships as well as
concrete geometries.
In all cases an insistence upon rules of organization is maintained with the
notion that 'concept' and 'percept' not only co‐exist but become in fact
inseparable within any given solution.749

Slutzky emphasizes on the dialectics introduced by the exercise, concluding that
its particular contribution is that it “enables an in‐depth investigation of binary
architectonic relationships”. While for some as Somol750, these dualities are
confined within the optical regime – borrowed from Gestalt theories and
evolved across the transparency theme to address the modern preoccupation

747 Slutzky’s commentary on the Nine‐Square‐Grid exercise in the MOMA exhibition catalogue for

the Cooper pedagogy:
THE NINE‐SQUARE PROBLEM. The Nine‐Square problem enables an in‐depth investigation
of binary architectonic relationships ‐ although by no means is it an end in itself. Therefore,
flexible model structures are devised to allow for larger and smaller square and non‐square
structures both in plan and section. Special emphasis is put upon structure(s) ‐ site
interactions with their externalized and internalized pressures defined through
programmatic and physical parameters. In all cases an insistence upon rules of organization
is maintained with the notion that 'concept' and 'percept' not only co‐exist but become in
fact inseparable within any given solution. Continuous involvement effects a reversal of
Gresham's Law whereby the 'good' drives out the 'bad' (aesthetically speaking) ...
concurrently demanding re‐evaluation and modification of previously held architectural
prejudices. _ Robert Slutzky
748

Besides, it is Slutzky himself who recognizes the different focus of the exercise under his own
instruction in the very beginning (exploring spatial relationships in visual terms) or with Hejduk’s
contribution shortly after (discussing generating elements in an architectural context):
It was always going no place relative to architecture, other than the fact that we were
talking about the plastic extension and compression of planes." "I was not fully aware of the
possibilities of the nine‐square exercise. I was only able to see full and half‐panel
expressions. John [Hejduk] awakened me to the architectural possibilities. He had a facility
to drive away the extraneous and go right to the core of the idea. John reinterpreted the
verticals and horizontals as post and beam.
749

See ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.23.

750

Somol acknowledges the bifold model “founded on the articulation of a series of dialectics”,
referring however selectively to certain dualities that he further suggests that are confined within
the transparency/ ambiguity discourse.
What this problem provided was a discipline for modern architecture, a perverse and clever
argument for a rhetorical capacity against those who would understand modern
architecture as simply the literal addition of constructional systems and programmatic
requirements. Further, it assumed a language of architecture founded on the articulation of
a series of dialectics (center and periphery, vertical and horizontal, inside and outside,
frontality and rotation, solid and void, point and plane, etc.), a logic of contradiction and
ambiguity.
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on structure and space751 – Slutzky expands his reasoning in discourses of a
broader scope, now advocating for the Cooper paradigm752, arguing that the
bifold “concept”‐“percept” becomes critical for an outcome stepping aside
from dogmatic approaches.
In this light, a closer look at the series of assignments brings some insightful
evidence of the evolution of the principal contributors.
‐ In the framework of the Nine‐Square‐Grid exercise, Slutzky discusses spatial
relationships in visual terms in the first implementation in Texas, while he
expands on the “concept”‐“percept” bifold model fifteen years later at
Cooper.
‐ Hejduk’s own evolution – noted otherwise across the Texas Houses series –
may be followed across the Cube exercise. From the very first articulation of
the problem, discussing issues of space and structure on the extension of the
nine‐square‐grid in the “two‐story 18‐cube format”, to the emblematic
Cooper Cube Problem, challenging the relation of form to program.
‐ While his theoretical propositions had a strong impact on the Texas
pedagogy, Rowe’s own educational practices may be only traced across his
scholarly writings. His transition from the “high‐modern” transparency debate
to the precursor of the post‐modern collage discourse does however point to
a shift from the insistence on the historical precedent or the context of the
Texas paradigm to the Cornell watered‐down version of type, introducing
precedent as context in a skillful manipulation of program and paradigm.
‐ Hoesli’s practices on the other hand would be primarily influenced by the
educational setting of his teaching than the theoretical movements of the
times. The experimental attributes of the short Texas experience would be
channeled through a pragmatic framework of an enduring nature. However,
while the visual aspects would yield their primacy to more pragmatic technical
concerns, the conceptual features of the architectural idea would be
highlighted across the maturation of his method of design, eventually
evidencing a prescriptive tendency; a somehow paradoxical shift from a
compositional to a dispositional reading of the architectural idea.
This closer look at the series of assignments would allow to discern two
fundamental categories, of primarily pedagogical devices or methodological
vehicles, as well as a third parallel track, expanding on the – instrumental to this
genealogy – theme of transparency.
‐ Exercises of an introductory level, such as the nine‐square‐grid or the cube
series, are mainly employed as instrumental, yet auxiliary, pedagogical
devices. With a limited (if none) association with the so‐called architectural
751

Dualities such as figure‐ground concept, positive‐negative, solid‐void, literal‐phenomenal,
structure and space, interior‐exterior,…
752

Structure(s) and site, internal and external considerations, physical or programmatic
requirements, plan and section are some of the cases that the dipole “concept”‐“percept” may
be manifested according to Slutzky.
In condensing Cooper’s paradigm in no more than ten lines, Slutzky advocates for a bifold
model operating with equal eloquence and sophistication between concrete tasks and
abstract concepts, in multiple levels of consciousness and expression/ manifestation. …the
visual and the performative, the spatial and the temporal, the pragmatic and the
conceptual, the static and the dynamic, the concrete and the abstract, the material and the
verbal, the physical artefact and the mental construct…
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project, they aim to introduce or develop a working vocabulary or
fundamental design strategies, i.e. Slutzky’s elementary spatial relationships
or Hejduk’s generating “elements of architecture” (across the nine‐square‐
grid), Hodgden’s principles of visual perception or Hejduk’s “prolific amount”
of concepts for the “Home of Man” (across the cube exercise). The mode of
articulating space is introduced as architectural strategies towards the
generation of the plan (nine‐square‐grid) or design operations towards the
manipulation of volumes (cube exercises).
Evolving on a delicate balance, these exercises often dissolve the presumed
boundaries between the perceptual and the conceptual, as their main
initiators (Slutzky and Hejduk) of the 1st Texas school have acknowledged in
an open or more covert way.
‐ Assignments of an advanced level, such as the analysis/ interpretation or the
synthesis/ Juan Gris series, are devised as methodological vehicles to enhance
conceptual awareness. Addressing issues of analysis and synthesis of an
architectural order, they focus on the underlying principles, eventually
discussing architectural language by means of syntax. While they insist on the
design principles and the architectural idea as the essence of architecture,
they equally emphasize the critical notion or interpretation; analysis or
synthesis are viewed as interpretative reading or writing. Founded on the idea
of re‐creation, design is viewed as translation by means of abstraction:
abstraction: reflect, recognize, conceptualize, generalize, concretize, project.
Moving in sound theoretical grounds, these assignments offer yet one more
reversal; the clear‐cut edges between critical or generative practices are
dissolved, arguing for a hybrid praxis – eventually based on a “systems
approach” as most of the protagonists of the 2nd Texas school disclose (Shaw,
Hodgden, Seligmann).
‐ This third track of exercises, or rather practices, inscribes in both levels, they
are, however, exemplified in an advanced/ superior level. The objective is to
discuss patterns of spatial definition and articulation in a building or
architectural scale. Channeled through the instrumental notion of figure‐
ground, this mode of interpretation is characteristic of this school of thought,
transcending both the themes of transparency and collage. The notion of
ambiguity is shifting from the optical qualities to the reciprocal nature of this
dipole; the conceptual features are highlighted as the perceptual antithesis is
dissolved.
In these practices, all three challenges are encapsulated. Perceptual and
conceptual aspects, reflective and projective praxis, semantic and syntactic
features are condensed in a working mode of enhanced visual impact, yet of
sophisticated intelligibility.
Across all the series there are evidently certain transcending features that
remain central, reflecting the fundamental aspects of the Austin legacy.
‐ The central theme of space is evidenced across all the series: space and
structure, space as form, “seeing” space, space definition or articulation,
sequence or hierarchy of space, 2d‐ or 3d‐space, spatial relationships, spatial
concept. Space is a form‐generating element as opposed to being defined by
mass. Space is handled as form, bearing formal characteristics and
manipulated in terms of visual composition. Space is “formalized” as
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figurative element subject to Gestalt principles of visual perception; it may be
controlled/ triggered as an active element to “dynamize” structure.
‐ The visual presence of the object, as architectural project or as a material
construct, is of fundamental importance, as a concrete evidence of its
characteristics, be it of literal or phenomenal order.
‐ The physical model is an instrumental – if not the sole – means of inquiry.
All exercises have a three‐dimensional material component, mostly in a
strictly devised format, while the design assignments rely primarily on a
physical construct, often in a concise mode. The working media for figure‐
ground studies varies from mapping to diagrammatic representations,
negative space or mass‐studies models; however, the binary mode of
interpretation bears a strong physical, if not tangible, quality.
There are, however, some secondary elements that grow across the evolution
of the series, that evidence underlying tracks, silently dormant or ultimately
emerging.
‐ Slutzky’s perceptive commentary on the bifold “concept”‐“percept”,
highlights a perspective that extends beyond the scope of its educational
framework – an introductory course in drawing insisting of the fundamentals
of visual perception.
‐ Hodgden’s “operational program” (by means of a series of “trans‐formative”
processes) and Hejduk’s “per‐formative” concerns (flirting with the notions of
program and time) unfold tracks that exceed the leading formal
considerations of the Cube exercises753.
‐ Rowe’s suggestion for a “radical dissection” would eventually lead to
Hejduk’s favorite theme of “re‐creation”, insisting on the operation of
analysis, and by extension of the Analysis Problems, as a conscious
interpretation of an abstract order, pointing softly to the structuralist realm.
‐ As a by‐product of the Analysis problems, emphasizing however on the
projective component, the Cooper Juan Gris assignment and its Texas
precursors or the ETH descendants would shift the focus from the vocabulary
to the syntax of architectural language, embodying Hoesli’s “architectural

753 See Somol on the shift from Rowe’s high‐modern paradigm to the neo‐avant‐garde tracks of
Venturi, Eisenman or Hejduk:
While Rowe and company attempted to replace the neutral, homogenous conception of
modernist space with the positive figuration of form, the neo‐avant‐garde began to
question the stability of form through understanding it as a fictional construct, a sign. This
semiotic critique would register that form was not a purely visual‐optical phenomenon, not
"neutral," but constructed by linguistic and institutional relations. Assuming multiple
directions, this agenda was first broached in Venturi's particular deployment of a collage
practice that was not merely compositional but which would include both text as well as
"low" or base references (specific iconic representations). Subsequently, Eisenman's
deviation of form would move not to information or the sign (as did Venturi's), but to the
trace, the missing index of formal processes (thus stressing absence and the conceptual). At
the same time, Hejduk would investigate the theatrical construction of form through highly
orchestrated relations and instructions, both linguistic and contractual (i.e., the symbolic).
Thus, this three‐pronged critique would variously foreground context (the framing
mechanisms outside form); process (the active procedures within formation); and usage
(form's relation to a subject). With the neo‐avant‐garde, then, form would be precisely
subjected to the functions of its linguistic descendants: informing, transforming, and
performing.
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idea” or Hejduk’s “generating principles” as dynamic patterns rather than
static geometries.
‐ The figure‐ground studies would in the same time reflect, highlight and
dissolve the optical bias of the Austin genealogy. In fluctuating between the
“ambivalence” of the early transparency context to the “reciprocity” of the
late collage framework, Rowe has almost single‐handedly introduced a binary
system to both refute and employ the dominant visual component of the
Austin genealogy.
‐ Finally, Angelil would revisit most of these dormant tracks and reactivate
their potential across his first four assignments on the space theme. He would
challenge the supremacy of authorship, the dominance of visual appearances
and the primacy of the final object, confronting eventually the dominant
elements of the Austin legacy. Angelil’s “Open Text” would expand on the
notion of project as an active interpretation, “as a form of interpretative
writing”, as a work‐in‐progress with unstable meaning, only to disclose
ultimately a post‐structuralist perspective.
Bearing these comments in mind, a parallel set of concepts may be discussed
across the reading of the Austin legacy, next to the constituent elements of the
Texas paradigm. A series of concepts that were introduced or redefined across
the evolution or assimilation of the educational practices, evidencing a
transcending paradigm of reflection on the implemented pedagogy:
space as an actuator to generate form or “dynamize” structure; form to
generate program; visual composition to convey abstract disposition;
precedent as context; analysis as synthesis/ creation as re‐creation;
interpretative reading and writing, architectural language as vocabulary and
syntax.
A particular mention needs to be done in regard to the role of physical model;
it grows to be a fundamental visual means in formalizing space to denote
perceptual/ optical/ formal characteristics OR to depict conceptual
relationships, a pattern or organization.
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III.5. The Practices
III.5.1. Didactic strategies: conceptual reductionism.
Process‐oriented approach, projective praxis
For this reason it seems to me that what we worked on (seeing architectural
form; ideas) these last years is by no means what we often referred to it ‐ as a
clarification of principles already in existence (or better in operation), but
rather a formulation of a new and vital idea. _ Hoesli, letter to Shaw (1958) 754
A NOVEL ARCHITECTURAL
PEDAGOGY

Looking back to the formative years of the Austin experience, Hoesli concludes
retrospectively on the very essence of the Texas paradigm: “a formulation of a
new and vital idea” 755, a novel architectural pedagogy . While never formulated
in a concrete manner, the Texas paradigm set the foundations for a distinct
model in architecture education: an experimental pedagogy employing
teaching vehicles of elemental qualities and founded on pronounced
intellectual grounds, humanistic tradition and visual culture756.
What are the distinctive characteristics of this pedagogy?
The primary feature is a shift of focus from the outcome to the process,
addressing both the product and the process of production. However, while the
content may be inscribing to the visual‐spatial regime, the actual practices often
deviate towards the performative realm. As framed in Angelil’s “operative
field”757, a transformative praxis is embraced as a device to highlight either
perceptual or conceptual features of transcending nature. It is a projective, yet
intensely reflective, pedagogy that advocates for the concept of synthesis as a
concise editing process rather than an abundant generative formulation.
Relying on visual sensibility and conceptual awareness, this educational model
proclaims a distinct culture of reduction rather than proliferation, insisting on
the instrumental role of the mediating interpretation.

HOESLI’S ‘PROCESS‐
ORIENTED’ TEACHING

As evidenced already in Hoesli’s design studios of the early Texas paradigm, the
emphasis on the design process rather than the design object has been one of
the principal concerns, directly confronting the Bauhaus practices. In this
context, the teaching philosophy revolved around two main objectives:
“establish […] the concept of design as a method, a process” 758 and develop the
appropriate didactic vehicles to unfold this process.

754

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.308

755

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.308

756

See (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) p.xi

757

See (Caragonne, 1995a) p.35

758

See (Hoesli, 1983) p.83‐84. Hoesli notes on the design process:
Since it appears that design is a process, … an activity and not an object, one can learn a
method of design only ‐ not a design or designs." […] "One can learn the method of designing
a residence, not the design of a residence.” _ Hoesli (1953)
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Culminating across his pedagogical regime at ETH‐Zurich, Hoesli’s primary
educational purpose becomes to “provide a “process‐oriented” model for the
teaching of architecture759. A process that could be ordered into typical design
steps”760 that “can be identified and defined761 and are, therefore, both
teachable and “learnable””762, suggesting a model of design based on
knowledge and technique that can be transmitted and assimilated vs. a
paradigm that primarily relies on genius, brainstorming and experimentation
that can’t be taught. Hoesli focuses beyond the WHAT and WHY of architecture,
on the teaching of “HOW one can design”.
[…] I was convinced that Modern Architecture had become teachable, that
design is accessible to discursive argumentation and that process‐orientated
teaching can be ordered into typical design steps. I could concentrate on
providing the procedure. I took it for granted that the WHAT and WHY of
architecture could, without saying, be assumed and that in my lessons, the
main thing was to teach HOW one can design. _ Hoesli (1983) 763
ROWE’S CONCERNS ABOUT
‘TEACHABLE THINGS’

While for Hoesli the shift from outcome to process was translated to a quest
for a universal systematic method for architectural design and teaching, Rowe,
on the other hand, had on several occasions stated his skepticism about an
inclusive global methodological approach in architectural practice or
education764. His concerns about “institutionalized systems” and
“institutionalized objectives” unfold at its best in his seminal contribution on
architecture education, advocating for a critical attitude and practice765. He
advocates for “a dialectical inter‐animation”, for the need to “recognize any
work of architecture to be a conglomerate of both empirical facts and value
judgments”, incorporating both collective tradition and individual discovery766.
Instead of “teachable” things, he proclaims “the virtues of confusion and the
impromptu” in architectural pedagogy, as exemplified in the design studio, “the

759

See (Jansen et al., 1989) | Quoted in (Hoesli, 1983) p.24

760

Hoesli (Hoesli, 1983) explicitly notes on the design method:
The “method” comprises: to start designing and allow the individual design steps to
alternate with particular exercises which thereby serve to overcome typical design
situations and to introduce and work on the necessary concepts and procedures.

761 This set of design steps is often understood “as a [linear] sequence of steps”/ “eine Folge von
Schritten”, while Hoesli (Jansen et al., 1989) refers to them as attributes that are incorporated in
iterative steps, as shown in his diagrammatic representation of the design process.
762

See (Hoesli, 1983) p.30

763

See (Jansen et al., 1989) | Quoted in (Rowe, 1980a) p.24

764

While Rowe’s polemic here is primarily directed against the Neo‐Rationalist school of thought
and Unger’s regime at Cornell in the mid‐1960s, it evidences, nevertheless, a distinct theoretical
position from Hoesli’s earlier or future practices at Texas and ETH‐Zurich respectively.
765

Rowe (Hays, 1998) notes on the objectives of architectural education:
I presume architectural education to be a very simple matter; and the task of the educator
I am convinced can be quite simply specified as follows:
1. to encourage the student to believe in architecture and modern architecture;
2. to encourage the student to be skeptical about architecture and modern architecture;
3. then to cause the student to manipulate, with passion and intelligence, the subjects or
objects of his conviction and doubt.

766 Hayes (Caragonne, 1995a), however, underlines both the reflective and projective faces of the
collage practices – particularly underlining Rowe and Koetter’s prescriptive “stimulants” – only
to suggest that Rowe’s concerns on methodology would only underscore the “ideology of his
nonideological liberal‐legal humanism”.
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most rich and advanced system of teaching complex problem‐solving that exists
in the university” .
[…] I am sceptical of institutionalised systems and much more skeptical of
institutionalised objectives; […] I am also convinced that once a thing is
teachable, can be specified and codified, it is, almost certainly, not very much
worth learning; and, for these reasons, I find myself believing very much in the
virtues of confusion and the impromptu. Which means that I believe, and
sometimes maybe to extravagance, in the centrality of the design studio and
of its issue the presumptive physical product. _ Rowe (1971) 767

The educational strategies of Hoesli and Rowe may indeed evidence significant
differences between them; however, as Caragonne notes for the early Texas
paradigm, their complementary features were both fundamental to that
model768. Hoesli’s persistence for methodological rigor and Rowe’s confidence
on intellectual dialectics would mark this school of thought across its way.
OPERATIONAL MODE OF
THE AUSTIN PEDAGOGY

Several decades later, Angelil’s Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich revisits the
Texas legacy and redefines Hoesli’s “process‐oriented” pedagogy within a most
contemporary perspective, by extending Rowe’s dialectic practices across the
performative realm. Addressing both questions of method (the HOW) and
purpose (the WHY) of architecture in a most explicit way769, this highly
intellectual, yet intensively manual, regime becomes the focal point of a distinct
educational model of a “machinic quality”770. Angelil’s Foundation Course
unfolds as an “operative field” staging a continuum of transformative
processes. Illustrated at its best across the work of Fischli and Weiss, Angelil’s
“Operation Architecture”771 – as Somol frames it – favors undoubtedly, yet in a
most refined way, a rigorous process over an exceptional form. Nevertheless, it
is this particular feature of Angelil’s model which makes it all the more pertinent
to the present work; the methodological bias for the “operational” as opposed
to the presumably “representational preoccupation” of the optical regime
discloses a new perspective on the Austin genealogy. Retrospectively visited
through Angelil’s practices, the Austin pedagogy reveals instances that address
as well both product and process of production772. And even though the
767 A statement first delivered at a conference at the Museum of Modern Art, New York City, in
1974, and then published in Lotus International in 1980.
768

Caragonne (Angélil & Hebel, 2008) p.9
The two teaching styles [of Hoesli and Rowe] could not have been more dissimilar. Under
Rowe the teaching process was akin to a sophisticated dance, with student and critic moving
together through an intricate set of maneuvers and steps leading to greater intellectual
awareness and clarity; conversely under Hoesli that process resembled an athletic workout
where the extraneous was burned off and the intellectual powers strengthened and
developed.

769

See (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) p.18‐19

770

See (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) p.11

771

See (Angélil & Hebel, 2008) p.11 & back cover

772

The final assignment [A Feedback Loop _ process‐product] of the first semester of Angelil’s
Foundation Course (Caragonne, 1995a) p.30‐33 makes an explicit note on this particular working
model:
A particular type of coherence is pursued, one sustaining a state of open equilibrium, a
condition of dynamic stability. The exercise underscores an understanding of architecture
as a field in motion. Giving due consideration to the definition of the term work, both as a
noun and as a verb, the project unfolds as much in the form of a product as a network of
processes of production. […] As with the rest of the term, the relationship between the
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theoretical discourse, as well as the architectural language of the assignments,
pertain to the formal repertory, the educational practices employ a
performative mode, exploring transformation as an acting means or mediating
agent.
Already from the early Texas paradigm, the freshman course in drawing had set
the bases for a visual culture shifting from the prevailing practices of the
academy (i.e. water‐color drawings, perspective technique, final representation
drawings) and emphasizing on the means rather than the outcome. Under
Slutzky’s instruction, sketching was introduced as a most powerful working tool,
apt to convey an inclusive, yet individual, interpretation of the object. The
exercises in “gestural drawing” in particular, suggested a concise, fast and
immediate sketching modality towards the control of projective abstraction773.
By activating mental processes, such as memory or intuition, these exercises
would extend the ability of drawing as a translation of images that are
generated in the mind’s eye.
The operational aspect of the Austin pedagogy becomes even more evident
through the pedagogical practices of the Texas Rangers across the 2nd Texas
school and the Cornell experience. Hodgden’s cube exercises consist of a
characteristic paradigm of introducing a series of transformative processes;
while an eminent example of the formal‐visual legacy, the parallel ‘operational’‐
‘serial’ mode of these exercises unfolds an underlying regard on conceptual
attributes – though never explicitly articulated – enhanced by the constraining
working framework and the suggested economy of means. The issue of spatial
definition by means of consistent operations (addition, subtraction, extrusion,
overlapping, …) becomes the focal point of these series.774 particularly
elaborated across the three‐dimensional component of the course – the cube
exercises. As Shaw pointed out retrospectively, it was this meticulously devised
“operational ‘program” of manipulations of the material construct that was
instrumental for the assimilation of the theoretical concepts775.
The cube exercise which emerged was and still is a didactic tool. ... The
emphasis in those days was on spatial definition, hierarchy, consistency,
jointure, proportion, or operational 'program' (like cuts in a solid,
perpendicular to and across each face, or a required set of volumetric
relationships). […] _ Shaw, letter to [Caragonne] (1992) 776

In these exercises, in the form of variations in cubical format, a series is born by
means of a set of transformative processes in an incremental, yet not

development process and artifacts, or products, is still in the foreground and, as such, the
components of your submission should be understood as working models and drawings‐in‐
progress.
773

See (Caragonne, 1995a) p.182‐184

774

See (Caragonne, 1995a) p.297

775

The Negative Cube exercise is a most characteristic of these series, addressing the concept of
transformation. The straightforward nature of this design operation (INVERSING/ REPLACING
solids by voids and vice‐versa) allows to clearly highlight the primacy of the system definition as
opposed to the secondary importance of the actual operation. The fundamental lesson of this
assignment is to illustrate the persistence of a pattern through alteration, while transformation
is valued as a design operation that preserves not only the properties and the qualities of the
system, but its very definition. See Hodgden’s report.

776

See (Somol, 1999) p.297
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necessarily linearly defined, sequence. The focus eventually shifts from the
outcome of the individual exercise and the singularities of its characteristics to
the multiplicity of the iterations and their shared features; the object is
substituted by the trace of the process. While the objective is presumably to
discuss the perceptual aspects, the operational‐serial perspective brings
forward the dynamic nature of the object, as material construct or as
architectural space/ of architecture itself. Though meant to develop an
operational strategy in regard to the visual composition of form (or space as
form), these pedagogical practices eventually address the conceptual
disposition of the arrangements. These series of projective interpretations
disclose underlying relationships of abstract order, eventually unveiling
topological patterns beyond the perceptual realm777.
OPERATIONAL FEATURES AS
CONCEPTUA REDUCTIONISM

While the role of operational practices is discussed as instrumental in the
deviation from the formal regime, there is yet one more parameter associated
with this mode of praxis that may shed light from yet another perspective to
the Austin pedagogy. Somol suggests a distinction between the “operational”
nature (as mode of projection) of Angelil’s Foundation Course, presumably
embracing the AA educational model, and the “school of operations” (as
technical procedures or steps), exemplified in the works of Eisenman778 . He
suggests that while the latter tends “to provide efficient (catalogued) means to
suggest complicated (difficult) depth” reflecting a rather critical practice779, the

777 Somol’s (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) comments on Eisenman’s diagrammatic practices and the shift

from form to trans‐form‐ation may be enlightening for the present interpretation. In his opinion,
Eisenman’s school of operations advocates for a “trans‐forming” praxis, “stressing absence and
the conceptual” by shifting the focus to the “trace, the missing index of formal processes” and
eventually bringing forward the “process (the active procedures within formation)”. Somol
employs Eisenman’s discourse on Terragni’s work, to highlight the implications of a praxis
founded on transformative processes/ an operational methodology. The shift from the image of
the formal object to the trace of the formal processes is suggested to indicate a paradigm shift,
reflecting a transition from the semantics of the object to the syntactics of architecture.
Introducing the duality of “deep structure” and “surface structure”, the accent on conceptual
relationships rather than perceptual‐aesthetic qualities can do nothing but underline the
deviation from the visual‐spatial/ perceptual‐formal regime.
Eisenman would subject "form" itself to perpetual revision through an exhaustive sequence
of operations: transformation, decomposition, grafting, scaling, rotation, inversion,
superposition, shifting, folding, etc. And it is the catalogue of these procedures that
becomes the subject matter of architecture, a disciplinary precondition to a diagrammatic
approach. […] Eisenman's deviation of form would move […] to the trace, the missing index
of formal processes (thus stressing absence and the conceptual).
Somol goes on to conclude that the neo‐avant‐garde critique of Rowe’s form “as a purely visual‐
optical phenomenon” is translated in three tracks, associated with “the functions of its linguistic
descendants”:
‐ Eisenman would shift the focus to the “trace”, bringing forward the process, stressing
conceptual patterns across his “trans‐forming” practices.
‐ Venturi would shift the focus to the “sign”, bringing forward the context, stressing the
iconic across his “in‐forming” practices.
‐ Hejduk would investigate the “theatrical construction of form”, bringing forward the
program, stressing the symbolic across his “per‐forming” practices.
778

See (Somol, 1999) p.22

779

Though Eisenman (Angélil & Uziyel, 2003) p.15 himself is explicitly firm about the projective
nature of his transformations strategy denouncing earlier formal practices for being confined in
an analytic approach, as “an exercise in intellectual gymnastics” – possibly referring to Rowe and
Slutzky’s transparency concept.
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former “may require a concerted effort, but its effects are evanescent (or
potentially invisible)” inscribing in a more challenging projective praxis.
The bias of the school of operations is additive: layering, superposition, collage,
montage, folding, and so on. The tendency of the operational school is toward
reduction: erasure, voiding, editing, condensation, distillation. _ Somol (1999)
780

In so doing, Somol diagnoses the emphasis of Angelil’s model on an editing
rather than a layering process. He argues that the fundamental difference of
this paradigm, and eventually of its contribution, is the bias for a reductionist
rather than an additive approach, advocating for a discreet projective
alternative to the elaboration of the so‐called critical practices in architecture
education.
This tendency for a conscious reductionism is evident in discrete instances
across the Austin genealogy, in particular as it relates to the collage practices
and the assignments related to the analytic interpretation or the synthetic re‐
creation tracks.
Libeskind’s collage polemics introduce “a poverty of matter to be compensated
by the development of the conceptual ideal” arguing for a generative analytic
approach that focuses on the rigor of the concept instead of the multiplicity of
the means781. Challenging the determinism of “both syntactic and semantic
domains”, he advocates for a method that will “penetrate beyond the surface
appearance of meaning and form” seeking to retract/ extract rather than inject/
insert.
The concept of collage grows across Rowe’s graduate studio at Cornell as “a
balancing act” operating on a basis of a sophisticated mediation; “a backward
look” juggling with the left‐overs of the world782. The approach is calling for a
heuristic approach, based on an intuitive, yet highly eclectic, “value judgment”
of what was worth preserving, and a sensitive, yet competent, “manipulation”
of a repertoire of historical precedents783.
Across Hoesli’s perspective, the concept of selective editing is highlighted
across a pragmatic proposition on the occasion of his proposal for the extension
to the University of St‐Gallen784. Embracing a vocabulary and a philosophy that
lay both on the concepts of transparency and collage, Hoesli advocates for the
multiplicity of interpretations and suggests the new as “intensification” of the
“old” instead of a literal extension; architecture may not always be about a new
building, a new object, but it may as well be about a new look, a new reading
of an existing structure. By means of a projective analysis, new systems, new

780

See ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.22

781

See (Rowe & Koetter, 1978) p.280

782

See (Middleton, 1980) p.143

783

As Blakeslee‐Middleton (Jansen et al., 1989) notes, an advanced familiarity with, if not
proficient knowledge of, architectural typology, image and scale was a necessary condition
towards this end, while the employed means were expected to highlight the global focus without
losing evidence of the local particularities.
784

See (Angélil & Hebel, 2008) p.62‐63
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hierarchies and new interrelationships may emerge, arguing for a synthetic
praxis as an act of fresh/ alternate reordering of existing fragments.
This conceptual reductionism as a pedagogical strategy is particularly evident
across the series of interpretation and re‐creation tracks. While the scope of
the assignments is deliberately constrained to a rather pragmatic task, the
student is encouraged to engage himself in a projective process of abstraction
and generalization. By channeling the objectives and constraining the means,
these interpretation problems become exercises of concise editing, a conscious
act of amplifying reduction. The approach is exemplified across Angelil’s fourth
assignment – “a spatial assemblage”785. The assignment calls for a synthetic
praxis; however, as explicitly stated, it entices a clarifying rather than a
reinventing process. Physical precision and conceptual clarity are employed in
a process of editing the previous fabrications in order to produce a spatial
assemblage of coherent heterogeneity. Within this new context, a process of
reduction is to be implemented to intensify existing or emerging organizational
principles or relationships. In this case, synthesis incorporates variety, while
highlighting uniformity in difference, across an array of dissimilar fabrications
that reflect an array of diverse approaches.
To paraphrase Eisenman’s remarks on Hejduk’s “Texas Houses”, these
pedagogical practices “contain a conceptual overload, a density and
compaction of themes, which produces a clarity of another kind.” 786

III.5.2. The mode of reasoning: diagrammatic practices.
Open to interpretation
If we are to discuss the Austin pedagogy as a distinctive projective praxis of
operational nature and reductionist culture, then we will have to seek for
instances of the appropriate methodology that has been apt to respond to this
modality.
785 See (Eisenman, 1980) p.130‐133. The exercise – inscribing in the SPACE theme – is about
assembling and editing the outputs of the three previous assignments. The outcome is a
conglomerate, “a spatial assemblage” fabricated out of a uniform material (white cardboard is
suggested) by operational mechanisms related to the technique of montage; employing,
however, an editing process.
786

Eisenman (Somol, 1999) comments on Hejduk’s methodological process of reduction in
highlighting the very essence of architecture:
The seven "Texas Houses" reveal that Hejduk, on the other hand, is concerned with the
process of reduction, of methodologically cutting down to produce a very complex essence.
[…] While these first seven houses of John Hejduk are a synthesis of abstraction and reality,
while they use a reduced vernacular of the twentieth century in a sixteenth century manner,
they are at once prisoners of the past with an authenticity and objecthood of the present.
As in Proust's Remembrance of Things Past, they contain a conceptual overload, a density
and compaction of themes, which produces a clarity of another kind. Within all of the
necessary conditions for building they reveal a parallel energy: the existence of architecture
itself.
In the end these houses do not bring us to confront classicism or modernism as a decisive
issue, or cause us to distinguish between Europe and America, Mies and Le Corbusier, but
rather they articulate an intrinsic architectural language without which architecture cannot
be said to exist.
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The critical visual component, the focus on elemental qualities and the eventual
regard on conceptual features could ultimately point out to diagrammatic
practices apt to encapsulate relationships of an abstract order and embrace
transformation. However, it is first and foremost the quest for outcomes and
processes that are open to projective interpretation, that calls for a
diagrammatic mode of reasoning, outlining possibilities rather than describing
actualities787. The emphasis on the instrumental role of interpretation as a
reflective or projective praxis and the persistence on the equivocal nature of
the construct on a perceptual or conceptual level suggest a methodological
approach that may support dynamic entities. And while this may seem
conflicting in regard to the visual‐spatial legacy of the Austin genealogy – that
is anticipated to employ a mode of inquiry relevant to its dominant formal‐
compositional aspects presumably of a static nature – these diagrammatic
features are evident in the pedagogical practices as well as across the
theoretical discourse of the key protagonists; as the actual means or method of
inquiry; as a concrete mode of representation or as a conceptual model of
thinking; as related to a reflective or projective practice; as related to the end
product or the process of production; as a graphic or physical medium; as a two‐
dimensional or a three‐dimensional construct.
NEW WORKING MEDIA
AS RESEARCH TOOLS

The emphasis on new working media has been a fundamental feature of the
Texas paradigm, already since the very first years; insisting in particular on their
role as means of study rather than means of mere representation or stylistic
expression. The persistence on firm freehand drawing skills, working notation
diagrams and concise physical models would only underline this shift towards
tools for investigative studies. As Caragonne notes, the newly introduced
course in drawing would guide the student in developing ‘a new way of seeing’
and eventually working788. Slutzky and Hirsche would insist on “the ability to
render accurately both what the eye can see and what the mind can abstract”,
introducing the paradigm of “the new vision”. Slutzky makes retrospectively a
particular note on this specific feature of the role of drawing in the Texas
pedagogy, as opposed to the Cooper. He underlines that “drawing is means to
an end”, emphasizing its role as ‘a research tool’, and advocates in turn for the
need to serve an approach “investigative of real problems” rather than perform
as “extension of artistic sensibilities”789.

787 In discussing the Diagrammatic Basis of Contemporary Architecture, Somol (Deleuze, 1993) is
explicit about the fundamentally projective nature of diagrammatic work. However, this feature
is not related to actualities, but rather outlines possibilities, as noted by Deleuze:
Diagrammatic work is projective in that it opens new (or, more accurately, "virtual")
territories for practice, in much the way that Deleuze describes the diagrammatic painting
of Francis Bacon as overcoming the optical bias of abstract art as well as the manual
gesturality of action painting: “It is like the emergence of another world… The diagram is
the possibility of fact ‐ it is not the fact itself.” [(Caragonne, 1995b) p.194, 199]
This "emergence of another world" is precisely what the diagram diagrams.
788

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.185

789

In his 1986 interview with David Thurman, Slutzky (Caragonne, 1995b) p.366‐367 makes a
critical review of the Cooper’s “artistic sensibilities” as opposed to the Texas pedagogy:
For example, it disturbs me when drawing ceases to be investigative of real problems in
architecture and instead becomes an extension of artistic sensibilities which really belong in
a salon and not on a building site. You see, for me drawing is still a search and research tool:
You learn from drawing in a way which leads to a product, which leads to a conclusion.
These are means toward an end. To me, architecture is a craft as much as an art.
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HOESLI’S CONSTRUCTS OF
DYNAMIC NATURE

VEHICLES FOR
A ‘SYSTEMS APPROACH’

Seeing it from a design perspective, Hoesli would emphasize the instrumental
contribution of sketching as a working tool already since the early design
assignments of his first Texas experimental year. Introduced in the “analytical
pre‐drawing” phase of the design process, “loose sketches” and “relational
diagrams” would offer constructs of a dynamic nature to support, activate and
nurture an active way of thinking; the former would constitute a ‘live’ drawing
allowing the possibility of multiple interpretations, while the latter would
provide a tangible means to convey a mental image, a network or relationships.
Equally attentive in safeguarding the versatility of both the process and the
means, Hoesli would introduce diagrammatic means and practices apt to
discuss abstract patterns or methodological tasks.
While the quest for the appropriate means for design investigations could only
indicate a track addressing conceptual relationships as well as visual forms, it is
yet another of Slutzky’s perceptive comments on the Texas paradigm that may
eventually highlight the underlying relevance of a diagrammatic mode of
reasoning to the Austin genealogy. In denouncing Cooper’s “poetic inclination”
, Slutzky asserts that the focus of the earlier Texas model was on “a
fundamentally new systems approach”790. And though Slutzky may be arguing
that this was one of the fundamental traits of the Texas paradigm only in
retrospect (in 1986), the younger faculty generation had assimilated this
proposition and incorporated relevant practices already in the 2nd Texas school.
[…] It is stimulating to have a group of students who are well on their way
toward being able to generalize, which makes it possible to discuss architecture
in terms of concept and systems of organization. In teaching this class and also
the basic design course this year I have approached it more than in the previous
years as independent and superimposed systems of organization. _ Shaw,
letter to Hoesli (1957) 791

Shaw introduces the layering concept of “independent and superimposed
systems of organization”792 – such as structure, space articulation, circulation,
etc. – while Seligmann suggests the investigation into systems of organization
as “a corollary to the identification of the architectural idea”793 794.
The newly established pedagogical regime had set the grounds (control of
working vocabulary, skills of generalization and abstraction) that apparently
made possible “to discuss architecture in terms of concept and systems of
organization”. As Caragonne notes, the Analysis Problem became instrumental
in evolving conceptual awareness of the simultaneous presence of several
790 Carefully choosing his words, Slutzky (Caragonne, 1995b) p.366‐367 puts this difficult passage
into a historical context:
I feel that there are certain issues which we explored in Texas that could have led to a
fundamentally new systems approach as much as to the poetics of architecture. For
example, structure counted for a lot in terms of where I thought Texas was leading, but I
think what happened along the way was that a more poetic inclination prevailed.
791

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.64‐65

792

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.64‐65

793

See (Jansen et al., 1989) p.268‐269

794

See (Caragonne, 1995a) p.9‐10
Analysis projects became an important tool for teaching about the spatial and formal
interrelationships of articulated, often by‐passing systems i.e., columns, enclosure,
circulation, etc.
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systems of organization (i.e. structural system, articulation of planes or
volumes, space sequence, sequence of views, relation of space to structure, …)
that could eventually be associated with a broad spectrum of architectural
ideas795.
Although the presumed primary objective of these interpretation problems was
to “familiarize the student” with classic paradigms and fundamental principles
of modern architecture, it is evident that the educational focus equally revolved
around the methodological means of working with the architectural idea in an
abstract level796 . The gradually growing critical ability of the students to
“demonstrate the relationship between structural concept and space concept”
could eventually be tested across “simplified” graphical or material constructs
that could explicitly capture the constituent elements of the design in a concise
format, advocating conversely for an equal evolution of the method and means
of inquiry797. As John Shaw notes retrospectively, the Analysis Problem had
grown to be a fundamental pedagogical vehicle in the Texas paradigm and
beyond, in activating both analytical and interpretative tracks of the design
process and addressing both content and method.
The Analysis Problem as it later evolved was seen as an inversion of the design
process in that you start with the finished design and take it 'backwards'
through a series of both analytical and interpretive abstractions to diagrams
comparable to those initial idea sketches that might initiate a search. This is
instructive about both the buildings in question and also the students' own
working method. _ Shaw (1992) 798

While the scope of the assignment was deliberately constrained to a rather
reflective pragmatic task, the student was encouraged to engage himself in a
projective process of abstraction eventually embracing a diagrammatic mode
of reasoning. Consciously reduced to the fundamentals, the means of
interpretation – graphic notations and physical models – assume their dual role
as reflective and/ or projective means of conceptual visual thinking, unfolding
their diagrammatic qualities.
THE ARCHITECTURAL IDEA
AS VISUAL METAPHOR

Hence, the late Texas paradigm would evolve by nurturing the abilities to
evolve, develop and present the architectural idea, embracing Hoesli’s

795

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.xviii‐xix.

796

Caragonne (Caragonne, 1995a) p.269 cites the objectives of the assignment from Hoesli’s
"Guidelines to the Analysis Problem" in a letter to his Texas colleagues in 1957:
1. To familiarize the student with what can be considered the classics of Modern
architecture.
2. To enlarge the student's repertoire of space concepts and to acquaint him with the
possibilities of handling space.
3. To practice the reading of plans and sections.
4. To further his understanding of structure by simplifying the models to a presentation of
load‐bearing and non‐load bearing elements.
5. To demonstrate the relationship between structural concept and space concept.
797 While this is at first noticed across the early versions of the Analysis Problem at the Texas
paradigm, it is all the more exemplified in the evolution and refinement of the assignment across
the pedagogical practices of the Cooper Union.
798

See (Caragonne, 1995a) p.272
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objectives for architecture education799. Acknowledged as “the essential
organizing structure lying platonically beneath the visual evidence”, the
architectural idea would become “the primary focus of attention in the design
studio”. Eventually represented – literally or figuratively – through a verbal,
graphic, material construct, it would preserve diagrammatic features of a
higher order unfolding “as a kind of visual metaphor”. Caragonne notes:
More than a diagram, applicable at any scale, most often expressed as a kind
of visual metaphor (*), the architectural idea could also be drawn in an
architectural shorthand, thus avoiding potentially extraneous stylistic
contamination.
(*) For example, Johnson’s Wylie House was a “butterfly on a rock”, Le
Corbusier’s Cite de Refuge a “jewel and backdrop”, and Wright’s Kaufmann
House “trays hanging in space”. _ Caragonne (1995) 800
CONCEPTUAL CONSTRUCTS

The central notion of the architectural idea is most certainly one transcending
Hoesli’s educational philosophy. And while method was presumably his primary
concern, content would prove to be of equal importance. Reaching a phase of
maturity within the ETH framework, the “parti” of the Texas paradigm is
explicitly articulated as the very essence of architecture, emphasizing
“conceptualization” as an instrumental point of the design process801. A
deviation from the prevailing dominance of visual aspects is marked, as the
difference between “the BEING, the content” and “the manifestation, the
APPEARANCE” is highlighted, bringing forward the distinction between the
“conceptual” and the “perceptual” statement802 . The conceptual features of
the design are prioritized, as the ability to recognize the fundamental
distinction between the transcendental theme (i.e. the layered wall) and the
circumstantial construct (i.e. the arcade) across historical precedents becomes

799

Hoesli (Caragonne, 1995a) p.282‐283 emphasizes these three abilities as fundamental, in the
guidelines for the conduct of the design studios he distributed in 1956.
By contrast, the program at Texas stated rather that skill in architectural design involved
"three essential and inter‐related abilities, namely: the ability to evolve an idea, the ability
to develop the idea in architectural terms, and the ability to present that idea in drawings
or models."
800

See (Jansen et al., 1989) p.xviii‐xix

801

See (Jansen et al., 1989) p.40‐41.

Louis Kahn’s account on the Unitarian Church (Jansen et al., 1989) p.44‐45 is embedded within
this argumentation only to underline the distinction between form and design as adopted by
Hoesli’s school of thought; “form” defines the internal logic, the substance of the architectural
construct, whereas “design” is the external manifestation of form, the transition to reality.
Hoesli’s team makes an explicit reference to the terms “form” and “design” as employed by Kahn,
which is diametrically in opposition with the use of the term “form” in the perceptual realm. [See
below, the notion of “form” is associated with the perceptual statement or the circumstantial
construct.]
It should be noted that here Louis Kahn does not use the term "form" in the sense of an
external manifestation; he uses it to describe the internal logic, the substance of a task.
Kahn differentiates in English between "form" (= substance) and "design" (= manifestation,
form).
802

See (Jansen et al., 1989) p.40‐41.
The conceptual statement searches for a fundamental ideal; it relates to the way in which
something is thought out; it is concerned with the BEING, the content, and less with the
specific form.
The perceptual statement, by contrast, relates to the optical perception; to the way
something appears, to the manifestation – the APPEARANCE.
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of critical importance803 . Hence, in Hoesli’s regime the notion of the
architectural idea may be enhanced by the superimposition of discrete
conceptual constructs: the functional concept, the spatial concept or the “living
concept” 804. Whereas the former two may be discussed across the
diagrammatic techniques of the analytical pre‐drawing phase, the latter may
only be visualized in a figurative way in a diagrammatic mode of reasoning, as
the very substance of the architectural idea.
ON
DIAGRAMMATIC PRACTICES

Hoesli’s concurrent conceptual constructs, Seligmann’s “systems of
organization”, Shaw’s architecture of “superimposition”, Slutzky’s “systems
approach” or Rowe’s phenomenal transparency are all instances of a mode of
reasoning that discusses architecture as a multi‐layered conceptual construct;
a work of ambivalent nature that is open to interpretation805. We will argue that
this particular mode of reasoning introduces diagrammatic practices, by
outlining possibilities rather than describing actualities. In encompassing the
juxtaposition of several layers of reference and allowing, in turn, multiple
readings, a diagrammatic approach evokes hidden or emerging patterns or
relationships, becoming a mediator of reflective nature inscribed in a projective
praxis.
In the introduction of the theme of program of the Foundation Course, Angelil
makes a particular note on this duality of the diagram, as a vehicle to initiate a
“thinking” process towards the “making of a work”806. Furthermore, the
“performative rather than representational” nature of the diagram is
underlined, emphasizing its contribution towards a projective transformation;
“the diagram as form of notation and a means for transformation”. “Through
this synthesis, a negotiation takes place, merging, erasing, and transforming the
803

See (Angélil & Hebel, 2008) p.46‐47. The transcendental theme is distinguished from the
circumstantial construct. [Note, however, that here the term “form” is used for the external
manifestation, the circumstantial construct.]
We must recognize in the historical examples, what they are “made of”, not the individual
forms; rather how they are constituted […]. The Renaissance form of arcades […] interprets
the theme of the LAYERED WALL with new resources. [How] the outer skin is then carried
out […], as Louis Kahn said, "is the result of circumstantial demands".

804 The particular nature and emphasis of these three concurrent concepts are exemplified in the
review of the building phases of the Zurich Kunsthaus (*) by Hoesli’s team (Jansen et al., 1989)
p.42‐43, perfectly illustrating the hypothesis: the living concept (as an art lounge vs. a neutral box
vs. a happening in a technological environment), the functional concept (a circular tour vs. total
flexibility vs. a focal point), the spatial concept (hierarchy vs. homogeneity vs. marvel) (**).
In the same building, it can be seen how, in three phases, different living and functional
concepts together with the change of the notion of space, led to a completely different form
of spatial organization, which extended to details and various forms of construction.

(*) 1st Phase (1910) ‐ Architect Karl Moser | 2nd Phase (1958) ‐ Pfister Brothers | 3rd Phase (1976)
‐ Erwin Muelller | 4th Phase …
(**) The exact analogies employed are “Wohnraume”/“Kirche” [living‐room(s)/church] _
“Fabrikhalle” [factory hall] _ “Warenhaus” [warehouse].
805

See below Angelil’s “matrix of the diagram” and Eisenman’s “diagrammatic strata”.

806

See (Angélil & Hebel, 2008) p.160‐163.
Based on the supposition that the means deployed in the design process have a determining
effect on the work produced, the fifth assignment [A Program Notation] introduces the
diagram as a form of notation and means of transformation. By initiating thinking through
drawing, the technique of diagramming acts as a performative rather than a
representational device. It is used as an abstract, analytical tool to be utilized in the making
of a work.
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traces of the […] systems.” However, Angelil – citing Eisenman – is explicit that,
whereas the matrix of the diagram may encompass several layers of
information, it needs “"a transformative agent" inserted as a layer in "the
diagrammatic strata"” to act as a catalyst in the generative process.807 Stressing
this particular parameter, Somol outlines diagrammatic work as “projective”,
pointing to “the possibility of a fact”, to the “emergence of another world”,
both as a “social and disciplinary” proposition808 . Within this context, he depicts
as “inadequately diagrammatic” Rowe’s “pictorial rendering of the language of
modern architecture”, denoting both the critical rationale and the formal
objectives of his approach809. Somol may be directing his comments on “Rowe’s
mannerist‐modern conception of form as the relation of space and structure”,
he is, however, equally addressing the formal bias of “high modern (or
mannerist modern) architectural design and pedagogy” of the Texas
paradigm810. Within this context, “the high modern diagram of the nine‐
square”811 – illustrated at its best in Le Corbusier’s domino structure and van
Doesburg’s space construct – was to serve the formal purposes of the
“epistemology of space”812 that dominated architectural discourse from the

807

See (Eisenman, 1999) p.161.
But, as served by Peter Eisenman, "the diagram does not generate in and of itself." It
requires an external condition, "a transformative agent" inserted as a layer in "the
diagrammatic strata."

Eisenman (Somol, 1999) himself notes on this particular feature:
An external condition is required in the process, something that will introduce a generative
or transformative agent as a final layer in the diagrammatic strata. This external agent is
not the expression of a desiring subject, but rather must come from outside of architecture
as some previously unfigured, yet immanent agent in either the specific site, the program,
or the history.
Angelil’s team suggests an association to everyday practices (a household object, a daily routine,
a pattern of behavior) to activate “the intricate interplay of form and content”, while Eisenman
proposes that this “external condition” should come outside of architecture; in the form of an
intrinsic parameter of the site, the program or the history.
808 See (Somol, 1999). Also see earlier note on Somol’s perspective on the projective nature of
diagrammatic work.
Working diagrammatically ‐ not to be confused with simply working with diagrams ‐ implies
a particular orientation, one which displays at once both a social and a disciplinary project.
And it enacts this possibility not by representing a particular condition, but by subverting
dominant oppositions and hierarchies currently constitutive of the discourse.
809

See (Somol, 1999).

810

On Somol’s interpretation on the “high modern (or mannerist modern) architectural design
and pedagogy” see (Somol, 1999).
811

Somol (Somol, 1999) notes on the “high modern diagram of the nine‐square”:
As an educational device, the nine‐square problem emerged from a collapse of two modern
diagrams Le Corbusier's domino (structure) with van Doesburg's axonometrics (space) ‐
filtered through the reductive planimetric logic hypostatized by Wittkower as Palladio's
"twelfth villa."

Somol refers here to the two emblematic icons brought together by Rowe and Hoesli in
condensing the very essence of Modern architecture, towards the theoretical foundations of the
Texas paradigm in the 1954 Manual for Design/ Manifesto for Modern Architecture.
It is reasonable for an academy to see its position symbolized by two pictures, one a
Corbusier drawing of a frame structure, the other Van Doesburg's construction in space
812

Somol (Somol, 1999) notes on the rise and fall of “the high modern diagram”:
For the two decades following its introduction in 1957, the nine‐square served as the
discipline's formal introduction to itself, establishing the discourse on space and structure,
and providing a series of solution sets through the allied design research of Hejduk,
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mid‐1950s until the mid‐1970s, constrained, however, by “the high modernist
dicta of medium specificity and boundary maintenance”.
The diagrammatic practices encountered in the Austin genealogy, as suggested
in the present study, may perhaps not inscribe to what Somol would
characterize as “working diagrammatically”, as exemplified in the works of
Eisenman or Koolhaas; in particular as it relates to the diverse “ecologies”
(economic, political, social, …) that these two bring into play813. However, they
are adequate to demonstrate that they are neither constrained to a working
technique – as in “working with diagrams” – nor are they confined in the optical
regime – as Somol argues for Rowe’s “formal or analytical truth”. While the
“external condition” may be of secondary importance, nevertheless they do
discuss conceptual patterns next to perceptual features. In the form of mental
or verbal, graphic and material constructs, these diagrammatic practices serve
as a mediating vehicle between a reflective interpretation and a projective
praxis, evidencing a certain level of conscious ambivalence or vagueness that
sustains multiplicities. In tackling relationships of a conceptual nature and
entering the projective realm, they suggest – even if not explicitly articulated –
a path that runs in parallel with the prevailing perceptual reflective track of the
“high modernist pedagogy”.

III.5.3. The means of inquiry: economy of means.
Limited scope, well‐defined constraints, concise format
If we assume that a diagrammatic mode of reasoning is employed to bring
forward the very essence of the architectural idea, what are the means that
support this mode of inquiry? What are the tools that serve this operational
pedagogy and facilitate transformation in a work‐in‐progress mode? What is
the format or the materiality of these projective interpretations? What are the
vehicles that may convey both perceptual or conceptual constructs?
We will argue that the particularity of this mode of inquiry does not lie on the
materiality of its means, but rather on the structure of the investigations. The
limited scope, the well‐defined constraints and the succinct format of the
assignments are the critical characteristics that allow this conceptual
reductionism to unfold, by emphasizing on fundamental traits and shifting the
Eisenman, and others. In advanced academic and professional contexts after 1974,
however, that epistemology of space was rapidly replaced by a pragmatics of force […].
813

Somol (Moneo, 1980) notes on the relation of diagrammatic practices to the pragmatics of
force as opposed to the tectonic vision of architecture:
A diagrammatic practice (flowing around obstacles yet resisting nothing) ‐ as opposed to
the tectonic vision of architecture as the legible sign of construction (which is intended to
resist its potential status as either commodity or cultural speculation) ‐ multiplies signifying
processes within a plenum of matter, recognizing signs as complicit in the construction of
specific social machines. The role of the architect in this model is dissipated, as he or she
becomes an organizer and channeler of information, since rather than being limited to the
decidedly vertical ‐ the control and resistance of gravity, a calculation of statics and load ‐
'forces' emerge as horizontal and nonspecific (economic, political, and global). And it is by
means of the diagram that these new matters and activities ‐ along with their diverse
ecologies and multiplicities ‐ can be made visible and related.
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focus to a rigorous editing process. The clarity of the methodological approach
and the precision of the operational program may be directly perceived across
the visual composition of the outcome; they do, however, attest to the
assimilation of the conceptual disposition in the background.
It will be useful to point out right from the beginning the difference between
the project work which is traditionally assigned in courses of "basic design" and
this exercise of the "Nine Square Grid." […] The Cooper method […] insists
precisely on the value taken on by work which is carried out within well‐defined
limits, since the student's proposal does not have to refer to anything other
than what is defined by the conditions imposed on his work. _ Moneo (1980)
814

A METHODOLOGICAL SHIFT
IN PEDAGOGY

In commenting on the Cooper version of the Nine‐Square‐Grid problem, Moneo
argues that this exercise introduced a methodological shift in the pedagogical
approach, as opposed to the “Basic Design” model that originated from the
Bauhaus pedagogy and was at the time one of the prevailing tracks in American
architecture, exemplified in the Gropius GSD paradigm815. Its primarily didactic
contribution was reflected to a clear starting framework, a set of given
elements and several constraining conditions; the student was asked to operate
“within well‐defined limits” as opposed to the “creative freedom” suggested by
the “Basic Design” philosophy. The exercise was a conscious study in
architectural language rather than a work towards a definite design, insisting
on the process of the inquiry rather than the originality of the outcome.
Several of the Texas protagonists have indeed pronounced with most rigor their
“anti‐Bauhaus” philosophy, in particular in regard to its lack of pedagogical
context and architectural relevance816. Caragonne makes a particular note
814

See (Caragonne, 1995b)

815

The first half of the 20th century saw the rise and fall of the Bauhaus academy, leaving its
powerful mark in the architectural realm and setting new tracks in architecture education. As
Caragonne (Frampton & Latour, 1980) p.19 notes:
From just after the end of World War I until the rise to power of the National Socialists in
1933, a rare if not unprecedented confluence of architects, painters, sculptors, and
craftsworkers, among them Josef Albers, Johannes Itten, Lyonel Feininger, Laszlo Moholy‐
Nagy, and Wassily Kandinsky, were invited to teach and work at a new state‐sponsored
school at Weimar, Germany (later moved to Dessau and then Berlin), founded by Gropius.
The termination of the school in the eve of the 2nd World War, led several of the key proponents
to the US, settling in major academic institutions and transferring the educational philosophy of
the Bauhaus to the American architecture education. Mies moved to Illinois Institute of
Technology in 1939, while Gropius moved to Harvard Graduate School of Design in 1937.
See Frampton (Ockman & Williamson, 2012) and Ockman (Caragonne, 1995b) for details.
Caragonne (Jansen et al., 1989) p.143‐144 notes on the expansion of the Bauhaus model in
American architecture education: “These attitudes and biases came to inform the curriculum of
nearly every school of architecture in the nation between 1940 and 1950.”, while Seligmann
(Herdeg, 1983) p.7 comments on the trend regarding the “Basic Design” model for the freshman
introductory course: “No school in America wanted to be found without a basic design
programme or foundation course, ideally taught by artists rather than architects.”
For more on the GSD model see (Jansen et al., 1989).
816

Seligmann (Caragonne, 1995b) p.7 gives a most outspoken description of the “Basic Design”
course, the spearhead of the Bauhaus educational philosophy as implemented in the American
architecture education:
Basic Design, taught in this country by the former students and teachers from the Bauhaus,
was based on the assumption that basic design training in architecture would free the
student's innate creative sensibilities, unencumbered by precedents or critical debate, free
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denouncing the presumably creative playfulness of the Gropius GSD design
studio that was meant to enhance creativity by empowering imagination
through – “freewheeling, undirected, even aimless – play”817. Hoesli himself
had declared his strong aversion regarding the so‐called “abstract exercises” in
particular, to the point that he was willing to believe that these playful artistic
practices not only did they not contribute to the maturity of the student, but
could actually “have a harmful influence”818 .
Despite, however, the asserted polemics against these practices, it is from this
very educational model that stemmed one of the most characteristic routines
of the Texas paradigm. The abstract exercises of the Bauhaus “Basic Design”
proved to be a most enduring didactic vehicle across the Austin pedagogy,
filtered through the theoretical and educational perspectives of its proponents.
Inscribing in introductory courses in visual culture (freshman year) or
architectural design (sophomore year)819, the Texas version shifted the focus
towards the disciplinary and pedagogical aspects, by emphasizing on the
architectonic nature of the assignments and insisting on a rigorous method to
bring forward the student’s creativity as opposed to the Bauhaus practices
(exercises in‐abstractum, playful approach).

of bias and formal prejudice. […] Abstract exercises in basic design courses replaced wash
renderings of the orders. […] Basic Design was thus not just another method of teaching,
but a proclamation of faith. This method was to protect future generations from
contamination by history and artistic scholasticism. To be creative, therefore, according to
them, required a childlike innocence, and a belief that each problem contained its own
solution, easily discovered, if one only asked the proper questions. It proposed that there
was a common basis to all the visual arts and that the experiences would, through some
miraculous process, find their way into the design process of the students, whether in
graphics, industrial design or pattern making.
Several decades later, Hodgden (Caragonne, 1995b) p.77‐78 unfolds in retrospect the “anti‐
Bauhaus” beliefs of the late Texas paradigm:
[…] we were actually anti‐Bauhaus, rather than anti‐Beaux‐Arts. […] We simply could not
believe that a badly assimilated, misappropriated bag of tricks, devoid of understanding,
borrowed from the Bauhaus, which was itself a flawed enterprise, could constitute a healthy
basis for education in our time. _ Hodgden, letter to [Caragonne] (1992).
817 Gropius, quoted in Caragonne (Caragonne, 1995b) p.144, resumes on the objectives of the
Bauhaus preliminary courses:
Their aim is to release the creative powers of the student, to help him understand the nature
of materials, and discern the basic principles of creative work. Concern with style
movements of any sort is consciously avoided. Observation and representation, to make
clear the need for an identity of form and content, define the limits of the preliminary course.
The most vital task is the unfettering of the individual, his emancipation from dead
conventions, in order to pave the way for personal experience and perception and make him
aware of the limits which nature has set to his creative powers.
818

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.82
[…] Whether ten or more weeks of so‐called abstract exercises preceded this first problem
of design makes no difference. Since there is no direct correlation between such exercises
and architectural design, … they can be left out just as well. The initial difficulties are the
same‐now, or in December or next April. It remains to be seen whether or not this play at
"abstract" [design] might not even have a harmful influence. _ Hoesli (1953)

819 The methodological rigor, however, as reflected in the well‐defined framework and the
concise format of the exercises, is also evident across assignments of advanced levels, such as
the junior year interpretation problems, and transcends a whole school of thought in architecture
education, culminating in the Cooper practices of the 1960s and 1970s.
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“LESSON OF THE DAY”/
“PLATES” FORMAT

THE REINSTITUTION OF
“BASIC DESIGN”

The actual concept was introduced by Hoesli along with the very first design
assignments of the sophomore studio of his early teaching years820, in the
framework of an experimental pedagogy that he implemented as a
breakthrough from the old regime821. The “Plates” format evolved as a series of
discrete exercises to complement the architectural design assignments by
bringing forward the “Lesson of the Day” 822. They were meant to introduce the
concepts of architectural space and composition in the form of a set of
problems of 2‐ or 3‐dimensional nature; they would elaborate on specific issues
by means of concrete and explicitly outlined tasks, discussing fundamental form
organization principles and strategies instead of addressing the entire
architectural design process. The relevance, however, between the abstract
notions discussed in these “diagrammatic exercises” and the concrete
architectural problems of the design studio was of fundamental importance to
this approach. According to Caragonne, the focus of this particular exercise
format was the “establishment of order”823 within a specific conceptual
framework. The composition – discussed more as an activity than as a result, as
Hoesli affirms824 – had to respond to a particular objective by means of a specific
set of elements. The resulting modular structure was to demonstrate the ability
to create a design by an economy of means that would reflect certain principles
– such as consistency, hierarchy, completeness – in regard to the articulation of
space. These exercises grew to be instrumental features of a rigorous pedagogy
that insisted on the elemental nature of the components, the delineated
framework of the operations and the limited, yet incremental, scope of the
interventions.
Hoesli’s early “plates” format was to be consolidated by the younger generation
faculty, who would incorporate it in the practices of the 2nd Texas school and
eventually embed it to the Rangers track of the Cornell paradigm. While the
content of these exercises illustrates variations in regard to the particular
educational framework – serving as introduction to fundamental concepts of
visual perception in the freshman course or operating as lead‐in vehicles to the
architectural problems of the sophomore design studio – the format reflects a
transcending methodological rigor825. As Caragonne affirms, it was Lee
820

That is the academic year 1953‐1954 leading to the new curriculum as of fall 1954.

821 Assigned to restructure the design studios of the curriculum, Hoesli experimented with several

pedagogical concepts, regarding the method (how vs. what & why, method vs. subject matter,
teaching through process vs. teaching by type, problem‐driven vs. type‐driven, analytical pre‐
drawing phase), the structure (lectures and presentations within the studio, crits & juries, written
examinations) and the means of the course (“lesson of the day”, abstract exercises & “plates”,
scrapbooks/ design notebooks, 2d‐ & 3d‐relational diagrams & “loose sketches”, physical
models), that eventually informed the Texas paradigm.
822 See design assignment #1. “Shelter for bus stop”/ sophomore design studio/ first experimental
year/ 1953‐1954. See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.81‐83
823

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.83

824

See (Caragonne, 1995b) p.83

825

Advocating for Hoesli’s philosophy, Shaw (Slutzky, 1980) p.272 notes on “the strong
connection” between the series of abstract exercises and the architectural design assignments.
We developed a series of exercises, both in the first and second years, focusing on certain
specific aspects and attributes of the Modern Movement. First year was called "basic
design" because the problems were abstract, and the second year was a follow‐up where
there were still basic design exercises but as lead‐ins to architectural problems. There was
a very strong connection between the main architectural design problem and the abstract
exercises pulled out to address specific issues, such as spatial definition. […] In this way
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Hodgden in particular who transformed the reestablished freshman course in
Basic Design to “a laboratory for an investigation of the properties of
architectural form and space”826 that would bear the mark of the Texas
pedagogy827. The scope of the course was to introduce “architectural design as
a process of discovering form "compatible with its intended function and also
compatible with the nature of human perception"”, while the two tracks of
abstract exercises – based on two‐ or three‐dimensional constructs respectively
– would unfold through the “plates format”.
THE EXERCISE FORMAT:
A METHODOLOGICAL TOOL

Across the “plates” of the abstract exercises of the 2nd Texas school828, the
proposition for a pedagogical vehicle of methodological clarity and concise
format unfolds. The concept of a series of abstract exercises, yet of concrete
objectives, is employed to investigate fundamental notions in visual perception,
spatial definition or design strategies. A systematic methodology is set forth,
building an incremental momentum across a sequential, but not necessarily
linear, approach, founded on projective fragments. Concepts are visited
individually at each assignment, allowing to shift focus according the objectives;
the complexity of the assignments rises as concepts eventually interlock
yielding configurations of enhanced conceptual density. The objectives are
articulated, the sequence of tasks is prescribed, the means are defined; the field
of practice is delineated, while the range of working elements is set down. The
constraints are firm; the rules, however, are rarely constraining. As the
limitations increase, the focus comes closer. This approach of presumably
confining or prescriptive character, allows nevertheless a concentration on the
objectives; otherwise suggested by the elemental qualities of the components
and minimalist nature of the operations; this economy of means nurtures a
conceptual shift that allows composite constructs to emerge (as
superimposition of several systems of definition or as overlays of individual
readings) eventually unfolding diagrammatic features. The suggested uniform
format of the output, may only point out to the singularities in the multiplicity
of the proposals; multiplicities that are disclosed across the variation of the
students’ proposals or through the iterations generated by the series of
operations. The process is explicitly stated, the solution space is delineated,
only to denote the possibility of multiple interpretations and underline the
ambivalence of projective interpretations.
It is a self‐confident pedagogy, asserting that its method and means of inquiry
are capable of highlighting the assumed equivocal nature of architecture;

students were pointedly presented alternatives that somewhat militated against casual or
unintentional choices. _ Shaw, letter to [Caragonne] (1992)
826

The freshman course in vision (ARC.401_“Drawing”) was eliminated and the Basic Design
course (ARC.607_“Basic Design) was reinstituted as the introductory design studio in the
academic year 1957‐1958, after the appointment of the new director of the school (fall 1956) and
the consequent resignation of Hoesli (summer 1957).
827 It may actually be said without exaggeration, that it was this particular variation of the first‐
year introductory design course, led and restructured by Hodgden (as implemented for just one
academic year – in 1957‐1958 – the last one of the Texas experiment) that would consolidate all
theoretical foundations and educational practices of this collective experience in a coherent
model encapsulating at its best the Texas paradigm – though its name would revert to the old
Bauhaus regime.
828

As implemented for the first (ARC.607/ FS1957‐58) and second year (ARC.510/ FS1956‐57)
design studios in particular.
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advocating conversely for a pedagogical vehicle of a presumably confining
character, capable, however, to serve a projective praxis of open‐ended nature.
ANALYSIS PROBLEMS:
FOCUSING ON ESSENTIALS

The implementation of a constraining framework to foster conceptual
awareness is a particular track transcending the educational practices across
and beyond the Austin genealogy. Several series of assignments of introductory
or advanced level have embraced this methodological strategy to channel the
design propositions – often in physical form. The interpretations problems of
critical or generative nature consist of a typical paradigm, while the Cooper
design assignments bring insightful evidence of the potential material
outcomes.
The Analysis Problem of the 2nd Texas school is a characteristic case of an
attempt to focus on the essentials, by limiting the objectives and defining
method and means. The short timeframe, the call for a concise presentation
and the prescribed means of study (materials, scale, format and annotation)
were employed in order to allow for the student to direct his efforts towards
the conceptual depiction of the constituent elements rather than the minor
details. Besides, the uniform format of the outcomes would further allow for a
comparative study that would highlight the singularity of the architectural idea
as well as the shared principles across a certain school of thought (Modern
architecture in particular), by illustrating differences and similarities.

THE COOPER PARADIGM:
RESOURCEFUL AMBIGUITY

Reminiscent of the Texas practices, the Cooper paradigm would grow into a
distinctively refined educational model by expanding on these foundations a
couple of decades later. A rather silent protagonist himself, Slutzky comes to
endorse this “pedagogy of form”829: “[…] a gradual and calculated increase in
complexity of all kinds – such as program/pragmatics or typology/ history – is
carefully programmed into the curriculum.”830 Consistency and creativity are
fostered by means of “exemplary or abstract problems”831 interlocking with
design problems of “highly ambiguous” and “intentionally enigmatic
qualities”832. The case of the first‐year assignments is particularly evoked to
underline the pedagogical focus (i.e. on “drawing” skills or abilities “to draw out
from”833), the explicitly limited scope and, yet, the insistence on the diversity
and ambiguity of the outcomes, advocating conversely for the versatility of the
method.

829

See (Slutzky, 1980)
This attitude, shared by most of the faculty, is one that is based on a belief in paradigmatic
creation, that is, in the pedagogical use of exemplary or abstract problems, which however
removed from real implementation or function, develops a heightened sense of consistency,
a framework for inventiveness.

830

See (Slutzky, 1980)

831

See (Slutzky, 1980)
This attitude, shared by most of the faculty, is one that is based on a belief in paradigmatic
creation, that is, in the pedagogical use of exemplary or abstract problems, which however
removed from real implementation or function, develops a heightened sense of consistency,
a framework for inventiveness.

832

See (Slutzky, 1980)
Interspersed are problems with highly ambiguous and intentionally enigmatic qualities that
tax the inventive and fantasizing abilities.

833

See (Slutzky, 1980)
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The student is thus restricted in his first year at school to working with basic
tectonic issues, with the ultimate goal of composing them into spatial
statements that are both articulate and richly ambiguous. Much attention is
placed upon training the eyehand to drawing (disegno), in itself the epitome of
"education" (educate: to draw out from). _ Slutzky (1980) 834

While he acknowledges that “the program tends to emphasize visual aesthetics
of architecture over more pragmatic and technical approaches”835, Slutzky is
confident that the robustness of pedagogical objectives prevails over
“seductive surface technique and stylistic pastiche”. As he argues, the context
of enhanced visual sensibilities836, proves to be no obstacle for methodological
clarity, thus, integrating the material, graphical or verbal eloquence into an
idiosyncratic quest for conceptual awareness.
ANGELIL’S
‘OPERATION ARCHITECTURE’

A couple of decades later, Angelil’s Foundation Course at ETH‐Zurich will come
to embrace this pedagogy of rigor. The clearly outlined objectives and the
cautiously defined constraints of the means of investigation unfold a mature
paradigm837, while the materiality of the physical outcome and the related
operations are explicitly coupled with the central theme of the assignments.
The operational focus advocates for a thoroughly devised and resourcefully
implemented, yet by default not prescriptive, methodology, fruitfully
complemented by explicitly stated theoretical foundations and pedagogical
strategies, yet without confining itself to any particular school of thought.
To borrow Franzen’s comment on the formative nature of the first‐year
exercises of the early Cooper paradigm, the Austin genealogy brings evidence
of an exemplary pedagogy; a focused, concise, sequential praxis of an
elementally projective nature.
[…] the formative years of the students are devoted to a series of exercises,
severely limited in scope, channeling the fledgling architect's development to
in‐depth explorations of fundamental problems of structure and space
manipulation. _ Franzen (….) 838

834

See (Slutzky, 1980)

835

See (Slutzky, 1980)

836

See (Slutzky, 1980)

837

The time distance from the former paradigms being a fundamental condition of this maturity.

838

See ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.5
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III.6. The physical model
III.6.1. The perceptual realm.
The physical model as means for “seeing space”
If space is acknowledged as the central theme of the Austin genealogy and
visual perception is assimilated as a fundamental perspective of interpretation,
then the means of inquiry cannot but contribute to this discourse. In the
prevailing track of this pedagogy, the physical model contributes to the
representation and manipulation of space by means of visual constructs; as a
means to “see space”, to make it visible, to render space as a figurative
element; a device to see and eventually handle space as form. The two
elemental series of exercises – articulation in plan and articulation of volumes
– are particularly enlightening of this track.
In the first case (articulation in plan) – discussing space and structure – the
physical model literally represents an architectural arrangement. The
components of the physical model reflect the two modes of structural
elements: a set of primary elements given in place (to define the bearing
structure, a primary grid or the boundary conditions) and another set of
predefined elements (in size, form and quantity), whose importance may be
secondary from a structural point of view, it is, however, instrumental in the
formulation of the proposition in regard to the articulation of spaces. In the
second case (articulation of volumes) – addressing form and space – the
physical model is usually discussed in abstractum. It consists of a set of strictly
defined or loosely outlined elements (usually surface or linear) that are to be
arranged within the boundaries of a generic cubical format. In most radical
versions the cube construct is the sole means and output of the configuration,
whereas in rather watered‐down versions there exist additional elements to
denote the boundary conditions or reference/ coordinate systems to remind
the architectonic nature of the propositions.
If the objective of these exercises is to introduce or develop a working
vocabulary – regarding primary architecture generating elements, as Hejduk839

839

Caragonne (Caragonne, 1995b) notes:
"The problems of point‐line‐plane‐volume, the facts of square‐circle‐triangle, the mysteries
of central‐peripheral‐frontal‐oblique‐concavity‐convexity, of the right angle, perpendicular,
perspective, the comprehension of sphere‐cylinder‐pyramid, the questions of structure‐
construction‐organization, the questions of scale, position, the interest in post‐lintel, wall‐
slab, vertical‐horizontal, the arguments of two‐dimensional and three‐dimensional space,
the extent of a limited field, of an unlimited field, the meaning of plan, of section, of spatial
expansion‐spatial contraction, spatial compression‐spatial tension, the direction of
regulating lines, of grids, the meaning of implied extension, the relationships of figure to
ground, of number to proportion, of measurement to scale, of symmetry to asymmetry, of
diamond to diagonal, the hidden forces, the ideas on configuration, the static with the
dynamic ‐ all these begin to take on the form of a vocabulary." _ Hejduk (1988), in Who’s
Who in American Architecture
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proposes, or fundamental form organization principles, as Hodgden840 puts it –
the focus revolves on the actual architectural arrangement or the specific
material construct. However, if we consider these exercises as an exploration
of primary architectural strategies (articulation in plan, i.e. center or periphery,
fluidity or containment, …) or an investigation of critical design operations
(articulation of volumes, i.e. translation, rotation, inversion, …), then the
emphasis shifts from the presumably generating configuration to the generated
space.
Within this context, in the first case (articulation in plan), the secondary
elements are discussed not as a structural arrangement (that is for their positive
trace, the solid), but as “space‐defining elements” (that is for the negative
outcome, for the void). They have to be handled according the envisioned
qualities of the produced space. Space is a driving component with particular
formal qualities, instead of an amorphous void, and it is precisely its
manipulation that activates the otherwise neutral primary structure. Hence, the
physical model is not the object of discussion per se; it is the means that allows
to perceive – by inversion – space, the actual object of the investigations. By
offering a visual, if not tactile, representation of the physical/ actual structure,
the material construct allows to discuss its conceptual/ virtual counterpart,
space, in formal terms. In these cases, the specific geometry and exact
placement of the “space‐defining elements” are of importance, not per se, but
for the formal characteristics that they endow to the generated space.
In the second case (articulation of volumes), the manipulation of the elements
is of primary importance in order to discuss the spatial arrangement across the
formal configuration that is produced. In this instance, however, the
characteristics of the spatial composition are directly discussed across its formal
counterpart, as the reciprocity of the Gestalt figure‐ground duality is
assimilated. The iterations of the actual physical construct are supposed to
reflect in turn the variations of the virtual spatial arrangement. The
compositions are discussed as products of a series of transformations; the
coherence of form depending on the consistency of the operations. Therefore,
the physical model is the vehicle that allows to assess the definition of the
spatial system across the optical qualities of the formal composition. It is a
material construct that brings visual evidence for the very definition of the
spatial construct by unfolding the traces of the processes of mutation of its
formal counterpart. Once again, geometry and formal attributes, such as
proportion, scale and detail, become critical in the formulation of these physical
constructs, particularly as means to control the definition of a system.
In both cases, the geometry of the physical construct is critical for the
manipulation of the propositions841. The actual brings evidence for the virtual.
840

See Hodgden (Cornell report, 196x) on the organizational principles of perception: nearness,
similarity, “good figure”, transparency and figure‐ground. The characteristics of “good figure”
are: “good continuation”, degree of closure of contour, inclusiveness and symmetry. Spatial cues
that enhance perception of a figure (depth, linearity, active contour) vs. ground (size & clarity, in
& out, repetitiveness of scale).
841 At the other end of the Cube Exercises series, the Cooper Cube Problem, brings forward a third
track of these investigations, discussing form and program. The shift of focus from the theme of
space to that of program, may indeed bring forward performative considerations as opposed to
formal preoccupations. However, the hypothesis that form is a program generating element,
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Space is controlled through the manipulation of the “space‐defining elements”
or the control of the formal arrangement. The optical qualities of the material
composition become key features in the assessment of the spatial
configuration842. The physical construct is confined in a representational role
operating within the boundaries of the perceptual realm.

III.6.2. The structuralist realm.
The physical model as means for “seeing an organization”
If we are to discuss concepts that emerge across the Austin genealogy next to
the dominant visual‐spatial emphasis, it is all the more pertinent to see how the
means of inquiry respond to these diverging regimes.
In this parallel track, eventually embracing the current of the times and the
structuralist realm, material artefacts become a tangible vehicle to convey
primarily conceptual constructs; as a means to inscribe in “a systems approach”
and render visible the abstract “pattern or organization” of a concrete, yet
complex, architectural proposition. Series of assignments of an advanced level
– such as the interpretation or re‐creation problems – or specific practices of
higher conceptual awareness – such as the figure‐ground studies – offer
characteristic examples of this track.
In these cases, the material device corresponds to a concrete architectural
proposition, focusing on the architectural idea(s) in a reflective or projective
mode. The elements of the physical model may be strictly defined and uniform
(Texas version), freely selected (Cooper version) or selectively designated
(Angelil’s Foundation Course) to emphasize the overall configuration, to
underline fundamentally distinct qualities of the components or highlight
degrees of differences of a particular feature respectively. The focus shifts from
the representation of optical qualities to the illustration of conceptual features,
orders or relationships, eventually employing diagrammatic practices in a
graphic or material modality.
In the case of figure‐ground studies that are associated to the concept of collage
in particular, the means of inquiry – maps or large‐scale models – discuss a
proposition of an urban scale in a hybrid mode of a projective analysis/ a
reflective projection. The elements of the investigation are condensed to the
minimum, based on the elementary binary visual distinction. However, given
the reciprocity of the figure‐ground duality, the actual formal constellation and
the perceptual antithesis dissolves and the actual formal constellation serves to
depict conceptual virtual patterns that emerge across the visual attributes of
the configuration.
In both instances, the material construct is the means to visualize a global
structure or local patterns; to encapsulate a particular system of organization
inevitably yields, here again, a central role to the specific geometry of the given form. Moneo
(Moneo, 1980) discusses this aspect, when he refers to the diamensional dialectics introduced
by Hejduk’s Cube Problem.
842

Serving an almost quantitative approach…
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(in the Texas version) or condense several concepts (in the Cooper version); in
order to discuss architectural ideas, to underline design principles or highlight
design qualities843.
These investigations discuss the underlying syntax, by employing the
instrumental operations of dissection and articulation, or highlight emerging
patterns, by introducing the fundamental concepts of scaffold and exhibit. The
objective is to develop a certain conceptual framework and evolve the abilities
to visualize it across a perceptual construct. The physical model is a proof of
conceptual awareness and material eloquence in the same time.
In any case, whether making use of the extent of the expressive means (as in
the Cooper paradigm) or confined in the minimal duality (as in the Cornell
collage practices), the material artefacts explore a certain freedom in deviating
from the physical reality in order to stress the eventual perspective. It is not a
literal representation, it is an individual interpretation; it is a vehicle to convey
a subjective reading and/ or writing844. The role of the interpretation arises as
a key parameter in the thorough analysis or delicate manipulation of the design
elements, defining both the framework and means of these projective
operations of a concise editing. The focus ultimately shifts to the interpretation
as a “structuralist activity” 845, as a “fabrication of meaning”, as Barthes would
put it; and the physical construct unfolds as a material fabrication stressing out
the interpretative aspects of a projective praxis.
843 It is interesting to note here, Rowe’s opinion on the physical model as “presumptive physical
product” of the design studio.
[…] I find myself believing very much in the virtues of confusion and the impromptu. Which
means that I believe, and sometimes maybe to extravagance, in the centrality of the design
studio and of its issue the presumptive physical product.
844 Angelil’s third assignment – the “Open Text” – discusses the fundamental role of
interpretation across the structuralist realm. Only to solicit this approach by overlaying a post‐
structuralist framework borrowed from the field of linguistics, addressing structure as read by
the reader. The object is introduced as “open text”, “offering the interpreter, the reader, the
addressee, a work to be completed” [borrowed from the assignment’s principal quote (Eisenman,
1970)]. Structures are understood as ambivalent entities open to multiple interpretations, as “a
complex unity of heterogeneous statements”.
Ambiguous structures undermine common understanding, suggesting multiple legibility.
The text opens up to the reader. […] It is argued that the text forms a complex unity of
heterogeneous statements whose interdependencies refer to possible but not definitive
meaning. The reader’s role is one of interpretation. A field of possibilities unfolds.

[Saussure’s distinction between “language” and “parole” may be evoked here to address the two‐
fold conception of structure: as a concrete manifestation or as an abstract construct.]
The realm of hermeneutics is evoked across a school of thought that investigates architectural
design ‘as a form of interpretative writing’, as a work‐in‐progress with unstable meaning.
Contemporary hermeneutics ‐ the field of inquiry addressing processes of interpretation ‐
focuses not on the completion of the work, but on its construction as a critical practice.
Investigating architectural design processes as a form of interpretative writing, Peter
Eisenman, in a divergence from the universality of Chomsky's syntactic model, explores the
multiple readability of signs as unstable agents of meaning.
845

See Barthes on the structuralist activity.
The goal of all structuralist activity, whether reflexive or poetic, is to reconstruct an "object"
in such a way as to manifest thereby the rules of functioning (the "functions") of this object.
[…] for between the two objects, or the two tenses, of structuralist activity, there occurs
something new, and what is new is nothing less than the generally intelligible: the
simulacrum is intellect added to object […] The structuralist activity involves two typical
operations: dissection and articulation.
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The form and materiality of the physical constructs are of primary importance;
however, not for the actual geometric, visual or tactile characteristics in a
concrete way, but as means to denote relative differences, recognize
relationships or unveil hierarchies. Even if the perceptual aspect is important in
order to create a certain impression, the material construct serves to depict
abstract relationships on a global or local level rather than describe concrete
geometries; it is a tangible artefact that consists a mere instance, unfolding a
dispositional vs. a compositional understanding of form.
Introducing the duality of “deep structure” and “surface structure”846, the
accent on conceptual relationships rather than perceptual‐aesthetic qualities
can do nothing but underline the deviation from the visual‐spatial/ perceptual‐
formal regime.

III.6.3. Beyond the semantics‐syntactics duality.
The physical model as ‘concrete abstraction’
THE ORIGINS

If we overcome the apparent duality between formal and syntactic practices,
and we engage in a discussion across a cognitive perspective, then the physical
model of the Austin pedagogy, as it unfolds across the study of its practices,
proves to be a versatile means of inquiry that may transcend philosophical or
disciplinary boundaries.
The didactic strategies make of the physical model an instrumental means in a
conscious process of investigations, inscribing in a primarily projective praxis.
The use of material constructs embraces a performative modality, serving a
program of meticulously organized operations of concise editing. The format
needs to be brief and compact to facilitate transformation and highlight the
methodological focus and conceptual density of the propositions.
The methodological practices highlight the physical model as a critical mediator
between the perceptual and the conceptual, the actual and the virtual,
disclosing its potential in supporting a diagrammatic mode of reasoning. The
846

Somol employs Eisenman’s discourse on Terragni’s work, to indicate a paradigm shift,
reflecting a transition from the semantics of the object to the syntactics of architecture.
The accent on conceptual relationships rather than perceptual‐aesthetic qualities is
encompassed in the duality of “deep structure” and “surface structure”.
By 1970 Eisenman would distinguish the practices of Corbusier and Terragni (and, indirectly,
Rowe's formalism from his own) by incorporating terminology from the structural linguistics
of Noam Chomsky. While Corbusier's architecture remains committed to creating new
meaning through iconography, through the semantics of the object, Eisenman claims that
Terragni's work is concerned with revealing a syntactics of the architectural language. This
shift represents a move away from a concern with the perceptual‐aesthetic qualities of the
object toward an attempt to mark the conceptual relationships that underlie and make
possible any (and every) particular formal arrangement. Thus, Terragni's work is said to
mark the relationship between "surface structure" and "deep structure" through
transformational methods that Eisenman attempts to disclose via a series of axonometric
diagrams and projections.
On “deep structure” vs. “surface structure” see Chomsky (Chomsky, 1966) (Eisenman, 1971). See
Eisenman (Somol, 1999). See Somol (Eisenman, 1970). See also Eisenman (Somol, 1999) on
syntactic vs. semantic practices and Somol (Eco, 1989) on Eisenman’s syntactic practices.
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formal composition is expected to denote relational disposition. Elemental
concrete constructs illustrate a composite abstract structure, suggesting
possibilities rather than describing actualities. Ambivalence is welcome as
means to sustain multiplicities. These tangible devices, yet of dynamic nature,
are open to interpretation, unfolding diagrammatic qualities in several levels.
The structure of the investigations brings evidence of a distinct economy of
means that is underlined by the limited scope, the well‐defined constraints and
the succinct format. The clarity of the methodological approach and the
precision of the operational program outline the process and delineate the
solution space, yet without pursuing a rule‐based approach. The physical
models – particularly if seen in a serial mode – bring pictorial evidence of the
multiplicity of projective interpretations. Visual sensibility and material
eloquence are employed to amplify the transcending conceptual reductionism.
If it were not to put a bias for the structuralist realm, Barthes’ proposition for
the “concrete abstraction” could illustrate at its best the role of the physical
model in this paradigm; an order of material intelligibility/ intellectual
materiality that relates the perceptual to the conceptual structure/ construct;
tackling both the concrete (physical/ material) and abstract (conceptual/
intellectual) orders of architecture.
[…] intelligible objects, yet without ‐ and this is what is new ‐ losing anything of
their materiality; a new category appears, that of concrete abstraction; this,
moreover, is the meaning which we can give today to the word structure: a
corpus of intelligent forms. _ Barthes (1979) 847

III.6.4. The trans‐disciplinary perspective. Visual and cognitive studies.
Introducing the ‘dialectics of physical modeling’
While these observations may as well have a certain value on their own, it is,
however, across the cognitive perspective that they become of particular
interest to the present study.
Responding to the need for an appropriate “language” for a “non‐verbal mode
of thinking” that A.Cross has noted848, these particular practices unfold as an
alternative to the “dialectics of sketching” that Goldschmidt has suggested849;
thus making a particular contribution in the discussion on the nature and the
operative means of the design culture. The physical model, as evidenced in the
Austin pedagogy, may qualify to illustrate a valid paradigm for the “dialectics of
physical modeling” as means of inquiry particularly appropriate for the design
culture.
Cross discusses the non‐verbal mode of thought as an appositional mode of
thinking850, particularly associated with problem‐solving activities and,
847

See (Barthes, 2012)

848

See (Cross, 1984)

849

See (Goldschmidt, 1994)

850

See (Cross, 1984) | (Bogen, 1969) (Bogen & Bogen, 1969)
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consequently, with the design culture851. While “imaging”852 is coined as the
cognitive mechanism that contributes to the “fabrication” of mental images or
systems, “graphicacy”853 is suggested as the appropriate intellectual skill for the
communication of this mode of thought854 and “modelling”855 is employed as
the term to define the means of its externalization856. Concepts originating from
the cognitive sciences, such as “cognitive mapping”857, “manipulospatial
function”858, or “active touch”/ “tactile scanning” 859, are discussed to frame the
nature of this modeling process.

The term 'propositional' describes the sequential analytical and predominantly abstract
kinds of mental functioning ascribed to left hemisphere capabilities.
[…] appositional mode of thinking […] is clearly implicated in design thought and behaviour.
851

As opposed to propositional mode of thinking that relates to reading, writing or arithmetic
skills.
852

See (Cross, 1984) | (Wittgenstein, 1970)
“I learn the concept 'seeing' along with the description of what I see. I learn to observe and
to describe what I observe. I learn the concept 'to have an image' in a different context. The
descriptions of what is seen and what is imaged are indeed of the same kind, and a
description might be of the one just as much as of the other; but otherwise the concepts are
thoroughly different. The concept of imaging is rather like one of doing than of receiving …”
Wittgenstein's emphasis on doing in imagery versus receiving in seeing is of crucial
importance, because it implies the fabrication of visual displays, independent of any displays
that one might have an opportunity to perceive in the external world. In a nutshell, this
explains the instrumental role that imagery plays in problem solving, especially where the
problems have a high degree of novelty.

853

See (Balchin & Coleman, 1966)
Graphicacy, a new word coined by the authors, is the intellectual skill necessary for the
communication of relationships which cannot be successfully communicated by words or
mathematical notation alone; it is a skill to be possessed by both those wishing to
communicate and those attempting to understand; visual aids, especially maps,
photographs, charts and graphs, are the media of communication.

See also (Cross, 1984), (Silver, 1978)
854

As opposed to literary or numeracy that relate to writing or arithmetic skills.

855

See (Cross, 1984) |
Designers can conjure up in their mind's eye an image or system, can rotate and transform
it, and make shrewd judgements about its construction, practicability and worth. It is a
capacity which differs from abstract thinking, but this kind of thought can be externalized
by means of drawings, diagrams and constructions. Archer terms this externalization
'modelling' and it relates to 'imaging' as language relates to abstract thinking.

856

According to Archer, modeling relates to imaging, as language relates to abstract thinking.

857

See (Cross, 1984)

858

See (Cross, 1984) | (Gazzaniga & Ledoux, 1978) | (Gibson, 1962)
This notion of a manipulospatial function […] is the mechanism by which a spatial concept
is mapped into the perceptual and motor activities involved in drawing, arranging,
constructing and otherwise manipulating items so that the parts are in an appropriate
relationship to one another.
[…] Manipulospatial functions/ mechanisms are therefore the means by which active
exploration and alteration of the environment occurs by using the hands.

859

See (Cross, 1984) | (Gibson, 1962)
Gibson describes in depth an aspect of what Gazzaniga and LeDoux term the
'manipulospatial function'. He refers to it as 'active touch' and what he describes are the
active exploratory manipulations involved in the understanding and evaluation of complex
spatial/tactile stimuli. Gibson distinguishes clearly between 'touch' as a receptive, passive
sense – being touched by/with something – and 'touch' as an exploratory activity in which
the fingers produce the stimulus.
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Inscribing in the same context, Goldschmidt goes a bit further to argue for visual
reasoning as a non‐linguistic generative cognitive mechanism, especially
appropriate to the design culture; a systematic rational mode of thought
though based on intuitive processes and tacit knowledge. Embracing Archer’s
model for the three cultures of human knowledge – design being the third one
next to science and art – she is looking for operative means implicit to visual
reasoning and, by extension, to the design culture; ““ill‐structured”
representations for “ill‐defined” problems”860. Employing the concept of the
“figural concept”861, Goldschmidt bypasses the “imagery debate”862 and
introduces the “dialectics of sketching”863 are as means of “interactive imagery”
to externalize visual reasoning.
The particular interest of these propositions is in the characteristics of sketching
that Goldschmidt coins for it to qualify as an operative vehicle serving an active
cognitive process: Brief – to facilitate transformations. Layered – to yield
composite images. Vague – to suggest multiple interpretations. Pictorial – to
evoke individual memories. Non‐rule‐based – to allow for idiosyncratic
practices. Iterative – to allow incremental process. Economic – to guarantee
easy control.
Revisited under this light and inscribing in this discourse, the practices of the
Austin pedagogy suggest a particular modality of the physical model that
encompasses a whole range of features that point out to yet another
alternative for interactive imagery; the “dialectics of physical modeling”
emerge as a valid operative means for the externalization of visual reasoning.
The physical model, as evidenced in the Austin pedagogy, illustrates a distinct
paradigm as a means of inquiry particularly appropriate for the design culture.

860

See (Goldschmidt, 1994)

861

See (Goldschmidt, 1994) | (E Fischbein, 1963) (Efraim Fischbein, 1993) | (Mariotti, 1992)
The term "figural concept", introduced by us, is intended to emphasize the fact that we deal
with a particular type of mental entities which are not reducible, neither to usual images ‐
perceptive or entencephalic ‐ nor to genuine concepts. We deal with figures, the properties
of which are completely fixed ‐directly or indirectly by definitions in the frame of a certain
axiomatic system. In our interpretation, the conceptual control, ideally, should be intrinsic
and thus the image and the concept should merge in a unique mental object.

862

On the imagery debate see: (Stephen Michael Kosslyn, 1980), (Stephen Michael Kosslyn,
1983), (Stephen M Kosslyn, Pinker, E, & S, 1979) (Stephen M. Kosslyn & Pomerantz, 1977) _
(Pylyshyn, 1978) (Pylyshyn, 1981) (Pylyshyn, 1973) _ (Kaufmann, 1980) (Kaufmann, 1979) _
(Block, 1981) _ (Tye, 1991) (Tye, 2017)
863

See (Goldschmidt, 1994)
a concept may lead to a figure just as a figure might lead to a concept. […] we notice that
in these typical instances of visua(Goldschmid(Goldschmidt, 1994) is a regular and constant
exchange between figural and conceptual arguments. […] Hence our dialectics metaphor:
in the exchange between imagery in the mind and sketch on paper, we reason by way of
relating figures and concepts to one another until a satisficing 'good fit' is achieved among
them.
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IV. The physical model in structural studies
in architectural education:
a means of projective inquiry
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IV.1. Synopsis
IV.1.1. ‘Designerly ways’ in structural studies
Le Ricolais’ work offers a paradigm to discuss a differentiated practice in
structural studies; the genuine interest in structural research as a creative
activity, the trans‐disciplinary vision, the hybrid mode of discourse and the
playful attitude, the research context of the design culture and the instrumental
role of the physical model suggest a praxis that deviates from the prevailing
paradigm.
The notion of “in‐between”, that transcends disciplinary, methodological and
typological boundaries, the notion of “analogy”, that discusses the link
between the abstract and the concrete, and the “combinatorial notion of
arrangements”, that introduces a topological order in the realm of structures,
are discussed as fundamental concepts in understanding his work, especially
pertinent to the scope of the present study. His three‐fold system of thought is
instrumental in discussing the conceptual aspects of the structural inquiry,
emphasizing on constructs of relational order instead of entities of metric
magnitude.
The present study reviews a particular family of projects – the Funicular
Polygons of Revolutions (FPR) genealogy – as characteristic of his research
practices. Through the operative vehicle of “series”, the specifics of several sets
of projects are studied in terms of the objective and scope of studies, as well as
the methods and means of inquiry. The FPR genealogy unfolds almost solely
across physical models that are employed for studies regarding the geometry,
the structural performance or the applied technology.
The study of these “series” brings evidence on Le Ricolais’ actual mode of work
and allows to revisit the research context, reinterpret the methodological
approach and reassess the mode of experimentation.
‐ His practices are influenced by the context of his research, eventually
embracing the ways of the design culture. Le Ricolais employs a synthetic
rationale, employing “solution‐focused” problem‐solving strategies to tackle
structural questions as “ill‐defined” problems.
‐ His methodology revolves around the formulation rather than the validation
of an informed hypothesis. He employs a speculative approach, relying on a
“constructive”, or else abductive, mode of reasoning.
‐ Modeling has a fundamental position in his research; however, physical
models are used as means in a ‘quasi‐experimentation’ to convey conceptual
patterns of an educated guess.
The closer look on the actual practices allows to redefine the role of the
(experimentation with) physical models in Le Ricolais’ work. Next to the
dominant examples of the “apparatus” or the “hierogram”, associated to the
realm of science and humanities respectively, a third modality emerges; the
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physical model as a ‘tangible diagram’ to visualize patterns instead of providing
experimental data is highlighted, advocating for the design culture.
Seen through a trans‐disciplinary perspective, borrowed from design studies,
Le Ricolais’ research practices bring forward all features of the design activity –
as Cross864 has identified them – introducing “designerly ways” in the structural
realm and advocating, in turn, for the design nature of the structural inquiry.

IV.1.2. The ‘dialectics of physical modeling’ in architectural studies
If we acknowledge Le Ricolais’ work as a case illustrating instances of designerly
practices by means of physical modeling in structural studies, then we should
further seek a track to unfold the potential of the physical model as a conscious
methodological means in a projective praxis. The initial hypothesis that
structural and architectural studies have both a design component and,
therefore, share modes of (design) inquiry, shows a possible answer to this
quest; the field of architectural studies may suggest relevant methods and
means in a trans‐disciplinary exchange. Architectural education, in particular,
proves to be of special interest regarding the role of the physical model,
demonstrating a conscious experimentation with and redefinition of the means
of inquiry since the 1950s.
Associated with the so‐called “optical regime”, the Austin pedagogy – one of
the dominant trajectories in architectural education of the second half of the
20th century – offers a paradigm by excellence to discuss the physical model as
a perceptual means to foster conceptual awareness. Evidencing a school of
thought that insists on visual sensibility, material eloquence and critical
attitude, this educational model provides a range of didactic vehicles, that may
only attest to the appropriateness of the physical model as a methodological
means for the design activity.
Within this context, the present study discusses the most characteristic
paradigms of the Austin genealogy in order to outline the diversity of the
educational frameworks and the evolution of the key protagonists and themes,
highlighting continuities or singularities; a radical collective experiment at
Texas, Rowe’s dialectics or the “Rangers” Corbusian polemics at Cornell,
Hejduk’s conscious pedagogy at the Cooper, Hoesli’s disciplinary pragmatism or
– by extension – Angelil’s heterogeneous reality at ETH‐Zurich.
The delicate balance between critical and projective modality and the eventual
shift from the perceptual to the conceptual realm is particularly evident in the
evolution of the key themes of the genealogy: from Rowe’s “phenomenal
transparency” as a critical tool to Hoesli’s projective – almost prescriptive –
transparent form organization principles or from the ambivalence of “figure‐
ground” – discussing the species of modern architecture – to the precarious
balance of “collage” – introducing the complexities of the post‐modern
situation.

864

See (Cross, 2006) pp.12, 38.
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A closer look at selected series of assignments allows to confirm the
instrumental role of the physical model across these paradigms and discern
typical tracks: as an introductory pedagogical device to explore elementary
concepts, a conscious methodological means to discuss advanced problems of
analytic or synthetic interpretation or a sophisticated construct to illustrate
abstract concepts such as the perceptual “figure‐ground” duality or the
conceptual bifold of “scaffold and exhibit”. While the prevailing formal
preoccupations of the visual‐spatial regime are evident across the examples, a
parallel track becomes apparent; dissolving perceptual and conceptual aspects,
reflective and projective praxis, semantic and syntactic features. The dual
modality of the physical model is highlighted; serving as a fundamental visual
means either to denote perceptual characteristics or to depict conceptual
relationships, a pattern or organization.
The study of the practices of the Austin genealogy unfolds the actual mode of
work and eventually allows to discuss a potential beyond the presumed duality.
‐ The process is equally, if not more, important than the actual outcome; the
pedagogical strategy relies on an operational working mode; editing by means
of transformational processes becomes an instrumental feature of the
approach; a work‐in‐progress modality is suggested to respond to this mode
of operation.
‐ The mode of reasoning unfolds diagrammatic features necessary for the
transition from a reflective to a projective praxis; the need to preserve the
possibility of multiple interpretations becomes a key aspect of the approach;
conceptual patterns are discussed to highlight the transcendental theme vs.
the circumstantial design.
‐ The means of the inquiry are expected to demonstrate an economy of
means, the process is meticulously orchestrated in order to emphasize the
essentials and underline the constituent features; the material construct is to
be compensated by the conceptual ideal; a conceptual reductionism becomes
of operative importance.
Thus, the physical model is discussed as a “concrete abstraction” condensing
perceptual or conceptual patterns in a working mode of enhanced visual
impact, yet of sophisticated intelligibility. It has to be concise, yet composite, to
facilitate transformation, constraint‐driven, yet non‐rule‐based, to allow for
idiosyncratic readings, adequately vague to welcome multiple interpretations,
yet sufficiently pictorial to activate visual reasoning.
A closer look to these features brings to mind another fundamental means of
design inquiry, sketching. It is in fact, these particular features that bring
forward the “dialectics of sketching” – as G.Goldschmidt865 has defined them –
allowing to discuss the physical model as a means of an active visual cognitive
process. Therefore, if seen from a trans‐disciplinary perspective, borrowed
from visual and cognitive studies, this particular modality of the physical model,
as evidenced in the Austin pedagogy, unfolds, in turn, the potential of the
“dialectics of physical modeling”; beyond scholarly dualities or disciplinary
boundaries, the material construct unfolds as a conscious methodological
means for interactive imagery, especially appropriate for the design inquiry.

865

See (Goldschmidt, 1991), (Goldschmidt, 1994).
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IV.2. Exploring the Structural Concept.
Constructing Equilibrium | ETH‐Zurich
IV.2.1. The context
This paradigm is drawn from the recently established educational practices of
the Chair of Structural Design of the Department of Architecture of the ETH‐
Zurich. Since the appointment of Dr.J.Schwartz as Professor in 2008, the Chair
has undergone a restructuring process, regarding its theoretical foundations, as
well as its didactic approach866. Following a first‐year course that is an
introduction to structural design by means of graphic methods and physical
models, the second‐year course discusses more elaborate issues, such as the
actual materiality and particular technology of the building structure,
addressing structural design as an inclusive process867.
Within this framework, a distinctive thesis has grown across the years;
structural design is discussed beyond disciplinary boundaries and the special
focus of interest is to bring forward the design component of this endeavor. The
discussion of exemplary case‐studies addresses the originality of the design and
makes no distinction in regard to the particular disciplinary background of the
designer868. The fundamental question of “what is structural design” becomes
a pivotal challenge, bringing forward the discourse on the scope, the methods
and the means of the structural design inquiry. This discussion encompasses a
redefinition of the concept of structure, eventually highlighting structural
design as the interplay of force, form and material.
This paradigm seeks to address, activate and employ the particularities of the
architectural education and build on the design culture of its academic setting.
Instead of analytical methods, graphic statics are employed to interpret
structural performance of a certain configuration in respect to the loading
conditions; the direct visualization between form and forces in structural
systems allows for an intuitive understanding and, eventually, control of
structural form. While specific topics are further elaborated in elective
courses869, the second‐year course shifts the focus from an analytic mode to a
866 New people, new courses, new assignments, new exam format and a new script bring
evidence of this shift, while the subsequent revisions attest to its experimental nature.
867 For the years 2009‐2015, the first year course was taught by the Chair of Building Structures/
Prof.Dr.Ph.Block and the second year course was taught by the Chair of Structural Design/
Prof.Dr.J.Schwartz. Since 2015 the two courses are taught jointly by the two Chairs within the
framework of the Innovedum project.
868 Besides, the team of the Chair showcases of an extensive range of research interests, academic

and cultural backgrounds, evidencing the broad perspective of this approach.
869

The approach is complemented with a series of elective courses of an advanced level, that
expand on specific issues; putting the whole process into perspective informed by the works
(historical precedents or contemporary references) of pioneering practitioners (Negotiating
Structural Form); underlining the context by elaborating on scientific theories, construction
technologies and building materials (Force, Material, Form); integrating structural and
architectural design within the framework of a pragmatic design proposal (Architecture and
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synthetic perspective; the semester‐long design assignment consists of a
fundamental pedagogical device of this new regime.
Seeking to address the lack of conceptual awareness in structural matters, the
emphasis is set on the composition of the configuration instead of the
dimensioning of individual elements. The behaviorist didactic model –
dominant in engineering education – is challenged by tentatively introducing a
constructivist approach. Seeking to activate the student’s engagement through
a playful experimental approach, a learning‐by‐doing mode is suggested as a
didactic strategy. Deviating from the prevailing paradigm in the teaching of
structural matters, the approach relies critically on material constructs,
expanding the long‐standing tradition of the Chair in using physical models870
to the projective realm.

IV.2.2. Structure and outcomes
Within the context of the new regime, the Constructing Equilibrium871 exercise
was delivered as the semester‐long design project within the framework of the
second‐year course – Structural Design III & IV – in the years 2014‐2017872.
The assignment challenges the prevailing paradigm where the definition of the
structural configuration comes to serve the architectural idea following a linear
process 873; employing a precedent‐based approach, a variation of a well‐known
structural system is developed, inscribing, hence, to the typological realm.
Instead, the emphasis is now set to the structural concept as the primary driving
parameter of the design, emphasizing on the projective aspect of the structural
inquiry; nevertheless, the concrete architectural context (in terms of program,
site and scale) remains of fundamental importance and is eventually introduced
at a subsequent time. Seeking for conceptual awareness, the assignment
addresses the exploration of the structural concept as a playful activity insisting

Structure); discussing the fundamental concept of architectural space in relation to the structural
configuration (Experimental Explorations on Space and Structure).
870 Former Prof.Dr.O.Kuenzle (Künzle, 2001) had been employing physical models to demonstrate

the structural behavior of discrete load‐bearing elements in a laboratory component of the
introductory courses.
871

The assignment “Constructing Equilibrium”, developed by L. Enrique, P. d’Acunto and J.
Castellon under the supervision of Prof. J. Schwartz, was first introduced as the design project for
the spring semester of the second‐year course (Structural Design IV) in the year 2013‐14. As a
result of the fruitful outcome, the assignment was followed‐up for three consecutive years.
872 The Constructing Equilibrium followed the House of Cards assignment that was implemented
the previous academic year (SS2013) to set a radical shift from earlier conventional educational
practices. Based on a modular kit‐of‐parts, the exercise introduced a rather bottom‐up approach
to discuss the organizational principles on a conceptual level, while the physical model was to
render concrete feedback on the structural performance of the configuration. However, the
limited conceptualization skills of the students and the homogeneity of the elements, did not
allow to develop an adequate understanding of the behavior of the parts or the whole of the
composition.
873

The Oxmans (Oxman & Oxman, 2010) p.15 have discussed the linear sequence of the
conventional approach in the design process, as “form, structure and material”.
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on a qualitative approach, based on an intuitive understanding of structural
performance by means of physical models and generic structural diagrams.
The assignment consists of a sequence of three steps that aim to guide the
student “from initial abstract concepts to a concrete architectural project”;
allowing to address “the interrelationship between statics, architectural
concept and material properties” in structural design.
Step 1 _ STATICS: You will run this process from the topic of statics by means of
an abstract composition exercise based on the exploration of equilibrium
configurations of household objects, inspired by the work „Equilibres“ by the
Swiss artists Peter Fischli and David Weiss.
Step 2 _ ARCHITECTURAL IDEA: In the second step a specific site and a program
will be given. Based on the result of step 1 and the given site and program, you
will be asked to develop an architectural concept.
Step 3 _ MATERIAL: In the last step you will study the role of the material and
the construction details in your proposal. In this final phase the translation of
your initial abstract concepts to a final architectural proposal will be
completed.874

The specific interest of this assignment to the present study lies in the first two
steps – the actual formulation of the structural concept to begin with and,
subsequently, the integration of structural concept and architectural idea.
In the first part, the student is asked to come up with three structural concepts
addressing the fundamental notion of equilibrium across three primary discrete
static configurations: “cantilevering”, “spanning” and “hanging”. Informed by
the work of art “Equilibres” series by Swiss artists P.Fischli & D.Weiss, the
assignment discusses the state of a fragile balance of a set of common, ordinary,
rudimentary household objects, “in abstractum”; attempting, hence, to discuss
a structural concept disassociated from architectural context or structural
typologies. The sole means of the exploration is the manipulation of the actual
material construct, while the translation of the structural concept is to be
performed through a qualitative strut‐and‐tie structural diagram depicting the
inner force equilibrium in a binary mode of tension or compression stresses.
The initial constraints – as expressed in the range of the suggested static
configurations or the pool of household objects that will serve for the
composition – suggest an elemental strategy based on a kit‐of‐parts approach;
a generic outline of the solution space, only to underscore the open‐ended
nature of the structural design process. The sole imperative for a fragile
balance, gives a hint of the notion of equilibrium as a dynamic condition; the
proposition is neither the only nor the optimal solution; it is one among many
possibilities; many sets of equilibrium may exist.
The generation of the scheme is led by the abstract concept and the concrete
performance of the selected objects; reminiscent of the practices of Fischli &
Weiss, where the behavior of the objects, more than their form, is a critical
feature of (the composition of) the process. The structural concept is born in a
constant oscillation between the conceptual propositional or pictorial construct
in the mind’s eye and the tangible feedback of the perceptual construct; a
874

From the course description (SS2013‐2014).
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concrete material artifact is “fabricated” out of the initial generic condition,
only to be, yet again, translated to a relational arrangement by means of the
generic structural diagram. In turn, several concrete manifestations may stem
from the physical construct through the mediation of the diagrammatic
medium unfolding the dynamic nature of both the concept and the means
across the multiplicity of the interpretations.
In the second part of the assignment, the student is expected to develop an
architectural proposition informed by the structural concept that is extracted
from the previous step. Hence, one of the three structural configurations of the
first part, is selected to serve as a generating drive in the formulation of the
architectural idea. The context is now introduced to provide further input; the
overall design has to respond to a specific program, site and scale.
The integration of structural and architectural concept into a resourceful
scheme is the key feature of this phase, while the most critical point is the
dialogue between the structural concept – as it stems out of the material
artifact of the first phase – and the architectural idea in‐the‐becoming – as it is
formulated in regard to formal, spatial, aesthetic qualities… The particular
challenge is to avoid a literal conversion by scaling‐up the initial physical
construct to an architectural proposal875, while the ultimate objective is to
develop an understanding of structure as a generator of space, rather than
merely serving static requirements876.
The outcomes bring evidence of several tracks in the ways that the structural
concept is translated and integrated – or not – into the architectural design.
‐ VOLUMETRIC CORRELATION. Relying primarily on the formal characteristics
(geometry – shape and size) of the material artifact – and not so much on the
structural diagram – the architectural design is generated by converting
voluminous elements to architectural space, while linear elements are
translated to secondary structural components, eventually incorporating also
circulation features. In this case, the actual mass of the objects and its
consequent contribution to the equilibrium of the composition is not
necessarily taken into account.
‐ STRUCTURAL INTERPRETATION. The architectural idea is informed by the
structural concept as denoted in the strut‐and‐tie structural diagram. Given
the structural behavior of the elements in the material composition, the
structural configuration is translated to an abstract construct that denotes a
network of relationships of tension or compression and will in turn give rise

875

See D’Accunto (interview/ report):
The intention was that the students could use the structural concepts extracted from their
chosen compositions of objects to inform their architectural design; this had to be done by
the students by avoiding to convert literally their compositions into scaled‐up architectural
models.

876

See Castellon (interview/ report):
Structure as generator of space _ The focus was here to introduce the students into a holistic
approach in which space and structure are integrated under the same architectural concept.
Thus, it was fundamental in this step to interpret the structure as an instance that, in
addition of fulfilling static requirements, plays a fundamental role in the generation of the
architectural space.
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to a concrete architectural scheme that shares structural principles, but not
necessarily visual characteristics, with the initial physical artifact.
‐ COMPOSITIONAL ASSOCIATION. The material composition brings forward a
global hierarchy or a local detail that may be reminiscent of a certain
structural system, typology or construction technology (i.e. tensegrities,
reciprocal frames, folding, …) that ultimately takes the lead and governs the
architectural design in a top‐down or bottom‐up approach, eventually
inscribing to the typological realm.
‐ REFERENCE DOMINANCE. A variation of the previous case, that may deviate
by and large from the initial composition. The architectural reference, that is
brought in in the second phase to illustrate the presumably shared structural
principles or intended formal, spatial or otherwise properties, becomes
dominant in the evolution of the design, that, inevitably, follows a precedent‐
based approach.
‐ INFLUENCE OF MATTER. Regardless their actual impact on the equilibrium
of the configuration, certain secondary aspects, such as the material (i.e.
texture), aesthetic or physical properties (i.e. elasticity, transparency) of the
objects of the material composition become generating parameters of the
design, proving to be of more relevance to the intended architectural idea
than the actual structural concept of the initial configuration.
‐ PATTERN EMERGENCE. In a few cases, the mediator between the actual
material artifact and the architectural proposition is an abstract construct,
expressed by means of a powerful verbal metaphor or a pictorial analogy (i.e.
scissor‐like operation) that denotes the interrelationship of the constituent
elements, depicting an underlying hierarchy or a recurring pattern, not always
evident in the concise, even though abstract, medium of the strut‐and‐tie
diagram.
At this phase the development of the scheme is implemented by means of
sketches, rough physical models and eventually generic digital models. The
input regarding the structural concept comes from the actual qualitative
structural diagram or the material artifact itself, while the evolution of the idea
is eventually complemented by references (architectural precedents, natural
forms, works of art, common objects or furniture, …) to illustrate the intention
regarding the structural principles or structural system, the articulation of
volumes, the spatial sensation, the underlying hierarchy or structural patterns.
[Fig.40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]

IV.2.3. The aftermath
The primacy of the structural concept as a design parameter, the discussion of
the abstract concept in relation to a concrete architectural context and the
understanding of structure as generator of architectural space consist
fundamental aspects of this paradigm.
Within this context, conceptual awareness is built across the discourse between
the abstract and the concrete: the generic structural configuration and the
physical construct, the material artifact and the structural diagram, the
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perceptual construct and the qualitative interpretation, the abstract structural
scheme and the concrete architectural manifestation. This conceptual aspect is
particularly highlighted in the first step; the dialectics between the actual and
the virtual, the discourse in‐abstractum and the quasi‐cross‐disciplinary
exchange strongly support this mode of reasoning. However, in the next two
parts, this aspect is gradually losing its focus. Although the context may be
necessary to articulate an architectural concept and the materiality may prove
necessary to eventually formulate an inclusive architectural proposition, these
considerations may eventually lead to the dominance of the reference
(architectural precedent, structural system, construction technology, material
input) or the (architectural) means.
In the critical point of the translation of the structural concept to a construct
that will actively contribute to the formulation of the architectural idea, the
architectural means (sketches, drawings, preliminary physical or digital models,
…) – mostly of descriptive nature – are brought into play, eventually shifting
also the mode of inquiry to a more concrete level. The qualitative structural
diagram or the material artifact itself alone carry the input from the first part,
proving often to be inadequate to translate the richness of the initial inquiry on
the structural concept. If other means (such as visual, verbal and otherwise
cross‐disciplinary input) may brought in to embody the architectural idea and
the envisioned spatial qualities, what are the means of inquiry that could
encompass the extended notion of the structural concept not only as structural
performance, but also as organizational principles, a network of relationships,
an underlying hierarchy, a recurring pattern or a powerful metaphor?
Several strategies may be explored to suggest alternatives; a conscious
experimentation with the mediating vehicle is suggested to denote its
diagrammatic qualities. The mediator may be a single reference element with
distinct form or performance evoking an association; or, the conceptual
construct may be conveyed across the juxtaposition of dualities (i.e. revisiting
the first part, but with another set of objects or with a set of uniform
components) or across a series of multiplicities (i.e. seeking for diverse
interpretations of the same material artifact).
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IV.3. Exploring the Material Diagram.
Structural [Trans]‐Formations | Univ. Thessaly
IV.3.1. The context
This paradigm is drawn from the pedagogical practices employed within the
framework of an elective course of intermediate level in the five‐year
undergraduate program of the Department of Architecture of the University of
Thessaly (Volos, Greece). Leading to a five‐year Diploma of Architecture, this
curriculum gives a particular emphasis to visual and digital culture as skills that
may be of particular relevance to a profession currently in a state of continuous
redefinition877. Introduced in 2011 by newly appointed Ass. Professor
M.Vrontissi, the elective Structural [Trans]‐Formations878 is a minor design
studio in the area of Architectural Design and Building Structure.
Discussing the theme of ‘structure’ in a broader scope, the course came to
substitute for earlier courses in special topics in building structures. Whereas
the former versions focused on the design of large‐span structures as variations
of the so‐called lightweight structural systems – thus, residing within the
typological realm – this new experimental track sought to discuss studies in
structure from a topological perspective. While previous courses were
presumably meant to develop a certain understanding of structural and
technical matters primarily by means of physical or digital 3‐dimensional
models representing actual building configurations, this proposition was rather
looking for a conceptual awareness across a series of projective iterations by
means of diagrammatic studies in graphic or material format.
Inscribing in the tradition of the “re‐creation” problems879, the project seeks to
extract the constituent features of a certain project of performative character
and translate them to the ‘structural’ concept of an architectural proposition.
The operations of dissection and articulation are reintroduced here in a
contemporary framework; the image‐in‐motion, as an equivalent to painting,
offers the alternate platform for the cross‐disciplinary exchange, while the
video format, as the starting point, relates both to the social and disciplinary
culture of the students. Rather than providing a specific context of architectonic
877 The relatively young Department of Architecture of the University of Thessaly (since 1999) has
been characterized from a strong trans‐disciplinary interest, with a particular focus on visual and
digital culture, since its very beginning, advocating for a flexibility of its graduates across a
broader spectrum of design fields (graphic or web design, scenography, installation or interior
design, exhibition curating, …). Since 2010, a further emphasis has been put to these trans‐
disciplinary practices – as opposed to discipline‐specific technical knowledge; given the fact that
in the past decade the actual activity in the building industry in Greece has shown a dramatic
regression, these alternate skills may be employed across several fields of praxis proving to be a
competitive advantage for a profession in a continuous state of flux.
878

Structural [Trans]‐Formations | Δομικοί [Μετα]‐Σχηματισμοί

879

As in Hejduk’s Juan Gris Problem, where the principles of a painting are translated into the
constituent features of an architectural proposition in a cross‐disciplinary exchange between
discrete design platforms.
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nature (site, program, scale), an explicit process of transformative practices is
suggested in order to trigger the generation and evolution of the project.
The study unfolds as a series of projective instances, a sequence of
interpretations by means of graphic or material artifacts in the form of 2d or 3d
diagrammatic models. Every reading seeks to extract the concrete
characteristics or abstract qualities of the previous instance – the initial
performative event or its diagrammatic descendants – and translate them to a
new formation. The whole process is to be systematically recorded in the form
of an on‐line diary to keep track of the occurrences and expose alternatives,
underline associations or illustrate disruptions between subsequent
interpretations.
Across the years the course has evolved to a laboratory focusing on the aspects
of the perceptual medium that is apt to convey a conceptual scheme of
relational order. The series of transformative practices has been explicitly
revised and refined into a systematic array, highlighting a range of aspects of
the interpretative reading or writing. These diagrammatic studies seek to
employ the material construct as an extension of its graphic counterpart,
seeking to make use of its three‐dimensional nature or its materiality in
condensing the data or amplifying the conceptual connotations.

IV.3.2. Structure and outcomes
The assignments call for a series of constructs by means of graphic or modeling
media, apt to operate both as interpretative vehicles or stand‐alone artifacts,
within an analytic or synthetic rationale, activating a series of dialectics
between diverse formats or interpretations.
‐ THE PERFORMANCE _ Choosing a project of performative nature (dance,
theater play, movie, commercial, sport event, cultural festivity, …) and
presenting a short video excerpt (3‐5 min.) to discuss the key contributors, the
spatial venue and time segments. The basic characteristics of the performance
and the original impressions are noted. The assignment discusses several
reference systems and hierarchies. The discourse here is based on a verbal
mode by means of keywords, seeking a subjective interpretation.
‐ THE ANALOGY [Fig.46] _ Asking for an existing device – object, toy,
mechanism, phenomenon – bearing similar characteristics or producing
similar effects with the performance. A rough physical model illustrates the
basic shared principles, complemented by reference visuals of the related
element. Challenging the conscious verbal interpretation of the previous task,
this assignment suggests for a non‐verbal, almost subconscious,
association880. The intuitive correlation with a common device, whose
features are broadly familiar, is often essential for the articulation of several
characteristics of the performance that could not be identified through the
former verbal approach.

880

Reminiscent of Koolhaas’ interpretation of the diagram as “organizing metaphor”.
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‐ THE ANALYTIC STUDIES [Fig.47] _ A series of graphic 2‐dimensional
diagrammatic representations discussing the characteristics of the
performance. The visual character of the diagrams can’t be overrated, as well
as the critical importance of the corresponding annotations. A self‐
explanatory approach is sought, asking for a set of meticulously devised,
originally visualized and eloquently illustrated graphics. Two series are
explored, discussing formal or syntactic features respectively. A first series
investigates features from a ‘quantitative’ perspective. The performance is
decoded into a series of systematic motion‐studies translated to time‐based
diagrams of linear nature; the fluctuation of the ‘value’ of each parameter is
represented as a function of time. Spatial features, such as geometries of
translation or rotation in plan or in elevation are recorded, as well as
quantitative elements, such as sound or visual effects (i.e. musical or vocal
texture and intensity, light, color or transparency levels). A vocabulary of
elements is born, the prevailing grammar is extracted, forms of syntax begin
to emerge. A second series explores ‘qualitative’ features by further
interpreting the data collected from the first series. Notions of speed and
frequency, repetition and periodicity, regularity or disruption, density or
sparsity, rhythm or chaos are read across the earlier diagrammatic series.
Sequences or intervals become evident, relationships and classifications of
another order are manifested. ‘Phrases’ are identified, motifs are extracted,
patterns emerge, general attributes may be assigned. Non‐linear
representations are encouraged. Furthermore, notation diagrams881 are
discussed in order to recode the narrative of the performance.
‐ THE ANALYTIC MODELS [Fig.48] _ Material constructs are employed to offer
alternative readings of the perceptual or relational features that were
depicted in the diagrammatic studies of the previous step. Working models
shifting gradually from the 2‐dimensional nature of the graphic diagram to the
3‐dimensional nature of the physical model. The linear mode in relation to
time is preserved, while the visual character is enhanced by capitalizing on the
materiality (such as texture, opacity, color, …) of the elements in use. Initial
representations are somewhat generic, while consequent versions eventually
make use of the third dimension. These tentative diagrammatic models not
only manage to incorporate the essential information, but, furthermore, they
start to stand out as independent constructs, as single artifacts. Although
visualization by means of individual components entails a rather verbose
representation of data, an editing mode towards a conscious reduction of
information is suggested.
‐ THE ANALYTIC SEQUENCE/ THE SEQUENTIAL SYNTHESIS [Fig.49] _ A
characteristic sequence of material ‘snapshots’ visualizing the narrative of the
performance. This compact version of a material diagram is expected to be a
concrete illustration of abstract representations (the diagrammatic
oscillations of the analytical studies) rather than a literal transfer of pictorial
instances (the visual ‘frames’ of the performance video). The imperative for a
conceptual density, yet a visual clarity, forces not only to push further the
limits of the materiality, but also to raise the level of precision of the editing
process. The annotation of the material diagram, in the form of a single
‘snapshot’, becomes a crucial element in conveying the whole range of

881

Similar to graphical scores for electronic music. See W.Kandinsky on H.‐S.Bormann,
R.Wehinger on G.Ligeti’s. Also R.Haubenstock‐Ramati, H.‐C.Steiner, C.Cardew, C.Sisman.
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included information while preserving the compactness of the format; the
definition of the local is equally important as the control of the global. In the
form of a physical linear construct, this artifact seeks an internal logic to
recreate its constituent time‐axis. The rules are now inverted; it is the
manipulation of the void between the instances that drives the physical
constructs. The formal manipulation of this new‐found aspect of 3‐
dimensionality unveils further expressive potential. The analytic sequence
becomes a synthesis of a sequential form.
‐ THE CUBICAL SYNTHESIS [Fig.50, 51] _ Once a material synthesis is
generated, further synthetic formations are sought. Variations on a cubical
format are to be generated by employing the principles underlying the linear
artifact; a transition from one concrete material construct to another by
means of abstract interpretation. Characteristics and properties need to be
translated as non‐time‐dependent features and then conveyed as qualities of
the spatial experience or as features of the structural arrangement of the new
formation. Ultimately, the concept of series is introduced to highlight the
emergence of the pattern across the multiplicity; the constituent features of
the synthesis are articulated across the series of variations.

IV.3.3. The aftermath
From an educational perspective, this track suggests an operative mode to
activate conceptual awareness, while in a research context it investigates the
material artifact as a means of inquiry for projective diagrammatic reasoning.
The study is built on a bifold model: the serial nature of the operative
frameworks and the dialectics of the employed means. The transcending
characteristic is the projective mode of the assignments; the constructed
formations may be read as single transformations in a reflective mode or as a
series of trans‐formations in a generative mode. The process unfolds in‐
abstractum, while the format of the outcome is loosely outlined. The perceptual
qualities (visual sensibility or materiality) of the diagrammatic constructs are of
critical importance, while a concise editing is suggested to disclose conceptual
features.
Every artifact may be seen as self‐standing or as part of an opposing duality, a
linear discourse or an anthology of narratives, while in every subsequent
reading, former features may be reviewed, refined, contested or crossed‐out,
and new elements may emerge, in harmony or in friction with earlier ones. By
means of consecutive juxtapositions, associations or disruptions, a series of
stimulating dialectics is revealed: verbal/non‐verbal, rational/intuitive,
quantitative/qualitative, diagram/model, graphic/material, 2‐dimensional/3‐
dimensional, draft/refined, axial/central, linear/ non‐linear, global/ local,
spatiality/temporality, static‐dynamic, analysis/ synthesis. The unstable nature
of a single construct is underlined; the critical importance of the multiplicity is
unveiled. The serial feature denotes the ‘work‐in‐progress’ modality of each
project and highlights its potential as a mere instance of a transformative
sequence; a genealogy of diagrammatic constructs is produced. The series of
interpretations may, hence, act as variations of a theme, not only highlighting
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the very essence of the theme but also unveiling the range of the deviations;
making a case, conversely, for the versatility of the methodological approach.
The suggested model could be extended towards the translation of any design
work to a conceptual idea or material artifact; a project as means for yet
another project. However, one of the fundamental features of this particular
approach is the vital provoking switch between discrete platforms
(performance/ architecture, …) and the constant unsettling shift between
opposing modes of discourse (concrete/ abstract, conceptual/ physical,
perceptual/ syntactic, …).
The series of these operations builds a momentum on an incremental basis;
however, this is not based on a sequential accumulation of information; or
merely the successive deepening of understanding of the initial project. This
energy is stored as potential projection towards a new construct. It is first and
foremost a progressive grow of conceptual awareness that it is built. By means
of concrete abstraction each new construct may serve as vehicle to convey the
deep structure of the earlier projects or evoke the structure of structure for a
future project.
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IV.4. Concluding Remarks
THE QUEST FOR
CREATIVITY

Triggered by the design deficiencies in the structural realm, as acknowledged
both in practice and academia, the present study comes to advocate for the
potential of the physical model as means to extend the structural inquiry in a
creative track. The recent discourse on structural design creativity, emerging in
scholarly or professional settings, offers a most appropriate context for
addressing the shortage of synthetic competences and conceptual awareness
in the prevailing paradigm, that fails to keep up with celebrated instances of
structural design excellence.
In structural education, the quest for creativity is manifested with an enhanced
reflection on the mode and means of the structural inquiry. Assuming that the
presumed profiles of the building design professions – primarily architecture
and structural engineering – account for the flaws of the dominant model, an
inquisitive openness beyond disciplinary boundaries is sought. The need to
encourage the conceptual design component is confirmed; the opportunity to
expand the analytic skills of the engineer to the synthetic realm and stimulate
the synthetic competences of the architect in the structural realm arises.
The physical model, as an instrumental tool for structural investigations, offers
a reliable means to reflect on structural configurations and performance.
Aspiring, however, to comply with engineering practices, it can’t escape the,
otherwise successful, tradition of the so‐called ‘structural model’. Trapped
within its prevalent materiality, the physical model is eventually confined in an
analytic modality that originates from the scientific framework. Another
definition is yet to be sought.

THE NEW PARADIGM

In recent years, a new paradigm – triggered by and large by parametric
modeling and fabrication technologies – has actuated a rigorous trans‐
disciplinary exchange, within and beyond the realm of building structures.
Marked by an enhanced materiality and a renewed interest in the culture of
making, a projective praxis is manifested in progressive professional and
academic milieus, while a rigorous awareness in the notion of ‘structuring’,
both in its physical and conceptual aspects, is developing in scholarly discourse.
Hybrid creative practices embrace the evolutionary paradigm to challenge
precedent‐based thinking and typological reasoning; the concept of type is
revisited by introducing performance vs. form, the continuous vs. the discrete,
multiplicities vs. singularities.
As the fusion of disciplines is enabled within professional and research clusters,
academic curricula are being redrawn and the profiles of the (building) design
disciplines are revisited; eventually allowing for a fertile debate on the nature
and the modality of the structural design inquiry.

THE DESIGN PERSPECTIVE

The present work comes to contribute to this discussion by embracing a trans‐
disciplinary mode of discourse to bring forward the design component of
structural studies; seeking to outline a theoretical framework and propose a
relevant methodological means.
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The study follows the argumentation about the three areas of human
knowledge, as introduced by Archer and elaborated by Cross, and adopts the
proposition that engineering is a design discipline by excellence, as first
suggested by Simon. We therefore work with the threefold ‘science‐art‐design’
instead of the dipole ‘science‐art’ and structural design is to be placed under
the design umbrella just as its architectural counterpart. Hence, design is
acknowledged as the culture of making, transcending disciplinary boundaries,
yet expected to employ a distinct method of inquiry. If literacy, with words, and
numeracy, with numbers, are the distinct skills employed for the humanities
and the sciences respectively, modeling, with pattern‐formation, is held as the
appropriate competence for the design culture. Thus, modeling is revealed as
one of the fundamental aspects of the design activity; as a means to form
patterns within a synthetic rationale.
Within this context, the physical model – as an instance of modeling – is to be
regarded as an instrumental tool for the structural design inquiry, offering a
valid proposition to activate the creative features of the structural and
architectural realm in a mutually beneficial trans‐disciplinary exchange.
The present study postulates that the attested design deficiencies do not relate
to the methods of inquiry, but to the dominant mode of reasoning instead –
structural studies being confined in the ways of the scientific framework. It is
neither a flaw of the setting (: structural education) nor a shortcoming of the
tool (: the physical model) otherwise designated as fit for the design inquiry. It
is in fact the prevailing misconceptions of an epistemological origin on the very
nature of the discipline that prevent from unlocking the full potential of the
medium. By unfolding the potential of the physical model for the structural
design inquiry, the study intends, in turn, to highlight the synthetic component
of structural studies.
BALMOND’S
INFORMAL

In this line of thought, instances of a projective praxis, evoking the design
culture, are sought as an alternative to the prevailing paradigm. Cecil Balmond’s
‘informal’ is suggested as a theoretical basis advocating for conceptual
awareness within a synthetic rationale. Balmond’s persistence on a threefold
system of thought – concept, pattern, actuality – to project or reflect on
structural schemes, underlines the conceptual origins of the structural inquiry,
bringing forward the ‘metaphor’ as the underlying driving intention. The notion
of ‘pattern’ as a mediator between the actual and the virtual becomes
instrumental to a synthetic modality that welcomes multiple interpretations
and transformations, fostering ambivalence and delight. The focus shifts from
metric geometries to relational series to negotiate consistency and
randomness, introducing a topological order in the structural realm.
Diagrammatic practices are celebrated as a means by excellence for a projective
praxis; offering a trans‐scalar understanding of matter, engaging with the
performative aspect of time rather than materiality; diagrams suggest
possibilities rather than facts, sustaining sensation, yet without resulting in
proliferation.
As a conscious deviation from analysis, solid reference and typological thinking,
Balmond’s ‘informal’ unfolds a track that suggests both the theoretical context
and the operational framework for a differentiated proposition in structural
studies.
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Within this context, two representative case‐studies from the structural and
architectural realm are discussed across a trans‐disciplinary perspective,
borrowed from the field of design and visual studies, to highlight the synthetic
component of the structural inquiry and the intangible aspects of the physical
model.
LE RICOLAIS’
LEGACY

Robert Le Ricolais’ structural research is selected as an idiosyncratic, yet
seminal paradigm to disclose the design features (‘designerly ways’) of
structural studies; the physical model is employed here as a ‘material diagram’
to illustrate transcending patterns across project ‘series’. Le Ricolais’ particular
mode of ‘quasi‐experimentation’ is by default challenging prevailing practices
and assumptions; his praxis is characterized by a genuine trans‐disciplinary
vision, operating ‘in‐between’ science, art and the design culture. Close to
Balmond’s pattern, the notion of ‘analogy’ stands for the bridge between the
abstract and the concrete, disclosing a similar confidence on conceptual
structural design. Engaging in structural research primarily as a creative activity,
Le Ricolais unfolds a playful attitude, embracing the idea vs. the application, the
process vs. the outcome, the hypothesis vs. the findings; this is the ‘art of
failure’, the conviction on the ‘beauty of failure’; what may fail locally, can
inspire in a global scale.
Le Ricolais adopts ‘solution‐focused’ problem‐solving strategies to tackle
structural questions as ‘ill‐defined’ problems, relies on a conjectural approach
employing a ‘constructive’ – or ‘abductive’ – mode of reasoning and uses non‐
verbal media – physical modeling in particular – to illustrate conceptual
patterns in‐the‐making. Seen through the perspective of design studies, Le
Ricolais’ practices introduce ‘designerly ways’ – as defined by Cross – in
structural studies, advocating, in turn, for the design component of the
structural inquiry.
Seeking to unfold this potential in its full capacity, an example drawn from
architectural studies is brought into play.

THE AUSTIN
LEGACY

The Austin genealogy offers a paradigm by excellence to discuss conceptual
awareness by means of perceptual constructs within a design context; the
physical model serves here as a conscious methodological vehicle of
diagrammatic nature for visual reasoning (‘dialectics of physical modeling’),
especially appropriate for the design inquiry. The Austin pedagogy has been one
of the dominant educational models in the second half of the 20th century, by
default engaging in intellectual discourse. The so‐called ‘optical regime’ has
diverged to a range of tracks, transcending institutional borders and presumed
schools of thought; eventually dissolving the boundaries between the
perceptual and syntactic realm. Founded on the ‘visual‐spatial’ paradigm, the
Texas legacy relies emphatically on the perceptual construct; yet, the
proponents are equally concerned with its conceptual interpretation; concrete
artifacts are employed to convey abstract patterns, the very essence of the
design scheme.
In the Austin pedagogy, the physical model is employed in a work‐in‐progress
modality; diagrammatic features are essential to allow for multiple
interpretations, while transformation becomes a fundamental operation to
discuss the transcending constituent features. The material construct has to be
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concise, yet composite, constraint‐driven, yet non‐rule‐based, adequately
vague, yet sufficiently pictorial, to activate visual reasoning. Seen across a
perspective borrowed from visual studies, this modality unfolds the ‘dialectics
of physical modeling’ – to paraphrase Goldschmidt’s argumentation about the
‘dialectics of sketching’; the physical model growing as a cognitive means for
non‐verbal reasoning, particularly apt for the design inquiry.
THE DESIGN COMPONENT
OF STRUCTURAL INQUIRY

Following this argumentation, a shift towards the design culture is suggested as
a condition to extend the structural inquiry in a creative track. As an activity of
design origin, the structural inquiry is to seek for delight, sustain ambiguity,
embrace the process, allow for failure. The issue at stake is to broaden rather
than narrow the solution space, by opening up the objectives of the quest. Le
Ricolais’ paradigm brings forward a synthetic rationale. Structural questions are
to be tackled as open‐ended questions; there is no unique ‘correct’ answer to
them. The problem is to be framed in terms of the pertinent solutions; the
strategy may seek for relevant solutions rather than focus on optimal ones. The
answer is to be sought based on a speculative approach, on a hypothesis built
on the experience of the designer, on an ‘educated guess’. The inquiry is to rely
on non‐verbal reasoning to project and reflect on propositions of relational
nature.
The need to expand the mode of inquiry comes to the forefront. The mode of
reasoning can not rely exclusively on deductive thinking, analytic methods,
numerical tools, pragmatic modeling, experimental data or quantitative input.
Raising intuitive awareness and allowing for a conjectural approach may enable
a broader perspective. The fundamental activity of building an informed
hypothesis is brought forward as the core of the structural design activity; the
emphasis is set on exploring the concept vs. refining the outcome, on
constructing the pattern vs. optimizing the configuration.

THE PHYSICAL MODEL AS
MEANS OF DESIGN INQUIRY

In the same track, the means for the structural design inquiry need to be
revisited. If structural questions are to be tackled as ‘ill‐defined’ problems then
relevant means of ‘ill‐defined’ nature are applicable. The medium has to allow
for multiple solutions, multiple interpretations, multiple transformations to
convey the underlying concept, the transcending pattern. Modeling is
advocated at the primary method for the design inquiry, serving in pattern‐
formation within a synthetic rationale.
To respond to this challenge, however, the physical model needs to escape
from its prevalent materiality and move beyond the – otherwise celebrated, yet
confined in the scientific paradigm – tradition of the so‐called ‘structural
model’; another definition is yet to be sought. By embracing the ways of the
design culture, the physical model is to be activated to its full potential by
serving as a means for a projective praxis; it may equally contribute to
corroborate (: reflect on) as well as construct (: project) a design hypothesis.
The Austin legacy brings evidence of physical modeling as a cognitive means for
the design inquiry. The physical model grows as a conscious methodological
vehicle of diagrammatic nature, serving to unfold semantic or syntactic features
across the perceptual construct. A work‐in‐progress modality is to be embraced
to project the transcending theme vs. the circumstantial artifact. Within this
context, conceptual reductionism becomes of operative importance; the
material construct is to be compensated by the conceptual ideal.
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To recall Balmond’s ‘metaphor’ or Le Ricolais’ ‘hierogram’, the physical model
may serve to imply the intention of a project rather than visualize the solution,
implying structures of qualitative nature. Or it may bring forward structures of
topological order, disclosing ‘patterns’ of relational origin or ‘combinatorial
notion of arrangements’, to recall Balmond’s ‘deep structure’ or Le Ricolais’
‘structure of structures’.
Barthes’882 notion of ‘concrete abstraction’ may be of relevance here to
summarize this track. If ‘structure’ is perceived as “a corpus of intelligent
forms”, physical models come to keep up with this interpretation as “intelligible
objects, yet without losing anything of their materiality”. Activating both its
physical presence and conceptual essence, the physical model becomes a
‘material diagram’, an “organizing metaphor […] charged by means of analogy
and association” 883. Disclosing a physicality of an intellectual order, the material
construct serves as an instrumental vehicle in organizing the components of a
design hypothesis, unfolding its generative potential in a process of
‘structuring’.

882

Barthes (Barthes, 2012) pp.242‐243 suggests the notion of “concrete abstraction” to define
structure as “a corpus of intelligent forms”:
[…] a new sensibility of vision [that] permits us to transcend sensation and to see things in
their structure. […] intelligible objects, yet without ‐ and this is what is new ‐ losing anything
of their materiality; a new category appears, that of concrete abstraction; this, moreover,
is the meaning which we can give today to the word structure: a corpus of intelligent forms.
883 To extend Koolhaas’ (Deen & Garritzmann, 1998) pp.85‐86 proposition on the metaphor as
diagrammatic practice by excellence:
Koolhaas's metaphors are […] an interaction of elements, which are conceptually 'charged'
by means of analogy and association. […] The metaphor is instrumental in organising the
components of a project. It is this organising potential that makes of the metaphor a
diagram, more than a visual reference.
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IV.5. Further tracks
ON ARCHITECTURAL
EDUCATION

The Austin genealogy unfolds a broad spectrum of modeling practices by means
of material constructs in architectural education; relating to the prevailing
school of thought, the theoretical framework, the pedagogical strategy, the
individual perspective or the context of the task. The paradigm illustrates
several tracks, diversions and occasional conflicts, reflecting the multi‐faceted
nature of the design inquiry and, in‐turn, of design education.
These examples bring evidence of exemplary, eventually radical, educational
models, built by a critical mass of charismatic individuals. The commitment in
excellence, the persistence on intellectual grounds, the instrumental role of
reflection‐on‐action and the persistence in exploration and change, they all
constitute fundamental components of a conscious architectural pedagogy. On
the other hand, as numerous instances highlight, a plurality of voices, as well as
cross‐disciplinary exchange, are essential features of a healthy paradigm; for its
very existence and evolution, diversity and oppositions are in order.

ON STRUCTURAL
EDUCATION

Across these lines, there are lessons to be learned in a fruitful exchange
between design disciplines; especially in terms of the overall practices rather
than the particular propositions or specific assignments. Structural education
can only benefit by taking note of this paradigm. Beyond – or possibly across –
the educational models, the pedagogical strategies or didactic vehicles there
are questions of a broader scope to be tackled; issues of epistemological or
methodological origin, addressing the very nature and the modes of reasoning
of the discipline that will, in turn, affect the mode and methods of inquiry.
The design culture calls for a projective rationale, developing synthetic
competences within problem‐solving activities. The constructivist realm884
comes to suggest an active‐learning pedagogy to promote student engagement
and activate creative skills through interactive media. Modeling offers a
powerful cognitive ‘language’ to enable non‐verbal reasoning, particularly apt
for the design activity.
The present study brings forward several tracks to be further explored. The
construction of hypotheses – to emphasize on exploring the concept vs. refining
the outcome, on constructing the pattern vs. optimizing the configuration – is
of fundamental importance to evolve design competences. The notion of
‘series’ – to discuss multiplicities vs. singularities across iterations or variations
of form, medium or subject – proves to be instrumental for the growth of
conceptual awareness; to ‘read’ or ‘write’ transcending features, to focus on
the essential, to understand the possible vs. the precise. Diagrammatic
practices – to suggest the possibility vs. the fact – is valuable in illustrating
structures of qualitative nature or relational order. The notion of the ‘material
diagram’ as a vehicle in organizing the components of a design hypothesis by
means of material constructs is an exciting concept to investigate.

884

On “constructivism” & “constructionism”, see Piaget and Papert (Papert & Harel, 1991),
(Ackermann, 2001).
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A paradigm willing to evolve needs to embrace an exploratory modality,
experimenting as well with the methods and tools and allowing for occasional
failures. Educational research885 offers a framework to evolve educational
practices in systematic ways; a learning intervention is a creative endeavor886
by itself, involving theorizing, experimentation, documentation, reflection887,
iterations and dissemination. The design of structural design education within
the context of ‘design‐led research’888 may prove a challenging endeavor worth
exploring.
ON THE TRANS‐
DISCIPLINARY EXCHANGE

The context of the so‐called ‘structural turn’ is a fertile field to develop
structural education practices seeking for design creativity. The theme of
‘structuring’ gives an opportunity to discuss performative aspects beyond the
notion of structural performance; to address the process of formation and
eventually transformation; ‘structuring’ as a methodology to design (for)
openness.
The present study has brought forward a couple of educational practices that
suggest an extended understanding of structure, across the notions of
‘metaphor’ and ‘pattern’. Material constructs are employed here to illustrate
propositions of ‘structuring’ that allow for multiple interpretations and
transformations. The two examples – borrowed from the ETH‐Zurich and the
University of Thessaly respectively – explore the vehicles of the structural
concept and the ‘material diagram’, suggesting possible strategies in projecting
structural schemes by means of physical models.
Alternative propositions on the theme of ‘structuring’ may be explored in a
constructive dialogue between the structural and architectural realm,
highlighting the creative features of the two disciplines in a mutually beneficial
way. A trans‐disciplinary perspective, within and beyond the (building) design
disciplines, is vital to reflect, employ or follow‐up on these tracks. Architectural
education offers fertile grounds for such a trans‐disciplinary exchange.
Confident about the design component of structural studies and the cognitive
aspects of the physical model, the present study invests on the intrinsic features
of architectural education to activate the full potential of the physical model as
means of structural design inquiry.
As evoked in the seminal exhibition, Idea as Model – initiated by Eisenman in
1976 – models “as a conceptual as opposed to narrative tool” may indeed serve
“as studies of a hypothesis, a problem, or an idea”889.
[…] the model, like the drawing, could have an almost unconscious,
unpremeditated, even generative, effect on the design process […] to provoke
unforseen "structural" developments or even modes of perception in the
process of design [providing] a similar kind of conceptual feedback.

885

On The Role of Design in Educational Research, see (Kelly, 2003).

886 On design experiments in educational research, see (Brown, 1992), (Collins, 1992), (Cobb,
Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003).
887

On “reflection‐in‐ and reflection‐on‐action”, see (Schön, 1983), (Schön, 1987).

888 On “practice‐led research” in design, or else “research‐by‐ or research‐through‐design”, see
(Archer, 1995), (Frayling, 1993), (Findeli, 1998), (Jonas, 2004).
889

See (Frampton & Kolbowski, 1981) pp.1, 3.
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e. Ibid. [M/P #42] #086.I.38 (structural model)/ #086.III.A.124, #086.III.B.5A‐
5B (photographs)
f. Ibid. [M/P ‐ ] #086.III.A.117/ #086.III.A.118? (photographs)
g. Ibid. [M.P. #43] #086.I.37 (structural model)/ #086.III.A.121 (photographs)
h. Ibid. [M/P ‐ ] #086.III.A.122 (photographs)
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i. Ibid. [M/P ‐ ] #086.III.A.123 (photographs)
Fig. 31.
a. Ibid. [M/P#46] #086.I.39 (structural model)/ #086.III.A.128, #086.III.C.13
(photographs)
b. (Le Ricolais, 1973b) p.95 | (Le Ricolais, 1973a) p.42
c. (Le Ricolais, 1973b) p.96 | (Le Ricolais, 1973a) p.42
d. (Le Ricolais, 1973b) p.97
Fig. 32.
a. Collection 086: G. Robert Le Ricolais; Architectural Archives, Univ. of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA. [M/P#38] #086.I.4 (structural model)/
#086.III.A.64 (photographs)
b. (Mimram, 1983) p.87
c. Ibid.
d. Ibid.
Fig. 33. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.13
Fig. 34.
a. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.194
b. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.195
c. (Shkapich & Hejduk, 1985) p.37
d. (Eisenman, 1980) p.11
e. ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.24
f. ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.15
g. (Hejduk, Henderson, & Diller, 1988) pp.12‐13 | (Ockman & Williamson,
2012) p.280‐281
h. (Gorlin, 1980) p.165 | (Hejduk et al., 1988) p.78
Fig. 35.
a. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.195
b. (Coleman, 1962)
c. (Caragonne, 1995a) p.306
d. (Caragonne, 1995a) p.306
e. Bernhard Hoesli archives; GTA Archiv ETH‐Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.
(Hodgden, 1967) p.23
f. Ibid. p.19
g. (Jansen et al., 1989) p.61
h. ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.107
Fig. 36.
a. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.233
b. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.290
c. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.287
d. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.274
e. (Hejduk et al., 1988) pp.82‐83
f. (Hejduk et al., 1988) p.72
g. (Hejduk et al., 1988) p.72
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Fig. 37.
a. ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.285
b. ([Cooper Union], 1971) p.192
c. (Jansen et al., 1989) p.63
d. (Angélil & Hebel, 2008) pp.78‐79
Fig. 38.
a. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.263
b. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.102
c. (Hoesli, 1983) p.29
d. Bernhard Hoesli archives; GTA‐Archiv, ETH‐Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.
Univ. of Texas (slide collection); #109/II/04; Relational diagrams.
e.Ibid. Univ. of Texas (slide collection); #109/II/12; Relational diagrams.
f. (Jansen et al., 1989) p.65
Fig. 39.
a. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.184
b. (Moretti, 1953) p.17
c. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.377
d. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.314
e. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.229
f. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.345
g. (Caragonne, 1995b) p.397
Fig. 40. Constructing Equilibrium Exercise, Building Structures IV, D‐Arch, ETH‐
Zurich. Photos courtesy of Chair of Structural Design, D‐Arch, ETH‐Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland.
#E4. New Werdbadi. L.Dumont d‘Ayot, L.Graf, N.Klinger, L.Maeder (SS2014)
Fig. 41. Ibid.
#E6. A New Angle. M.Hack, M.Prager, F.Heinzer, J.M.E.Hasler (SS2014)
Fig. 42. Ibid.
#E7. Fisherman’s Boot. M.Frefel, L.Grunder, S.Imbeck, T.Kuny (SS2014)
Fig. 43. Ibid.
#E8. Water Strider. A.Brunold, C. Schuepbach (SS2014)
Fig. 44. Ibid.
#D6. Der Herr der Leitern. T.Cerny, T.Fischer, N.Harter, D.Keller (SS2014)
Fig. 45. Ibid.
#DE14. Schwartze Magie. J.Fischbacher, M.Zahran, R.Dubois, W.Kabirov
(SS2015)
Fig. 46. Structural [Trans]‐Formations, Dep. Arch., Univ. Thessaly. Photos
courtesy of ma‐K‐e Research Unit, Dep. Arch., Univ. Thessaly, Volos, Greece.
a. Yellow Pool. E.Papadouraki (FS2016)
b. Fluctus. S.Nikomani (FS2013)
Fig. 47. Ibid.
a. Stingray. E.Diamantouli (FS2016)
b. Dinosaur. M.Manesi (FS2017)
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c. Separation. N.Karagianni (FS2016)
Fig. 48. Ibid.
a. Twist. V.Dimara (FS2017)
b. Portal. G.Dimitriou (FS2017)
c. X‐plosing. E.Reppa (FS2016)
d. Stairway. Th.Kranidiotis (FS2016)
e. Highways & Byways. E.Varali (FS2016)
Fig. 49. Ibid.
a. Up‐Normal. V.Agatsas (FS2016)
b. Separation. N.Karagianni (FS2016)
c. Stingray. E.Diamantouli (FS2016)
d. X‐plosing. E.Reppa (FS2016)
Fig. 50. Ibid.
a. Yellow Pool. E.Papadouraki (FS2016)
b. Tetris Lines. E.Vrouza (FS2016)
c. Blube. Ch.Christia (FS2016)
d. Rocky Island. D.Lazaridis (FS2016)
Fig. 51. Ibid.
a. Stronghold. Th.Sianou (FS2016)
b. Separation. N.Karagianni (FS2016)
Fig. 52. (Kerez, Budik, & Scheidegger, 2017) pp.0202, 0219, 0204, 0215, 0208,
0220
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